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The Honorable Kevin Yoder 
U.S. House of Representatives 
215 Canon HOB 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
Dear Representative Yoder, 
 
It was a truly a pleasure meeting with you as part of The Plastics Champions delegation on July 24, 2013.  
Thank you for taking time to discuss issues so vital to all of us in this industry.  In fact, as the third largest 
manufacturing sector in America, the plastics manufacturing and distribution industry and association 
believes that these issues are important to all Americans.  During our meeting, you asked that we 
provide (1) an overview of the LEED 2012 issues and the specific areas of concern to the plastics industry 
(2) evidence that our industry and partners have attempted to work with the U.S. Green Building’s 
Council (USGBC) to address our concerns and have been denied due process and consideration and (3) 
how the U.S. General Services Administration has adopted a third-party standard, that was not created 
with transparency nor through a consensus-building process. This letter and the accompanying 
documentation will provide you additional information in support of our suggestions relating to the 
improvement of the LEED credit development process. That information follows: 
 
TRANSPARENCY & FAIRNESS OF THE PROCESS 
During our visit we discussed our concern that the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), by 
adopting LEED 2012, as promulgated by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), has implemented a 
measure that not only isn’t open or consensus-based but grants a monopoly in the hands of a single, 
private organization.   
 
Our organization, The International Association of Plastics Distribution (IAPD), is committed to energy 
efficiency and will continue to support adoption of sustainability standards as long as those standards 
are based upon equity within the spirit of both the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) and The 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI).  Transparency is a common thread between APA and 
ANSI, the driving purpose of each to ensure fairness and consensus, respectively.  A transparent system 
that enables stakeholders to have a role in creating solutions is at the very heart of innovation and 
drives the competition necessary to generate new and better standards — the ultimate purpose.   
 
The federal government, and, by extension the private sector, must adhere to LEED 2012 or any 
classification adopted by GSA regarding “green” building standards.  Therefore, those classifications 
have the same nature, force and effect of federal regulation.  We believe that fairness and consistency 
suggest that similar principles should encompass this decision-making process, particularly when, as 
here, a single private standard is adopted.  The LEED 2012 process has seemingly failed at this need for 
fairness and consensus. 
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APA applies to all agencies and its primary purpose is to require a fair process: (1) to require agencies to 
keep the public informed of their organization, procedures and rules; (2) to provide for public 
participation in the rulemaking process; (3) to establish uniform standards for the conduct of formal 
rulemaking and adjudication; and (4) to define the scope of judicial review (Attorney General's Manual 
on the Administrative Procedure Act (1947)).  Senator Pat McCarran called APA “a bill of rights for the 
hundreds of thousands of Americans whose affairs are controlled or regulated in one way or another by 
agencies of the federal government” (Washington College of Law, Administrative Law Review Public 
Resources; further quoted in Donald D. Berry & Howard R. Whitcomb, The Legal Foundations of Public 
Administration 32 (3d ed. 2005)).   
 
This is not an IAPD issue, but is, rather, an issue for our entire industry.  The Resilient Floor Covering 
Institute made comments on the Green Building Certification Systems which are highly indicative of the 
position of the entire industry.  (Comments of Resilient Floor Covering Institute on the Sequence 24 
Findings of the EISA 426(H) Ad Hoc Review Group on Green Building Certification Systems, 78 Fed. 
Reg.8145 (Feb. 5, 2013), Notice-MG-2012-04).  In addition, the Society of the Plastics Industry (SPI) 
issued its comments to the USGBC on December 6, 2012.   
(https://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399?return=/credits/new-construction/v4-draft/material-%26-
resources) 
 
The consensus from these comments is that, as an industry, we believe that is reasonable to assume 
that GSA’s building standards must occur in this same APA spirit.  Such an outcome promotes 
consistency in GSA actions: it does not impose any additional requirements on GSA.  On the contrary any 
burden to comply would be on rating or standard put forth to GSA for approval, in this case USGBC/LEED 
2012.   
 
THE ESSENCE OF ANSI 
The process by which USGBC determines the various components of its LEED program is neither 
transparent nor an open process.  ANSI requires:  (1) consensus by a group that is open to 
representatives from all interested parties; (2) broad-based public review and comment on draft 
standards; (3) consideration of and response to comments; (4) incorporation of submitted changes that 
meet the same consensus requirements into a draft standard; and (5) availability of an appeal by any 
participant alleging that these principles were not respected during the standards-development process.   
 
This is the process that should be followed when the GSA in involved.  The USGBC argues that it is not a 
standard setting organization but merely a voluntary ratings system.  They contend that their LEED 2012 
ratings follow many aspects of ANSI, so for all practical purposes they comply; however, we cannot find 
justification for that position.  (See “Comparison of the LEED Development Process and ANSI’s Essential 
Requirements, attached). 
 
The fact that the USGBC fields thousands of comments, in and of itself, fails to meet either the spirit or 
the intent of ANSI (and APA, for that matter).  Comments must be fully debated, something not 
permitted by USGBC.  Instead, public comments fall into a “black hole,” only reemerging part and parcel 
of final, broad proposals submitted to USGBC members to vote on in whole (see, Vinyl Institute 
Comments and USGBC Response, attached).  You can see that the process is not consensus-based; nor 
does it enable the level of participation envisioned by either ANSI or APA.  
 
We are also attaching an additional bibliography, of sorts, giving you more access to additional 
information generated by our industry.   
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We encourage you to investigate this entire situation more closely.  No single, third party should have a 
monopoly on dictating the standards by which energy efficiency and sustainability are met.  We urge 
you to insist that “green” building standards and systems adopted by GSA promote fairness and 
transparency and uphold the spirit and intention of both APA and ANSI.  We believe that all of these 
processes must be consistent with other regulations promulgated by GSA and to which every US agency 
and the federal government are required to meet. 
 
I thank you for your time and attention to this matter.  We know that if we can gain your support on this 
issue, you are well suited to enhance the process and improve it to the benefit of our entire country.  If 
you or any of your staff have any further questions on these issues please feel free to contact me at 913-
345-1005.   
 
 
Warm Regards, 
 

 
 
Susan E. Avery, CAE 
Chief Executive Officer 
savery@iapd.org 
www.iapd.org 
Phone: 913.345.1005 
Fax: 913.345.1006 
 
 
Attachments/Resource Documents: 

1. Letter from the Congress of the United States to the Acting Administrator of the U.S. General 
Services Administration, Daniel M. Tangerlini 

2. Improving the LEED Credit Development Process 
3. Comparison of the LEED Development Process and ANSI’s Essential Requirements 
4. Resilient Floor Covering Institute’s Comments on the Sequence 24 Findings and on Green 

Building Certification Systems (to the USGBC) 
5. Vinyl Institute Sample Comment/Response Summary from USGBC 
6. Seal of Green or Greed? — The Hill’s Congress Blog, By David Williams 
7. The Society of Plastics Industry Trade Association — Letters to the USGBC (March 29, 2013 and 

April 4, 2013) 
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IMPROVING THE LEED CREDIT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

 

Credit Proposal 

•PROBLEM: No clear process or rules for how credits are proposed or developed. 
•Develop and use clear process that calls for credit proposals and assigns them to TAG/WG.   
•Make all credit proposals public, identifying the proponent and the technical justification for 
proposal on USGBC public website. 

Development 

•PROBLEM: Committees limited to USGBC members; no public notice of credit development 
activities; technical committees may lack relevant expertise; committees may lack balance; 
no clear requirement for committees to reach consensus. 
•Committees opened to participation by any interested stakeholder. 
•Make public call for committee members and participation and provide public notice of 
initiation of credit development activity. 
•Any interested stakeholder participating in committee has an opportunity to speak to 
proposals before they are adopted. 
•No blanket exemption for technical committees from balance requirement. All committees 
should ensure materially affected stakeholders are invited to participate. 
•TAG, WG, other committees must reach at least majority vote on proposal to proceed 
further through the development process. 
•TAG, WG, other committees are required to post timely and detailed minutes, with rationale 
for any actions on credit development, to the USGBC website.  

 
Technical Review  

and  
Response to Public 

Comment   

•PROBLEM: Complex technical comments often addressed by USGBC staff, not technical 
experts; technical review process not transparent. 
•Technical proposals, input and comments must be addressed by technical experts.    
•TAGs must provide substantive written response to all technical proposals and public 
comments, whether from a USGBC member or the general public. 
•All technical proposals, public comments and TAG responses posted to USGBC public website. 

Public Comment 
Period(s)  

•PROBLEM: Inadequate time for public review and comment; insufficient comment times for 
subsequent rounds; comment process not transparent.  
•Public comment periods must be sufficiently long to allow the public an opportunity for input. 
Wholesale changes to an entire rating system need at least 60 days. If major substantive 
revisions are proposed, at least 60 days should be provided again. 
•Unresolved public comments will be reported to the LSC. 

 

Appeals Process 

•PROBLEM: Appeals process inaccessible; expensive; no right to appear before panel. 
•There is a right to appear before the appeals panel. 
•Filing fees are reasonable, i.e., consistent with fees of other standards organizations. 
•A failure to provide technical review or committee review of comments or a negative vote, 
and a failure to provide an adequate substantive/technical response to a 
substantive/technical comment are appealable.   
•Appeals on these bases require an Appeals Panel with appropriate technical expertise to 
evaluate the comment or vote. 
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COMPARISION�OF�THE�LEED�DEVELOPMENT�PROCESS�

AND�ANSI’S�ESSENTIAL�REQUIREMENTS�

�

The�U.S.�Green�Building�Council,�Inc.�(“USGBC”)�has�a�singular�vision�establishing�its�existence:�to�
set�out�a�path�forward�for�a�prosperous�and�sustainable�future�through�defining�how�buildings�can�be�
costͲefficient�and�energyͲsaving,�mitigate�adverse�environmental�impact,�and�support�the�well�being�of�
their�occupants.�USGBC�does�so�through�development�and�continual�improvement�of�its�LEED™�rating�
system.�

USGBC�is�committed�to�ensuring�due�process�in�all�its�operations�Ͳ�particularly�in�the�
development�of�LEED.�The�American�National�Standards�Institute�(ANSI)�defines�“due�process”�as�
allowing�anyone�with�a�“direct�and�material�interest”�the�“right�to�participate�by:�a)�expressing�a�
position�and�its�basis,�b)�having�that�position�considered,�and�c)�having�the�right�to�appeal.”�USGBC�
agrees�and�fully�respects�the�need�for�due�process�as�fundamental�to�USGBC’s�development�of�LEED.�

USGBC’s�interpretation�of�the�principles�of�due�process�and�consensus�standard�development�is�
very�similar�to�ANSI’s.�However,�there�is�a�distinct�philosophical�and�logistical�variance�in�application.�
First,�ANSI�has�developed�its�imprimatur�for�standards�rather�than�rating�systems.�While�similar,�the�two�
are�different�in�purpose.�Standards,�generally�speaking,�set�a�minimum�agreedͲupon�level,�a�lowest�
common�denominator�of�function,�interoperability�and�uniformity.�It�is�far�easier�for�business�
organizations�to�agree�to�the�lowest�acceptable�level�of�function�or�the�lowest�acceptable�level�of�safety�
protection.�However,�what�USGBC�aims�to�establish,�in�a�delicate�balancing�of�business�and�
environmental�interests�(sectors�often�in�diametric�opposition),�is�the�highest,�rather�than�lowest,�level�
of�what�should�be�sought�for�the�sustainable�design,�construction�and�operation�of�buildings.�Achieving�
consensus�(however�defined�in�the�details)�on�a�“stretch”�goal�for�the�adoption�and�use�of�new,�
innovative�technologies�and�practices,�rather�than�the�standard�industry�operation,�is�far�more�
challenging.�Further,�USGBC�aims�in�its�LEED�rating�system�to�invite�the�largest�possible�number�and�
variety�of�stakeholders�to�participate�in�the�development�and�adoption�of�LEED.��

The�remainder�of�this�analysis�attempts�to�summarize�the�differences�between�ANIS’s�approach�
and�USGBC’s,�as�well�as�provide�USGBC’s�rationale�for�continuing�to�adhere�to�the�system�USGBC�has�
adopted�in�its�governing�documents�and�Foundations�of�LEED1.�We�set�out�ANSI’s�process�as�limited�in�
its�Essential�Requirements�and�compare�USGBC’s�approach.�Excerpts�from�ANSI’s�Essential�
Requirements,�2013�edition�are�set�out�in�italics.�
�

OPENNESS�

������������������������������������������������������������
1�Foundations�of�LEED�is�the�publication�which�set�outs�the�purpose,�development�and�implementation�process�and�procedures�
for�the�LEED�Green�Building�Rating�System.�It�can�be�found�at:�http://www.usgbc.org/Docs/Archive/General/Docs6103.pdf�
�
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1.1 Openness�
Participation�shall�be�open�to�all�persons�who�are�directly�and�materially�affected�by�the�activity�in�question.�There�
shall�be�no�undue�financial�barriers�to�participation.�Voting�membership�on�the�consensus�body�shall�not�be�
conditional�upon�membership�in�any�organization,�nor�unreasonably�restricted�on�the�basis�of�technical�qualifications�
or�other�such�requirements.�
AND�
2.1�Openness�
Timely�and�adequate�notice�of�any�action�to�create,�revise,�reaffirm,�or�withdraw�a�standard,�and�the�establishment�of�
a�new�consensus�body�shall�be�provided�to�all�known�directly�and�materially�affected�interests.�
Notice�should�include�a�clear�and�meaningful�description�of�the�purpose�of�the�proposed�activity�and�shall�identify�a�
readily�available�source�for�further�information.�In�addition,�the�member’s�name�(or�if�membership�is�by�organization,�
the�name�of�the�organization�with�a�point�of�contact),�affiliation1�and�interest�category�of�each�member�of�the�
consensus�body�shall�be�made�available�to�interested�parties�upon�request.�

�

ANSI�would�find�that�USGBC�fails�to�meet�this�requirement�on�a�very�technical�basis.�USGBC’s�
process�is�robustly�open�to�all.�USGBC�permits—and�indeed�encourages—the�submission�by�ANY�person�
of�comments�to�proposed�changes�to�the�LEED�rating�system.�However,�USGBC�limits�voting�on�the�
adoption�of�LEED�to�USGBC�members,�and�reserves�the�right�to�serve�on�USGBC�committees�to�its�
members.�ANSI�does�not�allow�an�organization’s�own�membership�to�vote�on�adoption�of�ANSI�
standards.�Thus,�ANSI�would�not�consider�USGBC’s�voting�membership�as�a�permissible�“consensus”�
body.��

This�is�an�example�of�how�ANSI’s�view�and�USGBC’s�view�diverge.�USGBC�has�considered�voting�
on�LEED�to�be�a�fundamental�member�right.�USGBC’s�philosophy�in�this�regard�is�at�odds�with�ANSI’s,�
because�USGBC�considers�that�participation�in�decision�making�about�the�contours�of�the�LEED�rating�
system�to�be�a�significant�if�not�the�singularly�uniting�concern�and�interest�of�its�members.��

USGBC�does�not�limit�or�restrict�who�may�become�a�member�of�the�organization.�Any�
organization�may�become�a�USGBC�member.2�Notably,�membership�in�USGBC�does�require�that�
organizations�wishing�to�be�USGBC�members�pledge�to�follow�and�promote�the�shared�value�of�
promoting�sustainability�in�the�built�environment.3��

������������������������������������������������������������
2�“ARTICLE�II�–�MEMBERSHIP�
Section�1�–�Members:�Any�organization,�including�but�not�limited�to�the�following,�may�apply�to�become�a�Regular�Member�of�
USGBC�(“member)”:�Building�Product�Manufacturers�(including�Building�Controls�Manufacturers/Building�Operations�and�
Maintenance);�Contractors�and�Builders;�Corporate�and�Retail;�Educational�and�Research�Institutions�(both�public�and�private�
including�KͲ12,�colleges�and�universities);�
501(c)(3)�Environmental�and�other�501(c)(3)�Nonprofit�Organizations;�Federal�Government;�Finance�and�Insurance�Community�
(institutions,�appraisers,�accountants);�Professional�Firms�(including,�but�not�limited�to�architectural,�engineering,�consultants,�
legal,�design�and�technical);�Professional�Societies�and�Trade�Associations�and�other�
501(c)�Nonprofit�Organizations;�Real�Estate�and�Real�Estate�Service�Providers�(including�building�owners,�developers,�property�
managers);�State�and�Local�Governments;�Utilities,�ESCOs�and�Energy�Service�Providers,�USGBC�Chapters,�and�international�
Green�Building�Councils.”�

From�the�Bylaws�of�U.S.�Green�Building�Council,�January�2013,�found�at:�
http://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/USGBCͲBylaws.pdf�
�
3�From�USGBC�Membership�Policies�&�Procedures,�“Compliance�with�Member�Statement�of�Principles”,�found�at�
http://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/USGBCMembership_PoliciesͲProcedures.pdf:��
“…each�member�of�USGBC�must�agree�to�the�following�Code�of�Conduct:��
As�a�member�of�U.S.�Green�Building�Council,�I�hereby�agree�to�adhere�to�the�principles�of�improving�the�energy�and�
environmental�efficiency�of�the�whole�building�environment.�This�includes�following�and�promoting�the�concepts�of:��
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While�USGBC’s�financial�support�from�membership�has�been�critical�in�allowing�USGBC�to�
formulate�its�rating�system,�USGBC�strives�to�ensure�that�its�dues�are�not�unduly�burdensome�(the�least�
expensive�benefit�level�is�currently�$300�per�year)�and�that�its�membership�as�a�whole�reflects�the�
interests�of�the�variety�of�industry�sectors�that�engage�in�the�land�use�and�building�construction�and�
operations�sectors.4�In�that�regard,�USGBC�is�overwhelmingly�successful.�Among�its�nearly�13,000�
current�members,�there�is�great�diversity;�the�following�are�a�sampling:�

Colgate�Palmolive�Company,�The�Home�Depot,�Target�Corporation,�Johnson�&�Johnson,�
Verizon�Wireless,�Intel�Corporation,�Caterpillar,�Honeywell�International,�and�MetLife�

USGBC’s�consensus�body,�the�group�that�actually�votes�on�adoption�of�a�revision�of�the�LEED�
rating�system,�are�any�and�all�of�USGBC’s�members�who�opt�to�do�so—any�and�all�of�the�estimated�15�
million�employees�of�USGBC’s�nearly�13,000�members.�By�contrast,�the�consensus�committee�of�the�
Green�Building�Initiative�(“GBI)�consists�only�of�32�individuals.5�Similarly,�most�developers�of�ANSI�
standards�establish�consensus�bodies�on�standards�development�with�a�small,�very�limited�number�of�
voting�persons.�The�logistics�of�meeting�ANSI’s�Essential�Requirements�provisions�are�far�simpler�when�
involvement�is�limited�to�only�a�few�persons.�The�logistics�become�far�more�challenging�when�an�
organization,�like�USGBC,�decides�to�extend�its�conversation�and�development�process�as�broadly�and�as�
inclusively�as�possible.��

� �

������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Improving�energy�efficiency�and�conservation;��
Improving�indoor�environmental�quality;��
Increasing�resource�and�material�efficiency;��
Improving�occupancy�health�and�productivity;��
Improving�environmental�quality�including�air,�water,�land,�limited�resources�and�ecosystems;��
Promoting�sustainability�as�defined�as�"providing�for�the�needs�of�the�present�without�detracting�from�the�ability�to�
fulfill�the�needs�of�the�future."��
Ͳ�USGBC/PTI�Sustainable�Buildings�Guidebook,�1994“�

�
4�ANSI’s�Essential�Requirements�do�not�suggest�how�the�standards�development�process�should�be�financially�underwritten,�

nor,�ironically,�does�ANSI�forbid�the�wholesale�underwriting�of�a�standard�setting�scheme�by�one�or�a�limited�number�of�
corporate�sponsors.��

5�See�http://www.thegbi.org/aboutͲgbi/ANSIͲtechnicalͲcommittee.shtml.�GBI’s�standard,�Green�Globes,�was�developed�by�ECD�
Energy�and�Environment�Canada.�Licensing�rights�were�later�sold�to�Jones�Lang�LaSalle,�from�whom�GBI�currently�licenses�Green�
Globes.�In�addition�to�hosting�a�limited�number�of�participants�in�its�consensus�body,�GBI�has�a�very�limited�participation�in�its�
membership.�Less�than�fity�companies�appear�to�be�members.�See�http://www.thegbi.org/aboutͲgbi/whoͲweͲare/membersͲ
andͲsupporters.shtml�
�
�
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LACK�OF�DOMINANCE�
�

1.2�Lack�of�dominance�
The�standards�development�process�shall�not�be�dominated�by�any�single�interest�category,�individual�or�organization.�
Dominance�means�a�position�or�exercise�of�dominant�authority,�leadership,�or�influence�by�reason�of�superior�
leverage,�strength,�or�representation�to�the�exclusion�of�fair�and�equitable�consideration�of�other�viewpoints.�

�

USGBC�meets�this�requirement�fully.�USGBC�is�scrupulous�in�ensuring�that�no�one�interest�
prevails�to�overtake�the�necessary�technical�and�science�based�discussions�about�LEED.�Throughout�the�
LEED�development�process,�USGBC�prides�itself�in�inviting�diverging�opinions�and�perspectives�to�be�
shared�and�considered.��

Critics�have�argued�that�USGBC’s�LEED�Steering�Committee�(LSC)�is�not�“balanced”�(see�later�
discussion�regarding�ANSI’s�balance�requirement)�and�that�the�LSC�is�dominated�by�interests�opposed�to�
the�particular�parochial�viewpoint�of�the�critic.�The�LSC�consists�of�nine�voting�volunteer�members�
(currently�one�vacancy)�and�its�nonvoting�volunteer�Chair;�clearly,�such�a�small�group�cannot�
accommodate�all�points�of�view.6�The�LSC�is�merely�the�orchestrator�and�convener�of�over�20�technical�
advisory�groups,�which�are�rich�in�a�diversity�of�technical�backgrounds�and�interests.�For�example,�
USGBC’s�Executive�Committee�recently�approved�76�individuals�to�nine�LEED�committees�involved�in�
rating�system�development.�Eighty�percent�of�those�appointed�had�never�served�on�a�LEED�committee.��

Nor�is�USGBC’s�committee�system�limited�to�a�small�subset�of�selfͲinterested�individuals�or�
companies.�Of�those�recently�appointed,�50%�are�from�companies�that�never�before�had�sent�a�
representative�to�a�LEED�committee.�New�appointees�include�employees�of�DuPont,�Carrier,�BASF,�
Ewing,�Honeywell,�PROSOCO,�Steelcase,�USG�Corporation,�Armstrong,�Guardian�CSC,�Kohler�and�
Krueger.�Simply�failing�to�represent�every�single�interest�of�any�particular�affected�party�does�not�result�
in�a�lack�of�dominance�or�exclusion.�USGBC�believes�that�LEED�is�the�result�of�a�committee�structure�that�
balances�market�needs�and�constraints�with�consistency�and�technical�rigor.�

Moreover,�as�a�further�safeguard,�USGBC�appoints�a�small�committee�to�provide�an�
independent�and�impartial�review�of�each�proposed�balloting�of�its�rating�system.�In�the�past,�a�standing�
committee�known�as�TSAC�(Technical�Scientific�Advisory�Committee)�provided�such�review.�However,�
after�an�overhaul�of�the�TAGs�following�the�adoption�of�LEED�2009,�USGBC�decided�to�reformulate�
TSAC’s�oversight�function�into�a�task�force,�the�LEED�Rating�System�Review�Team�(“Team”).�USGBC�
charged�the�Team�with�(i)�affirming�that�the�proposed�rating�system�was�technically�supportable,�(ii)�
addressing�potentially�controversial�issues,�and�(iii)�determining�whether�the�conclusions�within�the�
proposed�rating�system�were�considered�reasonable�given�current�information�available�at�the�time�of�
review.�Implicit�within�its�scope,�the�Team�was�charged�with�identifying�any�dominance�or�undue�
influence�of�any�interest.7�The�Team�has�not�identified�any�dominant�interest�nor�adjusted�for�any�
seeming�undue�influence�for�LEED�v4.�

������������������������������������������������������������
6�See�the�LSC�charter,�found�at�http://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/Docs10813.pdf�
7�The�v4�Team�is�comprised�of�Nadav�Malin,�Sandra�Mendler,�AIA�Kent�W.�Peterson,�P.E.,�ASHRAE�Pres.�Fellow,�MCIBSE,�LEED�
AP.�Their�biographies�are�included�in�the�endnotes�of�this�document.�
�
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�

USGBC’s�members�serving�as�a�consensus�body�do�not�act�as�a�“rubber�stamp”�for�adoption�of�
the�work�of�LSC�and�its�advisory�committees,�TAGs�and�working�groups,�as�evidenced�in�the�most�recent�
balloting�of�a�LEED�rating�system�question�(the�soͲcalled�“wood�credit”),�submitted�in�the�fall�of�2010.�
That�ballot�failed�to�reach�USGBC’s�definition�of�consensus,�despite�the�fact�that�a�majority�(55%)�of�
organizations�voting�choose�to�support�the�proposal.�USGBC’s�definition�of�necessary�consensus�and�
lack�of�dominance�resulted�in�the�failure�to�adopt�the�“wood�credit”�as�proposed.�

� �
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BALANCE�

�
1.3�Balance�
The�standards�development�process�should�have�a�balance�of�interests.�Participants�from�diverse�interest�categories�
shall�be�sought�with�the�objective�of�achieving�balance.�If�a�consensus�body�lacks�balance�in�accordance�with�the�
historical�criteria�for�balance,�and�no�specific�alternative�formulation�of�balance�was�approved�by�the�ANSI�Executive�
Standards�Council,�outreach�to�achieve�balance�shall�be�undertaken.�
And�
2.3�Balance�
Historically�the�criteria�for�balance�are�that�a)�no�single�interest�category�constitutes�more�than�oneͲthird�of�the�
membership�of�a�consensus�body�dealing�with�safetyͲrelated�standards�or�b)�no�single�interest�category�constitutes�a�
majority�of�the�membership�of�a�consensus�body�dealing�with�other�than�safetyͲrelated�standards.�
The�interest�categories�appropriate�to�the�development�of�consensus�in�any�given�standards�activity�are�a�function�of�
the�nature�of�the�standards�being�developed.�Interest�categories�shall�be�discretely�defined,�cover�all�materially�
affected�parties�and�differentiate�each�category�from�the�other�categories.�Such�definitions�shall�be�available�upon�
request.�In�defining�the�interest�categories�appropriate�to�a�standards�activity,�consideration�shall�be�given�to�at�least�
the�following:�

a)�producer;�
b)�user;�
c)�general�interest.�

Where�appropriate,�additional�interest�categories�should�be�considered.�...�
Appropriate,�representative�user�views�shall�be�actively�sought�and�fully�considered�in�standards�activities.�
Whenever�possible,�user�participants�shall�be�those�with�the�requisite�technical�knowledge,�but�other�users�may�also�
participate.�…�
�
�

USGBC�meets�this�ANSI�requirement�fully,�as�the�voting�group�of�USGBC’s�membership�is�always�
tested�for�balance,�and�USGBC�makes�adjustments,�when�necessary,�to�assure�balance�in�balloting.�
Some�opponents�and�competitors�of�LEED�have�been�critical�of�the�composition�of�USGBC’s�LSC�
regarding�a�perceived�lack�of�balance,�insinuating�that�the�LSC�is�USGBC’s�consensus�body.�As�discussed�
previously,�the�LSC�is�the�convener�and�integrator�of�the�work�of�USGBC’s�20�committees,�TAGs,�and�
working�groups�of�superbly�qualified�subject�matter�experts.�These�include�the�LEED�Technical�
Committee�and�its�seven�TAGS�and�two�working�groups,�the�Implementation�Advisory�Committee,�and�
the�Market�Advisory�Subcommittee�and�its�five�working�groups.8�More�than�250�persons�have�
participated�in�the�TAGS,�committees�and�working�groups�relating�to�the�most�recent�proposed�version�
of�the�rating�system,�LEED�v4.�

But�to�be�clear:�USGBC’s�LSC�and�its�subparts�are�not�USGBC’s�consensus�body.�Rather,�the�
decision�and�adoption�of�the�LEED�rating�system�and�changes�to�it�are�absolutely�determined�by�the�
votes�of�USGBC�members.��

������������������������������������������������������������
8�The�LSC’s�paramount�responsibilities�are�outlined�in�the�Foundations�of�LEED,�as�follows:�

1.�Set�policy�for�development�of�LEED.��
2.�Set�priorities�for�how�LEED�is�developed.��
3.�Approve�framework�for�LEED�development�that�ensures�technical�rigor�while�considering�market�
leadership�and�feasibility.��
4.�Establish�and�charge�subcommittees�and�working�groups�to�develop�LEED�and�support�LEED�
implementation�and�maintenance.��
5.�Adjudicate�working�group�and/or�subcommittee�issues�during�LEED�development.��
6.�Approve�subcommitteeͲ�and�working�groupͲrecommended�improvements�to�LEED.�

� Foundations�of�LEED,�p.�15�
�
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During�the�period�available�to�“opt�in”�to�be�included�in�the�USGBC�consensus�body,�USGBC�
member�organizations�choosing�to�participate�are�scrutinized�to�ensure�both�that�no�particular�interest�
dominates�and�that�a�balance�of�interests�is�achieved.�USGBC�is�currently�in�the�process�of�considering�
exactly�how�to�divide�its�membership�into�three�groups:�producers,�users�and�general�interest�as�each�
relates�to�the�LEED�rating�system,�as�follows:�

“Producer”�Category,�defined�as�those�companies�that�build�and�own�LEED�buildings.�This�
includes�contractors�and�builders�and�real�estate�provider�firms.�

“User”�Category,�defined�as�organizations�that�use�LEED�to�design�LEED�buildings.�This�includes�
architectural�firms,�engineering�firms,�architectural/engineering�firms,�commissioning�firms,�
consultants,�interior�design�firms,�landscape�architect�firms,�planning�firms,�and�residential�
design�firms.�

“General�Interest”�Category,�defined�as�organizations�that�engage�with�LEED�for�certification,�
education,�or�product�and�technology�development.�This�includes�corporate�and�retail�
companies,�educational�institutions,�energy�service�companies,�federal�government,�state�
governments,�local�governments�and�associated�government�agencies,�financial�institutions,�
insurance�companies,�nonͲprofit�organizations,�law�firms,�accounting�firms,�press,�building�
control�service�providers,�product�distributors,�product�manufacturers,�service�contractors,�
utilities,�professional�societies/trade�associations�and�others.��

To�the�extent�that�those�USGBC�members�that�opt�to�be�part�of�a�consensus�body�on�a�
particular�ballot�fail�independently�to�create�a�balanced�group�by�user�category,�USGBC�reserves�the�
right�to�appoint�member�organizations�to�the�consensus�body�so�as�to�achieve�balance.�9�

�

� �

������������������������������������������������������������
9�See�Foundations�of�LEED,�Section�VII,�Appendix�2.�The�LSC�utilizes�a�random�selection�of�companies�when�balance�
failed�to�be�achieved�through�selfͲselection;�the�most�recent�instance�of�random�appointment�was�for�the�wood�
credit�ballot�in�2010.��
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COORDINATION/HARMONIZATION/NO�DUPLICATION:�
ANSI’S�EFFORT�TO�RECOGNIZING�ONLY�ONE�STANDARD�

�
�
1.4�Coordination�and�harmonization�
Good�faith�efforts�shall�be�made�to�resolve�potential�conflicts�between�and�among�existing�American�National�
Standards�and�candidate�American�National�Standards.�
2.4.1�Definition�of�Conflict�
Conflict�within�the�ANS�process�refers�to�a�situation�where,�viewed�from�the�perspective�of�a�future�implementer,�the�
terms�of�one�standard�are�inconsistent�or�incompatible�with�the�terms�of�the�other�standard�such�that�implementation�
of�one�standard�under�terms�allowable�under�that�standard�would�preclude�proper�implementation�of�the�other�
standard�in�accordance�with�its�terms.�
2.4.2�Coordination/Harmonization�
ANSIͲAccredited�Standards�Developers�shall�make�a�goodͲfaith�effort�to�resolve�potential�conflicts�and�to�coordinate�
standardization�activities�intended�to�result�in�harmonized�American�National�Standards.�A�“good�faith”�effort�shall�
require�substantial,�thorough�and�comprehensive�efforts�to�harmonize�a�candidate�ANS�and�existing�ANSs.�Such�efforts�
shall�include,�at�minimum,�compliance�with�all�relevant�sections�of�these�procedures4.�Developers�shall�retain�evidence�
of�such�efforts�in�order�to�demonstrate�compliance�with�this�requirement�to�the�satisfaction�of�the�appropriate�ANSI�
body.�
AND�
4.2.1.1�Criteria�for�approval�of�an�American�National�Standard�
With�respect�to�any�proposal�to�approve,�revise�or�reaffirm�an�American�National�Standard�(including�the�national�
adoption�of�an�ISO�or�IEC�standard�as�an�American�National�Standard)�for�which�one�or�more�unresolved�objections�
have�been�reported,�the�BSR�shall�evaluate�whether:�

a)�the�standard�was�developed�in�accordance�with�the�procedures�upon�which�the�developer�was�granted�
accreditation,�with�particular�attention�given�to�whether�due�process�was�followed,�consensus�was�achieved,�
and�an�effort�was�made�to�resolve�any�objections�to�the�standard;�
b)�any�appeal�to�the�standards�developer�with�respect�to�the�standard�was�completed;�
…;�
d)�any�identified�conflict�with�another�American�National�Standard�was�addressed�in�accordance�with�these�
procedures;�
e)�other�known�national�standards�were�examined�with�regard�to�harmonization�and�duplication�of�content�
and�if�duplication�exists,�there�is�a�compelling�need�for�the�standard;�
…�

The�BSR�shall�not�approve�standards�that�duplicate�existing�American�National�Standards�unless�there�is�a�
compelling�need.�(emphasis�added)�
�

�
These�ANSI�concepts�are�the�most�vexing�for�USGBC,�and�the�most�problematic�for�any�regulator�

trying�to�seize�on�a�simplistic�governmental�requirement�for�a�standard.�ANSI’s�rules�try�to�ensure�the�
existence�of�only�one�standard�in�a�particular�area,�requiring�“harmonization”�and�forbidding�
“duplication”�with�any�existing�ANSI�standard.�By�design,�these�rules�create�a�“race�to�the�courthouse”�
to�determine�which�organization’s�standard�is�recognized.��

�
While�ANSI�purports�to�have�a�process�to�allow�multiple�standards�to�exist,�an�organization�that�

proposes�a�standard�in�an�area�in�which�another�standard�already�exists�has�the�burden�of�showing�that�
either�there�is�no�“conflict”�(overlap)�between�the�two�standards,�or,�if�overlap�exists,�that�a�program�
that�conforms�to�the�existing�standard�is�not�precluded�from�conforming�to�the�new�standard.�However,�
ANSI�is�clear�that�a�“duplicative”�standard�may�not�receive�ANSI�imprimatur�unless�there�is�a�
“compelling�need”�for�the�second�standard.��

�
ANSI’s�prohibition�on�“unnecessary�duplication,”�in�its�current�form,�is�relatively�new.�When�

ANSI�first�attempted�to�revise�its�requirement�in�this�regard,�the�Telecommunications�Industry�
Association�(TIA),�specifically�protested.�ANSI�debated�during�2011�and�2012�(even�holding�a�workshop�
on�“Standard�Wars”�in�May�2011)�on�whether�and�how�to�revise�this�requirement,�deciding�to�include�it�
in�its�2013�Essential�Requirements.�Before�ANSI�determined�to�adopt�the�“no�duplication”�rule,�TIA�
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noted�that�the�requirement�of�no�duplication�would�hamper�the�ability�of�standard�developers�to�
respond�in�a�timely�manner�to�rapidly�changing�market�demands�and�inhibit�innovation.�

�
TIA�went�on�to�observe�that:�
�
“…�such�processes�[ANSI’s�prohibition�on�duplicative�standards]�could�create�a�‘race�to�be�first’�
incentive,�or�in�other�words,�one�ASD�[“ANSI�standards�developer”]�could,�by�virtue�of�
publishing�a…�standard�before�any�others�in�a�general�technology�area,�seek�to�preclude�further�
standards�development�in�that�area�by�other�ASDs.�TIA�submits�that�this�approach�could�have�an�
adverse�impact�on�the�ability�of�ASDs�to�compete�and�develop�standards�in�the�same�technology�
area�that�may�address�different�user�needs.�This�in�turn�could�further�inhibit�innovation�in�the�…�
standards�development�system�and�the�ability�of�new�standards�solutions�to�compete�in�
responding�to�changing�marketplace�needs.”10�
�
ANSI’s�triumvirate�requirements�of�harmonization,�no�conflict,�and�no�duplication�results�in�

dispute,�delay,�and�diminished�diversity�of�standard.�Two�illustrations�from�USGBC’s�own�experience�
should�suffice.��

�
First,�USGBC�did,�in�2006,�seek�and�receive�ANSI�designation�as�an�ANSI�standards�developer�

organization;�GBI�received�the�same�in�2005.�It�took�GBI�five�years,�however,�to�go�through�the�very�
specific�requirements�of�ANSI�before�it�concluded�with�an�actual�approved�standard.�USGBC�decided�to�
forego�utilizing,�meeting,�and�documenting�the�burdensome�ANSI�requirements.�Rather,�in�the�same�
period,�USGBC�developed�and�ballotted�12�LEED�rating�systems.11��

�
Secondly,�USGBC�did�in�fact�try�to�use�the�ANSI�process�for�its�LEED�for�Neighborhood�

Development�rating�system.�One�ANSI�standards�developer�filed�notices�of�duplication�and�conflict�with�
respect�to�that�rating�system,�the�National�Association�of�Homes�Builders�Research�Center�(NAHBRC).�
USGBC�spent�more�than�three�months�in�ANSI’s�“mandatory�deliberation”�trying�to�connect�with�
NAHBRC.�However,�NAHBRC�did�not�make�itself�available�for�47�days,�and,�even�after�a�formal�meeting�
with�NAHBRC�scheduled�by�USGBC,�NAHBRC�failed�to�follow�through�with�written�comments�or�anything�

������������������������������������������������������������
10��See�
http://www.tiaonline.org/gov_affairs/fcc_filings/documents/TIA%20Comments%20on%20ANSI%20Essential%20R

equirements%202010.pdf�
�
11�Specifically:�
1.� LEED�2009�Building�Design�and�Construction�(2009)�
2.� LEED�2009�Interior�Design�and�Construction�(2009)�
3.� LEED�2009�Existing�Buildings:�Operations�&�Maintenance�(2009)�
4.� LEED�for�New�Construction�v.�2.2�(Oct�2005)�
5.� LEED�for�Existing�Buildings�2.0�(Oct�2004)�
6.� LEED�for�Existing�Buildings:�Operations�&�Maintenance�(2008)�
7.� LEED�for�Core�and�Shell�Development�v.�2.0�(July�2006)�
8.� LEED�2009�for�Retail�(Two�Rating�Systems�–�One�Ballot)�

i.� LEED�2009�for�Retail:�New�Construction�&�Major�Renovations�(2009)�
ii.� LEED�2009�for�Retail:�Commercial�Interiors�(2009)�

9.� LEED�for�Schools�(2007)��
10.� LEED�for�Homes�(2008),��
11.� LEED�for�Neighborhood�Development�(2009)�
12.� LEED�for�Healthcare�(2009)�
�
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approaching�efforts�to�reach�“harmonization”.�USGBC�decided�to�forge�ahead�with�its�consensus�
process,�as�its�efforts�to�conclude�formal�mandatory�deliberation�appeared�to�fail�to�gain�traction.��

�
USGBC�has�concluded,�as�TIA�did,�that�ANSI’s�process,�particularly�those�requirements�of�

harmonization�and�no�conflict�or�duplication,�freezes�out�flexibility,�diminishes�competition,�creates�
administrative�burdens,�and�inhibits�innovation.�USGBC�believes�that�a�myriad�of�standards,�particularly�
those�“stretch”�standards�that�challenge�prior�practice,�should�be�encouraged,�not�discouraged.�The�
ANSI�requirements�above�fail�to�protect,�embrace,�and�nurture�the�new,�the�innovative,�and�different.��

�
� �
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RESPONSE�TO�PUBLC�COMMENT�
�
�

1.6�Consideration�of�views�and�objections�
Prompt�consideration�shall�be�given�to�the�written�views�and�objections�of�all�participants,�including�those�
commenting�on�the�PINS�announcement�or�public�comment�listing�in�Standards�Action.�

�
USGBC�makes�herculean�efforts�to�respond�to�the�thousands�of�public�comments�offered�to�

each�revision�it�proposes�to�the�rating�system,�and�meets�the�published�timelines�of�its�response�to�each�
comment.��
�

In�its�most�recent�revision�of�LEED,�USGBC�held�six�public�comment�periods.�Over�23,000�
comments�were�received.12�While�USGBC�and�its�TAGs,�committees,�and�staff�devote�themselves�to�
reviewing�and�considering�each�of�the�articulated�comments�and�objections,�certainly�there�is�room�for�
argument�that�USGBC’s�written�response�could�be�more�fulsome.�It�is�unclear�to�what�extent—and�for�
what�period—ANSI�requires�a�standards�developer�to�continue�the�circular�effort�of�responding�to�the�
same�type�of�comment,�receiving�the�same�comment,�and�responding�again.�At�some�point,�however,�
after�comments�have�been�“asked�and�answered,”�USGBC�believes�that�its�mission�is�best�served�by�
pointing�out�how�resolution�has�been�reached.�ANSI’s�requirement�that�consideration�of�all�comments�
be�fully�addressed�fails�to�provide�a�mechanism�for�simply�moving�on,�and�leaving�areas�for�future�
consideration.�
�
�
�
�
�

WRITTEN�PROCEDURES�
�

1.9�Written�procedures�
Written�procedures�shall�govern�the�methods�used�for�standards�development�and�shall�be�available�to�any�interested�
person.�
�
USGBC�makes�its�written�process�for�the�development�of�LEED�available�in�its�bylaws,�its�

Foundations�of�LEED�document,�freely�available�on�USGBC’s�website.�Further,�unlike�many�(if�not�most)�
ANSIͲaccredited�standard�developers,�USGBC�gives�access�to�its�LEED�ratings�system�without�charge�and�
without�regard�to�membership�on�its�website.�It�appears�that�in�order�to�gain�access�to�the�Green�Globe�
standard,�one�must�either�be�(and�pay�for)�a�GBI�member�(the�least�expensive�dues�category,�at�$750,�is�
more�than�twice�that�of�USGBC’s)�or�one�must�become�a�user�of�GBI’s�website�and�then�purchase�the�
standard�for�$150.00.13��

�

�

�

�
������������������������������������������������������������
12�USGBC�received�23,791�comments�relating�to�its�most�recent�proposed�standard,�LEED�v4.�The�
breakdown�of�numbers�of�comments�received�is�as�follows:�5,464�comments�for�1st�period;�7,834�for�2nd;�
7,850�for�3rd;�1,480�for�4th;�817�for�5th;�and�346�for�6th�period.�
�
13�See�http://greenglobe.com/register/standard/�and�https://www.thegbi.org/account/ansi.pl.��
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APPEALS�

1.8�Appeals�
Written�procedures�of�an�ANSIͲAccredited�Standards�Developer�(ASD)�shall�contain�an�identifiable,�realistic,�and�
readily�available�appeals�mechanism�for�the�impartial�handling�of�procedural�appeals�regarding�any�action�or�
inaction.�Procedural�appeals�include�whether�a�technical�issue�was�afforded�due�process.�
And�
2.8.1�Right�to�Appeal:�Appeals�at�the�standards�developer�level�
The�written�procedures�of�an�ANSIͲAccredited�Standards�Developer�(ASD)�shall�contain�an�identifiable,�realistic,�and�
readily�available�mechanism�for�the�impartial�handling�of�procedural�appeals�regarding�any�action�or�inaction.�
Appeals�shall�be�addressed�promptly�and�a�decision�made�expeditiously.�A�standards�developer�may�choose�to�offer�an�
appeals�process�to�address�appeals�on�other�than�procedural�issues.�Procedural�appeals�include�whether�a�technical�
issue�was�afforded�due�process.�Appeals�procedures�shall�provide�for�participation�by�all�parties�concerned�without�
imposing�an�undue�burden�on�them.�
Consideration�of�appeals�shall�be�fair�and�unbiased�and�shall�fully�address�the�concerns�expressed.�Persons�who�have�
directly�and�materially�affected�interests�and�who�have�been�or�will�be�adversely�affected�by�any�procedural�action�or�
inaction�by�a�standards�developer�with�regard�to�the�development�of�a�proposed�American�National�Standard�or�the�
revision,�reaffirmation,�or�withdrawal�of�an�existing�American�National�Standard,�have�the�right�to�appeal.�The�burden�
of�proof�to�show�adverse�effect�shall�be�on�the�appellant.�Appeals�of�actions�shall�be�made�within�reasonable�time�
limits;�appeals�of�inactions�may�be�made�at�any�time.�Appeals�shall�be�directed�to�the�standards�developer�responsible�
for�the�action�or�inaction�in�accordance�with�the�appeals�procedures�of�the�standards�developer.�If�a�fee�for�a�
procedural�appeal�is�charged,�then�it�shall�be�predetermined,�fixed�and�reasonable.�A�procedure�for�requesting�a�fee�
waiver�or�fee�reduction�shall�be�available.�
�
USGBC�fully�meets�all�aspects�of�this�requirement.�The�process�for�making�an�appeal�of�the�

development,�approval�revision,�reaffirmation,�or�withdrawal�or�revision�of�any�LEED�rating�system�is�set�
out�in�Appendix�4�of�the�Foundations�of�LEED.�
� �
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Page�13�of�13�
�

VOTING�
�

� �
2.6�Consideration�of�views�and�objections�
Prompt�consideration�shall�be�given�to�the�written�views�and�objections�of�all�participants,�including�those�
commenting�on�the�PINS�announcement�or�public�comment�listing�in�Standards�Action.�
In�connection�with�an�objection�articulated�during�a�public�comment�period,�or�submitted�with�a�vote,�an�effort�to�
resolve�all�expressed�objections�accompanied�by�comments�related�to�the�proposal�under�consideration�shall�be�made,�
and�each�such�objector�shall�be�advised�in�writing�(including�electronic�communications)�of�the�disposition�of�the�
objection�and�the�reasons�therefor.�If�resolution�is�not�achieved,�each�such�objector�shall�be�informed�in�writing�that�
an�appeals�process�exists�within�procedures�used�by�the�standards�developer.�In�addition,�except�in�the�case�of�Audited�
Designators,�each�objection�resulting�from�public�review�or�submitted�by�a�member�of�the�consensus�body,�and�which�
is�not�resolved�(see�definition)�must�be�reported�to�the�ANSI�BSR.�
When�this�process�is�completed�in�accordance�with�the�written�procedures�of�the�standards�developer,�the�standards�
developer�may�consider�any�comments�received�subsequent�to�the�closing�of�the�public�review�and�comment�period,�
or�shall�consider�them�in�the�same�manner�as�a�new�proposal.�Timely�comments�that�are�not�related�to�the�proposal�
under�consideration�shall�be�documented�and�considered�in�the�same�manner�as�submittal�of�a�new�proposal.�The�
submitter�of�the�comments�shall�be�so�notified.�
Each�unresolved�objection�and�attempt�at�resolution,�and�any�substantive�change�made�in�a�proposed�American�
National�Standard�shall�be�reported�to�the�consensus�body�in�order�to�afford�all�members�of�the�consensus�body�an�
opportunity�to�respond,�reaffirm,�or�change�their�vote.�
AND�
2.7�Evidence�of�consensus�and�consensus�body�vote�
Evidence�of�consensus�in�accordance�with�these�procedures�and�the�accredited�procedures�of�the�standards�developer�
shall�be�documented.�Consensus�is�demonstrated,�in�part,�by�a�vote�of�the�consensus�body.�The�developer's�procedures�
shall�state�specifically�how�consensus�will�be�determined.�
An�example�of�the�criteria�for�consensus�includes�a�requirement�that�a�majority�of�the�consensus�body�cast�a�vote�
(counting�abstentions)�and�at�least�twoͲthirds�of�those�voting�approve�(not�counting�abstentions).�…�
�
USGBC’s�Foundations�of�LEED�requires�that,�first,�that�at�least�50�percent�of�the�company�

members�within�the�consensus�body�must�cast�a�vote,�including�abstentions.�(For�example,�if�300�
member�companies�opt�to�make�up�the�consensus�body,�then�at�least�151�companies�must�cast�a�vote.)�
Consensus�is�considered�to�be�reached�when�(a)�at�least�66�percent�of�those�company�members�who�
vote�do�so�in�the�affirmative�and�(b)�at�least�66%�of�those�in�each�voting�category�of�producer,�user,�and�
general�interest�vote�in�the�affirmative.�These�USGBC�requirements�fully�meet�the�first�two�paragraphs�
of�ANSI�Essential�Requirements�2.7.�

However,�ANSI�requires�a�process�by�which�USGBC�would�be�required�to�explain�to�each�
negative�voter�who�offers�a�comment�how�the�voter’s�objection�is�resolved,�and�must�give�the�voter�an�
opportunity�to�change�his�or�her�vote.�The�scale�of�such�an�endeavor,�for�instance�for�LEED�2009,�in�
which�nearly�3,000�votes�were�cast,�would�have�required�USGBC�to�return�comments�received�with�
negative�votes�and�allow�for�a�vote�change�by�all�voters.�All�comments�would�have�been�required�to�be�
distributed�to�the�consensus�body�and�allowed�for�a�change�of�vote�by�any�and�all�of�the�3,000�voters.�
Given�this�“recirculation”�requirement,�it�is�unclear�when�USGBC�would�have�been�allowed�to�cease�
returning�comments�and�allowing�for�a�change�of�vote.�ANSI’s�processes�for�voting�were�not�created�for�
participation�in�the�kind�of�big�tent�stakeholder�outreach�envisioned�by�the�founders�of�USGBC.�

�

�

�
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The Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on
the Sequence 24 Findings of the EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc Review Group on Green Building Certification 
Systems, 78 Fed. Reg. 8145 (Feb. 5, 2013).  RFCI is a non-profit trade association that represents 
manufacturers of vinyl composition tile, vinyl tile, sheet vinyl, rubber, and linoleum flooring products and 
suppliers of raw materials, additives, and sundry flooring products (e.g. adhesives) for the North 
American market.  The RFCI membership list is included as Attachment A.  

RFCI seeks to educate the public and policymakers about the durability, affordability, and 
environmental benefits of resilient flooring used in new construction and renovations.  RFCI has long 
been an advocate of green product selection and sustainable building practices based on risk assessment, 
life cycle assessment, and sound scientific principles.  To this end, RFCI has developed two sustainability 
programs under which hard surface flooring products may qualify.  These are:  (1) FloorScore® which 
recognizes flooring products meeting the stringent low VOC emission requirements of the California 
Section 1350 indoor air quality program based on independent laboratory testing and third-party 
certification;1 and (2) NSF/ANSI 332-010 Sustainability Assessment for Resilient Flooring, an ANSI-
accredited standard which provides different certification levels (conformant, silver, gold, and platinum) 
for flooring products meeting sustainability requirements for product design, manufacturing, end-of-life 
management, corporate governance, and innovation.2  RFCI currently is developing an environmental 
product declaration program, and the industry is undertaking significant recycling activities.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Under the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA), the General Services 
Administration (GSA) is tasked with determining which green building rating systems are “most likely to 
encourage a comprehensive and environmentally-sound approach to certification of green buildings” 
when used by federal agencies.  EISA § 436(h).  This process is guided by statutory criteria in EISA, 
which specify, inter alia, that suitable green building rating systems must have:  (1) an adequate number 
of independent and technically qualified assessors to verify compliance of federal buildings; (2) the 
ability to transparently collect and address public comments; (3) a “consensus-based process” for 
developing and revising the rating system; and (4) national recognition.  It is important that GSA also
consider Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act (NTTAA), which 
obligates federal agencies to use voluntary consensus standards unless doing so is contrary to law or 
impractical.  GSA’s final recommendation of acceptable green building rating systems to the Department 
Energy (DOE) must include only rating systems that satisfy the EISA requirements and would not cause 
an agency using the rating system to run afoul of the NTTAA.  

Not all rating systems are appropriate for all agencies and building types.  DOE concluded in its 
recent green building rating system proposal that agencies benefit from having a choice of rating systems.  
For that reason, DOE proposed that agencies be permitted to use any rating system that meets certain 
minimum requirements.  GSA should follow DOE’s lead and recommend the use of any rating system 
that meets the necessary criteria.  Conversely, GSA should not consider recommending any green 
building rating system that falls short of the statutory requirements.   

GSA screened a variety of green building rating systems and concluded that three met the
minimum standards.  The three qualifying rating systems, Green Globes, LEED 2009, and Living 
Building Challenge (LBC), were then subjected to a detailed assessment against the relevant EISA 

                                                          
1 See RFCI, FloorScore, http://www.rfci.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=80&Itemid=79.

2 See RFCI, Sustainability Center, http://www.rfci.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=91&Itemid=4.
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criteria.3  Green Globes was found to have been developed pursuant to ANSI’s rigorous consensus 
decision-making process and to align in full or in part with all of the EISA criteria.  LEED and LBC 
failed to satisfy the statutory criteria in a number of key respects.  

The GSA study found that LEED failed to align even in part with two elements of the nine EISA 
review criteria (i.e. elements of the system maturity and verification criteria).  However, there is ample 
evidence that the processes the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) uses to develop and revise LEED 
fail to meet key EISA review criteria regarding transparency and consensus-based decision-making.  In 
particular, interested stakeholders are given no notice of forthcoming revisions to LEED during the 
critical drafting phase.  New credit drafting is conducted and approved by a small group of insiders who 
are not responsive to the input or participation of other stakeholders.  These problems are compounded 
because LEED has inadequate processes for reviewing and responding to comments or resolving 
objections.  Legitimate comments and objections are given only formulaic responses that do not apprise 
the commenter of why USGBC has rejected its comments.  Moreover, a balance of interests is lacking 
because important constituencies in the green building industry—building product manufacturers in 
particular—have been excluded from meaningful participation in the LEED Steering Committee
(USGBC’s policymaking body for LEED) and in the development process.  These failures demonstrate
that LEED cannot be characterized as a consensus-based standard.  Accordingly, it cannot meet the key 
consensus criteria of EISA § 436(h) and cannot be used by federal agencies in accordance with NTTAA 
§ 12(d).  GSA’s recommendation should not include LEED.

GSA’s review concluded that LBC failed to align even in part with six key elements within the 
nine EISA criteria (i.e. elements of independence, transparency, consensus, and system maturity).  It lacks 
a documented appeal process, transparent method to collect and address public comment, and a regular 
updated cycle.  It has achieved little national recognition, with a total of only six certified buildings—
none of which were federal—and adoption by only one federal, state, or local jurisdiction (an unidentified 
county).  LBC also aligned with far fewer federal green building requirements than Green Globes or 
LEED under the robustness criterion.  Most importantly, however, LBC is not a consensus-based standard
as found by the GSA Study.  Indeed, it was developed by two individuals who are expressly opposed to 
garnering consensus or allowing the participation or input of a balance of interested stakeholders.  For this 
reason, LBC is fundamentally incompatible with EISA and NTTAA and should not be included in GSA’s 
recommendation to DOE.  

Although it is important that federal agencies be given a choice of appropriate green building 
rating systems, this does not justify a recommendation that encourages federal agencies to use green 
building rating systems that fail to meet the necessary minimum statutory requirements.  Of the three 
rating systems covered by GSA’s review, only Green Globes satisfies the necessary statutory 
requirements because it has been developed in accordance with a transparent, open, and consensus-based 
process.  LEED and LBC should not be recommended for use by federal agencies unless they reform their 
development and revision processes to become more open, transparent, and consensus-based.  

The Ad-Hoc Discussion Group formed by GSA to assist in the formulation of EISA § 436(h) 
recommendation outlined four Key Concepts for GSA to include in its recommendation.  These Key 
Concepts concerned guidance for implementing the approved rating systems and procedures for GSA and 
DOE to keep current with changes to rating systems.  RFCI generally supports these recommendations, 
                                                          
3 We understand that GSA’s review of Green Globes covered the ANSI/GBI 01-2010: Green Building Assessment Protocol 

for Commercial Building (new construction) and Continual Improvement of Existing Buildings (existing buildings).  The 
review of LEED 2009 applied to LEED-NC (new construction) and LEED-EBO&M (existing buildings).  Except where 
specifically noted, we refer to these rating systems generally as Green Globes and LEED, respectively.  The Living Building 
Challenge has only one typology. 
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but they should be revised in two important respects.  First, GSA should issue guidance identifying which 
credits are incompatible with federal requirements or policy and therefore should not be used by federal 
agencies.  Second, GSA should not recommend that new versions of approved rating systems be 
automatically adopted by federal agencies.  Instead, any new version of a rating system should be
carefully evaluated, with the assistance of public comment, before a formal decision is made to adopt the 
new version or continue using the prior version.

II. GSA FIVE-YEAR REVIEW OF FEDERAL GREEN BUILDING CERTIFICATION 
SYSTEMS

Section 436(a) of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA), 42 U.S.C. § 17092, 
established the Office of Federal High-Performance Green Buildings (OFHGB) within GSA.  The Green 
Building Advisory Committee (GBAC) was created within the OFHGB to “provide advice and expertise” 
to the Director of OFGHB in carrying out his duties under EISA.  EISA § 494.  One of GSA’s key 
functions under EISA, through the OFHGB and with the assistance of GBAC, is to evaluate and 
recommend to DOE green building rating systems that meet EISA’s criteria for use by federal agencies,
id. § 436(h), and the highest appropriate level of certification under the recommended systems, id.
§ 433(a).  After considering OFHGB’s findings, DOE is directed by EISA § 433(a) to promulgate rules 
establishing “revised Federal building energy efficiency performance standards” for new or renovated 
federal buildings.  These rules must include identifying a certification system and level which DOE 
“determines to be the most likely to encourage a comprehensive and environmentally-sound approach to 
certification of green buildings.”  Id. 

GSA fulfilled its initial obligation under EISA in a letter dated April 25, 2008, in which it 
recommended the use of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) system developed 
by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and LEED’s silver rating as the minimum certification 
level.  This recommendation was based on a report by Pacific Northwest Laboratory in 2006 which 
evaluated five green building rating systems.

DOE has since been in the process of developing the required green building energy efficiency
performance standards, which include identifying the green building certification systems and 
certification level for use by federal agencies.  DOE issued a proposed standard on May 28, 2010,4 which 
remains under review by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).  It is unclear whether the 
standard will be released by OMB or withdrawn by DOE and coordinated with the forthcoming GSA 
recommendation.  

Section 436(h) of EISA provides that GSA must conduct a new study every five years to 
“compare and evaluate” green building certification systems.  As with the initial study, EISA gives GSA 
five enumerated criteria that a green building certification system must meet:  (1) “the ability and 
availability of assessors and auditors to independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics at 
the scale necessary to implement [a green building certification system for federal Agencies];” (2) “the 
ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment;” (3) “the 
ability of the standard to be developed and revised through a consensus-based process;” (4) “an 
evaluation of the robustness of the criteria for a high-performance green building,” which includes credit 
for promoting efficient and sustainable use of water, energy, and other material resources, use of 
renewable energy, improved indoor air quality, thermal comfort, and acoustics, and use of low-emission 
materials; and (5) “national recognition within the building industry.”  EISA § 436(h).  These criteria are 

                                                          
4 DOE, Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Design Standards for New Federal Buildings, Solar Hot Water Requirements, 

Water Efficiencies, and Green Building Ratings, 75 Fed. Reg. 29933 (May 28, 2010) (RIN 1904-AC13).
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the same ones DOE must use in promulgating federal government-wide green building standards.  See id.
§ 433(a).  

GSA breaks down the EISA review criteria into the following nine categories: 

 Robustness of the technical components of the certification system to address Federal 
high-performance design and operational requirements for Federal facilities

 Independence of auditors or assessors

 Availability of technically qualified auditors or assessors

 Documented verification method

 Transparency of certification systems’ approach to collecting and addressing public 
comments

 Consensus-based standard for documenting a development and revision process

 System maturity

 Usability of the system

 National recognition within the building industry

M. Wang et al., Green Building Certification System Review, at i & 4.2 tbl. 4-1 (March 2012) (“GSA 
Study”).5

The requirement that recommended certification systems be consensus-based (EISA 
§ 436(h)(2)(D)) must be considered together with Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and 
Advancement Act of 1995 (NTTAA), which mandates that federal agencies “use technical standards that 
are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standard bodies,” unless the standard is “inconsistent 
with applicable law or otherwise impracticable.”  This statutory requirement in NTTAA § 12(d) is 
elaborated by OMB Circular A-119, which defines the type of “voluntary consensus standards” that are 
appropriate for use by federal agencies in their “procurement and regulatory activities.”6  Voluntary 
consensus standards are defined as standards that are open, incorporate a balance of interest, observe due 
process, include an appeals process, and are based on consensus.  

GSA is currently in the midst of conducting the five-year review of its initial 2008 green building 
certification system recommendation to DOE.  GSA conducted an initial screening of potential green 
building certification systems based on three criteria that comprise the “minimum expectations” for an 
acceptable green building certification system: (1) employ whole building evaluation; (2) available in the 
U.S. market; and (3) use third-party certification.  GSA Study, at ii.  Three systems passed the “minimum 
expectations” criteria:  (1) LEED; (2) Green Globes developed by the Green Building Initiative (GBI); 
and (3) the Living Building Challenge (LBC) developed by the International Living Future Institute 
(ILFI).  

                                                          
5 Available at http://www.gsa.gov/graphics/ogp/Cert_Sys_Review.pdf. 

6 OMB Circular A-119: Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in 
Conformity Assessment Activities is available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a119.
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GSA commissioned the DOE’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to evaluate Green Globes, 
LEED, and LBC against the relevant EISA criteria.  The final report issued in March 2012, entitled Green 
Building Certification System Review (“GSA Study”), generally concluded that all three rating systems 
“align well with the EISA-defined review criteria.”  Id. at 5.1.  However, some of the report’s findings are 
inconsistent with that conclusion.  The GSA Study divided the independence, availability, verification, 
transparency, consensus, maturity, usability, and national recognition criteria into a number of sub-
criteria.  Green Globes failed to meet only one sub-criterion within the system maturity criterion due to 
the absence of a mechanism to transfer a building’s new construction certification to an existing building 
certification.  However, as discussed below, this finding appears to be incorrect because Green Globes’ 
Continuing Improvement of Existing Buildings (CIEB) standard performs this function.  LEED was 
faulted for failing to meet the same system maturity sub-criterion.  It also failed to meet one of the key 
verification sub-criteria because its third-party assessors do not conduct onsite building assessments.  
LBC failed to meet an independence sub-criterion (no documented appeals process), transparency sub-
criterion (no method to collect public comment), maturity criterion (frequency of changes), and three 
consensus criteria (no consensus-based development process, pilot program, or third-party reviews).  Id. 
at xvi, tbl. ES.8.  For the robustness criterion, the report identified 27 federal green building requirements 
for new construction projects arising from various federal laws and regulations.  Of these requirements, 
Green Globes was found to align “at some level” with 25 of the requirements, LEED aligns with 20, and 
LBC aligns with only 14.  Id. at 4.14 to 4.16.  

GSA formed an Ad-Hoc Discussion Group in May of 2012 comprised of representatives from 
nine federal agencies with large real estate portfolios.  This group met several times between May and 
July of 2012 and held two public listening sessions on June 25 and July 10, 2012. RFCI participated in 
both listening sessions.  The Ad-Hoc Discussion Group issued a set of findings and recommendations that 
are outlined in the Federal Register notice announcing this public comment period, which was published 
on February 5, 2013.  78 Fed. Reg. 8146.  

GSA states that following this comment period it will consult with representatives from DOE and 
the Department of Defense to develop its final EISA § 436(h) recommendation to DOE.7  We understand 
that GSA intends this to be the final opportunity for public comment prior to the issuance of the formal 
recommendation.  

III. GSA’S FINAL RECOMMENDATION TO DOE SHOULD INCLUDE ANY GREEN 
BUILDING RATING SYSTEM THAT MEETS THE EISA § 436(h) AND NTTAA § 12(d) 
CRITERIA SUCH AS GREEN GLOBES BUT SHOULD EXCLUDE LEED, LBC, AND 
ANY OTHER RATING SYSTEM THAT FAILS THESE CRITERIA

GSA should recommend the use of any green building rating system that meets the criteria of 
EISA § 463(h) and NTTAA § 12(d). Given the wide diversity of governmental buildings and the 
different points of emphasis in various certification systems, a one-size-fits-all certification system may
not be practicable for all projects. It is important that federal decision makers be able to select the most 
appropriate green building certification system for any particular project provided that all of the available 
options satisfy the relevant statutory criteria.  In its pending proposed rulemaking, DOE recognizes this 
principle and acknowledges the value of affording federal agencies a choice of qualifying green building 
certification systems.8  Rather than selecting a single mandatory certification system, DOE’s proposed 
rule would allow federal agencies to use any system that satisfies minimum criteria set forth in the 
                                                          
7 See GSA, Green Building Certification System Review, http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/103391. 

8 The RFCI comments supporting this approach were submitted to DOE on August 10, 2010, and are posted in the proposed 
rule’s docket folder at www.regulations.gov as Docket ID: DOE-EERE-OT-2010-0007-0063.
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proposal.  See 75 Fed. Reg. 29933, 29944 (May 28, 2010) (proposed to be codified at 10 C.F.R. § 433.9).  
In explaining its decision, DOE states that it “believes that agencies would be provided the flexibility to 
choose the green building rating system that best fits their needs as long as the system meets the criteria 
set in this rulemaking.” Id. at 29939.   In a 2009 report, the General Accounting Office explained that 
DOE had been informed by various federal agencies that they “wanted the flexibility to choose the green 
building rating system that best suits their needs.”9  In addition to providing agencies with choices, 
allowing the use of more than one qualifying green building certification system will foster competition 
among systems which will spur innovation.  Likewise, competition among certification systems will lead 
to reduced certification and verification costs to the benefit of the federal government and other building 
owners. 

EISA and NTTAA set forth specific and mandatory criteria that must be satisfied by any green 
building rating system that is to be used by federal agencies.  While it is important that any system that 
meets these requirements be recommended and made available for use by agencies, the converse is also 
true: no system that fails to meet the minimum statutory criteria should be recommended for use by 
federal agencies.  Among the green building rating systems that passed GSA’s screening assessment, only 
Green Globes is suitable for recommendation because it alone satisfies all criteria under EISA and 
NTTAA.  LEED and LBC fall short of the mandatory criteria in a number of critical areas.  This situation 
is not ideal because it does not allow agencies a choice of acceptable ratings systems.  RFCI therefore 
recommends that GSA proceed to assess other available green building ratings systems against the 
statutory criteria, including ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES 189.1-2011 Standard for the Design of High-
Performance Green Buildings, International Code Council’s 2012 International Green Construction Code, 
and ICC 700 National Green Building Standard.  If any of these rating systems satisfy the relevant criteria
(and we believe they will), they should be recommended for use by agencies.  

Until additional rating systems are evaluated, GSA must base its recommendation on the current 
screening and evaluation process.  The result of this process, supplemented by relevant information from 
commenters, compels the conclusion that GSA should recommend to DOE that Green Globes be the sole 
approved standard for use by federal agencies at this time.  

A. Green Globes Should Be Recommended Because It Is A Transparent And
Consensus-Based Standard That Meets All EISA § 436(h) And NTTAA § 12(d) 
Criteria

The GSA Study found that GBI’s Green Globes meets six of the nine EISA criteria in full: 
independence, availability, transparency, verification, usability, and national recognition.  The standard
was found to substantially meet the other three criteria: consensus, system maturity, and robustness.  
Perhaps most importantly, Green Globes is the only rating system included in this review that fulfills the 
NTTAA requirement that technical standards be consensus-based.  

Green Globes differentiates itself from LEED and LBC primarily on the robustness, transparency, 
and consensus criteria.  To evaluate robustness, GSA identified 27 requirements arising from various 
federal laws or policies for new buildings and 28 requirements for existing buildings.  For new buildings, 
Green Globes aligned with 25 of the 27 requirements.  GSA Study at 4.17 tbl. 4-12.  Incidentally, the only 
two requirements it did not align with, energy benchmarking and building system controls, also were not 
fulfilled by LEED or LBC.  In contrast, LEED aligned with 20 of the requirements and LBC aligned with 
only 14.  For existing buildings, Green Globes came in second by aligning with 22 of 28 federal 
requirements, as compared to 27 for LEED and 17 for LBC.  Id. at 4.21 tbl. 4-15. This demonstrates that 
                                                          
9 GAO, Federal Energy Management: Agencies Are Taking Steps to Meet High-Performance Federal Building Requirements, 

but Face Challenges 48 (Oct. 2009), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d1022.pdf.
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Green Globes is far superior to LBC on the robustness criteria for new construction and existing 
buildings, superior to LEED for new construction, and second to LEED for existing buildings.

Unlike LEED and LBC, Green Globes meets GSA’s transparency and consensus criteria, which 
require documented proof of public participation in the development of the standard and compliance with 
NTTAA § 12(d)   (i.e. openness, balance of interest, due process, appeals process, and consensus as set 
forth in OMB Circular A-119). On March 21, 2010, GBI published ANSI/GBI 01-2010: Green Building 
Assessment Protocol for Commercial Building as the first green building certification system to receive 
accreditation from the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as an American National Standard.  
To achieve accreditation, this standard was developed using ANSI’s rigorous due process- and consensus-
based process.  ANSI standards developers must adhere to detailed requirements set forth in ANSI 
Essential Requirements: Due Process Requirements for American National Standards.10  These standards 
mirror, but are more detailed than, the voluntary consensus standard attributes listed in OMB Circular A-
119 (i.e. openness, balance of interests, due process, appeals process, and consensus). ANSI defines the 
essential elements of due process as openness, lack of dominance, balance, coordination and 
harmonization, notification of standards development, consideration of views and objections, consensus 
vote, appeals, written procedures, and compliance with other ANSI polices.  ANSI Essential 
Requirements at 4–5.  ANSI sets detailed “benchmarks” to follow to achieve these elements and mandates 
that detailed records be maintained so that ANSI can audit the standard development process for 
compliance with the due process elements.  Id. at 4–9, 11.  

Green Globes was developed in accordance with these ANSI due process requirements.  A 30-
member Green Globes technical committee was used, representing a wide array of interests including 
green building users (e.g., American Institute of Architects, Virginia Department of General Services), 
building material producers (e.g., Steel Recycling Institute, American Forest and Paper Association, 
RFCI), and other interested parties (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Center for Sustainable 
Building Research at the University of Minnesota, ASHRAE, American Lung Association of Illinois).  
The technical committee was supported by various subcommittees composed of subject-matter experts.  
The standard went through several drafts which were made available for public comment, and responses 
were provided to the public comments.  The final standard was the product of a consensus reached by the 
technical committee based on input from the subcommittees and the public and was approved by a 
consensus body.  ANSI audited ANSI/GBI 01-2010: Green Building Assessment Protocol for 
Commercial Building in May of 2012 and reaffirmed that it employed consensus-based development and 
maintenance processes in accordance with the ANSI Essential Requirements.11  As demonstrated by its 
ANSI accreditation, Green Globes fully complies with the consensus criterion in EISA § 436(h) and
NTTAA § 12(d).

The GSA Study found that Green Globes fully met all of the criteria the study used to evaluate 
transparency and all but one of the criteria for consensus, which was partially met.  Green Globes 
partially met the standard “Are credits or points pilot tested before publication” because pilot projects are 
launched after, but not before, the certification system is launched.  This minor shortcoming does not 
detract from the fact that Green Globes was developed and maintained using transparent ANSI-approved 
consensus-based standards consistent with OMB Circular A-119.  
                                                          
10 Available at 

http://publicaa.ansi.org/sites/apdl/Documents/Standards%20Activities/American%20National%20Standards/Procedures,%2
0Guides,%20and%20Forms/2013_ANSI_Essential_Requirements.pdf. 

11 See Green Building Initiative, News, The Green Building Initiative Successfully Completes ANSI Audit (May 24, 2012), 
available at http://www.thegbi.org/about-gbi/news/news/2012/news_20120524_Green-Building-Initiative-Successfully-
Completes-ANSI-Audit.shtml.
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Green Globes more than adequately fulfills the other EISA criteria as well.  Notwithstanding that 
the GSA Study found that Green Globes only partially met the system maturity criterion, it earns high 
marks for maturity due to its five-year revision cycle and the use of latest tools.  Green Globes’ 
predecessor system was first developed in 1996 by a consortium of Canadian governmental 
representatives, industrial concerns, academics, and environmental groups.  The system was transformed 
into a web-based assessment tool in 2000 and was introduced to the United States in 2004 by GBI.  GBI 
created the first ANSI-certified green building standard in 2010.  Since its inception in 1996, Green 
Globes and its predecessors have been subjected to thoughtful revision and improvement.  These 
improvements will continue due to the ANSI-mandated five-year revision cycle.

The GSA Study noted that Green Globes did not satisfy two of the criteria under the system 
maturity criteria and only partially satisfied a third, but these potential limitations appear to be immaterial 
or incorrect.  

First, Green Globes is given only partial credit for providing post-occupancy reporting of energy 
data.  Id.  However, as the report notes, federal data collection requirements exist for multiple metrics in 
addition to energy.   These federal data collection requirements exist irrespective of the building’s green 
building certification or lack thereof and it is not apparent that a certification system would facilitate or 
simplify an agency’s compliance with these obligations.  

Second, the GSA Study states that Green Globes did not meet the “What is the frequency of 
changes?” criterion because “[n]o development cycle was identified.”  Id. at 4.11 tbl. 4-9. This appears to 
have been a typographical error.  In the Executive Summary, it is noted that Green Globes fully meets this 
criterion.  See GSA Study at xvi tbl. ES.8.  In fact, the report notes that Green Globes’ “certification 
systems and referenced standards and tools” are updated “[e]very 5 years.”  Id.  Moreover, according to 
GBI, “All standards shall be reaffirmed, revised, or withdrawn within five years from the original 
standard approval date, and every five years thereafter.”  GBI Procedures for the Development and 
Maintenance of Green Building Standards § 1.3 (Mar. 2012).12

Third, Green Globes is faulted for not having a mechanism to transfer new building certification 
to an existing building.   However, as GBI notes on its website, the Green Globes new construction 
standard certifies that the building was designed and constructed in a sustainable manner.  A separate 
certification, Continual Improvement of Existing Buildings (CIEB), exists to assess the ongoing 
management and performance of the building.  GBI recommends that a full CIEB certification review be 
conducted 12 to 18 months after a newly constructed building earns Green Globes certification and at 
least every three years thereafter.13  GBI also recommends that certified buildings use its self-evaluation 
tool to perform annual reviews of performance relative to a prior certification.  Thus, the absence of a 
mechanism to transfer new construction certification to existing building certification is immaterial 
because the self-evaluation and CIEB certification processes are available to evaluate and update existing 
building certification. 

As GSA’s review concluded, Green Globes amply satisfies EISA’s national recognition criterion.  
Since its introduction in the United States in 2004, GBI’s ratings systems have been garnering widespread 
nationwide use.  Currently, at least eight federal agencies have used or endorsed the use of Green 
Globes—GSA, Department of Education, National Institute of Health, Department of Veterans Affairs 
(VA), Department of State (State Department), Department of Interior, Department of Agriculture, and 
Health and Human Services Administration (HHS).  The GSA Study stated that 23 states recognize the 

                                                          
12 Available at http://www.thegbi.org/assets/pdfs/GBI-ANSI-Procedures.pdf.

13 See GBI, Green Building Programs, http://www.thegbi.org/products/green-globes/faq.shtml (question 19).
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use of Green Globes either by legislation or through regulatory programs, GSA Study at 4.11 tbl. 4-8, and 
this number appears to have grown to 26, see Attachment B.  The GSA Study noted that a total of 176 
buildings have been awarded Green Globes certification.  This number has grown as well since March 
2012.  According to GBI’s website, 136 new buildings have been certified, including the Clinton 
Presidential Library and buildings constructed for the National Institute of Health, University of 
Arkansas, Drexel University, Whole Foods Market, Inc., Pfizer Inc., and Fairfax County, Virginia.14  
Similarly, 346 buildings have been certified under the CIEB standards for entities including GSA, VA, 
State Department, Capital One, Dow Chemical, and the Civic Opera of Chicago.15  Thus, Green Globes’ 
national prominence is demonstrated by the many federal and state governmental entities, commercial and 
industrial concerns, and universities that have chosen Green Globes to meet their green building 
certification needs.

The GSA Study correctly found that Green Globes is a comprehensive guide and evaluation tool 
that also meets the availability, usability, independence, and verification criteria.  The user-friendly 
certification system utilizes a web-based, interactive guide for users constructing or renovating buildings, 
which makes it to be more cost-effective than other competing rating systems.  Currently, 222 certified 
Green Globes Professionals are available to assist parties seeking certification.16  The online guide 
provides for the evaluation of environmental impacts of new construction, while factoring in life cycle 
analyses, on a 1,000 point scale, which allows performance-based ratings on a scale of one to four globes.  
Green Globes allows for easy verification of results.  Prior to granting Green Globes certification, a third-
party assessor selected by GBI (rather than the party seeking certification) reviews the building’s 
documentation and conducts an onsite inspection.  

Overall, Green Globes more than satisfies the EISA statutory criteria including the critical 
transparency and consensus decision-making criteria of EISA § 436(h) and NTTAA § 12(d).  

B. LEED Should Not Be Recommended Because It Does Not Meet The EISA And 
NTTAA Criteria For Transparent And Consensus-Based Decision-making

The development and revision of LEED does not satisfy the EISA and NTTAA criteria for being 
a consensus-based standard and using a transparent approach to addressing public comments.17  RFCI is a 
member of the American High Performance Building Coalition (AHPBC) which has evaluated the LEED 
development and revision process.18  It has identified the following critical areas where LEED falls short 
of accepted consensus-based standards and must be improved before it can be recommended by GSA:  

                                                          
14 See GBI, Green Globes NC Certified Buildings, http://www.thegbi.org/assets/case_study/Green-Globes-NC-Certified-

Buildings.pdf. 

15 See GBI, Green Globes CIEB Certified Buildings, http://www.thegbi.org/assets/case_study/Green-Globes-CIEB-Certified-
Buildings.pdf.

16 See GBI, Search for Certified Personnel, http://www.thegbi.org/green-globes/personnel-certifications/certified-personnel-
listing/index.pl.  

17 While RFCI understands that LEED 2009 is the subject of GSA’s present EISA § 436(h) review, the LEED v4 update 
process is directly relevant to evaluating whether USGBC’s revision process meets the statutory criteria for transparent and 
consensus-based decision-making.

18 AHPBC is a coalition of 36 trade associations which advocate the use of ANSI and ISO-based consensus green building 
rating system.  The full organizational membership list can be found at http://www.betterbuildingstandards.com/coalition-
members/.
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 Credit Proposal: No clear process or rules for how credits are proposed or developed.

 Development: No public notice of credit development activities; technical committees 
may lack relevant expertise; committees lack balance (e.g. LEED Steering Committee, 
Technical Advisory Group); no clear requirement for committees to reach consensus.

 Technical Review and Response to Public Comment: Complex technical comments often 
addressed by USGBC staff, not technical experts or relevant committees; technical 
review process not transparent.

 Public Comment Periods: Inadequate time for public review and comment; insufficient 
comment times for subsequent rounds; comment process not transparent.

 Appeals Process: Appeals process inaccessible; expensive; no right to appear before 
panel.

A copy of the AHPBC document, Improving the LEED Credit Development Process, is included as 
Attachment C.  

Lawmakers have taken notice as well.  On June 12, 2012, a bipartisan group of 18 U.S. Senators 
sent a letter to GSA urging the agency “stop using the LEED rating system” unless the arbitrary and 
unjustified “anti-chemical proposals in LEED 2012” (now LEED v4) were eliminated.19 A bipartisan 
group of 56 members of Congress sent a letter to GSA with the same message on May 21, 2012.20  On 
May 8, 2012, the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology’s Subcommittee on 
Investigations and Oversight held a hearing on “The Science Behind Green Building Rating Systems.”21  
In his opening remarks, the subcommittee’s chairman, Representative Paul Broun, stated the hearing was 
motivated in part by concerns over a lack of consensus and proposed changes to LEED that would 
“penalize some common building materials with little or no basis in science such as PVC piping.”22  

Our experience in dealing with the LEED v4 update process involving a PVC (vinyl) material 
avoidance credit—MR Credit 4: Building Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients23—
illustrates the deficiencies in USGBC’s decision-making processes.  Starting with the second draft of 
LEED v4, an unsettling pattern has emerged regarding the development of this material avoidance 
credit—each draft has contained a radically different approach from the previous drafts, but all with the 
same outcome of creating a material avoidance credit for PVC products.  The revisions are made by 

                                                          
19 Letter from Sen. Mary Landrieu et al. to GSA Acting Administrator Daniel M. Tangherlini (June 12, 2012), available at

http://www.americanchemistry.com/Senators-Letter-to-GSA. 

20 Letter from Rep. Michael R. Pompeo et al. to GSA Acting Administrator Daniel M. Tangherlini (May 12, 2012), available 
at http://pompeo.house.gov/uploadedfiles/leed_letter.pdf. 

21 See Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight Hearing - Green Building Rating Systems, 
http://science.house.gov/hearing/subcommittee-investigations-and-oversight-hearing-green-building-rating-systems.

22 Rep. Paul Broun, Opening Statement – The Science of Green Building Rating Systems (May 8, 2012), available at 
http://science.house.gov/sites/republicans.science.house.gov/files/documents/hearings/HHRG-112-SY21-WState-B001262-
20120508.pdf. 

23 Available at http://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399.  This credit incentivizes project managers to avoid the use of disfavored 
building materials, including the vinyl flooring products made by many of RFCI’s members.  
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unknown committees or staff members behind closed doors, and therefore the changes invariably come as 
surprises with each new draft.  

For each draft, RFCI and other groups representing affected building product manufacturers have 
submitted detailed comments highlighting the numerous problems with the material avoidance credits, 
including that: (1) there is no scientific justification for this credit; (2) the material avoidance credit is 
contrary to the findings of USGBC’s own five-year review, which found that a PVC material avoidance 
credit is unwarranted, and USGBC policy adopted in response to that study; (3) the credit is in many ways 
unworkable and unfeasible; (4) the credit incorporates other controversial and non-consensus-based red 
lists (GreenScreen, Cradle to Cradle, and the REACH Substances of Very High Concern list) into a 
purportedly consensus-based standard to drive material avoidance decisions; (5) the credit will adversely 
and unfairly affect many businesses; and (6) USGBC is adopting a non-transparent proprietary standard 
(Cradle to Cradle) developed by a USGBC insider.24  Following each comment period, USGBC has either 
failed to respond to most of our detailed questions and criticisms or responded to some with superficial,
non-responsive, or inaccurate statements.   RFCI and other representatives from the building products 
industry—which is an essential constituent of the larger green building industry—also have offered to 
work directly with USGBC to more fully evaluate the justification for credits targeting specific building 
materials, but to no avail. 

However, the GSA Study found that LEED met all of the transparency criteria because USGBC: 
(1) had a method to collect and address public comments; (2) incorporated public comments into the 
revision process; and (3) documented and made accessible any changes to the rating system as it is being 
developed.  GSA Study at 4.6 tbl. 4-5.  Yet, our experience demonstrates that, at best, these processes 
exist on paper but have little or no practical effect on the LEED development process.  In reality, USGBC 
staff develops LEED credits behind closed doors and USGBC’s membership and other stakeholders are 
informed of the changes after the fact and without explanation.  Comments and criticisms of the changes 
receive no meaningful response. 

The GSA Study concluded that LEED fulfilled all of the requirements for being a consensus 
standard.  Again, RFCI does not believe that the facts bear out this conclusion.  Unlike Green Globes, 
LEED is not an ANSI standard.  There is no independent third party evaluating whether LEED has 
adequate consensus-based processes in place or, more importantly, whether USGBC faithfully follows
those processes that are in place.  As set forth in OMB Circular A-119, the five elements of a voluntary 
consensus standard are: (1) openness; (2) balance of interest; (3) due process; (4) appeals process; and (5) 
consensus.  In practice, LEED falls short of meeting this standard in several material respects. 

First, LEED does not reflect a balance of interests at key points in the decision-making process.  
ANSI defines balance as follows:

The standards development process should have a balance of interests. Participants from 
diverse interest categories shall be sought with the objective of achieving balance. If a 
consensus body lacks balance in accordance with the historical criteria for balance, and 
no specific alternative formulation of balance was approved by the ANSI Executive 
Standards Council, outreach to achieve balance shall be undertaken.

ANSI Essential Elements at 4. Not only has USGBC failed to invite building product manufacturers to 
the table for the development of LEED v4, but they have repeatedly rebuffed our requests to participate.  
For example, LEED credits, such as the PVC material avoidance credit, are developed by Technical 
Advisory Groups (TAGs) where there is no balance of interest requirement so that building product 
                                                          
24 RFCI’s comments on the LEED 2012/v4 drafts are attached to this comment as Attachments D – G.
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manufacturers are either not represented or underrepresented.  Likewise, the LEED Steering Committee is 
responsible for approving all drafts of LEED and credits, yet no building products manufacturers are 
represented on that Committee.  When the final draft of LEED v4 is submitted to a ballot, the rating 
system will not reflect the meaningful input of building product manufacturers—a key green building 
constituency.  Furthermore, even if the consensus body that ultimately votes on LEED v4 reflects a 
balance of interests (which is yet to be determined), this will not cure the balance of interest defects at the 
committee level in the development of LEED v4.  Because there will be no opportunity to vote on 
specific provisions, the final draft will be presented in full to the consensus body as an all-or-nothing 
Hobson’s choice.

Second, perhaps the most important EISA and NTTAA criterion is the use of consensus-based 
processes.  OMB Circular A-119 provides that: 

Consensus, which is defined as general agreement, but not necessarily unanimity, and 
includes a process for attempting to resolve objections by interested parties, as long as all 
comments have been fairly considered, each objector is advised of the disposition of his 
or her objection(s) and the reasons why, and the consensus body members are given an 
opportunity to change their votes after reviewing the comments.

Id. § 4(a)(1)(v).

LEED fails this criterion because it lacks an adequate process for resolving objections.  USGBC 
explained its process for managing and responding to objections by highlighting its commenting and
appeals processes.  See GSA Study, App’x E, questions C7, C8, T1–T4.  These are inadequate 
mechanisms for handling legitimate objections that arise during the development of LEED.  First, 
USGBC’s commenting procedures allow for the submission of comments and state that “[c]onsideration 
will be given to expressed objections made by commenters and evaluation will be done as to whether to 
make revisions to credits based on comments,” and responses will be posted on USGBC’s website.  Id. at 
T3.  This objection resolution procedure is decidedly one-sided as it does not require USGBC to make 
any effort to engage with the objecting party or make any effort to resolve the objection.  Furthermore, in 
practice, most of USGBC’s comment responses do not actually address or respond to the objections 
raised in the comment, which strongly suggests that the comments are not actually being considered.  
Second, the appeals process can be used only to challenge a procedural defect in the LEED development 
process.  Id.; see also USGBC, Foundations of LEED App’x 4 (2009).25  An appeal cannot be lodged to 
challenge a technical or scientific defect in a credit.  Finally, appeals cannot be filed until after the final 
rating system has been approved by a vote of the membership.  At that point, it is highly doubtful that an 
appealing party’s grievances will be given full and fair consideration.  A true consensus-based procedure 
for resolving objections would attempt to resolve those issues prior to the approval of the rating system so 
that technical and scientific concerns are fully addressed and resort to the limited appeals process would 
not be necessary.

Contrast USGBC’s explanation its objection resolution measures to the procedure mandated by 
ANSI to resolve objections.  ANSI’s guidelines, which mirror the requirements of OMB Circular A-119,
obligate standards developers to make an affirmative “effort to resolve all expressed objections.”  ANSI 
Essential Requirements at 8.  The disposition of objections must be made in writing and inform the 
objecting party of the developer’s reasons.  If the objection cannot be resolved, the objecting party must 
be informed in writing of their right to file an appeal.  Additionally, any unresolved objection and any 
attempts to resolve the objection must disclosed to all members of the consensus body so that their vote is 
fully informed.  Id.  Unfortunately, USGBC’s objection resolution procedures fall short of the ANSI 
                                                          
25 Available at http://new.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/Foundations-of-LEED.pdf.  
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procedures mandated for use by Green Globes.  As a consequence, LEED’s procedures are not consensus-
based under OMB Circular A-119.

Third, the GSA Study concluded that LEED meets the consensus criterion because it includes a 
pilot testing program.  This is another example of how LEED on paper does not match LEED in practice.  
USGBC has failed to consistently use its pilot credit program to test controversial credits such as material 
avoidance credits before considering them for permanent adoption.   For example, the material avoidance 
credit in the draft of LEED v4 (Option 2 of MR Credit 4: Building Product Disclosure and Optimization –
Material Ingredients) has a counterpart in LEED’s pilot credit library—Pilot Credit 77: Material 
Ingredient Optimization.  The text of this pilot credit has been amended repeatedly to match the evolving 
material avoidance credit.  The most recent version did not appear until January 15, 2013.  These credits 
have appeared and evolved in the pilot credit library with such rapidity that there is no doubt that project 
teams have not had an opportunity to actually make use of them.  LEED v4 is scheduled to be balloted as 
soon as June 1, 2013.  Clearly, project teams will not have had an opportunity to use the present version 
of the material avoidance credit (assuming it is included in the final draft) over that time frame.  By the 
same token, USGBC will not have the benefit of practical feedback on the use of this credit prior to the 
vote.  The Foundations of LEED provide that the Pilot Credit Library is a tool for proposed credits to be
“tested and evaluated before they can be considered for incorporation into the LEED consensus process 
for approval by USGBC membership.”  Foundations of LEED § III.3 (emphasis added).  This is the 
opposite of how pilot credits are often used in practice.  The benefit of having a pilot credit process is lost 
if USGBC does not allow pilot credits—especially those that are novel and controversial—to be 
adequately tested and reviewed before they are proposed for adoption as permanent credits.

Finally, the GSA Study found that LEED failed to meet the key verification criterion.  GSA Study 
at xvi tbl. ES.8.  Unlike the other rating systems that were evaluated, LEED assessors do not verify 
certification information at the building site.  Thus, LEED cannot satisfy the EISA § 436(h) criterion for 
independent verification of the criteria and metrics used to award certification. 

LEED is the market leader at present in non-ANSI building standards but this fact alone does not 
justify its inclusion in GSA’s § 436(h) recommendation.  As is evident from the GSA Study and 
demonstrated by the development of LEED v4, the LEED green building rating system does not meet the 
statutory criteria mandated by EISA § 436(h) for recommendation by GSA or NTTAA § 12(d) for use by 
federal agencies.  It does not provide for independent verification and it suffers from poor transparency.  
Most importantly, it lacks the necessary hallmarks of a voluntary consensus standard as outlined in OMB 
Circular A-119.  LEED’s development process is not transparent and open to stakeholders representing a 
balance of interests at the key stages in the decision-making process.  Its objection resolution procedures 
are far from sufficient for it to be considered consensus-based.  Accordingly, GSA should not include 
LEED in its forthcoming recommendation to DOE. 

C. LBC Should Not Be Recommended Because Its Creators Expressly Disavow The 
Use Of Consensus-Based Processes Or Balance Of Interests 

The GSA Study found that LBC did not align even in part with key elements of the EISA 
§ 436(h) criteria for independence, transparency, system maturity, most critically, consensus.  LBC 
expressly eschews consensus-based procedures in favor of a closed-door development process involving a 
select group of hand-picked and philosophically aligned individuals.  This fact makes LBC irreconcilable 
with the consensus criteria of EISA § 436(h) and NTTAA § 12(d)’s mandate that federal agencies use 
voluntary consensus standards unless it is contrary to law or impractical to do so.

To fully understand the fundamental problems with LBC, it is necessary to review its 
background.  According to ILFI, the first version of the LBC system was written by one author, Jason F. 
McLennan (co-creator of the Pharos Project), and adopted by the Cascadia Region Green Building 
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Council (a chapter of USGBC) in November 2006, three months after it was presented to them by 
McLennan.  ILFI, Living Building Challenge 2.1, 48.26  The current system was authored by McLennan 
and Eden Brukman and launched in August 2009.  Id.  Minor revisions were made in May of 2012, which 
changed the designation from version 2.0 to 2.1.  Although it is claimed that the revision to LBC is a 
“reflection of compelling feedback and discussions with the Living Building Challenge Community 
subscribers, project teams pursuing certification and volunteers,” LBC provides no explanation as to who 
actually participated in the revision process.  Id. at 11.  

As reported by the Environmental Building News, “[u]nlike any other rating systems, LBC has no 
formal advisory committees or balloting procedures; Cascadia staff and a small group of advisors have 
made decisions about the structure and content of the rating system.”27  Certainly, the absence of 
committees and voting procedures to develop this certification system is the antithesis of the required 
openness and agreed-upon due process procedures which would ensure a consensus-based system based 
on the broad input of interested parties. LBC did not contact RFCI or any other vinyl product industry 
group we are aware of about participating in the development or update of the LBC system—a system 
RFCI certainly had a strong interest in because it includes a Red List material avoidance requirement that 
prohibits the use of vinyl flooring in LBC-compliant buildings.  Moreover, LBC has made it difficult for 
outside parties to assess their system by securing much of their information behind a paywall on their 
website accessible only to members, which creates additional questions about the openness of LBC.  

In light of how LBC was formulated and maintained, it is unsurprising that it completely fails to 
meet many of the necessary EISA and NTTAA criteria for recommendation by GSA or use by federal 
agencies.  The GSA Study found that LBC did not meet the requirements for meeting the consensus 
criteria.  Indeed, ILFI is expressly opposed to the use of consensus based procedures:

The certification system [LBC] was created using an expert opinion approach and has 
developed with input from the Living Building Community. 

Because transparency is fundamental to achieving the goals of the Living Building 
Challenge, the Institute avoids the notion of a ‘consensus-based approach’– Ironically, in 
the end, consensus decision-making still entrusts someone or some group with the final 
say. While there is a veil of transparency present, ultimately it is not achieved, which 
makes the consensus process disingenuous.

GSA Study, App’x E, question C3 (emphasis added).  Likewise, ILFI is opposed to the prospect of 
soliciting the views of a balance of interests—another essential element of consensus—preferring instead 
to rely on hand-picked “experts” who subscribe to the same philosophies as ILFI to advise decision 
making for LBC:

Petal Committees28 are comprised of national and/or international experts within a given 
field that share a strong philosophical alignment with the goals of the Living Building 
Challenge. 

Positions on a Petal Committee are voluntary and individuals serve at the discretion of 
the Institute for as long as they are able to provide expert guidance to the certification 
system and remain free of any significant conflicts of interest. For example, Petal 

                                                          
26 Available at https://ilbi.org/lbc/standard.

27 Environmental Building News (June 2009).  

28 Petals are LBC’s equivalent for credits, although most are in fact prerequisites. 
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Committee advisors may not be working on an active Living Building Challenge project 
while sitting on a Petal Committee, nor work for a building product manufacturer or a 
trade association.

Id. at C8 (emphasis added).  

Nor does LBC have a mechanism for collecting and responding to public comment and 
objections, which is another key element of the consensus and transparency criteria.  The only avenue 
available for a person to comment on LBC is to subscribe to the LBC community in order to access the 
“Feedback Form,” which is an “online form that individuals may use to share ideas or suggestions for the 
evolution of a particular Imperative, Petal, or Living Building Challenge generally.”  Id. at T1.  There 
appears to be no process for responding to public comments in a systematic way, nor is comment 
specifically solicited for revisions to the system.  The Feedback Form is simply an online suggestion box.  
Accordingly, the GSA Study found that LBC does not meet the transparency criterion.

LBC is inadequate when assessed against GSA’s other criteria as well.29  Contrary to the findings 
in the GSA Study, it is difficult to assert that LBC has achieved national recognition or displays system 
maturity given that only six buildings have been certified since 2006 and an additional 12 are awaiting 
auditing.30  It has been adopted by only one federal, state, or local entity—an unidentified county.  GSA 
Study at 4.11 tbl. 4-8.  Likewise, there is no indication of how many trained LBC assessors are available 
to review building projects, which calls in doubt whether LBC can truly meet the availability and 
verification criteria. Overall, LBC is a relatively new and untested system, especially when viewed in 
comparison to the long track record of Green Globes.

Furthermore, the GSA Study’s conclusion that LBC meets the usability criterion is highly 
speculative given that zero federal buildings have undergone LBC certification.  Many of the criteria set 
forth in the LBC would be wholly inappropriate, unworkable, or cost-prohibitive in the context of most 
federal agency projects.  For example, LBC limits projects to brownfields or greyfields, which may not be 
available in all areas.  It requires the incorporation of food production within the project site—a 
requirement that is superfluous in many rural areas and not feasible in many urban areas.  All of a 
building’s non-potable water supply must come from captured water or closed loop water systems, which 
may not be possible in all areas.  Offsite mitigation, called “habitat exchange,” is required in the form of 
hectare-for-hectare protection of land in perpetuity to offset the footprint of the project.  This requirement 
may dramatically increase the cost of many projects, as will the requirement that 100% of energy be 
supplied by onsite renewable energy sources and a requirement for the purchase of carbon credits.  

Lastly, it is clear that LBC places philosophical concerns above technical or scientific rigor.  
Unlike Green Globes, LBC uses the precautionary principle as the guide for all building materials 
decisions in the system.  Living Building Challenge 2.1, at 27.  LBC relies on a “Red List” developed by 
the Pharos Project to prohibit the use of specified materials and chemicals in building products based on 
single-attribute “hazard” concerns.  This list apparently was developed without regard to whether the 
particular products cause any exposure to the listed chemicals or the risk assessment profile of the product 
(hazard plus exposure).  The Red List prohibition includes polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and phthalates, both 
of which are important constituent materials of vinyl flooring.  LBC’s building materials decisions do not 
use life cycle assessment, which more appropriately considers cradle-to-grave impacts of multiple 
environmental considerations (e.g., IAQ, energy, ozone depletion) in making material building decisions.  

                                                          
29 RFCI’s comments are limited to publicly available information.

30 ILFI, Case Studies, http://living-future.org/casestudies. These totals are much less than the 87 total registered projects that 
were claimed by ILFI in the GSA Study.
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It is likely to prove prohibitively difficult for various federal buildings types to be constructed or 
renovated while avoiding all building materials containing an ingredient on LBC’s arbitrary red list.  
Moreover, because the red list approach does not consider the risk of harmful human exposure to the 
listed chemicals, little or no human health benefit is likely to be derived from avoiding studied and safe 
commercially available building products that contain substances on the list.   

It is evident that LBC is wholly inappropriate for recommendation by GSA.  The GSA Study 
documented that LBC least aligns with the EISA criteria.  It wholly fails to satisfy several of the criteria, 
and the criteria it was found to satisfy are highly debatable.  The single most important factor, however, is 
that LBC deliberately is a non-consensus-based standard.  Instead, it is an aspirational thought experiment 
by two persons who welcome technical input only from “experts” who are picked on the basis of their 
“strong philosophical alignment.”  Section 12(d) of the NTTAA unambiguously prohibits the use of 
standards like LBC by federal agencies unless it is “inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise 
impractical.”  Unless these circumstances are present, the NTTAA’s command is clear: “[A]ll Federal 
agencies and departments shall use technical standards that are developed or adopted by voluntary 
consensus standards bodies.”  NTTAA § 12(d) (emphasis added).  The availability of Green Globes 
demonstrates that the use of a voluntary consensus standard is not impractical.  Accordingly, GSA should 
not include LBC in its EISA § 436(h) recommendation. 

IV. THE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EISA 436(h) AD-HOC 
DISCUSSION GROUP ARE GENERALLY SOUND BUT TARGETED REVISIONS TO 
TWO OF THE KEY CONCEPTS ARE WARRANTED

RFCI generally supports the findings and recommendations of the EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc 
Discussion Group.  They are sound and, if implemented, will benefit federal agencies providing a 
responsive and flexible approach for the use of green building rating systems.  As explained below,
however, GSA should adopt revised versions of the findings and recommendations in Key Concepts 2 
and 3 in order to better achieve the EISA’s goal of “encourage[ing] a comprehensive and 
environmentally-sound approach to certification of green buildings.” EISA § (h).

A. Key Concept 2 – Guidelines Should Address Which Credits Should Be Considered 
Prerequisites and Which Credits Should Be Avoided Because They Are Inconsistent 
With Federal Requirements

In Key Concept 2, the Ad-Hoc Discussion Group determined that federal agencies should be able 
to use the rating system that “best suits its mission and portfolio needs” and that GSA should provide 
guidelines for the use of these systems.  78 Fed. Reg. at 8146.  RFCI wholeheartedly agrees, provided that 
the guidelines encourage flexibility in an agency’s choice of an appropriate green building system.  

RFCI also agrees with the Ad-Hoc Discussion Group’s recommendation that national guidelines 
be developed to identify specific credits or points within approved green building rating systems that 
align with existing federal requirements and therefore should be treated by agencies as “prerequisites.”  
This sensible recommendation will maximize the benefits of using green building rating systems by 
allowing agencies to fulfill many or all of their federal green building obligations through the certification 
process.  In the case of Green Globes in particular, making all credits that align with federal requirements 
mandatory will allow an agency to meet nearly all of its green building obligations simply by obtaining 
certification for a building in accordance with the guidelines.  Because these guidelines will be significant 
influences on agency behavior, it is important that the public be afforded adequate opportunities to review 
and comment on the guidelines before they are formally issued.

In addition to identifying credits that should be treated as prerequisites, the guidelines should 
identify those credits that agencies should avoid because they are fundamentally incompatible with 
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federal principles.  For example, Section 6(f) of OMB Circular A-119 cautions that the improper use of 
standards “can suppress free and fair competition; impede innovation and technical progress; exclude 
safer or less expensive products; or otherwise adversely affect trade, commerce, health, or safety.”  Both 
LBC and LEED contain unjustified material avoidance credits that exemplify each of the pitfalls the 
circular cautions against. 

As RFCI has expressed to GSA in its comments dated November 21, 2011, and at the listening 
sessions held on June 25 and July 10, 2012, it would be inappropriate for federal agencies to make use of 
unjustified material avoidance credits that reward projects for deselecting disfavored building materials.  
As discussed above, both LBC and LEED contain such credits.31  Although the details vary between the 
two rating systems, both use a simple hazard-based pass-fail screening test to make material avoidance 
decisions.  Certain chemicals and substances are identified on a red list.  If a building product contains 
that red-listed substance above a de minimis concentration, then the building product is targeted for 
deselection—regardless of whether persons using or working in a building with that building product 
would ever be exposed to the listed chemical.  Neither of these credits employ any manner of scientific 
risk assessment, which is the predominant hazard assessment methodology used by virtually all federal 
and state agencies.   According to risk assessment principles, the use of a product does not pose a risk 
unless it contains a human health hazard and there is a likelihood that persons will be exposed to that 
hazard at levels sufficient to cause harm.  Risk assessment principles allow the reasonable and scientific 
differentiation between those hazards that should be avoided or minimized and those that are not cause for 
concern.   

By failing to employ risk assessment principles, the material avoidance credits in LBC and LEED 
are grossly overinclusive, targeting scores of beneficial, cost-effective, and safe products for deselection.  
It should be obvious how a simple hazard-based material avoidance credit cannot be reconciled with 
Section 6(f) of OMB Circular A-119 (i.e. cautioning against the use of standards that “can suppress free 
and fair competition; impede innovation and technical progress; exclude safer or less expensive products; 
or otherwise adversely affect trade, commerce, health, or safety”).  First, producers of building products 
unjustifiably targeted by these credits will suffer substantial competitive disadvantages.  They will be less 
able to compete for use in projects undergoing certification and, furthermore, there will be a spillover 
stigma effect for products that are unfairly characterized as hazards by rating systems that have been 
formally endorsed for use by the federal government.  Second, by stigmatizing the use of high-performing 
raw materials, like PVC, these credits will hinder the development of new and innovative uses of these 
materials.  Third, as USGBC’s own study of a potential PVC avoidance credit found in 2007, unsupported 
material avoidance credits are likely to “inadvertently steer[] decision makers to replace one high-
negative impact material with another.”32   For example, by avoiding vinyl flooring, a project would be 
avoiding a product that has important fire- and bacterial-resistant properties—especially important 
attributes in settings like schools and hospitals—and which, in the case of vinyl composition tile, has been 
found to have the lowest human health impact over the course of its life cycle among a dozen alternative 
flooring product categories evaluated under the authoritative BEES life cycle assessment methodology 
developed by the National Institute of Science and Technology.33  

                                                          
31 For projects using LEED 2009, the material avoidance credit is available as a pilot credit (Pilot Credit 77: Material 

Ingredient Optimization).  This credit has been proposed for inclusion as a permanent credit in LEED v4.  LBC mandates 
the avoidance of proscribed red-listed materials in building material, with certain limited exceptions. 

32 Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED at 12 (2007), available at
https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372.

33 See NIST, BEES, http://www.nist.gov/el/economics/BEESSoftware.cfm. 
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There are likely to be select credits in approved green building rating systems that are 
fundamentally incompatible with federal requirements.  The material avoidance credits employed in LBC 
and LEED are prime examples of credits that are inappropriate for use by federal agencies because they 
cannot be reconciled with Section 6(f) of OMB Circular A-119.  Accordingly, when GSA develops 
guidelines for which credits agencies should treat as prerequisites, it should likewise identify those credits 
that should be avoided.  

B. Key Concept 3 – GSA Should Not Recommend That Agencies Automatically Adopt 
The Newest Version Of Any Green Building Rating System That Has Been 
Approved For Use

In Key Concept 3, the Ad-Hoc Discussion Group recommends that a process be developed for 
maintaining “currency” with evolving green building rating systems.  To do this, the group suggested that 
GSA’s OHPGB track and review any changes to approved rating systems.  Representatives from relevant 
agencies with large real property portfolios should then convene to review any such changes in a process 
similar to the EISA § 436(h) review process.  RFCI fully supports each of these reasonable 
recommendations, provided that the review and consideration of changes involve an opportunity for 
meaningful public participation.  

However, RFCI strongly opposes the remaining recommendation in Key Concept 3: “The Federal 
sector should . . . automatically adopt the newest version of any standard or green building certification 
system within one year after it is finalized, unless there is an over decision not to adopt the latest version.”  
78 Fed. Reg. at 8146.  The example of LEED v4 counsels against this recommendation.  Green building 
rating systems can change dramatically and unpredictably from version to version.  LEED v4 will be a 
sweeping departure from LEED 2009 in a many respects.  While the building product industry’s concerns 
are well documented in this comment, a perusal of the comments on LEED v4 will reveal that we are 
from the only constituency that has concerns about the new direction being taken by LEED.  A common 
refrain in the comments on the various drafts is that the proposed credit changes are either too ambitious 
or too vague to be of practical use by projects.  These concerns should give GSA pause about any 
mechanism that would make adoption of a system like LEED v4 a default outcome.

Given that green building rating systems are prone to sweeping changes that may bring more 
harm than good, it would not be appropriate or prudent to recommend that system revisions be adopted
automatically by agencies.  It cannot be presumed that subsequent revisions to approved green building 
rating systems will be conducted in accordance with acceptable EISA and NTTAA requirements or that 
the end product will continue to meet the needs of federal agencies.  Any new version of an accepted 
green building rating system should be fully reviewed and vetted by relevant federal agencies, with the 
aid of public participation, before an informed decision is made to adopt or reject revised rating system. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons explained above, a careful review of the GSA Study and recent developments 
compel the conclusion that Green Globes is suitable for GSA’s § 436(h) recommendation at this time.  
Other rating systems should be evaluated for conformity with the relevant criteria so that additional 
systems may be recommended for use by federal agencies.  However, LEED and LBC do not meet EISA 
§ 436(h)’s criteria for transparency and consensus and they are not suitable for use by federal agencies 
pursuant to NTTAA § 12(d).   

The EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc Discussion Group’s recommendations generally are appropriate for 
adoption by GSA.  However, two provisions should be revised.  The recommendation in Key Concept 2 
that guidelines be developed to identify which credits are consistent with federal requirements and should 
be considered prerequisites is sound, but GSA also should identify which credits should be avoided by 
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agencies because they are incompatible with other federal objectives.  Efforts to maintain currency with 
green building rating systems is important, but any new versions of these systems should not be adopted 
automatically.  Rather, they should be fully reviewed and vetted by relevant federal agencies with the aid 
of public comment.  

Please contact me or RFCI’s counsel, Bill Hall at Venable LLP, if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean Thompson
President
Resilient Floor Covering Institute
115 Broad Street, Suite 201
LaGrange, GA  30240
(706) 882-3928
dean.thompson@rfci.com

OF COUNSEL:

William N. Hall
Justin W. Curtis
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC  20004
(202) 344-4000
wnhall@venable.com
jcurtis@venable.com
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ATTACHMENT A

RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE (RFCI)
REGULAR MEMBERS

American Biltrite Inc. – Mercerville, New Jersey
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. – Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Centiva – Florence, Alabama
Congoleum Corp. – Mercerville, New Jersey

IVC US – Dalton, Georgia
Mannington Mills, Inc. – Salem, New Jersey
Roppe Corporation, USA – Fostoria, Ohio

Tarkett, Inc. – Chargin Falls, Ohio
Vinylasa – Col. Granjas, Mexico

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

BASF – Houston, Texas
BYK USA Inc. – Wallingford, Connecticut

Cascades Lupel – Deerfield, FL
Chapco/H.B. Fuller – Aurora, Illinois

Eastman Chemical Co. – Kingsport, Tennessee
ExxonMobil Chemical Co. – Houston, Texas

Ferro Corp. – Cleveland, Ohio
Formosa Plastics Corp. – Livingston, New Jersey

Gerflor North America – Arlington Heights, Illinois
Halstead International (Metroflor Corp.) – Norwalk, Connecticut

Karndean International LLC – Export, Pennsylvania
LG Hausys America, Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia

Mapei Corp. – Lavel, Quebec, Canada
Mexichem – Bogota, Columbia
Owens Corning – Toledo, Ohio

Penn Color – Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Polyone Corp. – Avon Lake, Ohio

Royal Adhesives – Simpsonville, SC
W.F. Taylor Co. – Mt. Juliet, Tennessee

W.W. Henry Co. – Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
XL Brands, Inc. – Resaca, Georgia
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COMMENTS OF THE RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE ON THE
LEED 2012 MR CREDIT: AVOIDANCE OF CHEMICALS OF CONCERN

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the proposed LEED 2012 MR Credit: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern, available at
https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=18574. RFCI is a non-profit trade association that
represents manufacturers of vinyl composition tile, vinyl tile, sheet vinyl, rubber, and linoleum flooring
products and suppliers of raw materials, additives, and sundry flooring products (e.g. adhesives) for the
North American market. The RFCI membership list is attached as Attachment A. RFCI has been a
member of USGBC since January of 2006 and one of our members, Armstrong World Industries, Inc., is
a charter member of USGBC since its founding in 1993.

I. RFCI, THE SUSTAINABILITY BENEFITS OF RESILIENT FLOORING, AND THE
PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT

RFCI seeks to educate the public and policymakers about the durability, affordability, and
environmental benefits of resilient flooring used in new construction and renovations. RFCI has long
been an advocate of green product selection and sustainable building practices based on life-cycle
assessment (LCA) and sound science principles. To this end, RFCI has developed two sustainability
programs under which hard surface flooring products may qualify. These are: (1) FloorScore® which
recognizes flooring products meeting the stringent VOC emission requirements of the California Section
1350 indoor air quality program based on independent laboratory testing and third party certification; and
(2) NSF-332 – Sustainability Assessment Standard for Resilient Floor Coverings, an ANSI accredited
standard which provides different certification levels (conformant, silver, gold, and platinum) for flooring
products meeting sustainability requirements for product design, manufacturing, end-of-life management,
corporate governance, and innovation.

Over the course of its lifespan vinyl flooring manufactured with PVC and phthalate plasticizers
provides substantial health, safety, and performance benefits over other flooring options because they:
(1) are durable and long-lasting (often 40 years or longer), thus conserving resources and reducing
consumption; (2) are easy to maintain and resistant to moisture, thus promoting a clean indoor
environment and minimizing bacterial growth while reducing the need for the use of cleaning chemicals;
(3) are energy efficient and have a lower life cycle impact and lower global warming impact than many
competing flooring products; (4) provide superior indoor air quality, especially for those products earning
RFCI’s FloorScore® certification for VOC emissions that meet or exceed California’s stringent standards;
(5) are very fire resistant; (6) are manufactured using recycled content, which reduces the demand for
virgin inputs; and (7) are readily recyclable at the end of their useful life, thus reducing the volume of
waste that must be landfilled.

The LEED 2012 MR Credit: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern (Proposed Avoidance Credit)
however, would provide one to two points under the LEED rating systems applicable to new construction,
schools, retail, healthcare, hospitality, and other buildings for not using building materials and products
containing specified chemicals, including PVC and phthalates. If adopted, this material-avoidance credit
would deselect the use of vinyl flooring in all of its major markets without a justifiable basis. To earn the
credit, an applicant would have to demonstrate that 20% of the building products or materials used, by
cost, were certified by a third party to not contain any specified “intentionally added substances” in
concentrations above 100 ppm. In addition to specifically listed substances, the credit applies broadly to
any of the over 800 substances listed as carcinogens or reproductive toxins under California’s Proposition
65 (Prop 65). See Cal. Office of Envtl. Health Hazard Assessment, Current Proposition 65 List,
http://oehha.ca.gov/prop65/prop65_list/Newlist.html (last visited Mar. 23, 2012).
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Although the Proposed Avoidance Credit targets hundreds of chemicals and numerous building
materials, our comments focus on the impacts of this rule on the resilient flooring industry. Resilient
flooring includes hard-surface flooring products that are constructed to have varying degrees of resiliency.
Approximately 90% of the resilient flooring sold in North American contains PVC. The various types of
PVC-based resilient flooring, which includes vinyl tile, vinyl composition tile (VCT), and sheet vinyl, are
often referred to as vinyl flooring. Although the amount of PVC used in vinyl flooring varies by product
type, it typically constitutes between 10% and 50%, by weight, of the flooring. RFCI members use
phthalate plasticizers to make vinyl flooring flexible and resilient, principally BBP and DINP for products
manufactured for sale in the United States. The phthalate plasticizer DEHP is used in some vinyl flooring
products imported into the United States. Plasticizers account for up to 20%, by weight, of the raw
materials content in sheet vinyl, and are used in lesser amounts in tile products. These comments
therefore will focus on the inclusion of PVC, phthalates, and, chemicals listed under Prop 65 (e.g. BBP
and DEHP) in the Proposed Avoidance Credit.

As explained below, RFCI strongly believes that the Proposed Avoidance Credit should be
withdrawn for PVC, phthalates, and Prop 65 chemicals, particularly as used in vinyl flooring, because the
Credit:

x Is directly contrary to USGBC’s previous comprehensive 2007 PVC Report and decision
not to adopt a PVC material-avoidance credit, and does not meet USGBC’s own
standards for when a disfavored material-avoidance credit may be justified;

x Lacks a sound scientific basis using life-cycle assessments (LCA) and risk assessments,
and is not supported by any significant new scientific evidence since the PVC Report;

x Is premature for consideration because USGBC has not shown that non-PVC alternatives
are “demonstrably better” than PVC products, has not developed reliable new dioxin
data, and has not completed its PVC and phthalate pilot credit program;

x Is based on a hazard-based, precautionary principle approach instead of LCA, risk
assessment, and exposure considerations;

x Does not conform with Federal Trade Commission (FTC) green marketing requirements
by representing that non-PVC, non-phthalate products are healthier and safer than
products containing PVC and phthalates without adequate substantiation; and

x Exposes USGBC to significant personal injury and property damage liability in lawsuits
by the plaintiff’s bar for promulgating a defective building material selection standard
which steers building owners to alternative products which have not been adequately
evaluated for health, environmental, and safety protection.

In essence, USGBC has “said one thing” in deciding not to adopt a disfavored material-avoidance
credit for PVC in 2007, but now is doing the complete opposite in 2012 without conducting any of the
evaluations USGBC said in 2007 were needed and without new scientific evidence showing that the
disfavored Proposed Avoidance Credit is justified. To avoid USGBC losing credibility and exposing
itself to tremendous legal liability risks, we identify steps in Section X that USGBC must take if it stills
wants to consider a disfavored material avoidance credit in the future, including completing the PVC and
phthalate pilot credit project and reconvening the PVC Task Force. Even if those steps were taken, we do
not believe that an adequate justification would be developed to support a material-avoidance credit for
PVC, phthalates, or Prop 65 chemicals in vinyl flooring.
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II. WHEN USGBC LAST UNDERTOOK A SCIENCE-BASED EVALUATION OF
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTAINING PVC, IT RIGHTLY CONCLUDED THAT A
PVCMATERIALS-AVOIDANCE CREDIT IS UNWARRANTED

In November 2002, USGBC’s LEED Steering Committee requested that the Technical and
Scientific Advisory Committee (TSAC) establish a PVC Task Group to assist in evaluating the
advisability of a PVC-related credit in the LEED rating system. For more than four years, the PVC Task
Group conducted a study of four applications: siding, piping, resilient flooring, and window frames. The
environmental attributes of products in these categories were compared to non-PVC alternatives. For
resilient flooring, for example, two PVC flooring products (vinyl composite tile and sheet vinyl) were
evaluated against two flooring products that did not contain PVC (linoleum and cork). However, the
alternative analysis did not include other competing flooring products such as carpet, wood, ceramic,
bamboo, or cork flooring. The study drew upon approximately 2,500 studies and other sources of data
which led to a draft report being issued in December 2004. In response to public comments on the draft,
the TSAC expanded its evaluation of the studied product categories to determine whether accidental
landfill fires and backyard burning during the end-of-life (EOL) phase of the studied products constituted
a significant source of dioxin emissions. (We refer to all dioxins and dioxin-like compounds collectively
as “dioxins” in these comments for the sake of simplicity.) The final Report, Assessment of the Technical
Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED (Feb. 2007), available at
https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372 (PVC Report), was published on February 26,
2007. The report was thorough, consisting of 90 pages of analysis followed by 13 appendices with
supplementary technical and scientific information. It contained a number of significant and important
conclusions and recommendations which USGBC has disregarded in the Proposed Avoidance Credit.

A. PVC Report Concluded That Neither PVC Nor Non-PVC Materials Are Better Or
Worse And That Disfavored Material-Avoidance Credits Should Only Be Adopted
If The Alternatives Are “Demonstrably Better”

The TSAC made a number of crucial findings and recommendations in the final Report.
Significantly it concluded that “no single material shows up as the best across all the human health and
environmental impact categories, nor as the worst.” PVC Report at 9 (emphasis added). Even more
importantly, the TSAC warned against the “blunt instrument . . . of materials-based credits inadvertently
steering decision makers to replace one high-negative impact material with another.” Id. at 12 (emphasis
added). The PVC Report found that any environmental and health differences observed between the PVC
products and the non-PVC products in the four categories evaluated were insufficient to justify a
materials-avoidance credit for any of the categories evaluated. Instead, the TSAC recommended
incentivizing the substitution of problematic materials with others that are “demonstrably better with
regard to environmental and human health impacts over their life cycles.” Id. (emphasis added). The
TSAC considered materials-avoidance credits problematic because they could lead to the use of worst
performing products, and the TSAC therefore encouraged the use of such credits only for “demonstrably
better” products based on LCAs for health and environmental impacts.

B. PVC Report Recommended Further End Of Life Dioxin Evaluation

Regarding dioxin emissions (which appears to be the unstated reason behind PVC’s inclusion in
the Proposed Avoidance Credit), the final PVC Report recognized that the data and modeling available
for the dioxin risk evaluation from EOL activities were both “very limited” and “highly uncertain.” PVC
Report at 4. In fact, the TSAC acknowledged that its “risk estimates may overestimate the actual cancer
risk associated with dioxin emissions in life cycles of products in this report which is especially relevant
to uncontrolled burning of PVC.” Id. at 10.

Given the lack of reliable data on dioxin emissions, the TSAC recommended a three step process
for further evaluating the EOL dioxin issue. First, develop better data and modeling about whether and
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how much dioxin emissions may result from the burning of PVC products in accidental landfill fires and
backyard burning. Second, based on that additional data and more accurate modeling, determine whether
there is a significant dioxin risk that merits additional protective measures. Third, if and only if, the risk
of a major health impact is determined (or confirmed), develop policies to reduce the source of this health
risk. Id. at 90. Despite an offer from RFCI to work with USGBC on studying this issue, USGBC has
taken no action to further evaluate the purported dioxin risk from PVC products.

The TSAC report also noted a highly beneficial property of PVC flooring in fire risk reduction.
With respect to building fires, the PVC Report concluded that PVC actually “may have a beneficial role
in reducing injuries . . . as it may reduce the chances of a fire igniting or spreading due to its relatively
high ignition temperature.” Id. at 9. It further stated that neither HCl or phosgene gas – highly toxic
gases that may be released from burning PVC – were found in the air in building fires at problematic
levels. Id. Consistent with the Report’s finding about the fire resistance of PVC products, vinyl flooring
has superior fire resistant properties as compared to a number of non-halogenated flooring alternatives.

C. PVC Report Found That A PVCMaterials-Avoidance Credit Was Not Justified

In summary, USGBC commissioned the TSAC to take a close look at the justification for
instituting a materials-avoidance credit targeting PVC building products, including vinyl flooring. The
TSAC rightly did not conclude that a PVC materials-avoidance credit was justified. Id. at 90. The TSAC
observed, as a general matter, that materials-avoidance credits should not be employed unless one product
category has been found to be “demonstrably better” than another. Id. With respect to PVC building
products, the TSAC found no evidence that any alternatives were demonstrably better, notwithstanding
that the TSAC did not review alternative products (e.g. carpet, ceramic tile) that are often found to have
much higher demonstrated environmental impacts than vinyl flooring in LCA analyses. Furthermore, the
TSAC did not find that dioxin releases from PVC products present any material risk to human health or
the environment. For all of these reasons, a materials-avoidance credit for PVC was not recommended.

III. LIKE IN 2007, USGBC CONTINUES TO LACK A SUPPORTABLE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
FOR A DISFAVORED PVCMATERIALS-AVOIDANCE CREDIT

The Proposed Avoidance Credit would direct building owners not to use hundreds of building
products, including vinyl flooring, because they contain more than a de minimis concentration (100 ppm)
of any of hundreds of targeted chemicals. This credit is clearly a disfavored “materials-avoidance credit”
because it awards credits for not using building materials containing “intentionally added substances.”
The Proposed Avoidance Credit cannot be fairly characterized as an “issue-based credit,” which TSAC
encourages, because USGBC has not performed the needed LCAs and risk assessment of alternative
materials to satisfy the TSAC requirements for “issue-based credits.” The TSAC made clear that credits
based on specific issues should be “informed by LCA and risk assessment” and must “explicitly” and
“systematically” address the issue of concern in a comprehensive, whole-building manner. PVC Report
at 11–12. In developing this proposed credit, neither an LCA nor a risk assessment approach has been
used with respect to the hundreds of affected products and a “comprehensive” approach is lacking,
particularly because USGBC has not begun to evaluate whether the hundreds of alternative products are
“demonstrably better” in terms of the health and environmental impacts over their life cycles. Thus, the
Proposed Avoidance Credit is contrary to the TSAC’s sound directive against using the “blunt-
instrument” of material-avoidance credits unless LCAs have identified “demonstrably better” alternative
products. Id. at 90. And USGBC has not filled the critical data gaps identified by the TSAC or cited
other relevant new information to justify a PVC materials-avoidance credit.
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A. USGBC Has Not Conducted The Needed Evaluations Specified In The PVC Report
Or Cited New Evidence to Support The Proposed PVC Avoidance Credit

As discussed above, the TSAC did not find that a PVC-avoidance credit was justified because the
data available to the TSAC did not show that any one material, PVC or non-PVC, was better or worse
than the other. The TSAC made clear recommendations to USGBC for remedying the data gaps that
could have more fully informed the organization’s materials preference decisions going forward.
Specifically, the TSAC recommended that: (1) USGBC develop and utilize more comprehensive LCA
methodologies to consider a wider array of factors; (2) obtain better data about lifecycle dioxin emissions
attributable to PVC generally; and (3) gather data about dioxin emissions regarding the frequency and
emissions profile from uncontrolled burning of EOL PVC (e.g. burn barrels, landfill fires). PVC Report
at 90. None of these USGBC recommendations have been followed to support the new PVC avoidance
credit.

Since 2007, USGBC has publicly affirmed its commitment to better integrating LCA into LEED.
It formed an LCA Working Group to study the matter and has tested a handful of pilot credits focusing on
LCA (e.g. Pilot Credit 1: Life Cycle Assessment of Building Assemblies and. Materials, available at
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6350). However, none of its LCA activities have
addressed the TSAC’s recommendation to develop and utilize more comprehensive LCA methodology to
further evaluate the use of PVC. Thus, the proposed credit runs the significant risk of encouraging
product substitutions where little is known about the substitute or it performs worse based on a full
environmental/health analysis. The realistic prospect of steering decision-makers towards more
environmentally harmful building materials alone should be sufficient reason to apply the TSAC’s
recommendation and withdraw this proposed credit.

We are unaware of any efforts by USGBC to devote additional scientific study to dioxin
emissions. USGBC tested a pilot credit intended to reduce dioxin emissions (Pilot Credit 2: PBT Source
Reduction—Dioxins and Halogenated Organic Compounds), but this pilot credit only sought to reduce
the use of building materials that USGBC presumed to be significant sources of dioxin emissions.
USGBC, Pilot Credit 2: PBT Source Reduction—Dioxins and Halogenated Organic Compounds,
available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6331. The fact remains that no further
study or scientific evaluation was conducted about the actual causes, sources, or prevalence of dioxin
emissions. Particularly with regard to PVC, USGBC has conducted no further review of life-cycle
emissions or studied the prevalence and potential adverse consequences of EOL PVC burning in burn
barrels and landfills.

Not only has USGBC failed to follow the TSAC’s recommendations to develop new data to
determine if there are demonstrably better alternatives to the materials that will be impacted by the
Proposed Avoidance Credit, it presents no new scientific basis whatsoever to justify this materials-
avoidance credit. The proposal references no documents, studies, or data of any nature pertaining to any
LCAs for PVC or dioxin emissions information. Nor do USGBC’s responses to prior rounds of
commenting cite any support for this materials-avoidance credit in response to numerous commenters
critical of USGBC’s actions.

The only project under way that potentially could provide additional relevant information is the
ongoing evaluation of Pilot Credit 54: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern, but USGBC is moving
forward without awaiting the final report on this credit, as explained in Section IV. Thus, USGBC has
neither generated nor cited any data that would contradict the findings in the PVC Report that those PVC
products covered by the report, including vinyl flooring, do not perform consistently worse or better than
non-PVC alternatives or the conclusion that a PVC materials-avoidance credit is unwarranted.
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B. The Purported USGBC Rationale For Adopting The Proposed PVC Avoidance
Credit Is Woefully Inadequate And Contrary To Established Legal Standards

The stated intent of the Proposed Avoidance Credit is to “decrease the concentration of chemical
contaminants that can damage air quality, human health, productivity, and the environment.” The parallel
pilot credit, Pilot Credit 54: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern, further elaborates that its purpose is to
address the perceived shortcomings in LCA-based materials evaluations that “fail[] to adequately address
material impacts associated with human health.” USGBC, Pilot Credit 54: Avoidance of Chemicals of
Concern 4, available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=10107. These asserted
reasons beg the real question about whether products containing the targeted chemicals present a real
health risk considering exposure under foreseeable conditions of use. The proposed credit is based on the
premise that the mere presence of the targeted chemicals (e.g. PVC and phthalates) in building products
and materials above concentrations of 100 ppm poses a danger to human health or the environment that is
not accounted for by LCA. Yet no justification has been offered for this sweeping and unfounded
assertion based on recognized risk assessment, LCA, and exposure considerations.

The drafters of the Proposed Avoidance Credit have offered no supportable scientific justification
for the Proposed Avoidance Credit because there is none. There is no scientific evidence that the use of
products containing PVC has any adverse human health consequences when used in the building
environment. No authoritative or governmental body that we are aware of has ever banned, limited, or
even required warnings for the use of PVC in building products or materials. For example, PVC is not
listed as carcinogen or reproductive toxin under California’s Prop 65, which is perhaps the most
comprehensive authoritative list of suspected carcinogens and reproductive toxins in existence.

Moreover, USGBC offers no explanation for its abrupt dismissal of an LCA approach to
materials evaluation. If USGBC intends to reverse its position on LCA going forward, it should do so
openly by giving notice to its membership, inviting comment and dialogue, and explaining the reasons for
its final decision.

USGBC is on the record (through the TSAC) as saying that a PVC materials-avoidance credit
cannot be justified without additional information. No such information has been generated or cited. No
explanation is given for the proposed “Avoidance of Material of Concern” credit in the text of the draft of
LEED 2012. Stakeholders are left to divine its purpose and justification from a scant one-sentence
statement of “Intent” that espouses a desire to reduce concentrations of chemicals that can harm humans.
Pilot Credit 54 adds scarcely more information, noting only that USGBC now believes that LCA may not
adequately account for human health hazards. In short, stakeholders are left to guess about the rationale
and foundation for this proposed materials avoidance credit. Going forward, this approach has significant
adverse consequences for the continuing acceptance of LEED by members, consumers, and, significantly,
government entities.

As USGBC is aware, LEED has been adopted or incorporated into the laws and regulations of
hundreds of government entities. For example, under the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007,
LEED has been recommended by the General Services Administration and adopted by the Department of
Energy for use by all federal agencies as an approved green building ratings system. In addition, by
USGBC’s own count, 32 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico and 442 local governments
have adopted LEED for green building legislative and regulatory purposes (e.g. certification required for
state-funded construction or made a condition for receiving state grants for construction). USGBC,
Policy and Government Resources, http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=1779 (last
visited Mar. 26, 2012). Thus, USGBC has become almost a de facto regulatory agency in creating LEED
requirements because they are adopted by hundreds of federal, state, and local government entities.

The continuing acceptance of LEED by government entities is jeopardized by USGBC’s
departure from the standards it has set for itself and the open, reasoned, and consensus-based approach
required for private sector standards to be adopted by the federal government. First, the manner in which
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USGBC would implement the Proposed Avoidance Credit raises serious questions about whether LEED
remains an open, consensus-based standard eligible for use by federal agencies under Section 12(d) of the
National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, 15 U.S.C. § 272 note. Second, if the
Proposed Avoidance Credit does not have a legally supportable foundation, then a federal agency could
not adopt LEED because such adoption would violate the familiar standard under the Administrative
Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551 et seq., that agency decisions not be arbitrary or capricious and must be
supported by substantial evidence. To the extent that LEED is presently incorporated by reference into an
agency’s regulations, a flawed USGBC adoption of the Proposed Avoidance Credit would constitute a
material change to the agency’s regulations. Thus, agencies will face objections that they have changed
their preexisting material selection position without adequately informing the public of this change to
allow public comment and without a supportable scientific basis to do so. See FCC v. Fox Television
Stations, Inc., 129 S. Ct. 1800, 1811 (2009) (“[T]he requirement that an agency provide reasoned
explanation for its action would ordinarily demand that it display awareness that it is changing
position. . . . . And of course the agency must show that there are good reasons for the new policy.”).

As a result, USGBC’s abandonment of its preexisting determination that a PVC avoidance credit
is not warranted is likely to have adverse consequences for the continued recognition of LEED by
government entities. The unsupported adoption of the Proposed Avoidance Credit based on a shift from a
risk- and LCA-based approach for material selection to a pure hazard-based approach bears the hallmarks
of an arbitrary and capricious decision. Thus, it would be difficult for a federal agency to legally adopt
(or continue to utilize) LEED if the Proposed Avoidance Credit goes forward.

C. Neither LCAs Nor Dioxin Concerns Support The Proposed PVC Materials-
Avoidance Credit, Particularly For Resilient Flooring

Without any new evaluations of the issues studied by the TSAC report or a reasoned explanation
for the Proposed Avoidance Credit, the credit must be justified, if at all, on the basis of the existing
scientific information. Upon a review of the information currently available, it is readily apparent that
comprehensive LCAs do not support the Proposed Avoidance Credit. Rather they actually show that
resilient flooring and PVC materials have a lower LCA impact than most competing products not subject
to the Proposed Avoidance Credit. Similarly the existing dioxin data does not support the proposed credit
with respect to resilient flooring.

1. Life-Cycle Assessments Demonstrate That The PVC Avoidance Credit
Should Not Be Adopted

Authoritative LCA methodologies and evaluations post-dating the PVC Report demonstrate that
PVC building materials have similar LCA impacts, if not less impacts, than their alternatives. For
example, vinyl composite tile (VCT) has been evaluated against its competitors using the Building for
Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) methodology. NIST, BEES Online, available at
http://www.nist.gov/el/economics/BEESSoftware.cfm. BEES is a “cradle-to-grave” LCA systems
approach for measuring environmental performance that was developed by the U.S. National Institute for
Standards and Technology. The BEES LCA takes into account 12 environmental performance factors,
including human health, over a product’s life-cycle and weighs those factors according to three different
weighting systems: (1) equal weights, (2) EPA-developed weighting system, and (3) a weighting system
developed by a BEES stakeholder panel (which has been adopted by USGBC for some uses, see USGBC,
LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations xii).

The BEES system includes data for individual flooring products and 13 “generic” product
categories, including VCT. BEES’ LCA environmental performance results are expressed in units
corresponding to the products’ contribution to annual per capita U.S. environmental impacts. NIST,
Interpreting BEES Environmental Performance Scores: A Primer, available at
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http://ws680.nist.gov/Bees/Help.aspx. A lower number means that a product has less of an environmental
and health impact relative to the other products.

Using the USGBC-endorsed BEES Stakeholder weighting system, which weighs human toxicity
impacts as 13% of the total, VCT has been shown to have a lower environmental and health impact than
all 12 alternative generic product categories over the course of its life-cycle. As shown in Attachment B,
the aggregate scores for each of the generic flooring products in ascending order from least impact to
most impact are:

x “Generic Vinyl Composition Tile” (i.e. VCT) – 0.0022

x “Generic Linoleum Flooring” – 0.0032

x “Generic Ceramic Tile w/ Recycled Glass” – 0.0048

x “Generic Terrazzo” – 0.0072

x “Generic Composite Marble Tile” – 0.0075

x “Generic Nylon Carpet Tile/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.0146

x “Generic Nylon Carpet Tile” – 0.0150

x “Generic Nylon Carpet Broadloom” – 0.0208

x “Generic Nylon Brdlm/Low VOC Adhsv” – 0.0247

x “Generic Wool Carpet Tile/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.1174

x “Generic Wool Carpet Tile” – 0.1177

x “Generic Wool Carpet Brdlm/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.1227

x “Generic Wool Carpet Broadloom” – 0.1243

The result is the same under the EPA-developed weighting (which assigns an 11% weighting to human
toxicity impacts) – VCT has the lowest environmental and health impact (0.0013 for VCT compared to
0.0020 for the next lowest alternative). See Attachment C. It is important to note that the measures of
human health impacts of VCT and the alternatives under both weightings were less than 0.00005% of the
corresponding annual per-capita health impact, meaning that statistically the health impacts of flooring
are not sufficiently substantial to be included in the total LCA scores.

An older literature survey of LCAs commissioned by the European Commission also is
instructive. That review found that PVC flooring has fewer environmental impacts than linoleum over the
course of its useful life, although during manufacture, many, but not all, studies concluded that linoleum
flooring had “comparable or slightly fewer environmental impacts when compared with” the production
of PVC flooring. The report noted the “use phase” of vinyl flooring (i.e. the time the flooring is in use in
a building) has a relatively low environmental impact due to its long useful lifespan when compared with
linoleum and its minimal care and maintenance requirements. Martin Baitz et al., Life Cycle Assessment
of PVC and of Principal Competing Materials (July 2004). Among the report’s conclusions were that the
“use phase” of vinyl flooring is not often considered in LCAs. Id. at 316-17. However, the “use phase”
of vinyl flooring has substantial positive environmental attributes relative to alternative flooring products,
and consequently the “use phase” of flooring products should be included in properly designed LCA
methodologies. The report also found that alternative flooring products (particularly carpet, but also
linoleum and rubber flooring to a lesser extent) have not been subjected to sufficient LCA evaluations to
form relative product preference decisions with any degree of confidence. To make valid comparisons
that can serve as the basis for materials preference decisions, additional LCAs should be completed for
these alternatives to vinyl flooring.
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2. Dioxin Emissions Data Do Not Support A PVC Material-Avoidance Credit

To the extent that dioxin releases are a motivating factor behind the decision to include PVC in
the Proposed Avoidance Credit, the data simply does not support bear this out. As noted above, the
findings in the final PVC Report recognized that there were many gaps in the available data on dioxin
emissions. In particular, the Report made the following observations:

x “[I]nformation on emissions for accidental landfill fires and backyard burning is
very limited.” PVC Report at 4 (emphasis added).

x “Because the empirical basis for these models [to estimate EOL impacts] is
limited, the end-of-life emission estimates are highly uncertain. . . . .” Id.
(emphasis added).

x “Our average estimate may be significantly different from the true dioxin
emission factors due to the following reasons: (1) The emissions factors were
developed based on only one experimental study (Lemieux et al., 2003) for barrel
burning and two experimental studies for incinerators. . . (2) the fate of each
building material at the disposal phase (i.e. % incineration vs. % backyard
burning vs. % landfill) is not well known, (3) even if the disposal fate assumption
is accurate, landfill fires emissions per unit of material disposal may or may not
involve the building materials of our interest (i.e., PVC v. non-PVC), and (4)
even if our assumptions about (2) and (3) are accurate, dioxin emissions per unit
material burn vary depending on fire temperatures, emission controls and the
availability of elements that affect the dioxin formations, such as chlorine,
oxygen, carbon and metal catalysts.” Id. at 86–87 (emphasis added).

x “Our risk estimates may overestimate the actual cancer risk associated with
dioxin emissions in life cycles of products in this report which is especially
relevant to uncontrolled burning of PVC.” Id. at 10 (emphasis added).

The TSAC did not find that the available data supported the imposition of PVC avoidance
measures. Instead, the TSAC advised that better modeling be developed and more data be collected to
sufficiently analyze the potential risk of dioxin emissions from EOL PVC combustion. According to the
TSAC, any recommendation it would make to avoid the use of PVC would be conditioned on reliable
information indicating that such measures were necessary: “[I]f the risk of major health impacts is
confirmed by further empirical work, then policies to reduce this important source of health risk are
recommended.” Id. As noted above, USGBC has taken no action to generate any such data to support its
proposed PVC avoidance credit.

The most comprehensive and up-to-date data on domestic dioxin releases is found in a 2006 EPA
report entitled, “An Inventory of Sources and Environmental Release of Dioxin-Like Compounds in the
United States for the Years 1987, 1995, and 2000.” EPA/600/P-03/002F at 6-12 (Nov. 2006). The report
tallied total domestic dioxin releases for 1987, 1995, and 2000. Notwithstanding that PVC production
approximately tripled over that time period, the levels of total domestic dioxin releases fell from 13,965
grams in 1987 to 1,422 grams in 2000. Id. at xlvi. Total releases of dioxins to all media from PVC
production in 2000 was 30.0 grams. Most significantly, EPA concluded that total dioxin emissions from
landfill fires and household fires were not sufficiently reliable to estimate. Id. at 6-9, 6-12. Although
EPA produced an estimate for burn barrel fires, it made a point to note that the “confidence rating is low
for the estimate.” Id. at 6-26. However, whatever the total figures may be its stands to reason that the
combustion of PVC building materials would be only a fraction of the total. Moreover, EPA’s dioxin
issues reanalysis released on February 12, 2012 contains no new dioxin source information to fill the data
gaps and cites the 2006 report as the most recent EPA analysis of the sources and emissions of dioxins in
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the United States. EPA, Reanalysis of Issues Related to Dioxin Toxicity and Response to NAS
Comments, Volume 1, at xxvi (Feb. 2012) (discussing dioxin toxicity and dose-response data).

Additionally, the concern that EOL landfill and backyard burning of vinyl flooring results in
significant dioxin releases has not been demonstrated and is not credible. For example, a review by
California found that landfill fires “are relatively rare occurrences in comparison with other activities that
contribute dioxins to the environment.” CPVC Final EIR, 2.0 Comments and Responses at 201. The vast
majority of vinyl flooring is disposed of at construction and debris (C&D) waste landfills for which there
is little, if any, fire and dioxin emission data. Given the nature of C&D waste, these waste sites are even
less likely than municipal solid waste landfills to catch on fire. Furthermore, it is important to recognize
that vinyl flooring and other PVC building materials constitute an unknown, but seemingly negligible,
fraction of the total combustible material that makes its way into landfills and backyard burn barrels.
USGBC has cited no data, nor are we aware of any, that vinyl flooring and other PVC building materials
contribute anything more than a negligible percentage of the dioxins emitted from those sources.

Moreover, the recently issued National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers Production (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 63), which sets maximum
achievable control technology-based standards for new and existing PVC resin production facilities, will
serve to further reduce the regulated release of vinyl chloride, specified air contaminants, and dioxins.
Prepublication copy (Feb. 13, 2012), available at
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t3/fr_notices/pvc_fr_021312.pdf. For example, EPA estimates that this rule
will reduce annual emissions from 15 existing major source PVC production facilities and two area
source facilities in the United States by 262 tons of total air toxics, 21 tons of hydrogen chloride, and
0.017 grams of dioxins. Id. at 243. Because the current air emissions from these facilities do not
adversely impact the favorable LCA results for many PVC products, these future air emission reductions
will only further decrease the low LCA impacts of many PVC products as discussed above.

3. The Limestone In PVC Flooring Inhibits The Formation Of Dioxins During
Any Combustion Of PVC Flooring That May Occur

If USGBC were to gather data about dioxin emissions from EOL PVC flooring combustion, it is
unlikely that PVC flooring would be found to make a significant contribution to dioxin emissions levels.
While the combustion of pure PVC is known to generate dioxins, the composition of vinyl flooring
inhibits the formation of dioxins from the combustion of the PVC component of the flooring. Limestone
constitutes about 84% of VCT and 50% of commercial sheet vinyl by weight. Limestone is a
sedimentary rock primarily composed of various crystal forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Calcium
carbonate can inhibit the release of hydrogen chloride (HCl) from burning PVC and, in fact, has been
used to reduce dioxin formation in incineration. As an alkaline material, calcium carbonate reacts with
(scavenges) the acidic HCl that is otherwise released when PVC is burned. The end product of this
reaction is calcium chloride, a nonhazardous salt often used as a desiccant in consumer products or as
road deicer.

Theoretically, each equivalent (e.g. a molecule) of calcium carbonate can react with (i.e.
scavenge) two equivalents of HCL. Some experiments show that the practical efficiency of calcium
carbonate in the PVC combustion process is about one equivalent to one equivalent. M.M. O’Mara,
“Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Poly(vinyl Chloride) II. In Situ Absorption of HCl during
Pyrolysis and Combustion of PVC,” J. of Polymer Sci., Part A-1, v. 9, 1387-1400 (1971). This means,
for example, that 100 grams of calcium carbonate can neutralize 36.5 grams of HCl – a ratio of about
2.73:1 on a weight-to-weight basis. In VCT, calcium carbonate outweighs PVC by a ratio of
approximately 8:1 (i.e. on a weight basis, VCT is approximately 85% CaCO3 and less than 15% PVC).
Thus, when VCT is burned, the calcium carbonate would, in principle, not only neutralize the tile’s own
HCl (i.e., prevent dioxin formation for the PVC in the tile) but the excess would also theoretically act to
reduce dioxin formation from other materials being burned. Likewise, the calcium carbonate content of
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typical commercial sheet vinyl flooring would act similarly during burning. Specifically, typical
commercial sheet vinyl flooring products are approximately 50% calcium carbonate and 35% PVC by
weight. Thus, using calculations similar to those above, the calcium carbonate content of sheet vinyl will
essentially scavenge the HCl formed by burning of the sheet vinyl’s PVC content.

The efficiency of this scavenging process may vary depending on a number of factors (e.g.
limestone particle size, mixture consistency, fire temperature). Yet, the scavenging reaction from burning
the limestone in VCT and sheet vinyl will prevent the formation of a portion of any dioxins which might
otherwise occur if limestone were not used in these products. Thus, the dioxin formation potential of
burning vinyl flooring is less than the potential for non-limestone PVC products and needs to be
adequately considered in the dioxin risk evaluation of vinyl flooring.

D. Proposed PVC Avoidance Credit Should Be Withdrawn

There is no scientific consensus that the PVC building products and materials are better or worse
than their alternatives when considered under an LCA approach. Moreover, USGBC has not cited any
evidence or given any reason for its departure from the sound recommendations of its TSAC or for its
evident rejection of an LCA-based approach. Because USGBC has proffered no evidence that building
materials not containing the listed substances are any more environmentally beneficial or healthy than
alternates (much less demonstrably better), USGBC should withdraw the proposed Avoidance of
Chemicals of Concern credit.

IV. INCLUDING A PVC AND PHTHALATE MATERIALS-AVOIDANCE CREDIT PRIOR
TO THE COMPLETION OF THE PILOT CREDIT PROCESS IS PREMATURE AND
CONTRARY TO THE PURPOSE OF THE PILOT CREDIT LIBRARY

It would be inappropriate to finalize the Proposed Avoidance Credit prior to the completion of the
review of Pilot Credit 54: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern. This pilot credit mirrors the Proposed
Avoidance Credit in that it provides credit for avoiding building materials containing more than 100 ppm
of PVC, phthalates, and any substance listed under California’s Prop 65. According to the “Foundations
of LEED,” the Pilot Credit Library provides a process for proposed credits to be “tested and evaluated
before they can be considered for incorporation into the LEED consensus process for approval by
USGBC membership.” USGBC, Foundations of LEED § III.3 (July 2009), available at
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6103. This is a valuable tool for the continuing
development of LEED, and USGBC should make full use of it with respect to the Proposed Avoidance
Credit. While the “Foundations of LEED” contemplates that a credit may be piloted concurrently with
the public commenting and ballot process for core LEED revisions, id. § III.3.iv, this is not proper in this
situation.

For a disfavored material-avoidance credit with this many implications, it is incumbent upon
USGBC to subject the credit to a comprehensive review and vetting process. This is particularly true
regarding a material-avoidance credit that is contrary to the comprehensive PVC Report and uses a
disfavored approach without an adequate justification for it. According to the procedures outlined in the
“Foundations of LEED,” the Pilot Credit Working Group is to prepare a final report at the conclusion of
the pilot period. Id. § VI. This report is to include, among other things, any “information that will guide
the [LEED Steering Committee] in its decision on final approval.” Id. The final report and credit
language then are to be reviewed by other LEED committees and sub-committees prior to its
consideration by the LEED Steering Committee (LSC). Id. Prior to the completion of the pilot period
and the preparation of final report, it is speculative to assume that the pilot credit process will not generate
any relevant information that will be material to the LSC’s decision.

The procedures outlined in the “Foundations of LEED” for pilot credits should be observed
meticulously and with caution for the Proposed Avoidance Credit. The evaluation period for Pilot Credit
54 should be allowed to conclude and the Pilot Credit Working Group’s report should be widely
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circulated and considered (both internally and externally) prior to any action by the LSC. More
importantly, it is imperative that these procedures be followed in full before this novel materials-
avoidance credit is put forward for public balloting. The adverse impacts of this proposed credit warrant
that the final decision on its inclusion or rejection be made by USGBC members on a fully informed
basis.

USGBC has been testing Pilot Credit 54 since August of 2011 and its predecessor Pilot Credit 2:
PBT Source Reduction: Dioxins and Halogenated Organic Compounds (PVC avoidance) since July 2010
and Pilot Credit 11: Chemical Avoidance in Building Materials (phthalate avoidance), since November of
2010. See USGBC, Tracking of LEED Pilot Credits (Mar. 1, 2012), available at
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=9455. Despite over 1-1/2 years of testing and
evaluation, these pilot credit projects have not been completed. It is unreasonable to go forward with a
proposed credit of this importance prior to completing and evaluating the final results of these PVC
materials-avoidance pilot credit projects, with input from all interested stakeholders. Accordingly, the
proposed credit should be withdrawn from the LEED 2012 balloting until its pilot evaluation is completed
in full.

V. THE PROPOSED MATERIALS-AVOIDANCE CREDIT IS BASED ON HAZARD AND
THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE, NOT RISK AND LCA, WHICH SHOULD NOT
BE USED IN LEED

The proposed materials avoidance credit is really based on a potential hazard concern, rather than
on risk assessment (which considers both hazard and exposure), and in essence utilizes the precautionary
principle. While the precautionary principle may have gained some credence in Europe and among a
handful of domestic non-governmental organizations, it is not the basis for any federal, state, or local
environmental, health, or regulatory requirements in the United States. Indeed, based on risk assessment,
no U.S. governmental body has banned or restricted the use of PVC in building materials.

The hazard-based approach likewise is not beneficial to USGBC’s members and LEED
customers. Due to the prevalence of LEED in the marketplace, USGBC deselection decisions will have
inevitable adverse consequences not only for manufacturers of building materials subject to the materials
deselection credit, but also for end consumers who will be steered toward more expensive, less studied,
and possibly more environmentally damaging and less safe building materials. USGBC therefore owes
its members and customers the assurance that its materials selection decisions are solidly grounded in
facts and evidence. A hazard-based approach to materials selection is not consistent with this goal.

Most importantly, a hazard-based approach to materials selection like the one in the proposed
credit lacks a sound scientific basis. This is evident with respect to PVC. As discussed in detail above,
there is no scientific evidence that the use of PVC building materials has any adverse human health
consequences when used in the building environment. For this reason, no U.S. government body has ever
banned the use of PVC in building products.

Without adequate data and better modeling, USGBC is not in a position to make an informed
decision about whether a health risk is presented by the use of PVC and phthalates in building materials
and, if so, what to do about it. Acting on incomplete evidence based on the precautionary principle is not
a sound basis for a widely accepted, consensus-based ratings system. Moreover, it would represent a
fundamental change from the LCA and risk assessment approaches used in the comprehensive 2007 PVC
Report and the basis upon which the TSCA’s recommended further LCA studies on alternatives. But if
USGBC nevertheless chooses to move in this direction, it must first do so openly and after the merits of
the approach are fully discussed and approved by USGBC’s membership.
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VI. USGBC HAS NOT PROVIDED A SOUND SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE PROPOSED
PHTHALATES AVOIDANCE CREDIT

USGBC’s proposed materials-avoidance credit is no more justifiable for the nine phthalates listed
in the proposal (BBP, DEHP, DNOP, DNPP, DBP, DIBP, DIDP, DINP, DNHP) than it is for PVC. As
with PVC, there is no evidence that these substances pose any risk to human health when used in building
products. Phthalates are some of the most widely researched chemicals in the world. There is no reliable
evidence in the fifty-year history of their use that any phthalates cause harm to humans at levels of
exposure possible from consumer products. The so-called phthalate syndrome has been identified in a
number of tests on animals, primarily on rodents, exposed to massive doses of phthalates. These studies
are not, relevant to human exposure, however. Furthermore, epidemiological studies have found little
evidence of adverse effects from phthalate exposure in humans and biomonitoring studies have shown
typical phthalate exposure levels to be well below established reference levels.

Materials-avoidance measures targeting phthalates in building products and materials are
premature, especially given that three significant studies of phthalates are underway and scheduled for
release over the next eighteen months. Pursuant to Section 108 of the Consumer Product Safety
Information Act (CPSIA), 15 U.S.C. § 2057c, a Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel (CHAP) has been tasked
with evaluating the risks of phthalate exposure for pregnant women and children from children’s toys and
child care articles, and to develop a “no harm” phthalate level for children and pregnant women. The
CHAP’s report is due on April 14, 2012. EPA also is studying the risk of cumulative exposure to
phthalates through its Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) program. EPA’s IRIS study of
phthalates is scheduled to be published by September 2013. Finally, under EPA’s Phthalate Action Plan,
a phthalates alternatives assessment is underway which considers the health hazards and other relevant
factors related to the use phthalate alternatives. This assessment is scheduled for completion in February
2013. It would be prudent for USGBC to wait at least until the conclusion of these studies before
considering any actions with respect to phthalates so that the Council is not acting on the basis of
incomplete information.

Moreover, the CPSIA ban on certain phthalates in children’s toys and child care articles (which is
defined in Section 108 as “a consumer product designed or intended by the manufacturer to facilitate
sleep or the feeding of children age 3 and younger, or to help such children with sucking or teething”)
does not justify a deselection credit for building materials containing phthalates. The CPSIA concerns
about toys and child care articles are primarily based on oral exposure in children through the sucking or
mouthing of the plasticized PVC components. There is no comparable exposure route for phthalates in
flooring or other building materials. There also is minimal risk of exposure to phthalates from dermal
contact associated with walking barefoot on vinyl flooring. In fact, the phthalate-containing layers of
many flooring products are covered by a urethane top coating. Furthermore, it is not reasonable to
contend that children routinely (if ever) suck, chew, or mouth vinyl flooring, and thus the routes of
exposure for the wide-range of building products and materials covered by the Proposed Avoidance
Credit are not comparable to products covered by CPSIA § 108.

The preliminary steps taken by the European Union to conditionally ban the importation and
manufacture of certain phthalates (DEHP, BBP, and DBP) under the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) law does not provide adequate support for the
Proposed Avoidance Credit. The only step the European Union has taken thus far is to list these three
phthalates under REACH Annex XIV. This listing has no regulatory effect until 2015 and, before then,
manufacturers have an opportunity to obtain “authorisations” to continue the use of these phthalates based
on a lack of risk because of exposure considerations or a cost-benefit analysis. More specifically, to
receive an authorization, the applicant must apply by January 13, 2013 and demonstrate either: (1) that
exposure to human beings or the environment is very limited and the risks can be adequately controlled,
or (2) that the socio-economic benefits of using the chemical substantially outweigh the risks. Thus, it is
premature to rely on current REACH actions regarding phthalates as the basis for the Proposed
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Avoidance Credit until the REACH process is completed in 2015 for determining what products
containing phthalates cannot be manufactured in Europe.

As with PVC, USGBC has provided no scientific evidence or reasonable explanation for its
proposal to implement a credit for avoiding phthalates in building materials and products. These
substances are some of the most extensively studied chemicals in existence, and both EPA and CPSC are
poised to release detailed studies on their use in the near future. Because USGBC has put forward no
sound evidence to support a policy of phthalate avoidance, no action should be taken until these new
studies are released, reviewed, and evaluated. RFCI therefore urges the withdrawal of the Proposed
Avoidance Credit with respect to phthalates.

VII. THE PROPOSED PROP 65 AVOIDANCE CREDIT LACKS AN ADEQUATE
SCIENTIFIC AND POLICY BASIS

The Proposed Avoidance Credit apply to any building product or material that contains more than
a de minimis amount (100 ppm) of almost 800 chemicals listed under California’s Prop 65. This list
contains BBP and DEHP used in vinyl flooring, but does not include PVC. Scores of building materials,
including vinyl flooring (due to phthalate content), would be subject to deselection under this proposal
without any consideration of the risk associated with their use in buildings.

Prop 65 is intended to serve a wholly different function from the intent of this materials
avoidance credit and is therefore inappropriate for incorporation into the Proposed Avoidance Credit.
Prop 65 is primarily a consumer notification statute. The law requires manufacturers and retailers of
products to provide “clear and reasonable” warnings prior to exposing persons to listed chemicals. Prop
65 does not ban products containing listed substances under any circumstances. That distinction aside, a
material difference between Prop 65 and the Proposed Avoidance Credit is that Prop 65 does not apply to
consumer products simply because they contain a listed chemical in a particular concentration. Rather,
the duty to warn arises only if the product exposes consumers to the substance above a No Significant
Risk Level (NSRL; for listed carcinogens) or a Maximum Allowable Does Level (MADL; for listed
reproductive toxins). The concentrations of a listed substance in a product are immaterial under Prop 65
so long as the product does not cause consumers to be exposed to the substances above the NSRL or
MADL. In contrast, the Proposed Avoidance Credit applies to building products and materials based not
on exposure, but on the concentrations of disfavored substances within those products. However, there is
no risk to a consumer from a product that contains a potentially harmful substance (no matter the
concentration) if the design or formulation of that product is such that there is no risk of exposure to the
consumer. Likewise, there is no risk to consumers from exposures below scientifically derived
thresholds.

Prop 65 is based on the principle that there are many substances that can cause human harm at
high exposures, but these substances are not cause for concern when consumer and occupational
exposures are below safe levels. That is, even beneficial substances can be harmful at sufficiently high
levels. Because Prop 65’s requirements are only triggered for unsafe exposure levels, there is a rationale
supporting the listing of numerous chemicals that are not generally cause for concern. However, the
Proposed Avoidance Credit adopts the Prop 65 list without adopting the rationale behind the list – that
otherwise safe chemicals become harmful only at sufficiently high exposure levels. For this reason, it is
not appropriate to incorporate the Prop 65 list wholesale into a materials-avoidance credit.

VIII. ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT COULD TRIGGER FTC
DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING CLAIMS FOR LEED ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH
BENEFIT ASSERTIONS

If the Proposed Avoidance Credit is finalized in LEED, certain claims made by USGBC will not
be in conformance with Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act), 15 U.S.C. § 45, and
the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) regulations on unfair or deceptive environmental benefits claims
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(more commonly known as the Green Guides). Section 5 of the FTC Act declares “unfair or deceptive
acts or practices” to be unlawful. 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1). The Green Guides define what FTC considers to
be prohibited “environmental advertising or marketing practices” under Section 5 of the FTC Act and
addresses how and when parties may make environmental benefits claims for products and services. 16
C.F.R. § 260.1. Even if USGBC is not answerable to FTC jurisdiction, it should not engage in actions
that are contrary to federal consumer protection standards.

For any environmental benefit claim made for a product, the manufacturer must be able to
“substantiate” that the claim is truthful through the use of “competent and reliable evidence” (e.g. test
data, scientific studies, expert evaluation). Id. §§ 260.5, 260.7(a). This standard applies to claims that are
expressly stated as well as to claims that are merely implied. Environmental claims that violate the Green
Guides may subject a party to orders from the FTC and/or substantial civil penalties. 5 U.S.C. §§ 45(m),
57(b).

RFCI believes that unqualified environmental or health benefits claims made by USGBC with
respect to the Proposed Avoidance Credit and its equivalent pilot credit, Pilot Credit 54, are deceptive
because they cannot be adequately substantiated. USGBC currently makes the claim that “LEED
certified buildings are designed to . . . [b]e healthier and safer for occupants.” USGBC, What LEED
Delivers, http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=1990 (last viewed Mar. 26, 2012)
(emphasis added). Additionally, the stated “Intent” of both the Proposed Avoidance Credit and Pilot
Credit 54 is “[t]o decrease the concentrations of chemical contaminants that can damage air quality,
human health, productivity, and the environment.” The press release accompanying Pilot Credit 54
claims that it “encourages LEED project teams to avoid building materials that contain chemicals that are
known to negatively impact human health, specifically in regards to cancer and reproductive toxicity.”
Press Release, USGBC, New and Updated Credits Introduced into LEED Pilot Credit Library (Mar. 6,
2012), available at http://www.usgbc.org/News/PressReleaseDetails.aspx?ID=4797.

In the above statements, USGBC is claiming that LEED-certified buildings are designed to be
healthier and safer and to decrease concentration of chemicals that can damage human health. By issuing
a credit for avoiding vinyl flooring, there is an implied, if not express, claim that vinyl flooring is being
excluded because it does not meet the stated criteria for a LEED building – that is, it is not healthier and
safer and can damage human health. This not only makes any claim regarding LEED certification
misleading, but it also constitutes a specific unsubstantiated claim regarding the safety of vinyl flooring.

Such claims would not conform with Section 5 of the FTC Act and the Green Guides unless
USGBC could substantiate those claims with competent and reliable evidence. USGBC claims that the
proposed credit is intended to decrease contaminants in a building that can damage human health. This
claim is misleading as it implies that eliminating products containing these chemicals will produce a
human health benefit. A person’s health can be impacted only if that person is actually exposed to a
harmful level of a substance based on the proper application of risk assessment principles. However, the
proposed credit requires product avoidance based on the mere presence of listed chemicals above a de
minimis concentration without regard to whether building occupants would be exposed to a threshold
contaminant level constituting a health risk. The Proposed Avoidance Credit therefore is misleading on
its face.

Moreover, as we have detailed above, USGBC’s own scientific review of the issue concluded that
no single material studied, PVC or non-PVC, “shows up the best across all human health and
environmental impact categories, nor the worst.” PVC Report at 9. USGBC has not conducted further
LCA studies of PVC building materials and their alternatives. Nor has USGBC conducted the TSAC’s
recommended studies of the purported health impacts of the EOL burning of PVC building products. In
short, USGBC has not conducted studies or cited any evidence to show that alternatives to vinyl flooring
are “demonstrably better with regard to environmental and health impacts.”
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Finally, clinical studies generally are required to support health and safety claims under Section 5
of the FTC Act. See e.g., In re Schering Corp., 118 F.T.C. 1030 (1994). No such studies are cited to
support any stated or implied claim that flooring products preferred under the Proposed Avoidance Credit
offer any health or environmental benefits over vinyl flooring, which is slated for avoidance. Conversely,
USGBC’s claims about the Proposed Avoidance Credit would also be misleading because they fail to
provide important and relevant information concerning the health and safety risks associated with flooring
products for which no avoidance credit is issued.

USGBC’s unsubstantiated environmental and health benefits claims also may create litigation
pitfalls for USGBC’s customers and third-party product manufacturers. Under Section 43 of the Lanham
Act, a party can be held civilly liable for any false or misleading statements that harm a business
competitor. 15 U.S.C. § 1125. Business entities that rely on USGBC’s environmental and health claims
in their own advertising may find themselves targeted by competitors under the Lanham Act. For
example, a flooring manufacturer may advertise its product as being compliant with the Proposed
Avoidance Credit, which would imply that the manufacturer’s flooring is superior environmentally and
health-wise to vinyl flooring that is not compliant with the Proposed Avoidance Credit. Such implied
claims likely would be false or misleading because of the lack of substantiation as explained above. This
same risk would occur where a contractor advertised the advantages of its LEED-compliant construction
design or a building owner promoted LEED compliance when competing against a non-compliant
building for a lessee. While such examples are unlikely to create direct liability for USGBC, it would
prudent for USGBC to consider how its customers will use their LEED certification and the adverse legal
impact on those customers by using an unsubstantiated claim provided by USGBC.

Thus, we believe that USGBC’s present and likely future claims about the environmental and
health benefits of avoiding PVC building materials are misleading and unsubstantiated. They are
inconsistent with the spirit, if not the letter, of Section 5 of the FTC Act and the Green Guides, which are
important consumer protection measures. Furthermore, USGBC’s unsupported claims are potentially
putting some if its customers and supporters at risk of Lanham Act litigation. These are further reasons
for USGBC to withdraw and reconsider the Proposed Avoidance Credit.

IX. FAILURE TO FOLLOW TSAC RECOMMENDATIONS WILL EXPOSE USGBC AND
ITS BOARD TO SIGNIFICANT LIABILITY RISKS BY STEERING BUILDING
DECISION-MAKERS TOWARD MATERIALS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN
ADEQUATELY EVALUATED

By developing LEED standards for use by building owners to obtain LEED certification, USGBC
and its Board, like other standard-setting organizations, are potentially exposed to liability to building
owners and occupants in personal injury and property damage lawsuits brought by the plaintiffs’ bar if
USGBC does not exercise reasonable care in developing those standards. Courts have held similar
standard-setting organizations – the American Plywood Association, the American Association of Blood
Banks, and the National Spa and Pool Institute – liable or potentially liable for injuries sustained by third
parties as a result of a failure by the organization to exercise due care in developing a standard. See, e.g.,
Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co. v. Am. Plywood Assoc., No. 93-2026, 1994 W.L. 46352 (S.D. Fla. 1994)
(injured homeowners); Snyder v. Am. Assoc. of Blood Banks, 676 A.2d 1036, 1050 (N.J. 1996) (blood
recipient); King v. Nat’l Spa and Pool Inst., Inc., 570 So. 612 (Ala. 1990) (injured plaintiff had used the
pool); Meneely v. S.R. Smith, Inc., 5 P.3d 49 (Wash. Ct. App. 2000) (injured pool user also sued the
National Spa and Pool Institute). Liability has been imposed even where: (1) the standards are voluntary
or based on consensus; (2) the organization did not control the actions of its members; or (3) the injured
plaintiff did not know of or rely upon the standards. Particularly, as an ANSI-accredited standard-setting
organization, USGBC likely will assume a duty of care to building owners and users in developing LEED
2012 and may be liable for injuries sustained by them.
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The costs of defending these kinds of cases and paying proven claims can be overwhelming. For
example, the National Spa and Pool Institute was forced into bankruptcy at least twice as a result of
lawsuits brought by injured pool users where courts (and juries) found that the Institute developed
defective standards for swimming pools.

Directing the use of alternative building materials not adequately studied is likely to lead to
lawsuits against USGBC by plaintiffs’ lawyers based on an alleged breach of the duty of care arising from
USGBC’s standard-setting activity if those materials later cause an injury to building occupants or
property damage to building owners. Indeed, as previously explained, USGBC represents in its
marketing materials that the use of LEED will result in safer and healthier buildings. Based at least in
part on these representations, persons purchase USGBC’s services in the form of LEED certification. The
benefits of these services are intended to flow not only to the building owner but to the occupants of the
purportedly safer and healthier LEED-certified building. In accordance with the cases discussed above
and general principles of tort law, USGBC therefore owes a duty of care to the occupants of LEED-
certified buildings (as well as to the building owner). See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 324A (1965)
(stating that a person rendering a service to another for the protection of third parties can be held liable for
harm to those third parties). Under common law tort principles, USGBC would be liable for harm to a
third party if USGBC’s failure to exercise reasonable care in the development of the LEED standard
increases the risk of harm to a third party or if a third party’s harm was a result of his reliance on the
LEED certification. See id.

For example, the Proposed Avoidance Credit will no doubt lead LEED-certified building owners
in some cases to choose a non-PVC wire and cable product that does not have the same fire resistance
characteristics as PVC wire and cable, or select non-PVC flooring that does not have the same resistance
to bacterial and mold growth as vinyl flooring. If a building fire with fatalities occurs or a vulnerable
child dies from an infectious disease, the plaintiffs will be looking for deep-pocketed defendants whose
actions caused or substantially contributed to the selection of the defective product that caused the deaths.
Particularly because USGBC has not begun to meet its own standard of showing that alternative products
are “demonstrably better,” USGBC could readily be named in such a lawsuit and incur liability. Thus, by
steering building owners to the use of alternative materials that have not been adequately studied, USGBC
and its Board face significant liability for harms to occupants of LEED-certified buildings.

In light of the National Spa and Pool Institute experience, aggressive plaintiff lawyers are likely
to pursue “deep pocketed” organizations which engage in standard-setting activities. USGBC, as a
prominent green building organization with $107 million in annual revenues (as of USGBC’s 2010
Annual Report), would be an inviting target in these lawsuits. USGBC, Annual Report 2010, available at
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=8786. USGBC and its Board could easily avoid such
a liability risk by following the PVC Report recommendation to not develop materials-avoidance credits
without having adequately evaluated alternative materials and determined that they are demonstrably
better on a LCA basis.

X. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

For the reasons stated in these comments, RFCI strongly urges USGBC to withdraw the MR
Credit: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern. This proposed credit is fatally flawed because it: (1) is
directly contrary to USGBC’s comprehensive 2007 PVC Report and decision not to adopt a PVC
material-avoidance credit; (2) lacks a sound scientific basis using LCA and risk assessments and is not
supported by material new scientific evidence; (3) is premature without data from the Pilot Credit Project
and other studies recommended in the PVC Report but not undertaken by the USGBC, such as showing
that alternative products are demonstrably better and developing reliable dioxin data; (4) is based on
hazard and the precautionary principle and not LCA, risk assessment, and exposure; (5) does not conform
with the FTC Green Guide requirements; and (6) exposes USGBC to increased and unnecessary legal
liability for inadequate standard-setting activities.
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To avoid losing its credibility and exposing itself to tremendous liability risks, USGBC needs to
undertake the following projects if it wants to consider in the future adopting disfavored material-
avoidance credits for PVC, phthalates, and Prop 65 chemicals: (1) complete the Pilot Credit Process for
PVC and phthalates and allow adequate review and comment by stakeholders on the results; (2)
reconvene the PVC Task Force to fully evaluate whether available alternative materials are demonstrably
better than products containing PVC and phthalates and any relevant new scientific evidence about PVC
and phthalates; (3) undertake the dioxin study recommendations in the 2007 PVC Report, for which RFCI
has offered to assist; and (4) complete consideration and adoption of how to use LCA in the LEED
process. Until such actions are taken and the substantial outstanding questions are studied more
thoroughly, the Proposed Avoidance Credit should be withdrawn from inclusion in any core LEED rating
system.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean Thompson
President
Resilient Floor Covering Institute
115 Broad Street, Suite 201
LaGrange, GA 30240
(706) 882-3928
dean.thompson@rfci.com

OF COUNSEL:

William N. Hall
Justin W. Curtis
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
(202) 344-4000
wnhall@venable.com
jcurtis@venable.com
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COMMENTS OF THE RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE ON THE
LEED 2012 MR CREDIT: AVOIDANCE OF CHEMICALS OF CONCERN

(FOURTH PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD)

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) submits these comments about MR Credit:
Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern (Proposed Avoidance Credit) on Memorial Day – the comment
deadline USGBC unnecessarily established as part of a truncated, 17 day comment period on the Fourth
Draft of LEED 2012.1 RFCI is a non-profit trade association that represents manufacturers of vinyl
composition tile, vinyl tile, sheet vinyl, rubber, and linoleum flooring products and suppliers of raw
materials, additives, and sundry flooring products (e.g. adhesives) for the North American market. The
RFCI membership list is attached as Attachment A. RFCI has been a member of USGBC since January
of 2006 and one of our members, Armstrong World Industries, Inc., is a charter member of USGBC since
its founding in 1993.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On May 11, 2012, the U.S Green Building Council (USGBC) issued its Fourth Draft of LEED
2012 for public comment, establishing a brief 17-day comment period unnecessarily culminating on
Memorial Day. The draft contains nearly 600 pages spread among the separate systems comprising
LEED 2012, of which roughly 400 pages contain changes – many of them substantial and unprecedented.
Of the 69 credits and prerequisites in the New Construction ratings system, for instance, 47 were revised
and thus subject to comment – over two-thirds of the proposed credits in that system. On May 25,
USGBC moved the membership balloting start date for LEED 2012 from June 1 to August 15, but did not
extend the abbreviated comment deadline on the voluminous Fourth Draft to provide a meaningful
opportunity for interested parties to comment.

In the previous draft of LEED 2012 published in March 2012, USGBC included a proposed
material avoidance credit for not using building materials containing more than de minimis amounts of
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), phthalates, or any of the over 800 substances listed as carcinogens or
reproductive toxins under California’s Proposition 65. USGBC’s decision in the Fourth Draft to remove
this Proposed Avoidance Credit is correct and required by the record, as explained in the comments on the
Third Draft by RFCI and numerous other interested parties. However, USGBC has still failed to heed the
2007 warning of its own PVC Task Group to avoid the “blunt instrument” of using a material avoidance
credit because they can steer building owners to worst performing products, and only incentivize the use
of preferred materials that are “demonstrably better with regard to environmental and human health
impacts over their life cycles” than the disfavored alternatives. USGBC has not met this requirement and
thus no avoidance credit should be included in LEED 2012.

Unfortunately, the Fourth Draft contains a new Proposed Avoidance Credit which, for the first
time and without prior notice or pilot credit study, rewards materials that meet complicated, detailed, and
incomplete European chemical requirements, even though these requirements have never been adopted in
the U.S. and do not apply to building products produced in the U.S. and not sold in Europe. For U.S.
companies not selling their products in Europe, they would have to comply with the unfamiliar and
complicated 438 page European Union (EU) regulation entitled Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation,
and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) and the nearly 2000-page CLP Regulation EC No. 1272/2008
(revision 4) Globally Harmonized System for Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (CLP), which
applies to hazardous substances. These U.S. companies would be required to obtain third-party
verification that their products would comply with REACH “as if the product is exported to the EU,” and
their qualifying products must fully conform with CLP. Incredibly, the express terms of the Proposed

1 Available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=18927.
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Avoidance Credit appear to impose REACH chemical registration and other documentation requirements
on U.S. companies not selling in Europe that would not apply even if the companies were actually selling
in the EU. In other words, the credit would extend the reach of REACH requirements for U.S. companies
beyond what REACH independently requires today.

RFCI strongly believes that the Proposed Avoidance Credit must be withdrawn from LEED 2012
because it:

x Imposes complicated, unfamiliar, and very costly REACH and CLP European
requirements for the first time on hundreds of U.S. building material companies not
selling their products in Europe – EU requirements that have never been adopted by U.S.
authorities and conflict with the policy judgments and many key requirements of U.S.
chemical regulation law.

x Discriminates against the multitude of U.S. building material companies that do not
market in Europe and places them, many of which are small to medium size companies,
at a substantial competitive disadvantage in relation to larger companies with European
operations or imports by requiring these U.S. companies either to incur the enormous
costs of REACH and CLP compliance that otherwise would not apply to them or not be
able to sell products that qualify for the Proposed Avoidance Credit in LEED-rated
buildings.

x Would create an unwarranted tradeoff between the use of locally sourced products, which
actually result in demonstrable energy savings and greenhouse gas reductions, made by
U.S. companies that cannot meet the costly requirements of the Proposed Avoidance
Credit, and products manufactured by larger companies that comply with the Proposed
Avoidance Credit because of European operations or imports but are not locally sourced.

x Would be unworkable, impractical, and infeasible in practice because the Proposed
Avoidance Credit does not explain how a U.S. company not selling in Europe is supposed
to achieve REACH and CLP compliance when, for example, REACH does not authorize
the registration of chemicals from companies not manufacturing in, or importing into,
Europe.

The Proposed Avoidance Credit raises far more compliance questions than it answers, and does
not begin to explain whether there are sufficient third-party REACH verifiers in the U.S. to implement the
credit. Thus, if USGBC wants to further pursue this credit (which we recommend against), it is
imperative that the credit go through USGBC’s Pilot Credit Library program on a trial basis before it is
even remotely considered for permanent adoption.

Moreover, the USGBC decision-making process for the adoption of the Proposed Avoidance
Credit in particular and LEED 2012 in general does not meet the due process, balance of interest, and
consensus-based decision-making standards required by several federal laws for LEED 2012 to be
adopted as a voluntary standard for use by the federal government. For example, the abbreviated 17-day
public comment period, with a due date on Memorial Day, for the 595 page Fourth Draft, with changes on
400 pages and a new “out of left field” European-based material avoidance credit has not provided the
hundreds of interested parties with a meaningful opportunity to comment, which is a fundamental
lynchpin of due process under the U.S. Constitution. Furthermore, USGBC does not: (1) meet a balance
of interest requirement for interested parties and groups; (2) provide a discernible and open process to
evaluate individual comments and judge whether they are persuasive or non-persuasive; and (3) provide
an appeal process. Without these ANSI voluntary standard-setting measures for truly consensus-based
decision-making, the ability of LEED 2012 to meet federal law requirements for GSA to recommend and
DOE to adopt its use by the federal government is seriously jeopardized, if not foreclosed.
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The Proposed Avoidance Credit must be withdrawn from LEED 2012.

II. USGBC’S ELIMINATION OF PVC, PHTHALATES, AND CALIFORNIA PROP 65
CHEMICALS FROM THE PREVIOUS PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT IS
CORRECT AND REQUIRED BY THE RECORD; HOWEVER LEED 2012 SHOULD
NOT CONTAIN ANY AVOIDANCE CREDIT

USGBC’s decision in the Fourth Draft to eliminate a material avoidance credit expressly directed
at materials containing polyvinyl chloride (PVC), phthalates, or any of the over 800 substances listed as
carcinogens or reproductive toxins under California’s Proposition 652 is correct and required by the
record. The problems with the previous Proposed Avoidance Credit were overwhelming and addressed in
detail in the comments of RFCI and numerous other interested parties.

Fundamentally, this proposed credit conflicted with the warning of the PVC Task Group, after a
five-year study culminating in the PVC Report, that the “blunt instrument . . . of materials-based credits”
should not be used because they can “inadvertently steer[. . .] decision makers to replace one high-
negative impact material with another.” (emphasis added).3 Instead, the PVC Task Group recommended
incentivizing the substitution of problematic materials with other materials only if the others are proven to
be “demonstrably better with regard to environmental and human health impacts over their life cycles”
than materials targeted for avoidance. Id. (emphasis added). That standard was not met regarding the
material avoidance credit in the Third Draft and indeed has not been met to justify any material avoidance
credit in LEED 2012.4 As explained below, the new Proposed Avoidance Credit based on materials
complying with massive and otherwise inapplicable European regulatory requirements does not meet this
standard and has overwhelming problems and defects which require its withdrawal from LEED 2012.

III. THE NEW PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT WOULD APPLY THE PROVISIONS OF
COMPLICATED, INCOMPLETE, AND LARGELY INAPPLICABLE EUROPEAN
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS TO MANY U.S. BUILDING PRODUCT
MANUFACTURERS FOR THE FIRST TIME AND EVEN EXTEND REACH
CHEMICAL REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS BEYOND THEIR LIMITED
APPLICATION TO PRODUCTS IMPORTED INTO EUROPE

The revised Proposed Avoidance Credit in the Fourth Draft now rewards the use of building
materials that meet the requirements of two European Union regulatory programs: the 439-page
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals,5 more commonly known as
REACH, and the nearly 2000-page CLP Regulation EC No. 1272/2008 (revision 4) Globally Harmonized
System for Classification and Labeling of Chemicals,6 or CLP. To earn one point, a project manager
would have to demonstrate that at least 20% of all building materials, by cost, and meet the requirements
of REACH and CLP. A second point is earned if 30% of building materials, by cost, are REACH- and
CLP-compliant.

2 See Cal. Office of Envtl. Health Hazard Assessment, Current Proposition 65 List,
http://oehha.ca.gov/prop65/prop65_list/Newlist.html (last visited Mar. 23, 2012).

3 Report, Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED at 12 (Feb. 2007) (PVC Report),
available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372.

4 The only exception might be for any products or chemicals ban by U.S. governmental authorities (e.g. use of certain
asbestos-containing materials).

5 Available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2006R1907:20111210:EN:PDF.

6 Available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2008R1272:20110419:EN:PDF.
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The proposed credit outlines separate requirements for “product manufacturers and chemical
suppliers.” For companies that export to, or are located within, the European Union (E.U.), building
materials manufacturers must demonstrate that “substances” in their products have been registered in
accordance with REACH, which includes a comprehensive dossier about the substance, and provide
documents “including Article Communication and Notification, Chemical Safety Report (Annex I), and
Safety Data Sheet (Annex II), as applicable.” In addition, these E.U. manufacturers and importers must
label their products with CLP or display a CE marking, which certifies compliance with REACH
requirements.

For companies that do not export to the E.U., the credit states that they must “[d]emonstrate
registration of substance(s), Article Communication and Notification, Chemical Safety Report, and Safety
Data Sheet through third party verification of [REACH] equivalence as if the product is exported to the
EU economic area.” By its terms, it appears that this credit will require U.S. building products
manufacturers to comply with a number of REACH provisions (e.g. registration, notification) that would
not be applicable in most cases even if those products were in fact exported to the EU. These companies
also must label their products in compliance with CLP.

If the Proposed Avoidance Credit is finalized, U.S. building materials manufacturers who do not
sell in Europe would be compelled to learn and understand over 2400 pages of REACH and CLP
regulations for the first time and incur enormous costs to somehow achieve compliance with these
otherwise inapplicable requirements if they want their products to qualify for the Proposed Avoidance
Credit.

A. The Proposed Avoidance Credit Would Impose Complicated and Onerous REACH
Requirements On Many U.S. Companies For The First Time To Qualify Their
Products For The Credit

REACH is a complex, sweeping, and only partially implemented regulatory scheme that is
fundamentally different than the federal Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq, which
applies in the U.S. REACH was promulgated by the European Commission in 2006 and became effective
on June 1, 2007, but has had a lengthy phase-in period which is not completed so that many of its
provisions are not even implemented yet. As a work in progress, REACH has been amended at least 13
times since November 2007.

Although REACH is a complex scheme with various diverse provisions, its most basic function is
to effectuate the “Registration” of nearly all commercial substances used or imported into the E.U.
Chemicals incorporated into finished products and imported into the E.U. must be registered if: (1) more
than one ton of the chemical is imported per year and the chemical “is intended to be released under
normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions of use,” REACH Art. 7.1(b), or (2) the European Chemicals
Agency (ECHA) exercises its discretion to require the registration of the substance, id. Art 7.5. It is
important to reiterate that the text of the Proposed Avoidance Credit appears to apply the registration
requirement to all substances in U.S.-made products that are not sold in the EU even though the
requirement only applies in limited circumstances to products that are actually exported to Europe.

To register a substance, companies manufacturing or importing substances in the E.U. must
compile and submit detailed “dossiers” to the ECHA. See REACH Art. 10. Registration dossiers often
must include health and environmental information supported by scientific studies, testing, and/or
proposals for additional studies; all uses of the substance in commerce; and a chemical safety assessment
addressing health hazards, exposure scenarios, and risk identification and minimization. Registrations
generally must be submitted jointly by all E.U. companies manufacturing or importing the same
substances, but some information submission requirements fall to individual companies. Id. Art. 11.
There also is an ongoing obligation for companies to update their registrations as new information
becomes available. Id. Art. 22. Registrations are required on tiered timelines, with a registration deadline
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of November 30, 2010, which has come and gone, for most high-volume substances (imported or
manufactured in quantities of at least 1000 tons per year (tpy)) and elevated-hazard substances
(carcinogenic, mutagenic, or toxic to reproduction of at least one ton per year; aquatic and environmental
hazards of at least 100 tpy). Subsequent registration deadlines for lower-volume substances are set for
May 31, 2013 (at least 100 tpy), and May 31, 2018 (at least 1 tpy and below 100 tpy). Id. Art. 23.

Once a registration is submitted, the dossier information is made public so it can be evaluated by
the ECHA, E.U. member states, and the public. Following this evaluation, a substance can be designated a
“Substance of Very High Concern” (SVHC) and added to a “Candidate List.” See id. Art. 57, 58.
Designation as a SVHC gives rise to certain regulatory requirements for manufacturers and importers of
the substance, such as the duty to provide safe use and handling information to downstream users. Id.
Art. 33. SVHCs are reviewed for inclusion in the “Authorisation List.” SVHCs added to the
Authorisation List are given a sunset date after which the substance can no longer be manufactured or
imported in the E.U. unless an Authorisation is granted by the European Commission. Id. Art. 58.1(c).
At present, 73 substances have been identified as SVHCs7 and 14 of those have been added to the
Authorisation List.8 No substances have yet gone through this process in its entirety. The first six
substances were added to the Authorisation List on February 16, 2011, including DEHP and BBP which
are used in some vinyl flooring products. Applications for Authorisations for these substances are due on
August 21, 2013, and their sunset date is set for February 21, 2015.

Two additional points about REACH are particularly relevant to the Proposed Avoidance Credit.
First, because REACH is an E.U. regulation, its requirements apply directly only to manufacturers within
the E.U. and importers of substances and products into the E.U. Thus, a U.S. company not selling
chemicals or products in Europe would not have any reason to ensure that an E.U. importer or “Only
Representative” complied with the REACH registration requirements for chemicals used in its products.
However, under the Proposed Avoidance Credit, such a U.S. company would now have to evaluate how
REACH would apply to the chemicals used in its products and may have to incur substantial compliance
costs, even though its products are sold only in the U.S. and thus REACH does not independently apply to
the company and its products. For example, the deadline for registering high volume chemicals under
REACH has passed. So how is a U.S. building materials manufacturer not independently subject to
REACH supposed to meet the registration requirements for chemicals used in products when REACH
apparently only authorizes the registration of chemicals manufactured in, or imported into, Europe?

Second, while REACH applies primarily to chemicals and mixtures – not finished products (i.e.
“articles”) – the requirements that apply to imported articles are still evolving and being determined.9 For
example, even though the import of most articles containing a substance on the Authorization List
currently would not be banned, REACH has a separate “Restriction” mechanism under REACH that can
be used to implement product-specific bans on the use of substances in products if ECHA develops and
imposes such bans.10 REACH Art. 67. At present, there are 60 Restrictions in REACH covering various
substances, products, and uses. See id. Annex XVII. Under this provision, ECHA currently is

7 Available at http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/candidate-list-table.

8 Available at http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/addressing-chemicals-of-concern/authorisation/recommendation-for-inclusion-
in-the-authorisation-list/authorisation-list.

9 Articles are defined as any “object which during production is given a special shape, surface or design which determines its
function to a greater degree than does its chemical composition.” REACH Art. 3.3.

10 ECHA would become aware of these situations because the importer would have to notify the ECHA if a SVHC is present
in an article in a concentration greater than .1% by weight and is imported in a quantity greater than 1 ton per year, unless
the importer can prove that the no human exposure will result from the use or disposal of the product. However, products
that are “intended” to release a substance on the Authorisation List, such as an aerosol can that sprays the substance, would
be subject to Authorisation.
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considering a petition from Denmark that would actually ban imported articles containing certain
phthalates (DEHP, BBP, DBP, and DIBP).11 Furthermore, conflicts have arisen among individual E.U.
member states about how to interpret REACH’s provisions applicable to articles. Thus, there is
substantial uncertainty at the moment about how REACH would apply to imported articles which makes
it very difficult for U.S. manufacturers to determine how REACH requirements would apply to their
products and how to achieve compliance with the Proposed Avoidance Credit.

B. The Proposed Avoidance Credit Would Impose Complicated and Burdensome CLP
Requirements Which Are Inconsistent With U.S. Labeling Requirements on U.S.
Companies

The second E.U. regulatory program incorporated into the Proposed Avoidance Credit – the CLP
Regulation – is no less complicated than REACH. In fact, the consolidated English publication of CLP is
over four times as long as REACH at nearly 2000 pages. CLP, which stands for classification, labeling,
and packaging, represents the E.U.’s adoption (with E.U.-specific provisions) of the United Nations
Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). CLP was adopted by
the European Commission on December 31, 2008, and went into effect on January 20, 2009. The
regulation is being phased in and some its provisions, such as labeling requirements for mixtures, will not
come into force until June 1, 2015. GHS has not been fully adopted by the U.S., although the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recently finalized a rule that adopt parts of the
GHS for OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard. Hazard Communication; Final Rule, 77 Fed. Reg.
17574 (Mar. 26, 2012). The Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) also has incorporated selected parts of GHS into its Hazardous Materials
Regulations, 49 C.F.R. parts 100–80, through various harmonization rulemakings. Both OSHA and
PHMSA have rejected certain parts of GHS and amended others. Furthermore, the full scope of GHS
includes functions that in the U.S. are regulated by other agencies, including the Consumer Products
Safety Commission (CPSC), Food and Drug Administration, Department of Agriculture, and
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which have not adopted GHS standards.

CLP, like REACH, imposes obligations on E.U. importers and manufacturers of “substances and
mixtures.” CLP Art. 4. Substances and mixtures must first be classified under the CLP. Id. Art. 4.1.
Classification involves a determination of whether the substance or mixture poses a physical, health, or
environmental hazard. CLP Art. 5. Especially for mixtures of different substances, classification can be a
complicated process involving scientific studies and testing. If the substance or mixture is classified as
hazardous, it must be labeled in accordance with CLP’s detailed hazard communication standards, which
include hazard pictograms (e.g. skull and crossbones), signal words (e.g. “Warning,” “Danger”), and
hazard statements (e.g. “Causes damage to organs,” “May be fatal if swallowed”). Id. Art. 17. For
substances and mixtures classified as hazardous, CLP also sets forth other requirements, including
packaging standards, id. Art. 35, a duty to notify the ECHA before placing such substances or mixtures on
the market, id. Art. 40, advertising restrictions, id. Art. 48, and paperwork obligations, id. Art. 49. Much
like REACH, CLP generally does not apply to finished products (i.e. “articles”12). Id. Art. 1.1, 4. In fact,
explosives are the only category of articles expressly covered by CLP. Id. Art. 4.8.

Although nearly all building materials that would be considered “articles” would be exempt from
the classification, labeling, and other requirements of CLP, the expressed terms of the Proposed

11 This is Denmark’s second petition targeting phthalates. The first was rejected by ECHA as insufficient, but it was revised
and resubmitted in August 2011. See Danish Environmental Protection Agency, Annex XV Restriction Report; Proposal
For A Restriction (Aug. 12, 2011), available at
http://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/13641/restriction_report_phthalates_en.pdf.

12 CLP and REACH have identical definitions for an “article.” CLP Art. 2.9; REACH Art. 3.3.
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Avoidance Credit reasonably can be interpreted to mean that USGBC intends CLP requirements to apply
in full measure to articles. The text of the proposed credits simply states: “Products must comply with
CLP Regulation . . . .” (emphasis added). The term “product” is not defined in the credit; nor is it defined
in the LEED 2012 4th Public Comment Rating System Glossary.13 If product is a synonym for article,
then it appears that the proposed credit would require U.S. building materials manufacturers to go through
the expensive process of classifying their goods, even though those goods are not exported to the EU and
would nevertheless be exempt from CLP requirements because they are considered non-explosive
articles. Moreover, because there is no limitation on what parts of CLP apply in the credit, it appears that
other CLP requirements may be applied to articles by the proposed credit, such as warning labeling,
packaging, and hazard communication. This interpretation of the credit would mean that to comply with
the credit, a U.S. company making an article (e.g. vinyl flooring, bricks) for U.S. consumption may be
subjected to a more burdensome adaption of the CLP regulation than would apply to goods actually
shipped to and sold in Europe.

IV. THE PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT APPLIES UNWORKABLE, IMPRACTICAL,
AND INFEASIBLE EUROPEAN REGULATIONS TO U.S. GREEN BUILDINGS,
COMPETITIVELY INJURES U.S. COMPANIES NOT SELLING IN EUROPE, AND
CONFLICTS WITH LEED’S OBJECTIVE OF USING LOCALLY SOURCED
MATERIALS

As the above summaries show, USGBC’s proposal to compel U.S. building materials
manufacturers to comply with REACH and CLP to sell products eligible for the Proposed Avoidance
Credit will introduce an inordinate amount of complexity and uncertainty into LEED to the detriment of
U.S. producers of building materials, and particularly those that do not sell their products in Europe.
Ambiguity in the credit language and the abbreviated comment period has made it extremely difficult to
fully evaluate the implication of this credit and prepare a thorough response. Nonetheless, we have
identified a number of major problems with the Proposed Avoidance Credit that arise from its reliance on
European requirements to regulate the activities of U.S. building materials manufacturers.

A. REACH And CLP Have Not Been Adopted In The United States And Conflict With
U.S. Policy And Regulatory Requirements

The revised avoidance credit would import REACH and CLP requirements to the U.S. which
have not been enacted by Congress, signed by the President, or adopted by any U.S. regulatory agency. It
is inappropriate for USGBC to effectively compel U.S. companies that do not sell their products in
Europe to submit to E.U. regulations which reflect the judgment and priorities of European governments
and undermine current U.S. regulatory policies. Neither REACH nor CLP conform with U.S. law, which
could lead to practical and policy conflicts for U.S. manufacturers that choose to supply LEED-compliant
products while fulfilling U.S. regulatory requirements.

REACH does not align with U.S. regulatory policy decisions on safe chemicals use. U.S.
chemicals laws and regulations have long been based on a risk-based approach to safe chemicals use, and
there is increasing and widespread support for incorporating life-cycle analysis into chemicals
evaluations. See, e.g., CPSC, Policy on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling
of Chemicals, available at http://www.cpsc.gov/phth/GHSpolicy.html (stating that CPSC “will adhere to
the mandates for risk based decision making of the Consumer Product Safety Act, Federal Hazardous
Substances Act, Flammable Fabrics Act, and Poison Prevention Packaging Act”). In contrast, REACH
declares that “[i]ts provisions are underpinned by the precautionary principle.” REACH Art. 1.3. The

13 Available at https//www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=18949.
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precautionary principle has not gained sufficiently widespread acceptance in the U.S. to serve as the basis
for chemical-avoidance decisions in a consensus-based ratings system. The Proposed Avoidance Credit’s
adoption of a regulatory system that is based on the precautionary principle, and which does not account
for life-cycle analysis, is contrary to sound U.S. regulatory policy decisions and the expectations of the
regulated community and other stakeholders.

Like REACH, CLP is not in line with U.S. regulatory systems. As discussed above, CLP is based
on the E.U.’s adoption of GHS. GHS was promulgated by the United Nations to serve as a model for the
international harmonization of the classification, labeling, and transportation of hazardous substances. It
employs a “building block approach” whereby countries can adopt those provisions of GHS that serve
their domestic needs without adopting the system in its entirety.14 The E.U. made practical and policy
decisions when it adapted GHS for its own needs by promulgating CLP. The U.S. has engaged in the
same process, with certain selected portions of GHS having been incorporated into the regulations of
OSHA and PHMSA. Through an interagency working group headed by the Department of State, various
other federal agencies have studied whether it is appropriate to adopt other portions of GHS, but they
have not yet taken action to adopt GHS.15 The regulatory decisions of these agencies to adopt or reject
parts of GHS reflect their judgment about which portions of GHS are appropriate for use in the U.S.

The Proposed Avoidance Credit’s reliance on CLP compliance makes little practical sense and
lacks a justification. In essence, USGBC is proposing to substitute the E.U.’s practical and policy
decisions about which portions of GHS are most appropriate for use with in the E.U. for the judgment of
U.S. regulatory agencies about which portions of GHS are appropriate for use in the U.S. Furthermore, a
company’s voluntary compliance with CLP obviously does not supersede its chemical labeling, hazard
communication, packaging, and transportation obligations under U.S. law. While RFCI has not
undertaken a comprehensive comparison of CLP to analogous U.S. regulations, it is all but inevitable that
there will be inconsistencies in the requirements. Thus, CLP may impose labeling, packaging, hazard
communication, or transportation requirements that conflict with, or may be prohibited by, U.S.
regulations.

B. The Proposed Avoidance Credit’s Obligation To Comply With Complicated,
Unfamiliar, And Very Costly European Regulatory Programs Discriminates
Against U.S. Building Material Manufacturers Who Are Not Otherwise Subject To
REACH and CLP And Places These U.S. Companies At A Substantial Competitive
Disadvantage

The Proposed Avoidance Credit will place U.S companies that do not export to the E.U. at a
substantial competitive disadvantage with respect E.U.-exporting firms and companies with operations in
Europe. For companies already manufacturing in, or exporting to, the E.U., the proposed credit may have
little impact on operations because such companies are either already familiar and/or compliant with E.U.
regulations. In contrast, U.S. building materials companies that do not export to Europe will be faced
with a dilemma: absorb the costs of REACH and CLP compliance or suffer a significant competitive
disadvantage by selling products that are not fully LEED-compliant. Although we do not have statistics
specific to the building materials industry, according to the Department of Commerce, only 1 to 2% of
U.S. companies export products, and the majority of those U.S. companies export to only one country –
most often Mexico or Canada. Thus, the vast majority of U.S. building material producers are not likely

14 The United Nations’ list of which parts of GHS have been adopted by various countries can be found at
http://www.unece.org/trans/danger/publi/ghs/implementation_e.html.

15 See Department of State, Globally Harmonized System for the Classification and Labeling of Chemicals, available at
http://www.state.gov/e/oes/env/83013.htm.
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to export their products to the E.U. and would face REACH and CLP compliance under the proposed
credit for the first time.

The costs would be enormous for these U.S. companies to now comply with otherwise
inapplicable REACH and CLP requirements, including Registration requirements which, in the absence
of the Proposed Credit, do not even apply to most articles imported into Europe. It is a safe assumption
that building materials manufacturers that do not sell in the E.U. are not familiar with the requirements of
REACH and CLP. In order to come into compliance, a non-exporting company would first have to
engage the services of costly consultants and legal counsel with REACH and CLP expertise to shepherd
them through learning and understanding the over 2,400 pages of RECHA and CLP requirements. Next,
the company presumably would have to obtain or prepare the necessary documentation in order to, as the
credit states, “[d]emonstrate registration of substance(s), Article Communication and Notification,
Chemical Safety Report, and Safety Data Sheet,” regardless of whether REACH requires such
Registration for products imported into the E.U. A company exporting to the E.U. generally would not be
responsible for generating or supplying any of these documents under REACH – that responsibility would
fall on the importer – although the financial arrangement between the product manufacturer/exporter to
Europe and the importer into Europe would likely place much of the cost of REACH and CLP
compliance on the manufacturer/exporter. However, the credit appears to require that the U.S. building
product supplier obtain these REACH documents from E.U. manufacturers or importers or generate them
(or some equivalent analogue) from scratch. These costs may be prohibitive for some firms, especially if
USGBC expects U.S. manufacturers to supply the kinds of information that would be required to register
the substances and their uses in the E.U. REACH compliance also would have to be verified by a “third
party,” which would involve substantial additional costs.

A non-exporting company also must be fully compliant with CLP under the Proposed Avoidance
Credits. For companies that supply products that would be considered substances and mixtures under
CLP, the proper classification of their products may entail substantial expense, as this process can
necessitate scientific testing and studies. The results of this testing may indicate that the product is
classified as hazardous under CLP – perhaps because it contains a minor ingredient or impurity above
CLP’s concentration limits (even if there is little or no risk of exposure). This classification would trigger
a duty to label and properly package the product in accordance with the CLP requirements. Redesigning
a product’s labeling and packaging is a costly and time-intensive process. The manufacturer also would
be obligated to have the redesigned label and packaging reviewed by legal counsel for continued
compliance with all applicable U.S. laws and regulations, further adding to the expense of CLP
compliance.

While the Proposed Avoidance Credit is likely to impose compliance costs on all manufacturers
that elect to supply products that satisfy the Proposed Avoidance Credit, these costs would fall
disproportionately on small- and medium-sized companies (those with fewer than 500 employees) which
are most likely not to be engaged in exports to the E.U. Exports in the manufacturing sector are
dominated by large companies; in 2010, large manufacturers (more than 500 employees) accounted for
81.4% of all manufacturing exports. U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, A Profile of U.S. Importing and Exporting
Companies, 2009 – 2010, at 5 (Apr. 12, 2012). Thus, small and medium companies are quite unlikely to
have encountered and had to absorb the substantial costs to comply with, REACH and CLP. USGBC
should not be in the business of creating an uneven playing field that disadvantages small- and medium-
sized businesses.
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C. USGBC Should Not Undermine The Demonstrable Environmental Benefits Of The
Locally Sourced Building Material Credits By Adopting The Often Mutually
Exclusive Proposed Avoidance Credit

What the Fourth Draft gives with one hand, it takes with another. As discussed above, the
Proposed Avoidance Credit will advantage those building materials manufacturers that are already
familiar with REACH and CLP because they are already engaged in the export of products to Europe
and/or have the readily available resources to come into compliance with the requirements of the
proposed credit. Conversely, the costs of compliance with this proposed credit – especially for smaller
and medium-size U.S. companies and those that do not have experience exporting to the EU – will
function as a barrier to the participation in this credit by a great number of U.S. suppliers.

The likely application of the Proposed Avoidance Credit in practice puts it in direct opposition to
the objective of several other proposed credits that reward the use of products that are purchased and
manufactured/harvested “within 100 miles (160 kilometers) of the project site.” This credit language is
found in four proposed credits in the Fourth Draft: MR Credit: Material Disclosure and Optimization; MR
Credit: Furniture and Medical Furnishings; MR Credit: Purchasing – Ongoing Consumption; and MR
Credit: Purchasing – Facility Alternations and Additions. For projects spread throughout the U.S., the
functioning of these credits to encourage project leaders to fulfill a substantial portion of their projects’
building materials needs through local sources will necessitate the availability of numerous widely
dispersed U.S. manufacturing facilities that are near the respective project sites. Thus, these credits
reasonably will utilize smaller, and more regionalized U.S manufacturers.

The preference given to U.S. locally sourced materials is intended to reduce the energy use and
greenhouse gas and other air emissions associated with the transportation of building materials and
products over long distances. These are quantifiable environmental benefits. They can easily be
contrasted to the hazard- and precautionary principle-based Proposed Avoidance Credit, which may not
avoid actual risks from products and therefore may result in few, if any, human health or environmental
benefits (e.g. project leader rewarded for avoiding a disfavored material that presents little or no risk of
actual exposure to the chemical of concern).

In many situations, U.S. building owners will have a trade-off choice to obtain credits that are
mutually exclusive in practice. The building owner can use particular building materials that meet the
Proposed Avoidance Credit but are sourced from fewer qualifying manufacturing facilities that are further
away from the green building project (and even from Europe) and thus do not qualify for any of the
locally sourced credits. Or the building owner can use U.S.-produced materials that meet the locally
produced credits but do not meet the Proposed Avoidance Credit because compliance with otherwise
inapplicable European requirements is too expensive and resource-intensive for local U.S. building
material manufacturers to satisfy. Given the demonstrable benefits from locally sourced materials and the
speculative benefits from the Proposed Avoidance Credit which discriminates against U.S. companies not
selling in Europe, USGBC should not create this often mutually exclusive choice for U.S. building
owners by adopting the Proposed Avoidance Credit.

D. The Proposed Avoidance Credit Would Be Unworkable, Impractical, And Infeasible
In Practice And Raises More Compliance Questions Than It Answers, Thus
Requiring It To Go Through The LEED Pilot Program Before Further
Consideration

While it is unclear precisely what the Proposed Avoidance Credit will require of building
products suppliers and project leaders, its framework, ambiguity, and multitude of unanswered questions
will make it unworkable, impracticable, and infeasible in practice. REACH and CLP are comprehensive
systems designed to function within the E.U. regulatory climate and with the support of the ECHA and
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E.U. member states. It is not realistic to expect that these regulations can be applied successfully outside
of that context. USGBC’s proposal to import these schemes wholesale into the U.S. building material
market is woefully misguided. It is not possible to examine all of the implications and potential
consequences of this proposal in the unnecessarily abbreviated comment period, but there are a sufficient
number of readily apparent problems to demonstrate that this scheme is unworkable and impractical.

It is entirely unclear how a U.S.-based company that does not export its products to the E.U. is
supposed to demonstrate the registration of its substances. Registration applications for most high-
volume substances used in commerce have already been submitted in accordance with the November 30,
2010 deadline. ECHA directed that all stakeholders manufacturing or importing a given substance form a
Substance Information Exchange Forum (SIEF) for the purpose of jointly submitting a single registration
dossier. These dossiers included reams of information and the results of scientific studies and testing
prepared at a cost of hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars. Unless USGBC intends to allow
companies to adopt these dossiers and registrations by reference,16 it would be prohibitively expensive for
most companies to create a new registration dossier that satisfies all of REACH’s requirements.
Likewise, it may prove unnecessarily costly if USGBC intends to require that companies submit to
USGBC or the third-party verifier the copies of the previously submitted joint dossiers, which are likely
to be provided to a company only upon payment to an E.U. company possessing that document.
Additionally, companies within SEIFs must submit more limited company-specific registration dossiers.
Presumably, the credit obligates U.S. building products manufacturers to do the same.

Any obligation imposed on U.S. manufacturers to demonstrate registration of their substances –
through any mechanism and regardless of the cost – is unreasonable and fundamentally misapprehends
the purpose of registration. The function of registration is to allow the European Commission, E.U.
member states, and ECHA to evaluate substances in use in the E.U. for the purpose of determining which
substances should be subject to additional regulatory requirements or restrictions. USGBC has no
comparable rulemaking authority and providing the organization (or a third-party verifier) with REACH
registration materials is a pointless exercise.

Furthermore, the requirement to demonstrate registration is likely to be completely unworkable
for substances falling into either of three general categories: (1) low production volume, low hazard
substances; (2) substances not in general use in the E.U.; and (3) new, innovative substances. The
registration deadline for many low volume, low hazard chemicals is delayed until May 31, 2013 (at least
100 tpy and below 1000 tpy) or May 31, 2018 (at least 1 tpy and below 100 tpy). If those substances
displayed hazardous properties, even if they are low volume substances, they would have been subject to
the November 30, 2010 registration deadline. Thus, there remain an unknown number of low volume,
low hazard substances that have yet to be registered under REACH. A U.S. company presumably could
not demonstrate registration, or “equivalence,” for any such substances unless a full registration dossier
was prepared at exorbitant expense. Although it may be USGBC’s intent that only substances that have
been subjected to regulatory review in the E.U. under REACH be used to satisfy the Proposed Avoidance
Credit, the justification for this approach is wanting because most unregistered substances are those that
are low volume and, more importantly, low hazard. For similar reasons, many substances have not been
registered in the E.U. because they is not widely used there. Other substances in commerce may not be
registered because they are newly developed substances. These substances would not satisfy the
registration requirement of the Proposed Avoidance Credit notwithstanding that there is no reason to
suspect the substances of posing any risk.

The Proposed Avoidance Credit also requires verification of “Article . . . Notification.” We
assume USGBC is referring to the duty to notify ECHA about the presence of SVHCs in articles outlined

16 ECHA’s database of substance dossier information for registered substances can be accessed at
http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/information-on-chemicals/registered-substances.
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in REACH Article 7.2. This provision obligates product manufacturers and importers in the E.U. to
submit detailed information about the presence of SVHCs in products to the ECHA if four conditions are
met: (1) the substance is present in articles in quantities greater than 1 ton per producer or importer per
year; (2) the substance is present in a concentration greater than 0.1% by weight; (3) the producer or
importer cannot definitively exclude exposure to humans or the environment during the use or disposal of
the product; and (4) the substance has not already been registered for use in that product. REACH Art.
7.2, 7.3, 7.7. The information that must be provided includes the CLP classification of the substance, a
description of the use of the substance, and tonnage range for the use of the substance. The ECHA then
uses this information to determine if it will exercise its discretion to require the use of the substance in the
product to be registered. Id. Art. 7.5. It is remarkable that USGBC would make this provision a
condition of compliance with the credit. The credit does not specify who must be notified or how this
information will be used. In REACH, this notification serves a specific function; namely, to facilitate
ECHA’s decisions about which substances in articles it will require registration. Notification serves no
apparent function in the context of the Proposed Avoidance Credit; it will serve only to generate
unnecessary costs for building materials suppliers.

The Proposed Avoidance Credit also relies on two regulatory programs that are not fully
implemented and are undergoing revision. As discussed in Section III above, REACH will not be fully
implemented until 2018 and the final compliance date for CLP is delayed until 2015. LEED 2012 will be
implemented well before the full compliance dates of both of these systems. REACH has been revised at
least 13 times since 2007 and CLP has been revised three times in the past few years. Furthermore, the
status of substances under REACH are continually changing, as new substances and uses are registered,
new substances are added to the SVHC Candidate List and Authorisation List, and new restrictions are
implemented. This is certain to create problems for companies attempting to take advantage of the
Proposed Avoidance Credit as they will need to stay abreast of a rapidly changing foreign regulatory
system. This will only compound the problems of complying with this credit.

In addition to above-discussed issues with substance registration, notification, and
implementation dates, there are a host of ambiguities and compliance questions generated by this credit.
The ambiguity of the proposal makes substantive comments difficult as we are unclear about how key
aspects of the proposal will work in practice. Furthermore, the many unanswered questions on this
proposed credit, most of which stem from applying E.U. regulatory systems within the U.S., suggest that
building products manufacturers and project leaders are going to encounter significant obstacles when
attempting to comply with this credit. A number of these questions are as follows:

x The Proposed Avoidance Credit by its terms seemingly requires a company not exporting
to the EU to demonstrate that all substances in its products have been registered.
However, REACH does not require that most substances in articles exported to the E.U.
be registered, at least for that particular use. It is at the ECHA’s discretion to require
registration of these substances in imported articles after it has been notified. Thus, does
USGBC actually intend to dramatically expand the reach of REACH to registration
requirements that do not independently apply to imported articles?

x The proposed credit states that companies exporting to the E.U. must comply with the
labeling provisions of CLP or CE marking. However, for companies not exporting to the
EU, the credit states only that “[p]roducts must comply with CLP,” which would seem to
apply not only the CLP labeling requirements, but also the classification, notification, and
other requirements. Is it USBGC’s intent to impose more onerous CLP requirements on
U.S. companies that are not exporting to the EU than on companies that do export to the
EU?
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x The proposed credit states that for products being imported into the E.U., the REACH
requirements apply “as applicable.” This is an unclear directive. Which provisions are
applicable?

x The stated requirements for product manufacturers and chemical suppliers provide that
products be compliant with REACH and labeled in accordance with CLP, but the
operative text of the credit specifies only that project managers use building products
“that meet the requirements of [REACH].” A product need not be labeled in conformity
with CLP to be REACH-compliant, as these are separate bodies of law with distinct
enforcement and compliance provisions. Is the CLP labeling specification merely an
aspirational recommendation for suppliers or must a project manager count only the costs
of CLP-conforming products towards this credit?

x Must chemicals upstream in the supply chain of U.S. manufacturer not selling in Europe
be CLP- and REACH-compliant? For example, must a vinyl flooring manufacturer
certify that the raw materials of the flooring product (e.g. PVC resins, BBP, limestone,
recycled flooring) arrive in CLP-compliant packages with appropriate labels?

x The credit makes a distinction between the requirements for (1) “[c]ompanies exporting
to, or located in the European Union (EU) economic area” and (2) “[c]ompanies not
exporting to the EU economic area.” The text of the credit provides that only the latter
class of companies may comply with the requirements by obtaining third-party
verification of REACH “equivalence as if the product is exported to the EU.” Must a
U.S. company that exports some products to the E.U. demonstrate actual REACH
compliance – as opposed to verified equivalence – for all of its products, including those
that sold only within the U.S.?

x For companies exporting products to, or located within, the E.U., to whom must they
demonstrate REACH compliance and provide requisite documentation? Will USGBC
maintain a registry of this demonstration or must documentation be provided to project
managers? Must project managers independently verify that these requirements have
been met?

x REACH requires the submission of detailed company-specific information to ECHA. If
companies based in the U.S. must supply this information to sell products conforming to
the Proposed Avoidance Credit, what assurances will USGBC give for the protection of
any confidential business information divulged through this process?

x Does USGBC intend for CLP labels to be applied to articles (e.g. vinyl flooring) even
though explosives are the only class of articles that must be labeled under CLP?

x What are the qualifications for third party verifiers of REACH equivalence? Who are
they and how many are available in the U.S.?

Until these and other substantial questions about the Proposed Avoidance Credit are answered
and the merits and feasibility of the credit are tested, it is premature to consider incorporating this
proposal into LEED 2012. Instead, if USGBC wants to pursue this credit further (which we believe it
should not), it is imperative to put this proposed credit through pilot testing. The function of the Pilot
Credit Library is for new and innovative credits to be “tested and evaluated before they can be considered
for incorporation into the LEED consensus process for approval by USGBC membership.” USGBC,
Foundations of LEED § III.3 (July 2009).17 This proposed credit would benefit from pilot testing,

17 Available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6103.
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particularly because we seriously question whether the credit as proposed is feasible and could be
effectively utilized by building materials suppliers and project managers without undermining the use of
locally sourced materials and harming U.S. companies that do not export to Europe.

E. The Development Of The Proposed Avoidance Credit And LEED 2012 Does Not
Meet Federal Requirements For Due Process, Balance of Interest, And Consensus-
Based Decision-Making In Voluntary Standard-Setting And Thus Should Not Be
Adopted For Use In Federal Government Green Building Programs

As with our comments on the previous version of the Proposed Avoidance Credit in the Third
Draft, RFCI continues to have serious concerns about the flawed process through which this revised
proposed credit in particular, and LEED 2012 in general, has been developed. As we discussed in those
earlier comments, USGBC must ensure that LEED remains a consensus-based standard in accordance
with Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (NTTAA), 15
U.S.C. § 272 note, and OMB Circular A-11918 if it is to continue to be eligible for use by federal
agencies. The NTTAA obligates federal agencies to adopt voluntary, consensus-based private sector
standards wherever possible. OMB Circular A-119 provides guidance on the meaning of “consensus-
based,” providing that such standards must be characterized by (i) openness; (ii) balance of interest; (iii)
due process; and (iv) an appeals process.

As USGBC is aware, the General Services Administration’s (GSA) Office of High Performance
Green Buildings also is presently considering what green building ratings system or systems it should
recommend to the Department of Energy for use by federal agencies in accordance with the Sections
433(a) and 436(h) of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA). 42 U.S.C.
§§ 6834(a)(3)(D), 17092(h). Three green buildings ratings systems, including LEED 2009, have passed
the GSA’s screening criteria and have been evaluated on the basis of nine criteria derived from EISA:

x Robustness of the technical components of the certification system to address
Federal high-performance design and operational requirements for Federal
facilities

x Independence of auditors or assessors

x Availability of technically qualified auditors or assessors

x Documented verification method

x Transparency of certification systems’ approach to collecting and addressing
public comments

x Consensus-based standard for documenting a development and revision process

x System maturity

x Usability of the system

x National recognition within the building industry

18 Available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a119.
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GSA, Green Building Certification System Review, at i (April 2012).19 The process by which this
Proposed Avoidance Credit, and LEED 2012 more generally, has been developed falls short of the
requirements of the NTTAA, OMB Circular A-119, and EISA in several material respects.

Several key the elements of a consensus-based standard, as defined by OMB Circular A-119 and
required by NTTAA and EISA, have been disregarded. USGBC has not provided stakeholders adequate
time to consider the implications of the revised Proposed Avoidance Credit or sufficient guidance about
how it will operate in practice. As the issues discussed elsewhere in this comment should make evident,
this proposal is too complicated and inartfully drafted for stakeholders to adequately consider and
comment on it in the brief 17-day comment period provided by USGBC – not to mention the fact that the
comment period deadline was set on Memorial Day. A longer comment period and/or more detailed
guidance would have allowed stakeholders to more fully evaluate the credit and come up with reasons
why it is unfeasible or suggestions for how to make it functional.

Furthermore, while this comment is specifically directed at Proposed Avoidance Credit, it is but
one of dozens that have been substantially reworked in the Fourth Draft – 13 of 25 Materials and
Resources Credits have been revised and the same goes for 47 of 69 credits in New Construction. By our
rough estimate, around 400 of the nearly 600 pages in the currently proposed Fourth Draft are amended.
This fleeting comment period has made it impossible for stakeholders to digest and prepare thoughtful
comments on anything more than selected revisions to the Fourth Draft. Indeed, we fully expect that
USGBC will receive far fewer and less comprehensive comments on the Fourth Draft than the Third Draft
because of this improper abbreviated comment period.

By constraining stakeholders’ ability to review and comment on the fourth draft, USGBC has
failed to follow “the fundamental requirement of due process” in the U.S. Constitution which is to
provide interested parties the “opportunity to be heard ‘at a meaningful time and in a meaningful
manner.’” Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1976) (quoting Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545,
552 (1965)). And it has failed to maintain an open process with the meaningful participation of groups
representing a balance of interests. These are key tenets of any consensus-based standard. Moreover, we
find it highly unlikely that such a fundamentally flawed credit would have made it to the proposed credit
stage if a true balance of interests representative of USGBC’s key membership groups had meaningful
and open involvement in its development. This scant 17-day comment period on documents the size and
scope of the Fourth Draft, which introduces unprecedented new credit requirements from Europe, also is
directly contrary to the EISA criterion calling for a transparent process for collecting and addressing
public comment.

Furthermore, if USGBC submits the Proposed Avoidance Credit to ballot in its current form, it
will be virtually impossible for USGBC’s membership to make an informed decision on the credit
because there are too many outstanding questions about how it will function. If this happens, it will mark
another failure of due process.

There are several additional problems with the text of the Proposed Avoidance Credit that show
that it falls short of applicable federal standards governing the adoption of green building rating systems
for federal agencies. As detailed above, it appears that the Proposed Avoidance Credit in its current form
will be unworkable and impractical in practice. This is contrary to the EISA criterion for usability. EISA
also requires that a sufficient number of skilled independent auditors and assessors be available.
However, the proposed credit includes a requirement for third-party verification of REACH compliance
without providing any indication as to who would fulfill that function and how many. Given the
unprecedented nature of this credit, it would seem unlikely a sufficient number of any authoritative third
parties are readily available to fill this role. Thus, there are substantial procedural and substantive defects

19 Available at http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/131983.
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in the Proposed Avoidance Credit and LEED 2012 generally that would seriously jeopardize the federal
requirements allowing their use in federal government green building programs.

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons explained in detail above, the Proposed Avoidance Credit is fatally flawed and
should be withdrawn from the final version of LEED 2012 that USGBC currently intends to submit to its
membership for a vote on August 15. If USGBC wants to pursue this credit, which we urge USGBC not
to do because it does not meet USGBC’s own criteria for disfavored material avoidance credits, it must go
through the LEED Pilot Credit Library process to determine whether the credit has merit, is feasible, will
undermine the use of laudable locally sourced material credits, and improperly harm U.S. companies not
exporting to Europe.

Please contact me or RFCI’s counsel, Bill Hall at Venable LLP, if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean Thompson
President
Resilient Floor Covering Institute
115 Broad Street, Suite 201
LaGrange, GA 30240
(706) 882-3928
dean.thompson@rfci.com

OF COUNSEL:

William N. Hall
Justin W. Curtis
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
(202) 344-4000
wnhall@venable.com
jcurtis@venable.com
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RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE (RFCI)
REGULAR MEMBERS

Amtico International Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. – Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Centiva – Florence, Alabama
Congoleum Corp. – Mercerville, New Jersey

IVC US – Dalton, Georgia
Mannington Mills, Inc. – Salem, New Jersey
Roppe Corporation, USA – Fostoria, Ohio

Tarkett, Inc. – Chargin Falls, Ohio
Vinylasa – Col. Granjas, Mexico

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

BASF – Houston, Texas
BYK USA Inc. – Wallingford, Connecticut

Cascades Lupel – Deerfield, FL
Chapco/H.B. Fuller – Aurora, Illinois

Eastman Chemical Co. – Kingsport, Tennessee
ExxonMobil Chemical Co. – Houston, Texas

Ferro Corp. – Cleveland, Ohio
Formosa Plastics Corp. – Livingston, New Jersey
Gerflor North America – Arlington Heights, Illinois

Halstead International (Metroflor Corp.) – Norwalk, Connecticut
Karndean International LLC – Export, Pennsylvania

LG Hausys America, Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia
Mapei Corp. – Lavel, Quebec, Canada
Mexichem – Bogota, Columbia
Owens Corning – Toledo, Ohio

Penn Color – Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Polyone Corp. – Avon Lake, Ohio
Royal Adhesives – Simpsonville, SC
W.F. Taylor Co. – Mt. Juliet, Tennessee

W.W. Henry Co. – Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
XL Brands, Inc. – Resaca, Georgia
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COMMENTS OF RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE ON THE 
LEED V4 MR CREDIT 4: BUILDING PRODUCT DISCLOSURE AND 

OPTIMIZATION – MATERIAL INGREDIENTS

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) submits these comments on MR Credit 4: Building 
Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients (“Proposed Material Ingredients Credit”) in
the Fifth Draft of LEED v4.1  RFCI is a non-profit trade association that represents manufacturers of vinyl 
composition tile, vinyl tile, sheet vinyl, rubber, and linoleum flooring products and suppliers of raw 
materials, additives, and sundry flooring products (e.g. adhesives) for the North American market.  The 
RFCI membership list is attached as Attachment A.  RFCI has been a member of U.S. Green Building 
Council (USGBC) since January of 2006 and one of our members, Armstrong World Industries, Inc., is a 
charter member of USGBC since its founding in 1993.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On May 11, 2012, the USGBC issued its Fourth Draft of the next version of the LEED green 
building rating system.  Like the two previous drafts, it contained a material avoidance credit that would 
result in the deselection of scores of building materials without sufficient scientific justification, 
particularly products containing polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and phthalates.  With each draft, many 
interested parties have highlighted the many flaws in USGBC’s hazard-based approach to material 
avoidance and particularly PVC and phthalate-containing products.  In response to industry and other 
commenters, USGBC substantially revised the material avoidance credit in each subsequent draft, but the 
revisions did not change the result because each new version of the credit still targeted PVC and 
phthalate-containing products such as vinyl flooring for avoidance.  In response to the Fourth Draft, the 
building products industry and other private and government interests were again strongly critical of the 
material avoidance credit, and a broader swath of USGBC’s membership was very concerned that the 
development process was interjecting too many sweeping changes into the rating system without 
appropriate thought or explanation as to whether the changes were necessary or feasible.  

The ballot for the next version of what was LEED 2012, and which has now been titled LEED v4, 
was initially set for June 1, 2012, then extended to August 15, 2012, and now is expected to be June 1, 
2013.  In announcing this latest delay on June 4, 2012, USGBC President Rick Fedrizzi acknowledged 
that much work and revision needed to be done before the final version of LEED would be ready for a 
vote.2   RFCI applauds USGBC for delaying the balloting of LEED v4 until full consideration and 
comment on the many significant changes have been completed.  However, we are disappointed that the 
Fifth Draft of LEED v4 issued on October 2, 2012 still contains a material avoidance credit for a variety 
of raw materials, including PVC and phthalate-containing products, in the Proposed Material Ingredients 
Credit, albeit in a different form than previous drafts but with the same intent and effect.  

The proposed Material Ingredients credit has two options, each worth one point.  Option 1 would 
award a point for the use of products that disclose all material ingredients at or above a de minimis 
threshold of .1% (1,000 ppm).  To earn this point, at least 20 permanently installed building products 
must be procured from five different manufacturers that publish the ingredients used in the product 
pursuant to any of four options.  RFCI supports the intent of Option 1 because providing an increased 
level of product transparency, thus allowing consumers to make better informed purchasing decisions, is a 
worthy goal.  RFCI has supported previous draft versions of a material disclosure credit and will continue 

                                                          
1 Available at https://new.usgbc.org/leed/v4.

2 Rick Fedrizzi, press release, Important News About LEED 2012, available at 
https://new.usgbc.org/articles/important-news-about-leed-2012-message-rick-fedrizzi.
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to do so provided that the material disclosure requirement has a reasonable de minimis threshold for 
inventoried chemicals and reasonably allows manufacturers to protect confidential business information.  
However, we firmly believe that the following modifications are needed:

 The de minimis threshold level should be changed to conform with the OSHA hazard 
communication standard of 1% for all ingredients, except for ingredients displaying high 
hazard (e.g. carcinogens, reproductive toxins, and skin sensitizers) where the threshold is 
.1%.

 The hazard disclosure of chemicals deemed confidential business information should not 
be based on Green Screen, and the Cradle to Cradle certification standard should not be 
used in this credit.  

 The provision allowing USGBC to use an unspecified approval process to authorize 
additional compliance programs in the future should be deleted.

 An explanation should be included that the use of “red-listed” chemicals in a product 
does not necessarily mean that the product itself presents a health or environmental risk 
of a “red listed” chemical without undertaking a full risk assessment based on product 
exposure and other risk assessment factors.

The most troubling part of the proposed credit is Option 2.  Although USGBC claimed in its 
response to comments on the Fourth Draft that it had removed references to PVC avoidance in the credit, 
this Option remains a traditional material avoidance credit that disqualifies products containing PVC, 
phthalates, and hundreds of other chemical substances based on the specified programs with which the 
products must comply.  To satisfy this credit, at least 25% of building products, by cost, must satisfy the 
criteria of one of four program options: (1) be Cradle to Cradle v2 Certified; (2) contain no ingredients 
that would be classified as Green Screen Benchmark 1 chemicals; (3) contain no chemicals that meet the 
criteria for inclusion on the Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) list published under the European 
Union’s Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulations; or 
(4) comply with any other building product optimization program specified by USGBC in the future.  For 
the following reasons, the Option 2 material avoidance credit point is fundamentally flawed and 
problematic and should be withdrawn from LEED v4.  

 Option 2 contradicts the fundamental conclusions of the USGBC PVC Task Force, which 
after a five-year study, concluded in 2007 that a PVC material avoidance credit is 
unwarranted in LEED, and that the “blunt instrument” of material avoidance credits is 
disfavored because they can have the unintended consequence of steering building 
owners to products with worse environmental, health, and performance attributes.  The 
Report identified the need for developing additional data regarding any end-of-life dioxin 
risks from PVC products and life-cycle analysis (LCA) information in order to further 
consider a PVC material avoidance, but none of this information was developed.  The 
Report further concluded that preferred materials should be incentivized only if they are 
“demonstrably better with regard to environmental and human health impacts over their 
life cycles” than the disfavored alternatives.  USGBC has not begun to undertake this 
alternative assessment evaluation to support a PVC material avoidance credit.

 In fact, LCAs for many PVC products, including vinyl composition tile (VCT), show that 
these products have lower human health and environmental impacts over their life cycles 
than many alternative products made without PVC.  The latest version of a federal 
government-developed LCA—the Building for Environmental and Economic 
Sustainability (BEES) methodology developed by the U.S. National Institute for 
Standards and Technology—shows that VCT has the least environmental and health 
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impact of 13 generic flooring categories evaluated, including linoleum and ceramic tile 
with recycled glass.

 The Cradle to Cradle certification system and the Green Screen Benchmark system were 
not developed through an accepted consensus-based decision-making process; are new 
and incomplete programs that lack key components and certification infrastructure 
needed for widespread use in LEED; and are very expensive.  The Cradle to Cradle 
certification program was developed privately by two for-profit consulting firms which 
categorically bans the use of products containing PVC, certain plasticizers, and a number 
of products and chemicals that are contrary to the ill-defined goals of the organization; 
costs from $5,500 - $75,000 per product assessment; and only has two Accredited 
Assessors in the U.S. to perform assessments and the required yearly reassessments.  The 
Green Screen standard was developed by a group of longstanding anti-PVC advocates 
without an opportunity for other interested parties to provide input and has not finalized 
any of the thousands of chemical assessments needed to utilize the program.  

 REACH is a European Union (EU) regulatory program which has not been adopted in the 
U.S. and thus is of questionable relevance to U.S. decision-making.  The REACH SVHC 
list should not be used as the basis of a material avoidance credit because the mere 
presence of such chemicals in a product does not require that a use be restricted or 
banned in the European Union.  Rather that would occur only if the European Union has
imposed Restrictions on the product containing the chemical.  Significantly, in response 
to a 2011 petition filed by Denmark to ban indoor use of products containing phthalates 
listed as SVHCs (including vinyl flooring), two EU REACH Committees found that the 
low risk of exposure from products containing these substances did not justify additional 
product restrictions.

 Thus, USGBC should not base a material avoidance credit on the mere presence of a 
“red-listed” chemical in a product without any opportunity to demonstrate that the 
product lacks a significant risk based on exposure and other risk assessment 
considerations.  

 USGBC should not be allowed to approve unspecified material avoidance programs in 
the future pursuant to an undefined approval process.

 Option 2 should not be considered for adoption in LEED v4 before USGBC has 
completed and thoroughly evaluated, after public comment, Pilot Credit 54—its test
material avoidance credit for PVC and phthalate-containing products—to determine its 
merits and feasibility.  

 The decision-making processes employed by USGBC in the development of Option 2
specifically and LEED v4 generally fall far short of accepted consensus-based standards, 
including openness, balance of interests, due process, and meaningful appeal rights.  The 
use of a consensus-based process is a requirement for LEED to continue to be used by 
federal agencies.  

II. THE MATERIAL INGREDIENT REPORTING OPTION IS BENEFICIAL BUT NEEDS 
TO BE REVISED

Option 1 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit awards a point if at least 20 permanently 
installed products from at least five different manufacturers disclose the inventory of all chemicals found 
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in the products at or above concentrations of .1% (1,000 ppm)3.  A manufacturer can meet this disclosure 
requirement by: (1) publishing its own inventory of chemical ingredients identified by Chemical Abstract 
Service Registration Number (CASRN) and/or, for chemicals that are deemed confidential business 
information, identifying the chemicals’ role, amount, and Green Screen List Translator Benchmark 1 and 
Possible Benchmark 1 hazards; (2) completing a Health Product Declaration for the product in 
compliance with the Health Product Declaration Open Standard; (3) obtaining a Cradle to Cradle v2 
Silver Level certification; or (4) complying with an additional material ingredient reporting program that 
USGBC approves in the future for use with this credit.   

RFCI supports the intent of this Option to increase the openness and transparency regarding the 
composition of building products.  However, this Option requires several modifications before it is 
included in the final draft of LEED v4.  

The first compliance option would allow manufacturers of eligible products to publish their own 
chemicals ingredients lists.  For purposes of this credit, we support identifying the ingredients in products 
provided the ingredients are not proprietary in nature and a reasonable de minimis reporting threshold(s)
is set. However, to ensure feasibility, Option 1 should make clear that the chemical inventory disclosure 
requirement applies to intentionally added ingredients and byproducts, impurities and any other product 
constituents that a manufacturer reasonably knows is present based on process chemistry (i.e. familiarity 
with raw material inputs and chemical reactions occurring during manufacturing process) and customary 
product development and quality control testing.  The credit should not require testing beyond customary 
product development and quality control testing, otherwise compliance will become unduly expensive 
and time-consuming.  

RFCI believes that the one-size-fits-all .1% disclosure threshold is too low in many cases, 
unnecessary, and unduly burdensome.  The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
has considered the issue of appropriate de minimis reporting thresholds in its recently revised Hazard 
Communication regulations 77 Fed. Reg. 17574 (Mar. 26, 2012) (to be codified at 29 C.F.R.).  Based on 
scientific and feasibility considerations, OSHA established a two tiered chemical reporting scheme based 
on the degree of hazard of the ingredient.

Although the OSHA regulations may not be directly applicable to many building materials that 
would be covered by this credit because they are exempt articles, the regulations provide a source of well-
known and justifiable chemical disclosure thresholds that can be utilized by this credit.  For the purpose 
of classifying mixtures, 29 C.F.R. § 1910.1200, Appendix A identifies “cut-off values/concentration 
limits” and “relevant ingredients” thresholds for the ingredients in certain hazard classes.  For most 
hazard classes (e.g. acute toxicity, skin irritation, eye damage), the relevant ingredient threshold is 1% 
(10,000 ppm) and the concentration limit is 1% or higher.  Consistent with these standards, RFCI believes 
that a 1% material ingredient disclosure threshold is reasonable for ingredients that either (1) would not 
fall within any hazard class or (2) would fall into a hazard class for which the relevant OSHA disclosure
threshold and/or concentration limit is 1%.  

The OSHA hazard communication regulations provide lower concentration limits of .1% for 
higher hazard classes, including carcinogens; and reproductive toxins, certain respiratory and skin 
sensitizers, and category 1A/B mutagens.  For any material ingredients that would fall within these hazard 
classes, RFCI agrees that the lower disclosure threshold of .1% would be reasonable and appropriate.  

RFCI also appreciates that the manufacturer-supplied ingredient disclosure compliance option 
permits manufacturers to withhold the publication of proprietary CASRNs.  However, as explained in 
detail below, it is not appropriate to rely on the Green Screen’s hazard identification matrix developed by 
                                                          
3  The Proposed Avoidance Credit can be found at https://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399?return=/credits/new-

construction/v4-draft/material-%26-resources. 
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Green Production Action, which may falsely indicate that a product presents a risk.  A statement, for 
example, that an ingredient used in a product is explosive, corrosive, or neurotoxic may be highly 
misleading if the ingredient is not present in the final product or if the chemical is found in the final 
product in such a way that the chemical is inaccessible or otherwise presents no risk of exposure.  

The second compliance option is satisfied by manufacturers completing Health Production 
Declarations for their products.  While there is a benefit to providing this as an alternative compliance 
option, there are downsides to its use.  As well intentioned as the very new Health Product Declaration 
Standard is, it was not developed through a consensus-based, transparent process, which is why it has 
been labeled as an “open standard.”  Thus, it only represents the conclusions of a non-diverse group of 
interests. The standard requires the review of 32 different lists of chemicals and is based on the principle
that a chemical contained in a building product may present a hazard “regardless of the disclosure level” 
even though there may be no risk associated with the product based on exposure considerations, such as 
the chemical is found only in inaccessible parts of a product or it is present in the product only in de 
minimis concentrations. Residuals Disclosure levels are set at 100 ppm, which is not only impractical but 
also potentially cost-prohibitive due to the expense and availability of sufficiently sensitive testing 
equipment. 

The third compliance option permits products that are certified Silver Level under the Cradle to 
Cradle standard to be eligible for the credit.  As will be discussed in greater detail below, the Cradle to 
Cradle standard should not be used in the LEED system.  This standard was not developed through a 
consensus-based, transparent process and did not seek input from interested parties, such as 
manufacturers of products containing targeted chemicals.  Instead, it was privately developed by two 
consulting firms and reflects only their views on material avoidance.  For reasons that are not clearly 
explained or justified, products containing PVC or any of roughly three-dozen chemicals placed on a 
banned list are categorically ineligible for being certified under this standard.  As outlined in USGBC’s 
own Technical and Scientific Advisory Committee’s (TSAC) 2007 report on PVC, material avoidance 
credits targeting PVC (or any material for that matter) should be considered only if a careful review of 
available scientific data and life-cycle analyses indicates that the favored products are “demonstrably 
better” than products containing the disfavored chemicals based on health and environmental impacts.  
The developers of Cradle to Cradle clearly did not follow the process outlined by the TSAC and their 
unsupported biases toward PVC should not be incorporated into a LEED credit.   

The fourth compliance option would allow USGBC to approve additional unspecified programs 
that could be used to satisfy Option 1 of this credit.  We believe that this open-ended option without any 
specified criteria as to which programs would qualify is inappropriate.  The credit does not identify the 
process by which USGBC would approve such a program.  Is the approval required by USGBC staff, a 
USGBC committee, or a vote of the entire USGBC membership?  As a result, RFCI believes that this 
open-ended compliance option should be deleted.  Additional programs proposed for inclusion in the 
credit instead should be vetted through the pilot credit program and/or approved by USGBC membership 
through the ballot process.

Lastly, it would be useful if the credit language put the use of material ingredient disclosures in 
proper context.  The intent of this credit is to increase consumer and LEED-users’ awareness of the 
contents of building materials and to alert them to the presence of potentially problematic materials so 
that they can make informed decision about whether to use the product based on its ingredients.  
However, presenting hazard information without consideration of whether the product presents an 
unreasonable risk based on product exposure and other factors is misleading.  For this reason, the 
regulatory decisions under relevant statutes are based on well-established principles of risk assessment.  
Thus, it would be more useful to LEED users if the credit expressly acknowledged that the mere presence 
of particular chemicals in a product does not necessarily mean that the product poses any adverse human 
health or environmental risks without consideration of exposure and other risk assessment factors. 
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III. OPTION 2 IS A DISFAVORED MATERIAL AVOIDANCE CREDIT BASED ON “RED 
LISTS” BANNING PVC BUILDING MATERIALS AND SHOULD BE WITHDRAWN

In its response to Comment #477 on the Fourth Draft of LEED 2012, USGBC stated:  
“Significant changes have resulted from public feedback, such as the removal of PVC from the list of 
chemicals and substances to avoid, as well as the reference to California Prop 65.”4  This statement is 
misleading.  While the credit no longer expressly references PVC as a substance to avoid, it uses three 
“Red List” programs that would limit (REACH) or prohibit (Green Screen and Cradle to Cradle) the use 
of building materials containing polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or phthalates.  Similarly, while California’s 
Proposition 65 “Red List” is no longer directly referred to in the credit, it serves as a foundation for one of 
the three standards (Green Screen) incorporated into the credit.  

It is important at the outset to establish precisely what Option 2 entails.  This proposed credit is 
now called “material ingredient optimization,” but it is in fact a repackaging of the much-criticized Red 
List-based material avoidance credits in the previous drafts of LEED 2012.  The Proposed Material 
Ingredients Credit mandates that at least 25%, by cost, of the total value of permanently installed building 
products satisfy any of several criteria.  Products eligible to satisfy this credit must:  (1) be Cradle to 
Cradle Certified; (2) contain no ingredients that would be classified as Green Screen Benchmark 1 
chemicals; or (3) as an International Alternative Compliance Path, contain no chemical that meets the 
criteria for inclusion on the Substances of Very High Concern list published under the European Union’s 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulations.5  None of 
these three programs are appropriate for use as the basis for material avoidance decisions.  While these 
programs are quite different in operation, they will produce the same result under this proposed credit: 
each would result in the unreasonable and unjustified avoidance of hundreds of safe and beneficial 
building products that use PVC, including vinyl flooring.

A. Cradle to Cradle Is An Inappropriate Standard To Use In The Proposed Material 
Ingredients Credit

Cradle to Cradle is wholly inappropriate for use under the LEED green building rating system for 
many reasons, not the least of which is that it was developed by two consulting firms without the use any 
consensus-based procedures.  Moreover, because Cradle to Cradle will not certify any products 
containing substances on a “banned list” it has created (including PVC), the incorporation of this standard 
into the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit would effectively discourage the use of PVC.  This is 
directly contrary to the process outlined by the USGBC’s PVC Task Group in 2007 (discussed in more 
detail below) for how to approach material avoidance decisions.  Cradle to Cradle is a certification 
standard administered by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute (“Institute”), which is a “non-
profit organization created to bring about large scale transformation in the way we make things.”6  The 
standard is the creation of two for-profit consulting firms with close ties to USGBC.  It is not based on 
any type of consensus process where any stakeholders have had the opportunity to contribute to the 
development of the product certification methodology.  Rather, it is a deselection program based on the 
subjective and unexplained opinions of the firms about a variety of beneficial materials and products.

The Cradle to Cradle standard was developed by a U.S. consulting firm, McDonough Braungart 
Design Chemistry, LLC (MBDC), in conjunction with a German firm, EPEA Internationale 

                                                          
4 The response to comments document can be found at https://new.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-4th-pc-responses. 

5 As with Option 1, the proposed credit allows USGBC to designate additional certification programs.  This 
compliance option is objectionable for the same reasons explained for Option 1 and thus should be deleted.

6 Cradle to Cradle, About the Innovation Institute, http://c2ccertified.org/about/about_innovation_institute. 
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Umweltforschung GmbH.7  The founding principal of MBDC, William McDonough, is a charter member 
of USGBC8 who has maintained close ties with the organization, such as being a keynote speaker at this 
year’s Greenbuild conference.9  For many years prior to the formation of the non-profit Institute, Cradle 
to Cradle certification was a service offered by these consulting firms in the course of their business 
activities.10  They recently created the Institute and licensed the Cradle to Cradle mark to it.11  Although 
the Institute is a non-profit entity, manufacturers must undergo a very expensive certification process 
overseen by an “Accredited Assessor” to use the Cradle to Cradle label.  The Institute estimates that 
product assessment fees will range from $5,500 - $75,000.12  Once issued, these certifications are valid 
only for one year, and an Accredited Assessor must reevaluate the product and recommend that it be 
recertified.13  The product assessments and yearly recertification reviews can be completed only by an 
“Accredited Assessment Body.”  There are only two such bodies in the U.S. available to handle all of this 
lucrative work—and this number includes the one of the two consulting firms that created Cradle to 
Cradle.  

No consensus-based process—or any accepted standards-development process—was employed in
the development of the Cradle to Cradle standard.  This total lack of an unbiased, objective development 
and certification process is demonstrated in the first instance by the requirements listed for products to be 
eligible to apply for Cradle to Cradle certification.  The standard lists highly subjective and unexplained 
categories of products that it will refuse to certify.14  It will not certify, for example, any products that in 
the Institute’s estimation have “apparent safety concerns related to chemical or physical characteristics,” 
“ethical issues,” or “that may be contrary to the intent of the Cradle to Cradle principles.” Similarly, 
irrespective of the product, companies themselves may be deemed ineligible to seek certification for a 
number of ill-defined reasons, including if the Institute determines that they are “involved in rain forest 
damage” or have a “connection” to weapon production.   

The lack of an accepted consensus-based development and certification process becomes more 
problematic when reviewing the requirements against which products are evaluated: (1) Material Health; 
(2) Material Utilization; (3) Renewable Energy and Carbon Management; (4) Water Stewardship; and (5) 
Social Fairness.15  For example, earning a Gold rating for Water Stewardship would involve developing a 
“positive impact strategy” for the water use of the manufacturer’s suppliers’ of raw materials and 
ensuring that effluent leaving the manufacturer’s facility does not contain any chemicals deemed 
“problematic” by Cradle to Cradle.  The fact that such a discharge is permissible under the facility’s 
NPDES permit apparently is not considered in determining whether a Gold rating is warranted.  

                                                          
7 Cradle to Cradle, Product Certification, http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification. 

8 William A. McDonough, Portfolio, http://www.mcdonough.com/pdf/William_McDonough_Portfolio.pdf.

9 Greenbuild, Closing Plenary, http://www.greenbuildexpo.org/speakers/closing-plenary.aspx. 

10 See id.

11 Cradle to Cradle, What is Cradle to Cradle?, http://c2ccertified.org/about/what_is_cradle_to_cradle. 

12 Cradle to Cradle, Frequently Asked Questions, http://c2ccertified.org/innovation_hub/faq. 

13 See id.

14 Cradle to Cradle, Product Eligibility, http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification/product_eligibility. 

15 Cradle to Cradle, Product Certification, http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification. 
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The Cradle to Cradle criterion that is the greatest cause for concern is Material Health.16  This 
criterion purports to outline a rigorous assessment methodology for each chemical constituent of a 
product.17  Chemicals are assigned a grade of A, B, C, or X.  For the Gold rating, the product can contain 
no materials with an X rating.  For the Platinum rating, which confers additional credit under the 
Proposed Material Ingredients Credit, all constituents present in the final product and all process 
chemicals (even those not present in the finished product) must be free of X-rated chemicals.  While 
Cradle to Cradle’s material assessment methodology purports to be scientific and even claims to 
incorporate risk-based assessment principles rather than a simple hazard-based approach, it completely 
disregards these principles when it comes to substances on a “Banned List of Chemicals.”18  Chemicals on 
this list do not get the benefit of having the assessment methodology applied to them; they are simply 
banned outright for all uses.  If a product contains any chemical on this list in a concentration above .1%, 
the product is ineligible to be certified under any level of the Cradle to Cradle standard—irrespective of 
any risk posed by the product that uses that chemical.  Although fewer than three dozen chemicals are 
included on the list, it includes PVC, which is the key constituent of vinyl flooring, and BBP and DEHP, 
which are used as plasticizers in some vinyl flooring products.  Thus, irrespective of product risk, no 
building product containing more than a de minimis amount (1,000 ppm) of PVC (or any other banned or 
Benchmark 1-listed chemicals) can be eligible to earn the second point of the Proposed Material 
Ingredients Credit.  

This arbitrary and unjustified materials avoidance outcome under Cradle to Cradle directly 
contradicts USGBC’s claim in mid-2012 to have removed the PVC prohibition from the LEED update 
drafts in response to stakeholder input.  Moreover, as explained in detail in Section IV.A. continuing this 
PVC material avoidance credit through using Cradle to Cradle directly contradicts the crucial findings and 
recommendations in the five-year study by the PVC Task Force of USGBC’s Technical and Scientific 
Advisory Committee (TSAC) to determine the advisability of a PVC avoidance credit in LEED.  
Completed in 2007, this report concluded that the “blunt instrument” of a PVC avoidance credit was not 
warranted.  Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED (Feb. 2007) 
(TSAC Report).19 The TSAC Report further specified the need for additional data about dioxin emissions 
from end-of-life burning of PVC products (e.g. landfill fires, barrel burning) and life-cycle analysis 
(LCA) of PVC products.  Neither USGBC nor any other organization we are aware of, including Cradle 
to Cradle, has developed this needed information.  Thus, there is no basis for USGBC to depart from its 
TSAC Report conclusions in 2007 or its 2012 statement that it has removed PVC from the list of 
chemicals to avoid.  Thus, LEED v4 should not contain a material avoidance credit for products 
containing PVC or phthalates and should not use Cradle to Cradle in the Proposed Material Ingredients 
credit or any other credit.   

B. Green Screen Benchmarks Are Inappropriate For Use As A Red List For The 
Proposed Material Ingredients Credit 

The Green Screen Benchmark program is massively complex and entails analyzing all 
intentionally added chemical components down to .01% (100 ppm) of a product against 18 hazard end 
points (e.g. carcinogenicity, reproductive toxicity, flammability).  If feasible and relevant, Green Screen 

                                                          
16 Cradle to Cradle, Product Certification – Material Health, 

http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification/criteria/material_health/v3_0. 

17 Cradle to Cradle, Material Health Methodology, 
http://c2ccertified.org/images/uploads/C2CCertified_Material_Health_Methodology_121112.pdf. 

18 Cradle to Cradle, Banned Lists, 
http://c2ccertified.org/images/uploads/C2CCertified_Banned_Lists_V3_121113.pdf. 

19 Available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372. 
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also requires an analysis of the breakdown components from the combustion of the product being 
analyzed.  There are more than 30 “authoritative” or “screening” lists of chemicals which the program 
relies on to classify a substance as high, moderate, or low hazard across each of the 18 hazard end points, 
including the REACH SVHC list and the Prop 65 lists.  PVC would probably be classified as a 
Benchmark I chemical because of carcinogenicity concerns about any dioxin or furan releases from any 
combustion of PVC.  Certain phthalates would be considered Benchmark I chemicals because they are 
listed as SVHCs under REACH and reproductive toxins under Prop 65.  Thus, any building product 
containing these chemicals, such as many vinyl flooring products, would be ineligible for Option 2 of the 
Proposed Material Ingredients credit.

There are a number of reasons why the Green Screen Benchmarks should not be used in the 
Proposed Material Ingredient Credit or any other LEED v4 credit.  First, the developer of Green Screen—
Clean Production Action—has an unmistakable anti-PVC bias, not to mention a bias against risk-
assessment principles.  Clean Production Action’s website identifies the organization’s three co-directors, 
all of whom have a history of anti-PVC advocacy.20  Co-director Lauren Heine has long been an anti-PVC 
advocate dating at least to her tenure as director of the Zero Waste Alliance.21  Another co-director, Mark 
Rossi, has written and lectured extensively on the supposed need to phase out PVC, particularly targeting 
hospital environments.22  The third co-director, Beverley Thorpe, touts in her biography on the 
organization’s website that she previously worked at Greenpeace International where she initiated the first 
English-language campaign against PVC.  This is hardly an unbiased organization that uses a balance of 
interests, consensus-based decision making process in arriving at its Benchmark methodology. 

Clean Production Action also has posted a “Plastics Scorecard” on the front page of its website
that grades various plastics on a scale of A to F.23  PVC is the only plastic that is given an F grade.  PVC 
is portrayed as being in a hazard class by itself, with the next worst plastic on their scale, polylactic acid, 
posting a passing C+ grade.  The failing grade is primarily attributable to the observation that the 
combustion of PVC (like any material containing even trace amounts of chloride) can form dioxins and 
furans.24  Similarly PVC likely would be classified as Benchmark 1 – Avoid Chemicals because of the 
potential dioxin/furan releases if PVC products are combusted.  

Second, the program is very new and is still under development by its originator, Clean 
Production Action.  Out of the thousands of chemicals covered by the lists used in Green Screen, only a 
few hundred “draft” assessments have been performed.  None of these assessments have been validated 
and finalized because a validation system has yet to be established.25  With an incomplete program in 

                                                          
20 Clean Production Action, Staff, http://www.cleanproduction.org/About.Staff.php. 

21 See e.g., Lauren Heine, Plastics and the Environment: Environmental Issues and Current Controversies, 
available at http://www.zerowaste.org/publications/06m_plastics_101.pdf; Letter to H. Lee Scott, Jr., CEO of 
Walmart, Aug. 21, 2007, available at http://www.organicconsumers.org/articles/article_6765.cfm.

22 See e.g., Mark Rossi et al., Preventing Harm from Phthalates, Avoiding PVC in Hospitals (June 2004), 
available at http://www.pehsu.org/research/hsostenible/dehp/detailsdehp.pdf; Mark Rossi, Reaching the Limits 
of Quantitative Life Cycle Assessment (June 2004), available at
http://www.healthybuilding.net/pvc/CPA_EC_LCA_Critique.html. 

23 Clean Production Action, Beta Scorecards for Plastic Materials, 
http://www.cleanproduction.org/Scorecard.Grades.php. 

24 Clean Production Action, PVC, http://www.cleanproduction.org/library/PVC.pdf. 

25 We are unaware of even a draft assessment being performed for PVC, but would expect that Green Screen, 
based on its Plastics Scorecard and anti-PVC orientation would only validate an assessment finding PVC as a 
Benchmark I “Avoid-Chemical of High Concern.”
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place which lacks any real track record, it is premature for Green Screen to be used in LEED v4 as the 
basis for a material avoidance credit.

Third, as RFCI discussed at length in its comments on the Third Draft of LEED 2012, the existing 
dioxin data is grossly insufficient to support a materials avoidance credit for PVC building materials, 
especially vinyl flooring that uses limestone as a filler, based on the release of dioxins and furans in 
landfill fires and backyard burning (relevant excerpts of the RFCI comments are attached in 
Attachment B).  After five years of study, the TSAC Report concluded that a PVC material avoidance 
credit was not warranted in LEED and identified a number of data gaps regarding the “very limited” 
available dioxin emission information.  Indeed, for that reason, the TSAC Report recommended that 
additional dioxin data be developed before further consideration of any PVC avoidance credit be 
undertaken.  These needed data have not been developed.

Fourth, the Green Screen Assessments are based solely on classifying the potential hazard of 
chemicals,26 which is a grossly imprecise metric to use as the basis for real world material avoidance 
decisions. The assessment completely avoids any type of human health or environmental risk assessment
of a chemical and its uses in building products; thereby disregarding exposure scenarios in the evaluation 
of the risk posed by a product.  This could lead to unintended consequences where a low-exposure 
product containing a Benchmark 1 chemical presents a lower risk than a high-exposure product using a 
Benchmark 2 chemical (less hazardous than Benchmark 1), yet the higher risk product containing a 
Benchmark 2 chemical can receive the credit and the lower risk product containing a Benchmark 1 
chemical cannot.  

Finally, similar to the Cradle to Cradle situation, using Green Screen Benchmarks, which 
prevents PVC products from obtaining an Option 2 point, creates a PVC material avoidance credit 
directly contrary to the TSAC PVC Report conclusions.  We are unaware of any new data since the 
issuance of the TSAC Report on PVC in 2007 which would change the Report’s conclusions.  

C. REACH’s SVHC List Should Not Be Used As The Basis For A Material Avoidance 
Credit

Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit contains an “International Alternative 
Compliance Path” that would allow products to be eligible for the credit if they “do not contain 
substances that meet REACH criteria for substances of very high concern.”27  However, the use of the 
European Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) list to support a material avoidance credit is 
unsupportable.28  

Unlike the proposed credit, REACH does not prohibit the use of products that contain SVHCs.29  
The SVHC list was created for different specific purposes: namely, to create an obligation on users of the 

                                                          
26 Clean Production Action, Uses and Applications, http://cleanproduction.org/Greenscreen.Applications.php. 

27 USGBC, Building product disclosure and optimization - material ingredients, 
https://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399?return=/credits/new-construction/v4-draft/material-%26-resources. 

28 USGBC has not clarified whether this International Compliance Path will be made available to projects in the 
U.S.

29 We assume this credit applies only to chemicals officially listed as SVHCs and not to some broader universe of 
substances that potentially would “meet REACH criteria” for listing, as the credit language states.  This issue 
must be clarified, however, because it would be impossible for LEED users to determine with any degree of 
confidence what substances not presently listed as SVHCs would meet the general and largely subjective 
REACH criteria for listing.  Chemicals proposed to be listed as SVHCs undergo a lengthy multi-faceted review 
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chemical to inform downstream users on the safe use of the chemical and products containing the 
chemical and to serve as a candidate list for chemicals to evaluate for possible use restrictions.  The list is 
not intended to serve as Red List for the use of chemicals in products and, consequently, it is likely to 
contain substances that the European chemicals regulatory agency has not and may never restrict for use 
in commercial products.  

For products manufactured in the European Union, there is no automatic prohibition on the use of 
SVHCs in products.  Rather, the use of SVHCs in products triggers only certain informational 
requirements, such as a duty to instruct users on the safe use of the product.  SVHCs may be added to an 
Authorisation list or restricted under Annex XVII, which may entail manufacturing restrictions, but even 
these limitations would not necessarily apply to products manufactured in the U.S. and exported to the 
European market.  A product can contain an SVHC subject to authorisation and still be legally exported to 
Europe provided that certain notification and other requirements are met.  

Significantly, four phthalate plasticizers (BBP, DEHP, BBP, and DIBP) are listed as SVHCs 
under REACH and one of these, BBP, is commonly used in vinyl flooring.  Denmark filed a proposal in 
2011 to restrict the use of these plasticizers in many consumer products, including flooring, noting that 
they were contained in many products produced in the European Union or imported from elsewhere.  The 
European Chemicals Agency’s Committee for Risk Assessment found in June 2012 that the proposal 
“was not considered justified” and its Committee on Socioeconomic Analysis formally concluded that 
there was “no basis for a supportive opinion [on the proposal to restrict phthalate use in products] as risk 
was not demonstrated.”30  Accordingly, these SVHC-listed plasticizers may continue to be used in most 
consumer products in compliance with REACH, yet products containing them would not qualify for a 
point under Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.  

The wisdom of USGBC’s reliance on the SVHC list to steer material avoidance decisions is 
called into question when a product that is perfectly acceptable for use in accordance with REACH 
regulatory standards would nonetheless fail to satisfy Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients 
Credit because it merely contains an SVHC.  Thus, it will be possible for a U.S. manufacturer of a 
building product to export that product to the European Union in full compliance with REACH even 
though that building product may fail to satisfy the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit’s REACH 
compliance option.

Finally, the use of the REACH SVHC list as the basis for a material avoidance credit will result 
in unnecessary and unjustified restrictions on the use of safe products.  REACH is expressly built upon 
the precautionary principle.  See REACH tit. I, art. 1, § 3.  Even so, it does not require that chemicals 
listed as SVHCs be removed from products unless it is determined that such a move is necessary to 
protect human health and the environment.  Such decisions involve detailed scientific analyses of the 
chemical’s hazards, likely exposure scenarios, prevalence in commerce (i.e. tons used per year), and 
necessity.  Even SVHCs that are placed on the restrictive Authorisation list may continue to be used if an 
authorisation is granted because, for example, harmful human exposure can be ruled out, or if they are 
contained in products manufactured outside the European Union and for which the European Chemicals 
Agency has not determined that additional restrictions are necessary.  Thus, LEED should not include a 
materials avoidance credit based on the use of the REACH SVHC list.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
and evaluation process, with final listing decisions subjected to a vote of European Union member states.  See
REACH Art. 59.

30 European Chemicals Agency, press release, Proposal to restrict four classified phthalates under REACH not 
justified, available at http://echa.europa.eu/en/view-article/-/journal_content/926431e7-3a71-4f06-b22c-
9c6b54966df3.  
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IV. OPTION 2 IS CONTRARY TO THE USGBC REPORT CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE 
UNJUSTIFIED USE OF THE “BLUNT INSTRUMENT” OF MATERIAL AVOIDANCE 
CREDITS

In the second, third, and four drafts of what is now LEED v4, USGBC included a material 
avoidance credit that targets the PVC building materials industry.  Each iteration of this credit has drawn 
sharp criticism from building material manufacturers, lawmakers, LEED users, and the building industry.  
In the second draft of what was then designated LEED 2012, issued in August 2011, USGBC included, 
for the first time, an “Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern” credit targeting building products containing 
more than negligible amounts of any of the over 800 substances on the California Proposition 65 list.  
This avoidance credit was roundly criticized because it was triggered by the mere presence of the listed 
chemicals in the product and not by the exposure thresholds level requiring a Proposition 65 warning for 
the listed chemical.  In spite of the criticism, the third draft of LEED 2012 issued in March 2012 doubled 
down on unjustified material avoidance by expressly including any products containing PVC and
specified phthalate plasticizers (i.e. BBP, DEHP, DNOP, DNPP, DBP, DIBP, DIDP, DINP, DNHP)—in 
addition to the Proposition 65 chemicals.  The fourth draft issued in May 2012 took a new approach, 
mandating that manufacturers of products eligible for the credit demonstrate compliance with two 
European regulatory programs for chemicals.  This twist on the material avoidance credit appeared to 
target plasticized PVC building materials and an expanding list of other chemicals covered by these new 
regulatory programs.  Compliance with this credit would have been all but impossible for building 
material suppliers who do not export to the European Union and was prudently abandoned. 

At each step of the LEED v4 development process, RFCI and other stakeholders representing 
diverse interests have asked USGBC to pause to consider the scientific justification for its material 
avoidance decisions.  On June 4, 2012, USGBC President Rick Fedrizzi announced that the ballot on the 
new version of LEED would be delayed one year, to June 2013.  Fedrizzi stated that more time was 
needed for LEED stakeholders “to absorb the changes we’re proposing and get their businesses ready” 
based on USGBC providing infrastructure improvements such as “forms, documentation, education and 
LEED Online.”31  This delay was met with nearly universal approval.  RFCI and other manufacturing 
interests hoped that this time would be used to critically evaluate whether a material avoidance credit was 
justified, and if so, how it could be structured to be genuinely protective of building occupants without 
causing unnecessary collateral damage to manufacturers and the building construction sector.  However, 
the repeated justifiable concerns expressed by manufacturers and other related interests have been ignored 
again in this fifth draft; it continues to indefensibly target PVC and scores of other valuable and safe 
substances used in building products. 

A. The Proposed Material Ingredients Credit Still Does Not Follow The Process 
Recommended By USGBC’s PVC Task Group for Determining Whether A PVC 
Avoidance Credit Is Scientifically Justified

As multiple stakeholders have expressed with each draft of LEED 2012/v4, USGBC should 
follow the advice of its own PVC Task Group in building a better scientific understanding of the risks and 
benefits of PVC use over the course of its life cycle before attempting to determine whether a PVC 
avoidance credit is justified.  In November 2002, USGBC’s LEED Steering Committee requested that its
Technical and Scientific Advisory Committee (TSAC) establish a PVC Task Group to assist in evaluating 
the advisability of a PVC-related credit in the LEED rating system.   For more than four years, the PVC 
Task Group conducted a study of four applications: siding, piping, resilient flooring, and window frames. 
The environmental attributes of products in these categories were compared to non-PVC alternatives.  For 
resilient flooring, for example, two PVC flooring products (vinyl composite tile and sheet vinyl) were 

                                                          
31 Rick Fedrizzi, press release, Important News About LEED 2012, available at 

https://new.usgbc.org/articles/important-news-about-leed-2012-message-rick-fedrizzi. 
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evaluated against two flooring products that did not contain PVC (linoleum and cork).  However, the 
alternative analysis did not include other competing flooring products such as carpet, wood, ceramic, 
bamboo, or cork flooring.  The study drew upon approximately 2,500 studies and other sources of data 
which led to a draft report being issued in December 2004. In response to public comments on the draft, 
the TSAC expanded its evaluation of the studied product categories to determine whether accidental 
landfill fires and backyard burning during the end-of-life phase of the studied products constituted a 
significant source of dioxin emissions. The final Report, Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-
Related Materials Credit for LEED (Feb. 2007) (“TSAC Report”),32 was published on February 26, 2007.  
The report was thorough, consisting of 90 pages of analysis followed by 13 appendices with 
supplementary technical and scientific information.  It contained a number of significant and important 
conclusions and recommendations which USGBC has disregarded in the Proposed Material Ingredients 
Credit.

The TSAC made a number of crucial findings and recommendations in the final Report. 
Significantly it concluded that “no single material shows up as the best across all the human health and 
environmental impact categories, nor as the worst.” TSAC Report at 9 (emphasis added).  Even more 
importantly, the TSAC warned against the “blunt instrument . . . of materials-based credits inadvertently 
steering decision makers to replace one high-negative impact material with another.” Id. at 12 (emphasis 
added).  The TSAC Report found that any environmental and health differences observed between the 
PVC products and the non-PVC products in the four categories evaluated were insufficient to justify a 
material avoidance credit for any of the categories evaluated.  Instead, the TSAC recommended 
incentivizing the substitution of problematic materials with others that are “demonstrably better with 
regard to environmental and human health impacts over their life cycles.”  Id. (emphasis added).  The 
TSAC considered material avoidance credits problematic because they could lead to the use of worse
performing products, and the TSAC therefore encouraged the use of such credits only for “demonstrably 
better” products based on life cycle analyses for health and environmental impacts.   

Regarding dioxin emissions (which appears to be a substantial driver for PVC’s red listing under 
Green Screen and Cradle to Cradle), the final TSAC Report recognized that the data and modeling 
available for the dioxin risk evaluation from end-of-life activities were both “very limited” and “highly 
uncertain.” TSAC Report at 4. In fact, the TSAC acknowledged that its “risk estimates may overestimate
the actual cancer risk associated with dioxin emissions in life cycles of products in this report which is 
especially relevant to uncontrolled burning of PVC.” Id. at 10 (emphasis added).

Given the lack of reliable data on dioxin emissions, the TSAC recommended a three step process 
for further evaluating the end-of-life dioxin issue. First, develop better data and modeling about whether 
and how much dioxin emissions may result from the burning of PVC products in accidental landfill fires 
and backyard burning. Second, based on that additional data and more accurate modeling, determine 
whether there is a significant dioxin risk that merits additional protective measures. Third, if and only if, 
the risk of a major health impact is determined (or confirmed), develop policies to reduce the source of 
this health risk.  Id. at 90.  Despite offers from RFCI to work with USGBC on studying this issue, 
USGBC has taken no action to further evaluate the purported dioxin risk from PVC products.  

The TSAC report also noted a highly beneficial property of PVC flooring in fire risk reduction.  
With respect to building fires, the TSAC Report concluded that PVC actually “may have a beneficial role 
in reducing injuries . . . as it may reduce the chances of a fire igniting or spreading due to its relatively 
high ignition temperature.”  Id. at 9. It further stated that neither HCl or phosgene gas—highly toxic 
gases that may be released from burning PVC—were found in the air in building fires at problematic 
levels. Id. Consistent with the Report’s finding about the fire resistance of PVC products, vinyl flooring 
has superior fire-resistant properties as compared to a number of non-halogenated flooring alternatives.

                                                          
32 Available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372. 
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In summary, USGBC commissioned the TSAC to take a hard look at the justification for 
instituting a material avoidance credit targeting PVC building products, including vinyl flooring.  The 
TSAC rightly concluded that a PVC material avoidance credit was not justified.  Id. at 90.  The TSAC 
observed, as a general matter, that material avoidance credits should not be employed unless one product 
category has been found to be “demonstrably better” than another.  Id. With respect to PVC building 
products, the TSAC found no evidence that any alternatives were demonstrably better, notwithstanding 
that the TSAC did not review alternative products (e.g. carpet, ceramic tile) that are often found to have 
much higher demonstrated environmental impacts than vinyl flooring in LCA analyses.   Furthermore, the 
TSAC did not find that dioxin releases from PVC products present any material risk to human health or 
the environment.  For all of these reasons, a material avoidance credit for PVC was not recommended.  

Fundamentally, this proposed credit conflicts with the warning of the PVC Task Group, after a 
five-year study culminating in the TSAC Report, that the “blunt instrument . . . of materials-based credits 
inadvertently steer [. . .] decision makers to replace one high-negative impact material with another.”  
Instead, the PVC Task Group recommended incentivizing the substitution of problematic materials with 
other materials only if the others are proven to be “demonstrably better with regard to environmental and 
human health impacts over their life cycles” than materials targeted for avoidance.  Id. (emphasis added).  
That standard has not been met with respect to PVC, phthalates, or other targeted materials to justify the 
continued presence of Option 2 in the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit in LEED v4.33  For this 
reason, it should be withdrawn until the recommended evaluations can be completed.

B. The Development Of The Fifth Draft Of LEED v4 Continues To Present Serious 
Questions About Whether USGBC Is Employing A Consensus-Based Process, 
Which Is Imperative If LEED Is To Continue To Be Used By The Federal 
Government 

As with our comments on the previous versions of material avoidance credits in the Third and 
Fourth Drafts, RFCI continues to have serious concerns about the flawed process through which this 
revised proposed credit in particular, and LEED v4 in general, have been developed.

The General Services Administration’s (GSA) Office of High Performance Green Buildings is 
presently considering what green building ratings system(s) it should recommend to the Department of 
Energy for use by federal agencies in accordance with the Sections 433(a) and 436(h) of the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA). 42 U.S.C. §§ 6834(a)(3)(D), 17092(h). Three green 
buildings ratings systems, including LEED 2009, have passed the GSA’s screening criteria and have been 
evaluated on the basis of nine criteria derived from EISA:

 Robustness of the technical components of the certification system to address Federal 
high-performance design and operational requirements for Federal facilities

 Independence of auditors or assessors

 Availability of technically qualified auditors or assessors

 Documented verification method

 Transparency of certification systems’ approach to collecting and addressing public 
comments

 Consensus-based standard for documenting a development and revision process

                                                          
33 The only exception might be for any products or chemicals banned by U.S. governmental authorities (e.g. use of certain 

asbestos-containing materials).  
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 System maturity

 Usability of the system

 National recognition within the building industry

GSA, Green Building Certification System Review, at i (April 2012).

Similarly, Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 
(NTTAA), 15 U.S.C. § 272 note, obligates federal agencies to adopt voluntary, consensus-based private 
sector standards wherever possible. OMB Circular A-119 provides guidance on the meaning of 
“consensus-based,” providing that such standards must be characterized by (i) openness; (ii) balance of 
interest; (iii) due process; and (iv) an appeals process.

The process by which this Proposed Material Ingredients Credit, and LEED v4 more generally, 
has been developed falls short of the requirements of the EISA, NTTAA, and OMB Circular A-119 in 
several material respects. Indeed, GSA has publicly acknowledged stakeholder concerns about the 
material avoidance credits in the drafts of LEED 2012/v4 and has an ad hoc working group considering 
how to handle future revisions to any recommended rating systems.  

Several key elements of a consensus-based standard, as defined by OMB Circular A-119 and 
required by NTTAA and EISA, have been disregarded in the development of LEED v4.  Chief among our 
complaints is that USGBC has not provided a balance of interests among interested parties at each step in 
the decision making process about the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit and its material avoidance 
predecessors.  The building products industry is a key stakeholder in the development of any material 
avoidance credit, yet they have not been invited to participate in the Technical Advisory Group’s (TAG) 
development of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit and its predecessors or provide expertise in 
responding to technical comments.  While the previous version of the material avoidance credit 
disappears with each new draft, the credit keeps reappearing in superficially different forms but with the 
same effect.  It appears that a narrow set of special interests is dominating the development of this credit.  

Moreover, USGBC has not developed a meaningful process to consider and respond to public 
comments and often provides non-responsive formulaic answers in the comments response documents 
published for each draft.  In some cases, inaccurate responses are provided such as the current comment 
response document saying that PVC has been removed from the list of chemicals to avoid.  Furthermore, 
the industries impacted by the material avoidance decisions generally are subject matter experts on many 
of the technical issues implicated by those decisions, but they are not included in the discussions and their 
reasonable criticisms are not given meaningful responses.  Thus, we believe that USGBC has failed to 
meet the requirements for a consensus-based process in developing the Proposed Material Ingredients 
Credit because the process appears to be dominated by a narrow set of interests rather than reflecting a 
true balance of interests.

This failure has led to serious questions about whether the development of LEED v4 has satisfied 
the requirements of the EISA, NTTAA, and OMB Circular A-119, which are necessary for LEED to 
continue to be used by the federal government.  To address this problem in the near term, USGBC could 
meaningfully engage with industry expertise to improve the process.  The best long-term solution, 
however, would be for USGBC to subject LEED to a full ANSI standards-setting process.  

C. The Proposed Material Ingredients Credit Continues To Be Based Solely On 
Hazard Rather Than Risk Assessment

The Proposed Material Ingredients Credit is clearly based on a potential hazard concern, rather 
than on risk assessment (which considers both hazard and exposure) or life cycle assessment (LCA), and 
in essence utilizes the precautionary principle.  While the precautionary principle may have gained some 
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credence in Europe and among a handful of domestic non-governmental organizations, it is not the basis 
for any federal, state, or local environmental, health, or regulatory requirements in the United States that 
we are aware of.  Indeed, based on risk assessment, no U.S. governmental body has banned or restricted 
the use of PVC in building materials.    

The hazard-based approach likewise is not beneficial to USGBC’s members and LEED 
customers.  Due to the prevalence of LEED in the marketplace, USGBC’s deselection decisions will have 
adverse consequences not only for manufacturers of building materials subject to the materials 
deselection credit, but also for end consumers who often will be steered toward more expensive, less 
studied, and possibly more environmentally damaging, poorer performing, and less safe building 
materials.  As RFCI explained in its comments on the Third Draft of LEED 2012, an unintended
consequence of prompting LEED users to select less studied and worse performing materials is that 
USGBC has opened itself to Federal Trade Commission deceptive advertising claims based on USGBC’s 
claim that LEED-certified buildings are “healthier and safer for occupants”34 and/or potential civil 
liability for injuries sustained by third parties as a result of a failure by USGBC to exercise due care in 
developing a standard. See Attachment C (copying relevant excerpts from previous comments).  USGBC 
therefore owes its members and customers the assurance that its materials selection decisions are solidly 
grounded in facts and evidence, not ideology.  A hazard-based approach to materials selection is not 
consistent with this goal.  

A hazard-based approach to materials selection like the one in the proposed credit also lacks a
sound scientific basis.  This is evident with respect to PVC.  As the TSAC concluded based on a vigorous 
review of over 2,500 studies and countless meetings, no one material—whether PVC or non-PVC—is 
better or worse than the other and thus a PVC material avoidance credit is not warranted.  We again 
highlight that the validity of no U.S. government body has ever banned the use of PVC in building 
products.  This is persuasive evidence that thoughtful, unbiased decision makers do not opt for PVC 
avoidance.

Without adequate data and better modeling, USGBC is not in a position to make an informed 
decision about whether a health and environmental risk is presented by the use of PVC and phthalates in 
building materials that merits a material avoidance credit. Acting on incomplete evidence based on the 
precautionary principle is not a sound basis for making that decision.  Moreover, it would represent an 
improper fundamental change from the LCA and risk assessment approaches used in the comprehensive 
2007 TSAC Report on PVC.

D. Life-Cycle Assessments Demonstrate That The PVC Avoidance Credit Should Not 
Be Adopted

As outlined in USGBC’s 2007 TSAC Report, any material avoidance credit must be justified, if 
at all, on the basis of the existing scientific information evaluating any potential risks and environmental 
impacts over the course of a product’s life cycle.  Upon a review of the information currently available, it 
is readily apparent that comprehensive LCAs do not support the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.  
Rather they actually show that resilient flooring and PVC materials have a lower LCA impact than 
virtually all competing products not subject to the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.  This statement 
holds true even when potential dioxin emissions from the production and disposal phases of PVC building 
materials is considered.   Some commenters on the previous LEED 2012 drafts asserted that the risk of 
dioxin emissions from PVC production and disposal trumps any favorable LCA results, but this argument 
simply is not supportable.

                                                          
34 USGBC, What Is LEED?, https://new.usgbc.org/leed (last visited December 10, 2012). 
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Authoritative LCA methodologies and evaluations post-dating the TSAC Report demonstrate that 
PVC building materials have similar LCA impacts, if not lesser impacts, than their alternatives.  For 
example, vinyl composite tile (VCT) has been evaluated against its competitors using the Building for 
Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) methodology.35  BEES is a “cradle-to-grave” LCA 
systems approach for measuring environmental performance that was developed by the U.S. National 
Institute for Standards and Technology.  The BEES LCA takes into account 12 environmental 
performance factors, including human health, over a product’s life cycle and weighs those factors 
according to three different weighting systems: (1) equal weights, (2) EPA-developed weighting system, 
and (3) a weighting system developed by a BEES stakeholder panel (which has been adopted by USGBC 
for some uses, see USGBC, LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations xii).  

The BEES system includes data for select individual flooring products and 13 “generic” product 
categories, including VCT.  BEES’ LCA environmental performance results are expressed in units 
corresponding to the products’ contribution to annual per capita U.S. environmental impacts.36  A lower
number means that a product has less of an environmental and health impact relative to the other 
products.  

Using the USGBC-endorsed BEES Stakeholder weighting system, which weighs human toxicity 
impacts as 13% of the total, VCT has been shown to have a lower environmental and health impact than 
all 12 alternative generic product categories over the course of its life cycle.  As shown in Attachment D, 
the aggregate scores for each of the generic flooring products in ascending order from least impact to 
most impact are: 

 “Generic Vinyl Composition Tile” (i.e. VCT) – 0.0022
 “Generic Linoleum Flooring” – 0.0032
 “Generic Ceramic Tile w/ Recycled Glass” – 0.0048
 “Generic Terrazzo” – 0.0072
 “Generic Composite Marble Tile” – 0.0075
 “Generic Nylon Carpet Tile/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.0146
 “Generic Nylon Carpet Tile” – 0.0150
 “Generic Nylon Carpet Broadloom” – 0.0208
 “Generic Nylon Brdlm/Low VOC Adhsv” – 0.0247
 “Generic Wool Carpet Tile/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.1174
 “Generic Wool Carpet Tile” – 0.1177
 “Generic Wool Carpet Brdlm/Low-VOC Adhsv” – 0.1227
 “Generic Wool Carpet Broadloom” – 0.1243

The result is the same under the EPA-developed weighting (which assigns an 11% weighting to 
human toxicity impacts)—VCT has the lowest environmental and health impact (0.0013 for VCT 
compared to 0.0020 for the next lowest alternative).  See Attachment E.  It is important to note that the 
measures of human health impacts of VCT and the alternatives under both weightings were less than 
0.00005% of the corresponding annual per-capita health impact, meaning that statistically the health 
impacts of flooring are not sufficiently substantial to be included in the total LCA scores.

An older literature survey of LCAs commissioned by the European Commission also is 
instructive.  That review found that PVC flooring has fewer environmental impacts than linoleum over the 
course of its useful life, although during manufacture, many, but not all, studies concluded that linoleum 

                                                          
35 NIST, BEES Online, available at http://www.nist.gov/el/economics/BEESSoftware.cfm.   

36 NIST, Interpreting BEES Environmental Performance Scores: A Primer, available at
http://ws680.nist.gov/Bees/Help.aspx. 
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flooring had “comparable or slightly fewer environmental impacts when compared with” the production 
of PVC flooring.  The report noted the “use phase” of vinyl flooring (i.e. the time the flooring is in use in 
a building) has a relatively low environmental impact due to its long useful lifespan when compared with 
linoleum and its minimal care and maintenance requirements.  Martin Baitz et al., Life Cycle Assessment 
of PVC and of Principal Competing Materials (July 2004). Among the report’s conclusions were that the 
“use phase” of vinyl flooring is not often considered in LCAs.  Id. at 316-17.  However, the “use phase” 
of vinyl flooring has substantial positive environmental attributes relative to alternative flooring products, 
and consequently the “use phase” of flooring products should be included in properly designed LCA 
methodologies.  The report also found that alternative flooring products (particularly carpet, but also 
linoleum and rubber flooring to a lesser extent) have not been subjected to sufficient LCA evaluations to 
form relative product preference decisions with any degree of confidence.  To make valid comparisons 
that can serve as the basis for materials preference decisions, additional LCAs should be completed for 
these alternatives to vinyl flooring.

E. USGBC Has Yet To Complete Its Pilot Credit Testing Of The Material Avoidance 
Credit 

It would be inappropriate to finalize the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit prior to the 
completion of the review of Pilot Credit 54: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern.  This pilot credit 
mirrors Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit in most material respects.  Pilot Credit 54 
provides credit for avoiding building materials containing more than 100 ppm of PVC, phthalates, and 
any substance listed under California’s Proposition 65. According to the “Foundations of LEED,” the 
Pilot Credit Library provides a process for proposed credits to be “tested and evaluated before they can be 
considered for incorporation into the LEED consensus process for approval by USGBC membership.”  
USGBC, Foundations of LEED § III.3 (July 2009).37  This is a valuable tool for the continuing 
development of LEED, and USGBC should make full use of it with respect to the Proposed Material 
Ingredients Credit.  While the “Foundations of LEED” contemplates that a credit may be piloted 
concurrently with the public commenting and ballot process for core LEED revisions, id. § III.3.iv, this is 
not proper in this situation.

For a disfavored material avoidance credit with this many implications, it is incumbent upon 
USGBC to subject the credit to a comprehensive review and vetting process.  This is particularly true 
regarding a material avoidance credit that is contrary to the comprehensive TSAC Report and uses a 
disfavored approach without an adequate justification.  According to the procedures outlined in the 
“Foundations of LEED,” the Pilot Credit Working Group is to prepare a final report at the conclusion of 
the pilot period.  Id. § VI.  This report is to include, among other things, any “information that will guide 
the [LEED Steering Committee] in its decision on final approval.”  Id.  The final report and credit 
language then are to be reviewed by other LEED committees and sub-committees prior to its 
consideration by the LEED Steering Committee.  Id.  Prior to the completion of the pilot period and the 
preparation of final report, it is speculative to assume that the pilot credit process will not generate any 
relevant information that will be material to the Steering Committee’s decision. 

The procedures outlined in the “Foundations of LEED” for pilot credits should be observed 
meticulously and with caution for the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.  The evaluation period for 
Pilot Credit 54 should be allowed to conclude and the Pilot Credit Working Group’s report should be 
widely circulated and considered (both internally and externally) prior to any action by the LEED 
Steering Committee.  More importantly, it is imperative that these procedures be followed in full before 
this novel material avoidance credit is put forward for public balloting.  The adverse impacts of this 
proposed credit warrant that the final decision on its inclusion or rejection be made by USGBC members 
on a fully informed basis.   

                                                          
37 Available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6103. 
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USGBC has been testing Pilot Credit 54 since August of 2011 and its predecessor Pilot Credit 2: 
PBT Source Reduction: Dioxins and Halogenated Organic Compounds (PVC avoidance) since July 2010 
and Pilot Credit 11: Chemical Avoidance in Building Materials (phthalate avoidance) since November of 
2010.  See USGBC, Tracking of LEED Pilot Credits (Mar. 1, 2012).38  Despite over 1-1/2 years of testing, 
these pilot credit projects have not been completed.  It is unreasonable to go forward with a proposed 
credit of this importance prior to completing and evaluating the final results of these PVC material 
avoidance pilot credit projects, with input from all interested stakeholders.  As a result, USGBC should 
establish a deadline for the prompt completion of these pilot credit projects and compile the results for 
review and comment by all interested parties.  Likewise, the proposed credit should be withdrawn from 
the LEED v4 balloting until its pilot evaluation is completed in full.

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons explained in detail above, the material avoidance option (Option 2) of the 
Proposed Material Ingredients Credit is fatally flawed and should be withdrawn from the final version of 
LEED v4 that USGBC currently intends to submit to its membership for a vote in the summer of 2013.  
This credit has now been introduced in at least four different forms (more if similar pilot credits are 
included), and each time the building material industry and other LEED users have called USGBC’s 
attention to the numerous problems with its approach to material avoidance decisions.   We do so again 
and urge USGBC to once and for all remove the material avoidance credit embodied in Option 2 of the 
Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.  

Please contact me or RFCI’s counsel, Bill Hall at Venable LLP, if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean Thompson
President
Resilient Floor Covering Institute
115 Broad Street, Suite 201
LaGrange, GA  30240
(706) 882-3928
dean.thompson@rfci.com

OF COUNSEL:

William N. Hall
Justin W. Curtis
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC  20004
(202) 344-4000
wnhall@venable.com
jcurtis@venable.com

                                                          
38 Available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=9455.
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ATTACHMENT A

RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE (RFCI)
REGULAR MEMBERS

American Biltrite Inc. – Mercerville, New Jersey
Amtico International Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. – Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Centiva – Florence, Alabama

Congoleum Corp. – Mercerville, New Jersey
IVC US – Dalton, Georgia

Mannington Mills, Inc. – Salem, New Jersey
Roppe Corporation, USA – Fostoria, Ohio

Tarkett, Inc. – Chargin Falls, Ohio
Vinylasa – Col. Granjas, Mexico

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

BASF – Houston, Texas
BYK USA Inc. – Wallingford, Connecticut

Cascades Lupel – Deerfield, FL
Chapco/H.B. Fuller – Aurora, Illinois

Eastman Chemical Co. – Kingsport, Tennessee
ExxonMobil Chemical Co. – Houston, Texas

Ferro Corp. – Cleveland, Ohio
Formosa Plastics Corp. – Livingston, New Jersey

Gerflor North America – Arlington Heights, Illinois
Halstead International (Metroflor Corp.) – Norwalk, Connecticut

Karndean International LLC – Export, Pennsylvania
LG Hausys America, Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia

Mapei Corp. – Lavel, Quebec, Canada
Mexichem – Bogota, Columbia
Owens Corning – Toledo, Ohio

Penn Color – Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Polyone Corp. – Avon Lake, Ohio

Royal Adhesives – Simpsonville, SC
W.F. Taylor Co. – Mt. Juliet, Tennessee

W.W. Henry Co. – Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
XL Brands, Inc. – Resaca, Georgia
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ATTACHMENT B

EXISTING DIOXIN EMISSION DATA AND REASONABLE CONCLUSIONS 
ABOUT THE USE AND DISPOSAL OF PVC BUILDING MATERIALS DO NOT 
REBUT THE CONCLUSION THAT PVC PRODUCTS OUTPERFORM MANY 
OF THE ALTERNATIVES ON HUMAN HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS OVER THE COURSE OF THEIR LIFE CYCLE

To the extent that dioxin releases are a motivating factor behind the decision to target PVC in the 
Proposed Material Ingredients Credit, the data simply do not support this position.  The findings in the 
USGBC’s 2007 TSAC Report recognized that there were many gaps in the available data on dioxin 
emissions. In particular, the Report made the following observations:

 “[I]nformation on emissions for accidental landfill fires and backyard burning is very limited.” 
TSAC Report at 4 (emphasis added).

 “Because the empirical basis for these models [to estimate end-of-life impacts] is limited, the 
end-of-life emission estimates are highly uncertain. . . . .”  Id. (emphasis added).

 “Our average estimate may be significantly different from the true dioxin emission factors due to 
the following reasons: (1) The emissions factors were developed based on only one experimental 
study (Lemieux et al., 2003) for barrel burning and two experimental studies for incinerators. . . 
(2) the fate of each building material at the disposal phase (i.e. % incineration vs. % backyard 
burning vs. % landfill) is not well known, (3) even if the disposal fate assumption is accurate, 
landfill fires emissions per unit of material disposal may or may not involve the building 
materials of our interest (i.e., PVC v. non-PVC), and (4) even if our assumptions about  (2) and 
(3) are accurate, dioxin emissions per unit material burn vary  depending on fire temperatures, 
emission controls and the availability of elements that affect the dioxin formations, such as 
chlorine, oxygen, carbon and metal catalysts.”  Id. at 86–87 (emphasis added).

 “Our risk estimates may overestimate the actual cancer risk associated with dioxin emissions in 
life cycles of products in this report which is especially relevant to uncontrolled burning of PVC.” 
Id. at 10 (emphasis added).

The PVC Task Group did not find that the available data supported the imposition of PVC 
avoidance measures.  Instead, the PVC Task Group advised that better modeling be developed and more 
data be collected to sufficiently analyze the potential risk of dioxin emissions from end-of-life PVC 
combustion.  According to the PVC Task Group, any recommendation it would make to avoid the use of 
PVC would be conditioned on reliable information indicating that such measures were necessary: “[I]f the 
risk of major health impacts is confirmed by further empirical work, then policies to reduce this important 
source of health risk are recommended.” Id.  It must be noted that USGBC has taken no action to generate 
any such data to support its proposed PVC avoidance credit.

The most comprehensive and up-to-date data on domestic dioxin releases is found in a 2006 EPA 
report entitled, “An Inventory of Sources and Environmental Release of Dioxin-Like Compounds in the 
United States for the Years 1987, 1995, and 2000.” EPA/600/P-03/002F at 6-12 (Nov. 2006).  The report 
tallied total domestic dioxin releases for 1987, 1995, and 2000.  Notwithstanding that PVC production 
approximately tripled over that time period, the levels of total domestic dioxin releases fell from 13,965 
grams in 1987 to 1,422 grams in 2000.  Id. at xlvi.  Total releases of dioxins to all media from PVC 
production in 2000 was 30.0 grams.  Most significantly, EPA concluded that total dioxin emissions from 
landfill fires and household fires were not sufficiently reliable to estimate.  Id. at 6-9, 6-12.  Although 
EPA produced an estimate for burn barrel fires, it made a point to note that the “confidence rating is low 
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for the estimate.”  Id. at 6-26.  However, whatever the total figures may be its stands to reason that the 
combustion of PVC building materials would be only a fraction of the total.  Moreover, EPA’s dioxin 
issues reanalysis released on February 12, 2012 contains no new dioxin source information to fill the data 
gaps and cites the 2006 report as the most recent EPA analysis of the sources and emissions of dioxins in 
the United States.  EPA, Reanalysis of Issues Related to Dioxin Toxicity and Response to NAS 
Comments, Volume 1, at xxvi (Feb. 2012) (discussing dioxin toxicity and dose-response data). 

Additionally, the concern that end-of-life landfill and backyard burning of vinyl flooring results 
in significant dioxin releases has not been demonstrated and is not credible.  For example, a review by 
California found that landfill fires “are relatively rare occurrences in comparison with other activities that 
contribute dioxins to the environment.”  CPVC Final EIR, 2.0 Comments and Responses at 201.  The vast 
majority of vinyl flooring is disposed of at construction and debris waste landfills for which there is little, 
if any, fire and dioxin emission data.  Given the nature of construction and debris waste, these waste sites 
are even less likely than municipal solid waste landfills to catch on fire.  Furthermore, it is important to 
recognize that vinyl flooring and other PVC building materials constitute an unknown, but seemingly 
negligible, fraction of the total combustible material that makes its way into landfills and backyard burn 
barrels.  Neither USGBC nor any of the standards incorporated into the Proposed Material Ingredients 
Credit has cited any data, nor are we aware of any, that vinyl flooring and other PVC building materials 
contribute anything more than a negligible percentage of the dioxins emitted from those sources.

Moreover, the recently issued National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for 
Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers Production (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 63), which sets maximum 
achievable control technology-based standards for new and existing PVC resin production facilities, will 
serve to further reduce the regulated release of vinyl chloride, specified air contaminants, and dioxins.  77 
Fed. Reg. 22848 (Apr. 17, 2012).  For example, EPA estimates that this rule will reduce annual emissions 
from 15 existing major source PVC production facilities and two area source facilities in the United States 
by 262 tons of total air toxics, 21 tons of hydrogen chloride, and 0.017 grams of dioxins.  Id. at 22897.  
Because the current air emissions from these facilities do not adversely impact the favorable LCA results 
for many PVC products, these future air emission reductions will only further decrease the low LCA 
impacts of many PVC products as discussed above.  

Furthermore, if USGBC were to gather data about dioxin emissions from end-of-life PVC 
flooring combustion, it is unlikely that PVC flooring would be found to make a significant contribution to 
dioxin emissions levels.  While the combustion of pure PVC is known to generate dioxins, the 
composition of vinyl flooring inhibits the formation of dioxins from the combustion of the PVC 
component of the flooring.  Limestone constitutes about 84% of VCT and 50% of commercial sheet vinyl 
by weight.  Limestone is a sedimentary rock primarily composed of various crystal forms of calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3).  Calcium carbonate can inhibit the release of hydrogen chloride (HCl) from burning 
PVC and, in fact, has been used to reduce dioxin formation in incineration. As an alkaline material, 
calcium carbonate reacts with (scavenges) the acidic HCl that is otherwise released when PVC is burned.  
The end product of this reaction is calcium chloride, a nonhazardous salt often used as a desiccant in 
consumer products or as road deicer.

Theoretically, each equivalent (e.g. a molecule) of calcium carbonate can react with (i.e. 
scavenge) two equivalents of HCL.  Some experiments show that the practical efficiency of calcium 
carbonate in the PVC combustion process is about one equivalent to one equivalent.  M.M. O’Mara, 
“Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Poly(vinyl Chloride) II. In Situ Absorption of HCl during 
Pyrolysis and Combustion of PVC,” J. of Polymer Sci., Part A-1, v. 9, 1387-1400 (1971).  This means, 
for example, that 100 grams of calcium carbonate can neutralize 36.5 grams of HCl – a ratio of about 
2.73:1 on a weight-to-weight basis. In VCT, calcium carbonate outweighs PVC by a ratio of 
approximately 8:1 (i.e. on a weight basis, VCT is approximately 85% CaCO3 and less than 15% PVC). 
Thus, when VCT is burned, the calcium carbonate would, in principle, not only neutralize the tile’s own 
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HCl (i.e., prevent dioxin formation for the PVC in the tile) but the excess would also theoretically act to 
reduce dioxin formation from other materials being burned.  Likewise, the calcium carbonate content of 
typical commercial sheet vinyl flooring would act similarly during burning.  Specifically, typical 
commercial sheet vinyl flooring products are approximately 50% calcium carbonate and 35% PVC by 
weight.  Thus, using calculations similar to those above, the calcium carbonate content of sheet vinyl will 
essentially scavenge the HCl formed by burning of the sheet vinyl’s PVC content.

The efficiency of this scavenging process may vary depending on a number of factors (e.g. 
limestone particle size, mixture consistency, fire temperature).  Yet, the scavenging reaction from burning 
the limestone in VCT and sheet vinyl will prevent the formation of a portion of any dioxins which might 
otherwise occur if limestone were not used in these products. Thus, the dioxin formation potential of 
burning vinyl flooring is less than the potential for non-limestone PVC products and needs to be 
adequately considered in the dioxin risk evaluation of vinyl flooring.

There is no scientific consensus that the PVC building products and materials are better or worse 
than their alternatives when considered under an LCA approach.  Moreover, USGBC has not cited any 
evidence or given any reason for its departure from the sound recommendations of its TSAC or for its 
evident rejection of an LCA-based approach to materials decisions.   Because USGBC has proffered no 
evidence that building materials not containing substances targeted by the Red Lists incorporated into this 
credit are any more environmentally beneficial or healthy than alternates (much less demonstrably better), 
USGBC should withdraw the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit.
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ATTACHMENT C

ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSED AVOIDANCE CREDIT COULD TRIGGER 
FTC DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING CLAIMS FOR LEED ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND HEALTH BENEFIT ASSERTIONS

If the Proposed Avoidance Credit is finalized in LEED, certain claims made by USGBC will not 
be in conformance with Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act), 15 U.S.C. § 45, and 
the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) regulations on unfair or deceptive environmental benefits claims 
(more commonly known as the Green Guides).  Section 5 of the FTC Act declares “unfair or deceptive 
acts or practices” to be unlawful.  15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1).  The Green Guides define what FTC considers to 
be prohibited “environmental advertising or marketing practices” under Section 5 of the FTC Act and 
addresses how and when parties may make environmental benefits claims for products and services.  16 
C.F.R. § 260.1.  Even if USGBC is not answerable to FTC jurisdiction, it should not engage in actions 
that are contrary to federal consumer protection standards.

For any environmental benefit claim made for a product, the manufacturer must be able to 
“substantiate” that the claim is truthful through the use of “competent and reliable evidence” (e.g. test 
data, scientific studies, expert evaluation).  Id. §§ 260.5, 260.7(a).  This standard applies to claims that are 
expressly stated as well as to claims that are merely implied.  Environmental claims that violate the Green 
Guides may subject a party to orders from the FTC and/or substantial civil penalties. 5 U.S.C. §§ 45(m), 
57(b).  

RFCI believes that unqualified environmental or health benefits claims made by USGBC with 
respect to the Proposed Avoidance Credit and its equivalent pilot credit, Pilot Credit 54, are deceptive 
because they cannot be adequately substantiated.  USGBC currently makes the claim that “LEED 
certified buildings are designed to . . . [b]e healthier and safer for occupants.”  USGBC, What LEED 
Delivers, https://new.usgbc.org/leed (last viewed December 10, 2012) (emphasis added).  Additionally, 
the stated “Intent” of both the Proposed Avoidance Credit and Pilot Credit 54 is “[t]o decrease the 
concentrations of chemical contaminants that can damage air quality, human health, productivity, and the 
environment.”  The press release accompanying Pilot Credit 54 claims that it “encourages LEED project 
teams to avoid building materials that contain chemicals that are known to negatively impact human 
health, specifically in regards to cancer and reproductive toxicity.”  Press Release, USGBC, New and 
Updated Credits Introduced into LEED Pilot Credit Library (Mar. 6, 2012), available at
http://www.usgbc.org/News/PressReleaseDetails.aspx?ID=4797.  

In the above statements, USGBC is claiming that LEED-certified buildings are designed to be 
healthier and safer and to decrease concentration of chemicals that can damage human health.  By issuing 
a credit for avoiding vinyl flooring, there is an implied, if not express, claim that vinyl flooring is being 
excluded because it does not meet the stated criteria for a LEED building – that is, it is not healthier and 
safer and can damage human health. This not only makes any claim regarding LEED certification 
misleading, but it also constitutes a specific unsubstantiated claim regarding the safety of vinyl flooring.  

Such claims would not conform with Section 5 of the FTC Act and the Green Guides unless 
USGBC could substantiate those claims with competent and reliable evidence.  USGBC claims that the 
proposed credit is intended to decrease contaminants in a building that can damage human health.  This 
claim is misleading as it implies that eliminating products containing these chemicals will produce a 
human health benefit.  A person’s health can be impacted only if that person is actually exposed to a 
harmful level of a substance based on the proper application of risk assessment principles.  However, the 
proposed credit requires product avoidance based on the mere presence of listed chemicals above a de 
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minimis concentration without regard to whether building occupants would be exposed to a threshold 
contaminant level constituting a health risk. The Proposed Avoidance Credit therefore is misleading on 
its face.  

Moreover, as we have detailed above, USGBC’s own scientific review of the issue concluded that 
no single material studied, PVC or non-PVC, “shows up the best across all human health and 
environmental impact categories, nor the worst.”  PVC Report at 9.  USGBC has not conducted further 
LCA studies of PVC building materials and their alternatives.  Nor has USGBC conducted the TSAC’s 
recommended studies of the purported health impacts of the end-of-life burning of PVC building 
products.  In short, USGBC has not conducted studies or cited any evidence to show that alternatives to 
vinyl flooring are “demonstrably better with regard to environmental and health impacts.” 

Finally, clinical studies generally are required to support health and safety claims under Section 5 
of the FTC Act.  See e.g., In re Schering Corp., 118 F.T.C. 1030 (1994).  No such studies are cited to 
support any stated or implied claim that flooring products preferred under the Proposed Avoidance Credit 
offer any health or environmental benefits over vinyl flooring, which is slated for avoidance. Conversely, 
USGBC’s claims about the Proposed Avoidance Credit would also be misleading because they fail to 
provide important and relevant information concerning the health and safety risks associated with flooring 
products for which no avoidance credit is issued.

USGBC’s unsubstantiated environmental and health benefits claims also may create litigation 
pitfalls for USGBC’s customers and third-party product manufacturers.  Under Section 43 of the Lanham 
Act, a party can be held civilly liable for any false or misleading statements that harm a business 
competitor.  15 U.S.C. § 1125.  Business entities that rely on USGBC’s environmental and health claims 
in their own advertising may find themselves targeted by competitors under the Lanham Act.  For 
example, a flooring manufacturer may advertise its product as being compliant with the Proposed 
Avoidance Credit, which would imply that the manufacturer’s flooring is superior environmentally and 
health-wise to vinyl flooring that is not compliant with the Proposed Avoidance Credit.  Such implied 
claims likely would be false or misleading because of the lack of substantiation as explained above.  This 
same risk would occur where a contractor advertised the advantages of its LEED-compliant construction 
design or a building owner promoted LEED compliance when competing against a non-compliant 
building for a lessee.  While such examples are unlikely to create direct liability for USGBC, it would 
prudent for USGBC to consider how its customers will use their LEED certification and the adverse legal 
impact on those customers by using an unsubstantiated claim provided by USGBC.  

Thus, we believe that USGBC’s present and likely future claims about the environmental and 
health benefits of avoiding PVC building materials are misleading and unsubstantiated.  They are 
inconsistent with the spirit, if not the letter, of Section 5 of the FTC Act and the Green Guides, which are 
important consumer protection measures.  Furthermore, USGBC’s unsupported claims are potentially 
putting some if its customers and supporters at risk of Lanham Act litigation.  These are further reasons 
for USGBC to withdraw and reconsider the Proposed Avoidance Credit.  

FAILURE TO FOLLOW TSAC RECOMMENDATIONS WILL EXPOSE USGBC 
AND ITS BOARD TO SIGNIFICANT LIABILITY RISKS BY STEERING 
BUILDING DECISION-MAKERS TOWARD MATERIALS THAT HAVE NOT 
BEEN ADEQUATELY EVALUATED

By developing LEED standards for use by building owners to obtain LEED certification, USGBC 
and its Board, like other standard-setting organizations, are potentially exposed to liability to building 
owners and occupants in personal injury and property damage lawsuits brought by the plaintiffs’ bar if 
USGBC does not exercise reasonable care in developing those standards. Courts have held similar 
standard-setting organizations – the American Plywood Association, the American Association of Blood 
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Banks, and the National Spa and Pool Institute – liable or potentially liable for injuries sustained by third 
parties as a result of a failure by the organization to exercise due care in developing a standard.  See, e.g., 
Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co. v. Am. Plywood Assoc., No. 93-2026, 1994 W.L. 46352 (S.D. Fla. 1994) 
(injured homeowners); Snyder v. Am. Assoc. of Blood Banks, 676 A.2d 1036, 1050 (N.J. 1996) (blood 
recipient); King v. Nat’l Spa and Pool Inst., Inc., 570 So. 612 (Ala. 1990) (injured plaintiff had used the 
pool); Meneely v. S.R. Smith, Inc., 5 P.3d 49 (Wash. Ct. App. 2000) (injured pool user also sued the 
National Spa and Pool Institute).  Liability has been imposed even where:  (1) the standards are voluntary 
or based on consensus; (2) the organization did not control the actions of its members; or (3) the injured 
plaintiff did not know of or rely upon the standards. Particularly, as an ANSI-accredited standard-setting 
organization, USGBC likely will assume a duty of care to building owners and users in developing LEED 
2012 and may be liable for injuries sustained by them.

The costs of defending these kinds of cases and paying proven claims can be overwhelming. For 
example, the National Spa and Pool Institute was forced into bankruptcy at least twice as a result of 
lawsuits brought by injured pool users where courts (and juries) found that the Institute developed 
defective standards for swimming pools.

Directing the use of alternative building materials not adequately studied is likely to lead to 
lawsuits against USGBC by plaintiffs’ lawyers based on an alleged breach of the duty of care arising from 
USGBC’s standard-setting activity if those materials later cause an injury to building occupants or 
property damage to building owners. Indeed, as previously explained, USGBC represents in its 
marketing materials that the use of LEED will result in safer and healthier buildings.  Based at least in 
part on these representations, persons purchase USGBC’s services in the form of LEED certification.  The 
benefits of these services are intended to flow not only to the building owner but to the occupants of the 
purportedly safer and healthier LEED-certified building.  In accordance with the cases discussed above 
and general principles of tort law, USGBC therefore owes a duty of care to the occupants of LEED-
certified buildings (as well as to the building owner).  See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 324A (1965) 
(stating that a person rendering a service to another for the protection of third parties can be held liable for 
harm to those third parties).  Under common law tort principles, USGBC would be liable for harm to a 
third party if USGBC’s failure to exercise reasonable care in the development of the LEED standard 
increases the risk of harm to a third party or if a third party’s harm was a result of his reliance on the 
LEED certification.  See id. 

For example, the Proposed Avoidance Credit will no doubt lead LEED-certified building owners 
in some cases to choose a non-PVC wire and cable product that does not have the same fire resistance 
characteristics as PVC wire and cable, or select non-PVC flooring that does not have the same resistance 
to bacterial and mold growth as vinyl flooring.  If a building fire with fatalities occurs or a vulnerable 
child dies from an infectious disease, the plaintiffs will be looking for deep-pocketed defendants whose 
actions caused or substantially contributed to the selection of the defective product that caused the deaths.  
Particularly because USGBC has not begun to meet its own standard of showing that alternative products 
are “demonstrably better,” USGBC could readily be named in such a lawsuit and incur liability.  Thus, by 
steering building owners to the use of alternative materials that have not been adequately studied, USGBC 
and its Board face significant liability for harms to occupants of LEED-certified buildings.  

In light of the National Spa and Pool Institute experience, aggressive plaintiff lawyers are likely 
to pursue “deep pocketed” organizations which engage in standard-setting activities. USGBC, as a 
prominent green building organization with $107 million in annual revenues (as of USGBC’s 2010 
Annual Report), would be an inviting target in these lawsuits.  USGBC, Annual Report 2010, available at 
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=8786.  USGBC and its Board could easily avoid such 
a liability risk by following the PVC Report recommendation to not develop materials-avoidance credits 
without having adequately evaluated alternative materials and determined that they are demonstrably
better on a LCA basis.
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ATTACHMENT D

BEES STAKEHOLDER WEIGHTING ENDORSED BY USGBC
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COMMENTS OF RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE ON
MR CREDIT 4: BUILDING PRODUCT DISCLOSURE AND 

OPTIMIZATION – MATERIAL INGREDIENTS IN THE SIXTH PUBLIC COMMENT 
DRAFT OF LEED v4

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) submits these comments on MR Credit 4: Building 
Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients in the Sixth Draft of LEED v4.1  RFCI is a 
non-profit trade association that represents manufacturers of vinyl composition tile, vinyl tile, sheet vinyl, 
rubber, and linoleum flooring products and suppliers of raw materials, additives, and sundry flooring 
products (e.g. adhesives) for the North American market.  The RFCI membership list is included as 
Attachment A.  RFCI has been a member of U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) since January of 
2006 and one of our members, Armstrong World Industries, Inc., is a charter member of USGBC since its 
founding in 1993.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On March 1, 2013, USGBC issued its Sixth Public Comment Draft of the next version of the 
LEED Green Building Rating System.  USGBC has included an unjustified material avoidance credit in 
each draft since the second one.  The form of this credit and range of products it would affect has changed 
considerably from draft to draft, but the common denominator is that polyvinyl chloride (PVC) building 
materials containing phthalate plasticizers, including vinyl flooring, have been targeted for deselection in 
each draft.  Interested parties have raised a host of concerns about the unjustified single-attribute hazard-
based approach to material avoidance employed by these credits.  

Unfortunately, the Sixth Draft retains the deeply flawed MR Credit 4: Building Product 
Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients from the Fifth Draft with largely inconsequential 
changes.  The credit contains three compliance options, each worth one point.  Any two of the options can 
be satisfied for a maximum of two points to be earned for the credit.  

A. Option 1: Material Ingredient Reporting

RFCI supports the intent of Option 1, which rewards the use of products that have published 
ingredient lists, provided it includes reasonable disclosure levels and protection for proprietary 
information.  To achieve the broadest possible participation by manufacturers, we urge USGBC to adopt 
the two-tiered OSHA hazard communication standard—a standard that manufacturers are familiar with.  
This standard would establish a 1% (10,000 ppm) ingredient disclosure threshold for most chemicals and 
a .1% (1,000 ppm) threshold for higher hazard chemicals such as carcinogens and mutagens.  USGBC’s 
most recent response to RFCI’s proposal to utilize this two-tiered reporting system was merely to point 
out that the .1% threshold is more lenient than is required by GreenScreen and Cradle to Cradle.  
However, those systems are not consensus-based standards and were not developed by an authoritative 
body like OSHA.  

B. Option 2: Material Ingredient Optimization

Option 2 is a red list-based material avoidance credit for plasticized PVC products based on the 
use of GreenScreen, Cradle to Cradle, and REACH as red lists. No matter how USGBC attempts to 

                                                          
1 Available at https://new.usgbc.org/leed/v4.
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characterize this Option as not being a material avoidance credit, it fails because no plasticized PVC 
product, including vinyl flooring, would qualify for the credit under any of the referenced red lists.

In previous comments, RFCI has strongly advocated that USGBC adhere to the findings of its 
own PVC Task Group, which rejected the use of a PVC avoidance credit in LEED in 2007.  In its most 
recent responses to comments, USGBC rejected reliance on this report because it was “technical” in 
nature, not “policy.”  However, a thorough review of the USGBC record demonstrates that this response 
is inaccurate.  In May of 2007, the LEED Steering Committee (LSC)—USGBC’s policymaking body for 
LEED development—adopted the findings and recommendations of PVC Task Group in a policy 
statement.  Adhering to this policy, the LSC rejected the addition of a PVC avoidance credit to the LEED 
for Healthcare rating system in 2008.  The policy has never been withdrawn.

In addition, the LSC adopted policy recommendations for USGBC to incorporate more life cycle 
assessment into LEED decision making and to make greater use of risk assessment because it is more 
robust than simple pass/fail screening tools.  The material avoidance credit in Option 2 contravenes these 
two policy recommendations because if LCA is properly considered, PVC materials, and particularly 
vinyl flooring, perform as favorably as non-PVC products, and in many cases are superior.  The material 
avoidance option is not based on risk assessment and instead incorporates programs (e.g. GreenScreen, 
Cradle to Cradle, and the REACH SVHC list) which in essence are simply disfavored pass/fail screening 
tools based solely on hazard.

Furthermore, USGBC’s assertion that health-based concerns about dioxin emissions justify the 
credit is consistent with the PVC Task Group’s findings only if the emissions from end-of-life PVC 
building materials are near the high end of the range of uncertainty.  However, USGBC never followed 
the Task Group’s recommendations to conduct further study to more accurately estimate the level of 
dioxin emissions.  If USGBC were to conduct the recommended data gathering, it likely would find that 
dioxin emissions from PVC building products, particularly vinyl flooring, are at the lower end of the 
range due to new regulatory requirements, changed industry operations, increased recycling, and the 
presence of dioxin formation-inhibiting limestone in vinyl flooring.  Therefore, USGBC’s end-of-life 
dioxin justification for Option 2 is inadequate and unsupported.  Moreover, the authoritative BEES LCA 
system developed by the National Institute of Science and Technology shows that vinyl composition tile 
has a lower health and environmental impact than 12 alternative flooring products, including linoleum, 
ceramic tile with recycled glass, and carpet. 

The three red lists proposed by USGBC in Option 2 should not be included in any credit in LEED 
v4 because: 

 GreenScreen is an untested non-consensus-based standard that relies on over a hundred 
different red lists from various sources to screen out material ingredients based solely on 
hazard.  This overly complicated system is presently operating with its methodology in 
“draft” form, and its assessment program is only now being pilot tested by its two 
accredited assessors.

 Cradle to Cradle is a proprietary certification standard maintained by a USGBC insider 
that uses vague, non-objective, and arbitrary criteria to decide whether a product is 
“contrary to the intent of the Cradle to Cradle principles” or chemical ingredients are 
included on a “Banned List” that improperly includes PVC and phthalates.  USGBC 
should follow its LSC recommendation in 2007 that non-transparent proprietary systems, 
such as Cradle to Cradle, not be adopted for use in LEED.  At the very least, because of 
the close connection between the Cradle to Cradle developer and USGBC, the council
should critically examine that relationship and the report the findings to the USGBC 
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membership before submitting any credit including Cradle to Cradle to a membership 
ballot.

 The REACH substances of very high concern (SVHC) list is a list of chemicals identified 
for further evaluation and possible use restrictions.  Products containing such chemicals 
are not automatically banned or restricted under REACH without an opportunity to 
demonstrate that the product itself does not present a significant risk.  Indeed, E.U. 
regulators recently concluded that a proposed restriction on the use of four SVHC 
phthalates (including BBP used in vinyl flooring) in indoor products was not warranted 
because there was no demonstrated risk of harmful human exposure from the product 
itself.  

The use of red lists to deselect products containing listed chemicals is a fundamentally flawed 
approach to materials selection decisions.  The mere presence of a red-listed chemical in a product does 
not mean that persons using the product will be exposed to the chemical at a health significant level. 
Product avoidance should only occur if a risk assessment analysis shows that users of that product would 
be harmfully exposed to the red-listed chemical. USGBC’s simple hazard-based approach is akin to 
warning people to avoid a city because it contains lions without adding that the animals are safely 
sheltered at the zoo.  

The Option 2 material avoidance credit point is irreparably flawed.  It must be withdrawn from 
LEED v4.  At a minimum, USGBC should complete and fully review Pilot Credit 77, which mirrors 
Option 2, before giving any further consideration to including this in a standing credit.

C. Option 3: Product Manufacturer Supply Chain Optimization 

RFCI believes that Option 3 is impractical and unworkable because it requires third-party 
verification that the suppliers of building material manufacturers have implemented six poorly defined 
environmental, health, and safety “processes.”  It is unclear what these six processes actually require and, 
most importantly, we are unaware of any certification systems that have adequate third-party assessment 
infrastructure to provide verification of compliance with this Option. 

II. OPTION 1: MATERIAL INGREDIENT REPORTING SHOULD BE REVISED TO 
INCLUDE MORE REASONABLE REPORTING THRESHOLDS WHICH CONFORM 
WITH THE OSHA HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

The purpose of Option 1 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit is to increase openness and 
transparency regarding the composition of building products.  RFCI supports this goal.  As we stated in 
our previous comments, however, a few targeted revisions to this Option would encourage greater 
participation by product manufacturers without detracting from its transparency objective.  

Option 1 awards a point if at least 20 permanently installed products from at least five different 
manufacturers disclose the inventory of all chemicals found in the products at or above concentrations of 
.1% (1,000 ppm)2.  A manufacturer can meet this disclosure requirement by: (1) publishing its own 
inventory of chemical ingredients identified by Chemical Abstract Service Registration Number
(CASRN) and/or, for chemicals that are deemed confidential business information, identifying the 
chemicals’ role, amount, and GreenScreen List Translator Benchmark 1 and Possible Benchmark 1 
hazards; (2) completing a Health Product Declaration for the product in compliance with the Health 
Product Declaration Open Standard; (3) obtaining a Cradle to Cradle v2 Silver Level certification; or (4) 

                                                          
2 This credit can be found at http://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399. 
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complying with an additional material ingredient reporting program that USGBC approves in the future  
for use with this credit.   

The first compliance option would allow manufacturers of eligible products to publish their own 
chemicals ingredients lists.  For purposes of this credit, we support identifying the ingredients in products 
provided the ingredients are not proprietary in nature and a reasonable de minimis reporting threshold is 
set. A goal of this credit should be to maximize product manufacturer participation in the disclosure 
scheme, which will increase the amount of information available to LEED users and other consumers.  
Accordingly, it is important that this credit be technically feasible and not unnecessarily expensive.  

To ensure feasibility and avoid unnecessary expense, we explained in our comments on the Fifth 
Draft that Option 1 that the first compliance option:  

 should make clear that the chemical inventory disclosure requirement applies to 
intentionally added ingredients and byproducts, impurities and any other product 
constituents that a manufacturer reasonably knows is present based on process chemistry 
(i.e. familiarity with raw material inputs and chemical reactions occurring during 
manufacturing process) and customary product development and quality control testing;  

 should not use the one-size-fits-all .1% (1,000 ppm) disclosure threshold which is too low 
in many cases, unnecessary, and unduly burdensome; and

 should use a two-tiered chemical reporting system based on the ingredient’s degree of 
hazard which the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) uses in its 
Hazard Communication standards. 77 Fed. Reg. 17574 (Mar. 26, 2012) (to be codified at 
29 C.F.R.).  

Under our proposed approach, a 1% (10,000 ppm) disclosure threshold would apply to product 
ingredients that are within an OSHA hazard class for which the relevant OSHA disclosure threshold is 1%
or does not fall within an OSHA hazard class, and a .1% (1,000 ppm) disclosure threshold would apply to 
those ingredients for higher hazard classes (i.e. carcinogens, reproductive toxins, certain respiratory and 
skin sensitizers, and category 1A/B mutagens).  

USGBC’s sole response to RFCI’s suggestion to increase the reporting threshold in this Option 
for non-hazardous substances is: “The reporting threshold of 1000 ppm is already more lenient than what 
is required by the other referenced programs [i.e. GreenScreen and Cradle to Cradle].  USGBC feels this 
is an appropriate threshold for reporting information on ingredients.”  5th PC Comments with Responses, 
at row 385.3  However, neither GreenScreen or Cradle to Cradle is a consensus-based standard that was 
developed by a recognized authoritative body after input from all interested parties and meaningful 
response to that input, as we explain in detail in Section III.B.  In contrast, OSHA is an expert agency in 
matters of worker health and safety and developed the two-tiered reporting system after years of 
consideration and input from hundreds of interested parties across the whole spectrum of interests (e.g. 
unions to product manufacturers).  Most importantly, LEED’s adoption of the OSHA two-tiered reporting 
system would facilitate greater participation from product manufacturers, particularly because they have 
worked under the OSHA hazard communication reporting system for many years.   By encouraging 
ingredient inventories to be available for a greater number of products, the OSHA approach would 

                                                          
3 Available at http://new.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-5th-public-comment-responses. 
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provide more useful information to consumers than they would get from having more detailed ingredient 
reports but from fewer products.4  

In the December 10, 2012 comments, RFCI commented on the other compliance options for 
Option 1.  We explained why the Health Product Declaration second compliance option is fundamentally 
flawed because:  (1) it was not developed through a consensus-based, transparent process, which is why it 
has been labeled as an “open standard;” (2) it requires the review of 32 different lists of chemicals and is 
based on the principle that a chemical contained in a building product may present a hazard “regardless of 
the disclosure level” even though there may be no risk associated with the product based on exposure 
considerations (e.g. inaccessibility, de minimis concentrations); and (3) the Residuals Disclosure levels 
are set at 100 ppm, which is not only impractical but also potentially cost-prohibitive due to the expense 
and availability of sufficiently sensitive testing equipment. We further explained why the third 
compliance option should be eliminated because Cradle to Cradle is an inappropriate proprietary standard 
that should not be used in the LEED system.  We also urged that the fourth “open ended” compliance 
option, at the very least, be substantially modified to include specified criteria and procedures for 
adopting a new Option 1 program, including vetting such program through the pilot credit library and 
approving its permanent adoption through the LEED ballot process. Finally, we explained that the Option 
1 credit should expressly acknowledge that the mere presence of particular chemicals in a product does 
not necessarily mean that the product itself poses any adverse human health or environmental risk without 
considering exposure and other risk assessment factors associated with the use of a product. We renew 
our request for these changes to be included.

Unfortunately and significantly, USGBC did not respond to any of these comments and did not 
explain why they were not adopted in the Sixth Draft.  It is hard to imagine how LEED can be considered 
a consensus-based standard when there is no procedure for responding to substantive comments and 
providing a rational and supportable basis for making final decisions.  We renew our request that the 
changes and deletions we have carefully and convincingly sought for Option 1 be included in the ballot 
draft of LEED v4.  

III. OPTION 2: MATERIAL INGREDIENT OPTIMIZATION IS A DISFAVORED AND 
UNSUPPORTED PVC BUILDING MATERIAL AVOIDANCE CREDIT THAT 
VIOLATES USGBC POLICY AND SCIENTIFIC DETERMINATIONS AND THUS
SHOULD BE WITHDRAWN 

Since before the formation of the PVC Task Group in 2002, there has been a push by certain 
elements of USGBC’s membership to incorporate a PVC avoidance credit into LEED.  The PVC Task 
Group concluded in 2007 that such credits were unwarranted and its findings were adopted as policy by 
the LEED Steering Committee.  Based on these findings and policy determinations, subsequent efforts to 
create permanent PVC avoidance credits were rightfully rejected.  An example of this policy being 
applied was the handling of the proposed LEED for Healthcare MR Credit 4.1: PBT Elimination: Dioxins 
and Halogenated Compounds, which targeted products such as PVC flooring, pipes, and electrical wiring
for deselection.  The LEED Steering Committee prudently directed the TSAC to review this credit for 
consistency with the PVC Task Group’s report.5  As a result, the credit was removed from the LEED for 

                                                          
4 RFCI appreciates that the manufacturer-supplied ingredient disclosure compliance option permits manufacturers to withhold 

the publication of proprietary CASRNs.  However, as explained in detail below, it is not appropriate to rely on the 
GreenScreen’s hazard identification matrix developed by Green Production Action, which may falsely indicate that a 
product presents a risk.  

5 LSC Minutes (Dec. 17, 2007), available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=3924.
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Healthcare draft and instead diverted into the Pilot Credit library (where it was closed on March 1, 
2012).6  

The thoughtful LEED development process that recognized the PBT Elimination credit for what 
it was—an unjustified PVC avoidance credit—has broken down with respect to Option 2: Material 
Ingredient Optimization.  This Option is nothing more than an anti-PVC material avoidance credit buried 
within overcomplicated credit language presented euphemistically as material “optimization.”  One point 
is earned for this Option if at least 25%, by cost, of a project’s building materials meet any of the 
following criteria: (1) all material ingredients are inventoried to 0.01% (100 ppm) and determined to 
contain no GreenScreen Benchmark 1 hazards; (2) product has been certified by Cradle to Cradle; 
(3) product contains no substances that “meet the criteria” for inclusion on the European Union’s 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) substances of very high 
concern list; or (4) product complies with a building product optimization program subsequently 
approved by USGBC.   Each of these criteria represents an alternative way to target PVC.

The many problems with this Option, and material avoidance credits in general, have been 
detailed by RFCI and other commenters in each of the past four drafts of LEED 2012/v4 since a material 
avoidance credit was first introduced in the second draft.  In these comments on the Sixth Draft, RFCI 
focuses on two issues that are particularly relevant to this credit.  First, USGBC continues to disregard 
and marginalize the results of its own five-year evaluation of a PVC avoidance credit, not to mention the
reasonable policy decisions it made in response to that study.  Second, the decision to rely on 
GreenScreen, Cradle to Cradle, and REACH for satisfying Option 2 is premature, infeasible, and 
unworkable. 

A. Option 2 Contravenes The Policy Decisions Made By The LEED Steering 
Committee In Response To The Findings And The Scientific Determinations Of The 
PVC Task Group

RFCI and other commenters have been steadfastly relying on the findings and recommendations 
of the 2007 Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED (PVC 
Report) to demonstrate that it is inappropriate and premature for USGBC to shoehorn a PVC material 
avoidance credit into LEED.  In its response to RFCI’s comments on this credit in the Fifth Draft, 
USGBC dismissed the PVC Report, stating, “The TSAC’s findings are technical in nature and not 
determinative of USGBC policy.”  5th PC Comments with Responses, at row 499.7  This response is 
extremely troubling and inaccurate for two reasons.  First, in essence, it states that USGBC’s insistence 
on including a material avoidance credit in LEED v4 is based on “policy” rather than any “technical” 
justification for the credit.  Second, this statement completely mistates the fact that the PVC Report was 
one step in a larger policymaking process and that its findings were in fact adopted by the USGBC’s 
designated policy-setting body, the LEED Steering Committee (LSC).8

In November 2002, USGBC’s LSC requested that the Technical and Scientific Advisory 
Committee (TSAC) establish a PVC Task Group to assist in evaluating the grounds for a PVC-related 
credit in the LEED rating system.   For more than four years, the PVC Task Group conducted a study of 

                                                          
6 See Tracking of LEED Pilot Credits: Initial Postings, Modifications and Closures by Date, 

http://new.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/Tracking%20Info%202013%2001%2015.pdf. 

7 Available at http://new.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-5th-public-comment-responses. 

8 See USGBC, Foundations of LEED § IV.3 (2009), available at http://new.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/Foundations-of-
LEED.pdf (stating that the role of the role of the LSC is to “set policy for the development of LEED”).
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four applications: siding, piping, resilient flooring, and window frames. The environmental and health 
attributes of products in these categories were compared to non-PVC alternatives.  The review drew upon 
approximately 2,500 studies and other sources of data which led to a draft report being issued in 
December 2004. In response to public comments on the draft, the TSAC expanded its evaluation of the 
studied product categories to determine whether accidental landfill fires and backyard burning during the 
end-of-life phase of the studied products constituted a significant source of dioxin emissions. The final 
Report, Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED (PVC Report), 
was published on February 26, 2007.9  The report was thorough, consisting of 90 pages of analysis 
followed by 13 appendices with supplementary technical and scientific information.  It contained a 
number of significant conclusions and recommendations regarding whether the USGBC should adopt a 
PVC material avoidance credit.  It also identified a number of critical data gaps, particularly with respect 
to dioxin emissions from the end-of-life phase of PVC building materials.  We are not aware of any 
additional research or studies that have been completed to address these data gaps.  Thus, the PVC Report 
remains the best evidence available to USGBC for evaluating any proposal to include a PVC material 
avoidance credit into LEED.

Significantly, the PVC Task Group concluded that “no single material shows up as the best across 
all the human health and environmental impact categories, nor as the worst.” PVC Report at 9. Even 
more importantly, the Task Group warned against the “blunt instrument . . . of materials-based credits 
inadvertently steering decision makers to replace one high-negative impact material with another.” Id. at 
12. The PVC Report found that any environmental and health differences observed between the PVC 
products and the non-PVC products in the four categories evaluated were insufficient to justify a 
materials-avoidance credit for any of the categories evaluated.  Instead, the PVC Task Group
recommended incentivizing the substitution of problematic materials with others that are “demonstrably 
better with regard to environmental and human health impacts over their life cycles.” Id.  The Task 
Group considered materials avoidance credits problematic because they could lead to the use of worse-
performing products, and the TSAC therefore encouraged the use of such credits only for “demonstrably 
better” products based on life cycle analyses for health and environmental impacts.   

On the date the final PVC Report was issued—February 26, 2007—the USGBC Board of 
Directors issued a memorandum10 stating that the LSC would review the report and prepare policy 
recommendations in accordance with the “TSAC Review Procedures for Specific Issues.”11 Several 
weeks later on May 14, 2007, the LSC—USGBC’s designated policy-setting body—issued a 
memorandum titled “LEED Steering Committee Proposed Policy Recommendations Relating to the 
Report Issues in February 2007 entitled ‘Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials 
Avoidance Credit for LEED’” (PVC Policy).12 As set forth in the TSAC Review Procedures, the 
recommendations were to be ratified by the USGBC Board of Directors and then posted to the USGBC 
website.  Id.  The recommendations were posted to the website shortly thereafter and remain posted to 
this day.  There has been no public indication, such as a meeting minutes entry or a press release, that the 
LSC or Board of Directors have ever withdrawn or repudiated the recommendations.  Accordingly, the
PVC Policy remains today as official USGBC policy.  

                                                          
9 Available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2372. 

10 USGBC Bd. of Directors, Memorandum, TSAC Report on PVC (Feb. 26, 2007), available at
https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2378.

11 Available at https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2376. 

12 Available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=3401. 
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Based on the findings in the PVC Report, the LSC adopted two PVC-specific policy 
recommendations and five general policy recommendations. The first PVC-specific policy 
recommendation, which is not reconcilable with Option 2 of MR Credit 4, provides:

1. Response to the Charge: The LSC charged TSAC with: “…reviewing the evidence
offered by stakeholders and independent sources, and advising the LEED Steering
Committee on the availability and quality of evidence as a basis for a reasoned 
decision about the inclusion of a PVC-related credit in the LEED rating system.” 
Based on the information in the report, the LSC concludes that the evidence available 
at present is not conclusive, but it is suggestive that a credit specifically targeting 
PVC is not warranted.

PVC Policy at 1 (emphasis added).  

The second PVC policy recommendation likewise is important because it is now being honored 
more in the breach than in the observance.  This recommendation ended the previous moratorium on 
innovation credits (i.e. credits proposed and approved for use in specific projects) for project applicants 
that would elect to avoid PVC building materials in favor of alternative materials.  However, the LSC 
called for the development of “robust guidance” for the approval of any project-specific PVC material 
avoidance credits.  The relevant factors identified by the LSC were that the credit applicant (1) assessed a 
range of materials in addition to PVC materials; (2) explained how it determined that the alternatives to 
PVC building materials were in fact preferable; (3) conducted a high-quality and reliable alternatives 
analysis; and (4) used a transparent process.  Id. at 1–2.    

Of the five general policy recommendations, three are relevant to Option 2.  The first general 
recommendation provided that USGBC “[m]ove ahead quickly and efficiently with incorporating more 
environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) based decision making into LEED.”  Id. at 2.   The second 
general recommendation was to make greater use of risk assessment when making material decisions for 
LEED because it is “more robust . . . than simple pass-fail screening tools” and  that USGBC should use 
the precautionary principle as a tool to “identify[] areas where particular care is warranted.” Id.  The third 
general recommendation was to conduct more research and engage in advocacy with respect to dioxin 
emissions from landfill fires and backyard burning.  

The LSC’s policy recommendations were sound and fully informed by the extensive PVC Report.  
However, Option 2 completely disregards both the technical findings of the PVC Report and each of the 
relevant policy determinations adopted by the LSC that were made in response to those findings.   

1. Option 2 Is A Material Avoidance Credit Targeting PVC

As discussed above, the PVC Task Group recommended that USGBC “[a]void the ‘blunt 
instrument’ problem of material-based credits.”  PVC Report at 12.  In its PVC-specific policy 
recommendations, the LSC affirmed that the evidence collected for the PVC Report showed that “a credit 
specifically targeting PVC is not warranted.”  PVC Policy at 1.  Thus it is clear as a matter of scientific 
justification and published USGBC policy that a material avoidance credit targeting PVC is not
acceptable.  In its response to comments on the Fifth Draft, USGBC denies that Option 2 is a disfavored 
material avoidance credit, stating, “This credit does not target specific products.”  5th PC Comments with 
Responses, at row 385.

While Option 2 relies on three different red lists to deselect disfavored products, it is obvious that 
PVC building materials—particularly those with phthalate plasticizers—are a main target slated for 
avoidance.  The current approach is an evolution of earlier versions of this credit.  In the second draft of 
what was then designated LEED 2012, issued in August 2011, USGBC included, for the first time, an 
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“Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern” credit targeting building products containing more than negligible 
amounts of any of the over 800 substances on the California Proposition 65 list, including phthalate 
plasticizers used in many flexible PVC products such as vinly flooring, wall coverings, and wiring.  The 
third draft of LEED 2012 issued in March 2012 provided a credit for expressly not using any products 
containing PVC and nine phthalate plasticizers, in addition to the Proposition 65 chemicals.  The fourth 
draft issued in May 2012 took a new tack, mandating that manufacturers of products eligible for the credit 
demonstrate compliance with two European regulatory programs for chemicals.  Again, products 
containing many common PVC plasticizers would have been deselected by this version of the credit.  In 
the Fifth and this Sixth Draft, USGBC has taken a new approach, but the result is the same.  With each 
iteration of this credit USGBC has found a slightly different way to provide credits for not using 
plasticized PVC building materials.

To be eligible for the credit, a product need only satisfy one of three red lists: GreenScreen 
Benchmark 1 hazards, Cradle to Cradle certification, and the REACH Substances of Very High Concern 
(SVHC) list.  Due to variations in the lists and methodologies, many building products will be able to 
satisfy at least one of the three lists (e.g. many building materials contain antimony trioxide which is a 
Benchmark 1 chemical but not a REACH SVHC) and thus earn the credit. 

However, plasticized PVC building materials—which have clearly been the target of this credit in 
each of its iterations—could not satisfy Option 2 under any of the three red lists.  PVC materials would 
not satisfy the GreenScreen criteria because one of the “breakdown products” of the combustion of PVC, 
dioxin, is a Benchmark 1 hazard (notwithstanding that many materials, including wood,13 will produce 
dioxins when combusted).  Phthalate plasticizers likewise would be classified as Benchmark 1 hazards.  
The Cradle to Cradle criteria is unavailable because both PVC and phthalates are on that program’s
“Banned List,” meaning that any product containing those materials in concentrations above 1,000 ppm 
will not even be considered for certification.  Lastly, the REACH compliance criteria targets plasticized 
PVC building materials because plasticizers such as BBP, DEHP, DIBP, and DBP are on the SVHC list.  
Under any of the alternative criteria, products such as vinyl flooring, PVC electrical wiring, and vinyl 
wall coverings are targeted for deselection.  

It is clear that Option 2 is a material avoidance credit which would steer projects away from PVC 
building materials.  USGBC’s claims to the contrary simply ignore how the systems designated for use 
under Option 2 work with respect to plasticized PVC products.  Moreover, the PVC material avoidance 
effect of Option 2 is contrary to the findings of the PVC Task Group and the prudent policy 
determinations of the LSC, the LEED policy-setting body of USGBC.  For these reasons, it should be 
withdrawn.

2. Option 2 Deselects PVC Without Conducting Any Alternatives Analysis 
That Considers The Relative Environmental And Human Health Impacts Of 
PVC And Alternative Materials Over Their Life Cycles

The PVC Policy’s second PVC-specific policy determination was that robust criteria should be 
developed for evaluating proposed innovation credits (i.e. credits proposed by individual LEED 
applicants for use in a single project) seeking credit for avoiding PVC building materials.  The LSC stated 
that these criteria should include a requirement that the innovation credit applicant make a clear 
demonstration that it has conducted a rigorous and transparent alternatives analysis and has satisfactorily 
determined that the selected alternative is preferable to PVC.  This reasonable guidance was fully 
consistent with the PVC Task Group’s conclusion that the “blunt instrument” of a PVC avoidance credit 
could steer projects towards building materials that have greater environmental and human health impacts 
                                                          
13 See Health Canada, Wood Smoke, http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hl-vs/iyh-vsv/environ/wood-bois-eng.php. 
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over their life cycles.  Thus, alternatives should only be rewarded if they are “demonstrably better” than 
the avoided PVC building materials.  The LSC concluded as a matter of policy that these prudent steps be 
taken to ensure that an innovation credit for avoiding PVC applicable only to a single project was 
justified. USGBC now disregards this reasonable policy determination by proposing a PVC avoidance 
credit applicable to all projects without any of these reasonable safeguards.  

USGBC has conducted no alternatives assessment regarding PVC building materials and 
alternative materials that will be preferred by this credit.  It has not developed a new LCA methodology 
that better accounts for the purported human health impacts of PVC building materials, nor has it cited 
any new research to indicate that these impacts are greater than they were understood in 2007 when the 
PVC Report was issued and the LSC issued its PVC Policy.  The only thing that has changed since 2007 
apparently is the opinion of USGBC’s credit-writing staff without a sound scientific justification to 
support that changed opinion.  Indeed, there is ample evidence that PVC building materials – including 
the vinyl flooring products manufactured by RFCI’s members—compare very favorably to, and indeed in 
many cases are superior to, alternative products on both environmental and human health metrics over the 
course of their life cycle.  

3. Life Cycle Assessments, Which USGBC Have Endorsed And Adequately 
Considers Human Health Impacts, Demonstrate That Vinyl Flooring Has 
Less Impacts Than Competing Alternatives

RFCI recognizes that some commenters have quibbled with the use of life cycle assessment for 
material use decisions in LEED, stating that these assessments do not adequately capture human health 
impacts.  The PVC Report also questioned whether life cycle assessment methodologies in use at the time 
the report was drafted adequately accounted for human health concerns.  For this reason, the PVC Task 
Group suggested that USGBC supplement life cycle analyses with risk assessment principles when 
evaluating potential materials decisions.  The LSC took this advice and turned it into a policy 
recommendation that USGBC work towards developing better life cycle assessment methodologies that 
accurately included and weighted human health impacts.  The LSC acted on this policy determination by 
establishing a life cycle assessment working group on February 7, 2007 and by advising its technical 
advisory groups to use this tool to improve their approach to environmental and human health issues.14  

To our knowledge, USGBC has not developed a new life cycle assessment methodology that 
focuses on human health impacts.  It has, however, adopted an authoritative LCA methodology and 
weighting system developed by the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology—the Building 
for Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) methodology—for use in LEED.  See e.g.,
USGBC, LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations xii.  The BEES methodology uses 
varying weightings for 13 different impact categories (e.g. global warming potential, indoor air quality, 
human health).  BEES allows users to manually adjust the weightings when running an LCA analysis or 
use one of three preset weightings (Equal Weights, EPA Science Advisory Board-based, or BEES 
Stakeholder Panel).  USGBC specifically utilizes the Stakeholder Panel weighting, which places a
significant emphasis on human health impacts.15  Thus, the current version of BEES (BEES Online) using 

                                                          
14 LSC Minutes (Feb. 7, 2007), available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2455.

15 The BEES Stakeholder Panel LCA weighs human toxicity impacts as 13% of the total while the EPA BEES LCA weighs 
these impacts as 11% of the total and the Equal Weight LCA weighs then 8%.
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the USGBC-approved Stakeholder Panel weightings represents USGBC’s best efforts to address the 
perceived shortcomings of LCA identified by the PVC Task Group and some commenters.16

We have stated this in previous comments but it bears repeating: The BEES LCA shows that 
vinyl composite tile (VCT) has the least environmental and health impact of 13 generic flooring 
categories evaluated, including linoleum and ceramic tile with recycled glass. BEES’ LCA 
environmental performance results are expressed in units corresponding to the products’ contribution to 
annual per capita U.S. environmental impacts.17  A lower number means that a product has less of an 
environmental and health impact relative to the other products.  Using the USGBC-endorsed BEES 
Stakeholder weighting system, which weighs human toxicity impacts as 13% of the total, VCT has been 
shown to have a lower environmental and health impact than all 12 alternative generic product categories 
over the course of its life cycle.  The aggregate score for “Generic Vinyl Composition Tile” (i.e. VCT) is 
0.0022.  The next lowest score is “Generic Linoleum Flooring” at 0.0032 and the highest is “Generic 
Wool Carpet Broadloom” at 0.1243.  The BEES Stakeholder Weighting results are presented in full in 
Attachment B. The result is the same under the EPA-developed weighting (which assigns an 11% 
weighting to human toxicity impacts)—VCT has the lowest environmental and health impact (0.0013 for 
VCT compared to 0.0020 for the next lowest alternative, which is linoleum).  See Attachment C.  

The LSC’s PVC Policy specified that project-specific innovation credits should not be awarded 
unless the applicant demonstrated, based on a robust and transparent alternatives analysis, that the 
selected alternatives were demonstrably better than avoided PVC building materials.  With Option 2, 
USGBC does not hold itself to the standard the LSC set for innovation credit applicants.  USGBC has 
developed no new data or LCA methodology demonstrating that non-PVC alternatives are preferable to 
PVC products.  To the contrary, the authoritative LCA methodology and weighting system USGBC has 
adopted for use in LEED shows that PVC building materials compare very favorably to alternatives on 
environmental and human health metrics and in many cases are superior.  Nevertheless, USGBC spurns 
these results—not to mention the findings of the PVC Task Group and the LSC’s PVC Policy—to 
continue to propose a baseless PVC avoidance credit for LEED v4.

4. Option 2 Contravenes The Essential Risk Assessment Principles Recognized 
By USGBC’s LEED Steering Committee Because It Simply Uses Pass-Fail 
Screening Based On Hazard

Federal and state regulatory decisions in the United States about product safety are almost 
universally based on sound risk assessment principles. At least on paper, this is USGBC’s policy as well.  
The PVC Task Group recommended that the LSC supplement its LCA-based materials decisions with 
“risk assessment to address critical environmental and human health issues explicitly and more 
systematically.”  PVC Report at 11.  The LSC adopted this recommendation.  In the PVC Policy, its 
second general policy recommendation was to “[e]xpand the use of Risk Assessment in LEED.”  PVC 
Policy at 2.  It further stated, “The LSC recognizes that risk assessment is a powerful tool for analyzing 
human health concerns from building occupant, occupational, and community exposures, and provides 
more robust results than simple pass-fail screening tools.”  Id. (emphasis added).  Option 2 could not be a 

                                                          
16 While it is unknown whether USGBC participated directly in the development of these stakeholder weightings because the 

panel members are not identified, it is clear that the organization’s interests were present.  The consulting firm of the 
chairman of USGBC’s Materials and Resources Technical Advisory Group provided technical support for the development 
of the Stakeholder Panel weighting.  See NIST, BEES 4.0 Technical Manual and User Guide vi, available at
http://www.fire.nist.gov/bfrlpubs/build07/PDF/b07018.pdf. 

17 NIST, Interpreting BEES Environmental Performance Scores: A Primer, available at http://ws680.nist.gov/Bees/Help.aspx. 
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further departure from this sound scientific policy because it is a simple pass-fail screening tool based on 
hazard that incorporates no risk assessment principles. 

The simplified formula for determining risk is hazard plus exposure.  That is, the use of a product 
does not pose a risk unless it contains a human health hazard and there is a likelihood that persons will be 
exposed to that hazard at levels sufficient to cause harm.  Risk assessment principles allow the reasonable 
and scientific differentiation between those hazards that should be avoided or minimized and those that 
are not cause for concern.   As the LSC recognized in its PVC Policy, the benefit of risk assessment is 
self-evident.  

Manufacturers of PVC products, including resilient flooring, have advocated for years that our 
products should be judged on the basis of risk assessment (in concert with LCA) which has been the near-
universal regulatory basis for evaluating the health and safety of products in the United States at both the 
federal and state levels.  PVC products have been in use for decades and are some of the most widely 
studied products on the market.  As we have discussed with USGBC in the past, numerous studies have 
found that exposure to phthalates in vinyl flooring through oral, dermal, and respiratory exposure routes is 
negligible to nonexistent.  Under reasonable risk assessment principles, there is no human health 
justification for the deselection of vinyl flooring attributable to its use phase (or, as will be discussed in 
the next section, its end-of-life phase).  No federal, state, or local government agency has banned or even 
restricted the use of vinyl flooring using risk assessment principles based on their PVC or phthalate 
content.  

5. The PVC Material Avoidance Credit Misapplies The Precautionary 
Principle Recognized BY USGBC

It is our understanding that USGBC’s response to our request that it adhere to its own risk 
assessment policy is that the PVC material avoidance decision is guided by the precautionary principle.  
In fact the PVC Policy did recommend that USGBC endorse the precautionary principle and the 
organization expressly did so again in its 2013-2015 Strategic Plan.18 We seriously question whether the 
precautionary principle should be used as the basis for making quasi-regulatory materials decisions in 
LEED, just as federal and state agencies have rejected the use of the precautionary principle for 
regulatory actions.  Nevertheless, even if the precautionary principle were a valid basis for LEED 
decision making, the unsound material avoidance credit in Option 2 represents a gross misapplication of 
this concept.  

It is important to recognize exactly what the precautionary principle is and why the LSC elected 
to adopt it.  The closest thing to a consensus definition of the precautionary principle comes from the 
1998 Johnson Foundation Wingspread Conference on the Precautionary Principle.  The conferees agreed 
on the following definition: “When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, 
precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully 
established scientifically.”  Statement of Wingspread Conference on the Precautionary Principle (Jan. 26, 
1998).19  As the LSC recognized, the precautionary principle should not be used to create a “simple 
yes/no test but as a process for identifying areas were particular care is warranted.”  PVC Policy at 2.  
Indeed, the LSC determined that the precautionary principle should be used in conjunction with risk 
assessment, presumably to determine cases in which risk assessment principles should be brought to bear 
to more carefully evaluate materials.  This position is consistent with the Wingspread conference 
explanation of how the precautionary principle should work in practice.  They stated: “The process of 

                                                          
18 Available at http://new.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/usgbc-strategic-plan-2013-2015.pdf. 

19 Available at http://www.sehn.org/wing.html. 
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applying the Precautionary Principle must be open, informed and democratic and must include potentially 
affected parties. It must also involve an examination of the full range of alternatives, including no 
action.”20  

A faithful application of the precautionary principle, as the LSC recognized in 2007, does not 
justify the creation of this single-attribute hazard-based material avoidance credit.  If LEED credit writers 
believe that the precautionary principle dictates that action be taken with respect to PVC and phthalates, 
there are proper steps to be taken.  As the Wingspread conferees outlined, application of the precautionary 
principle should trigger an open and informed process that includes the affected parties (i.e. the vinyl 
industry) and examines the full range of alternatives.  The PVC Policy dictates that this process include a 
robust application of risk assessment principles to evaluate whether the purported hazards of PVC 
building materials actually present a human health or environmental risk.  It also entails conducting a 
comprehensive alternatives assessment.  Since the PVC Report was released, RFCI and other 
organizations with an interest in PVC have repeatedly offered to work with USGBC to fill the data gaps 
in the PVC Report and to more fully evaluate the relative human health and environmental attributes of 
PVC building materials and their alternatives.  USGBC has not been responsive to our efforts.21  Thus, 
USGBC has not even followed its own policy regarding the proper application of the Precautionary 
Principle and in proposing the risk assessment PVC material avoidance credit in Option 2.  Thus, it 
should be withdrawn.

6. The End-of-Life Dioxin Justification for Option 2 Is Scientifically 
Inadequate And Is Not Based On Data Needed To Fulfill Significant Data 
Gaps Identified By The PVC Task Group

In its response to comments on the Fifth Draft of LEED v4, USGBC provided only one purported 
health-based rationale for PVC avoidance in Option 2: “USGBC’s TSAC study on PVC found that dioxin 
emissions put PVC ‘consistently among the worst materials for health impacts.’”  5th PC Comments with 
Responses, at row 499.  This quotation is taken out of context and is misleading.  The full quote is: 

When we add end-of-life with accidental landfill fires and backyard burning, the 
additional risk of dioxin emissions puts PVC consistently among the worst materials 
studied for human health impacts, unless the end-of-life emissions from landfill fires and 
backyard burning are near the lower end of the wide range of uncertainty about these 
emissions.  

PVC Report at 10 (emphasis added).  

                                                          
20 The E.U. uses a similar definition of the precautionary principle.  Under this definition, precautionary measures may be 

taken following “the fullest possible scientific evaluation,” “a risk evaluation,” and “the participation of all interested 
parties.” European Comm’n, Precautionary Principle, available at 
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_safety/l32042_en.htm. 

21 RFCI reached out to USGBC following the issuance of the final PVC Report and the response was encouraging—at least 
initially.  On May 30, 2007, representatives from RFCI met with USGBC officials Michelle Moore, Tom Hicks, Dan Slone, 
Scot Horst, and Malcolm Lewis (with the latter two participating by phone) in Washington D.C. to discuss the PVC Report’s 
conclusions.  At the meeting, we stated that RFCI had retained two consultants (JoAnn Shatkin of Cadmus Group and Anne 
Greig of Four Elements LLC) to review the human health, risk assessment, and LCA findings in the report.  USGBC agreed 
to provide information to facilitate the review and expressed interest in receiving the final report.  The final report reviewing 
the PVC Report’s findings was provided to USGBC on October 7, 2008, along with a sincere offer to continue to work with 
USGBC to more fully address the human health and environmental attributes of PVC building materials.  USGBC never
accepted RFCI’s offer which remains outstanding.
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As the full quotation demonstrates, the PVC Task Force’s concern about dioxin emissions from 
PVC products over their life cycle occurs only if estimates of end-of-life dioxin emissions from landfill 
fires and backyard burning are toward the upper end of the estimated range of uncertainty.  The PVC
Task Group stated that this wide range of uncertainty represented a significant data gap that should be 
addressed.  The LSC reacted to this finding with three policy recommendations:  (1) conduct additional 
research into the “frequency, nature, and impact of such fires”; (2) initiate an advocacy effort to prevent 
such fires; and (3) use LEED to create incentives for industry to divert PVC building materials from 
going to landfills and prevent end-of-life fires.  PVC Policy at 2–3.  To our knowledge, none of these 
policy recommendations have been acted upon.

A fair evaluation of the available scientific evidence, supplemented by new regulations, changed 
industry operations, and increased PVC recycling rates since 2007 demonstrate that the risk of dioxin 
emissions from the PVC building material life cycle is near or below the bottom end of the range found 
by the PVC Task Group.  Thus, this concern does not justify the PVC material avoidance credit in Option 
2.

It is important to recognize at the outset that the dioxin ranges found by the Task Group are 
questionable at best.  First, as detailed in a report submitted to USGBC by the Vinyl Institute on May 1, 
2007, the landfill fire incidents and dioxin emissions rates estimates used by the PVC Task Group appear 
to have been overstated by a factor of 100.22  This report is attached for reference as Attachment D.  
Correcting these data errors would dramatically reduce the harm attributed to PVC’s end-of-life phase 
relative to its alternatives.  

Second, as explained in previous RFCI comments, the composition of vinyl flooring actually 
inhibits the formation of dioxins from the combustion of the PVC component of the flooring.23  
Limestone constitutes about 84% of VCT and 50% of commercial sheet vinyl by weight and is primarily 
composed of various crystal forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3).  Calcium carbonate inhibits the release 
of hydrogen chloride (HCl) from burning PVC and, in fact, has been used to reduce dioxin formation in 
incineration. As an alkaline material, calcium carbonate reacts with (scavenges) the acidic HCl that is 
otherwise released when PVC is burned. The end product of this reaction is calcium chloride, a 
nonhazardous salt. Thus, the dioxin formation potential of burning vinyl flooring is less than the potential 
for non-limestone PVC products and needs to be adequately considered in the dioxin risk evaluation of 
vinyl flooring. It does not appear that the PVC Task Group took the composition of PVC building 
materials into account when it considered the amount of dioxins formed during the combustion of PVC.  
These omissions resulted in the PVC Task Group’s overestimation of the range of dioxin emissions 
attributable to PVC building materials, and vinyl flooring in particular.  If these two methodological 
errors were corrected, it would become clear that the dioxin emissions attributable to PVC building 
materials are at or below bottom end of the range outlined in the PVC Report, meaning that the human 
health impacts of PVC building materials are not “among the worst materials studied for human health 
impacts.”

  
Third, the trend in total domestic dioxin emissions over the past 25 years has been a dramatic and 

progressive reduction.  The most comprehensive and up-to-date data on domestic dioxin releases is found 
in a 2006 EPA report entitled, “An Inventory of Sources and Environmental Release of Dioxin-Like 

                                                          
22 Letter from Dr. Richard S. Magee, Center for Environmental Systems, to Frank Borrelli, Vinyl Institute (Apr. 9, 

2007).

23 Comments of RFCI on the LEED 2012 MR Credit: Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern 9–11 (March 27, 2012).
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Compounds in the United States for the Years 1987, 1995, and 2000.” EPA/600/P-03/002F at 6-12 (Nov. 
2006).  The report tallied total domestic dioxin releases for 1987, 1995, and 2000.  Notwithstanding that 
PVC production approximately tripled over that time period, the levels of total domestic dioxin releases 
fell from 13,965 grams in 1987 to 1,422 grams in 2000.  Id. at xlvi.  

Fourth, this declining dioxin emission trend will continue because of regulatory and industry 
changes, including increased recycling of PVC products in the past six-seven years since the 2007 PVC 
Task Force Report and the 2006 EPA report.  Regarding dioxin emissions from the PVC manufacturing 
phase, on April 17, 2012, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued National Emissions 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers Production (NESHAP), 
76 Fed. Reg. 22,848 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 63).  This updated NESHAP sets maximum 
achievable control technology-based standards for new and existing PVC resin production facilities, 
which establish more stringent dioxin emissions standards than currently exist for these facilities.  Thus, 
dioxin emissions from PVC resin facilities will be reduced.

Similarly, EPA issued revised air emissions standards for several classes of incinerators over the 
past years which include greater restrictions on dioxin emissions.  See 78 Fed. Reg. 9112 (Feb. 7, 2013) 
(commercial and industrial solid waste incinerators); 72 Fed. Reg. 13,016 (March 20, 2007) (large 
municipal waste combustors). These revised emissions standards will have a positive impact on the 
dioxin emissions attributable to PVC building materials in municipal solid waste and construction and 
demolition debris waste streams.  

In addition, state and federal regulators have become increasingly active in reducing the incidence 
of backyard burning.  A number of state and local jurisdictions ban this practice.  For example, in the past 
year at least two states enacted permanent state-wide bans on the open burning of trash (Michigan and 
Hawaii).  See Mich. Comp. Laws § 324.11522; Hawaii Code R. § 11-60.1-51. Statistics bear out a 
decrease in backyard burning as well.  According to the National Fire Protection Association data drawn 
from fire department responses, the number of “outside rubbish fires” decreased 13% from 2007 to 
2011.24  

Regarding landfill fires, a comprehensive study shows that they “are relatively rare occurrences in 
comparison with other activities that contribute dioxins to the environment.”  CPVC Final EIR, 2.0 
Comments and Responses at 201. Despite their infrequent occurrence, a number of state and local 
regulators are devoting increased attention to preventing them.  For example, the Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency has increased its monitoring and enforcement of landfills.25 The agency has developed 
robust best management practices for fire prevention, investigation, and response at solid waste and 
construction and debris landfills to reduce the risk of landfill fires.26  California also recently issued
landfill fire guidance to address this issue.27  In another recent high-profile example, EPA issued a $1.1 
                                                          
24 Compare Marty Ahrens, Trends and Patterns of U.S. Fire Losses, at tbl. 2 (Aug. 2008), available at

http://www.nfpa.org/assets/files//PDF/FireLossabstract.pdf, with Marty Ahrens, Trends and Patterns of U.S. Fire Losses in 
2011, at tbl. 2 (Jan. 2013), available at http://www.nfpa.org/assets/files/PDF/OS.Trends.pdf. 

25 See Spencer Hunt, Underground Fires at Landfills Worry State EPA, Columbus Times Dispatch (May 11, 2010), available 
at http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2010/05/10/a-burning-problem-at-landfills.html. 

26 Ohio Envtl. Protection Agency, Subsurface Heating Events at Solid Waste and Construction and Demolition Debris 
Landfills: Best Management Practices (Oct. 14, 2011), available at
http://www.epa.ohio.gov/portals/34/document/guidance/subsurface%20heating%20events.1009.pdf. 

27 See CalRecycle, Landfill Guidance Document (Jan. 25, 2013), available at 
http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/SWFacilities/Fires/LFFiresGuide/default.htm. 
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million penalty to a landfill operator in Hawaii for creating an increased fire risk by failing to properly 
control gas buildup and temperatures within the landfill as required by federal regulations.28

Fifth, the vinyl flooring industry has been taking significant steps to reduce the amount of old 
vinyl flooring and other PVC material that is disposed of in landfills.  Vinyl flooring manufacturers have 
been using increasing amounts of post-consumer recycled PVC content in their products.  A number of
vinyl flooring products on the market now contain in excess of 50% post-consumer recycled PVC 
content.  This practice diverts from landfills the recycled PVC source materials used in the recycled vinyl 
flooring products (e.g. PVC film, old vinyl flooring).  Furthermore, vinyl flooring with limestone filler 
typically is recyclable at the end of its useful life.  In the past few years, a number of RFCI members have 
commenced programs to take back and recycle used vinyl flooring.  These programs have resulted in 
millions of pounds of used vinyl flooring being diverted from landfills.  By using increasing amounts of 
recycled PVC content and providing ways for consumers to recycle their used vinyl flooring, the resilient 
flooring industry actions have reduced the amount of PVC in landfills available to form dioxins in the 
event of fires.  

Thus, USGBC’s dioxin emission rationale for the PVC material avoidance credit in Option 2 is 
fundamentally flawed and deficient because:  (1) it has not filled the significant data gap about the 
amount of the end-of-life dioxin emissions identified by the PVC Task Force; (2) the data used by the 
PVC Task Group overestimated the incidence of landfill fires and did not account for the fact that the 
limestone content of vinyl flooring inhibits the formation of dioxins when vinyl flooring is burned; 
(3) changes in regulatory and industry actions since 2007 will result in a reduction of dioxin emissions 
from PVC building products during both their production and end-of-life phases; and (4) industry 
recycling programs that are underway and increasing will divert millions of pounds of old PVC products 
from landfills. With correct data and assumptions, the dioxin emissions attributable to PVC building 
materials will be near—or more likely far below—the bottom end of the range found by the PVC Task 
Group.  Accordingly, there is no basis for USGBC justifying the PVC material avoidance credit, 
particularly for vinyl flooring, based on dioxin emission concerns. 

B. The Three Specified Red Lists Should Not Be Incorporated Into Option 2 Because 
They Do Not Have A Sufficient Track Record Of Use, Lack Adequate Third Party 
Verification Infrastructure, And Are based On Hazard Instead of Risk

The LSC was clear in the PVC Policy that there is no room in LEED for “simple[] pass-fail 
screening systems” that do not consider risk.  PVC Policy at 2.  Yet, Option 2 includes three: 
GreenScreen, Cradle to Cradle, and the REACH SVHC list.  In the name of the empty buzzphrase
“material optimization,” USGBC piggybacks on these three systems to avoid going through the necessary 
steps outlined in the PVC Report to determine if a proposed PVC avoidance credit is scientifically 
justified and narrowly tailored.  This simple red list-based approach to materials decisions is wrong on its 
face. In each case, a product will be disqualified from earning this credit simply because it contains a 
disfavored chemical (irrespective of exposure).  However, USGBC compounds this problem by selecting 
three red lists that are, for varying reasons, highly inappropriate systems for use in a green building 
standard that claims to be scientifically grounded and consensus-based.

                                                          
28 See EPA, press release, EPA reaches agreement over Waimanalo Gulch Landfill fire threat / $1.1 million penalty for Clean 

Air Act violations (Feb. 28, 2013), available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/78DD2C0DBD481E7685257B20006F9325.
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1. Red List 1: GreenScreen 

Clean Production Action’s fledgling GreenScreen program should not be included in LEED.  It is 
an incomplete and non-consensus-based program that lacks any real track record.  GreenScreen is overly 
complicated and relies solely on the hazard categorization of a product’s chemical ingredients, without 
any consideration of risk or LCA.  To determine a chemical ingredient’s hazard rating on a scale of 
Benchmark 1– Avoid to Benchmark 4 – Prefer, GreenScreen incorporates a dizzying array of red lists 
from governmental and non-governmental sources from all over the world.  This system is neither 
appropriate nor sufficiently mature to be incorporated into LEED for any purpose, and most definitely not 
as a red list for a material avoidance credit. 

The GreenScreen compliance alternative has been amended since the Fifth Draft, but not for the 
better.  For a product to contribute toward this compliance alternative, all of its chemical ingredients must 
be inventoried to a de micromis concentration of .01% (100 ppm) and none of these ingredients can be 
classified as “Benchmark 1 Chemicals.”  Products will be credited at 100% of their cost if all of their 
ingredients have been assessed using GreenScreen’s List Translator.  If all ingredients have undergone a 
full GreenScreen Assessment, then the product will be valued at 150% of its cost.  In either event, the 
Benchmark 1 hazard test is employed in Option 2 as a simple pass/fail red list.  If a product contains any 
chemicals designated Benchmark 1, it is ineligible for credit under this compliance alternative.

There are many reasons why the GreenScreen Benchmarks should not be used in Option 2 or any 
other LEED v4 credit.  First, as we detailed in our December 10, 2012 comments, the three co-directors of 
GreenScreen’s developer, Clean Production Action, have an obvious and long-standing anti-PVC bias.29  
This is hardly an unbiased organization that uses a balance of interests, consensus-based decision making 
process in arriving at its Benchmark methodology.

Second, the program is still under development and is untested.  Out of the thousands of 
chemicals covered by the lists used in GreenScreen, it is our understanding that only a few hundred 
“draft” assessments have been performed in accordance with the GreenScreen for Safer Chemicals v 1.2 
Guidance for Hazard Assessment and Benchmarking Chemicals—which itself is only a discussion draft.30  
These assessments are required for every chemical ingredient in a product above a .01% (100 ppm) 
concentration for it to achieve the higher 150% cost value under this alternative.  To our knowledge, no 
assessments have been validated and finalized because the validation system is still being pilot tested.  
Moreover, at this time, there are only two authorized “Qualified GreenScreen Profilers” who are available 
to conduct or validate the hundreds, if not thousands, of chemical assessments that they may be called 
upon to conduct if this credit is finalized.31  Without sufficient time to mature and adequate pilot testing, it 
is questionable whether GreenScreen can be a functioning component of a LEED credit. 

Third, and most importantly, the GreenScreen methodology’s sole function is to classify the 
potential hazard of chemicals.32  Hazard is a grossly imprecise metric to use as the basis for real world 

                                                          
29 See e.g., Clean Production Action, Staff, http://www.cleanproduction.org/About.Staff.php; Lauren Heine, Plastics and the 

Environment: Environmental Issues and Current Controversies, available at 
http://www.zerowaste.org/publications/06m_plastics_101.pdf; Letter to H. Lee Scott, Jr., CEO of Walmart, Aug. 21, 2007, 
available at http://www.organicconsumers.org/articles/article_6765.cfm. 

30 Available at http://www.cleanproduction.org/library/greenScreenv1-2/DRAFT_GreenScreen_v1-
2_Guidance_2011_1018_v2.pdf. 

31 See Clean Production Action, GreenScreen Supporting Resources, http://cleanproduction.org/Greenscreen.Services.php. 

32 Clean Production Action, Uses and Applications, http://cleanproduction.org/Greenscreen.Applications.php. 
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material avoidance decisions. The assessment completely avoids any type of human health or 
environmental risk assessment of a chemical and its uses in building products; thereby disregarding 
exposure scenarios in the evaluation of the risk posed by a product.  A review of the GreenScreen 
methodology reveals that its crude hazard-based methodology is simply not appropriate for use in LEED.  

According to GreenScreen’s guidance materials (which are still in draft form), the first step in 
evaluating a product under either the List Translator or Assessment procedures is to inventory all 
intentionally added chemical components down to a .01% (100 ppm) concentration.33  If “feasible and 
relevant,” GreenScreen also requires the analysis of the “transformation components” of each ingredient.  
Transformation components include changes to the ingredient that will result from processes including 
biodegradation, hydrolysis, photolysis, oxidation, and combustion.  

The next step is to determine the Benchmark score for each chemical ingredient (including its 
transformation components).   At this step it becomes clear that, at its core, GreenScreen is a simple red 
list of red lists.  The foundation of the Benchmark analysis is the “GreenScreen for Safer Chemicals 
Version 1.2 Specified Lists” and “GreenScreen List Translator” (collectively, List Translator).34  There 
over 100 distinct lists from several dozen sources included on the List Translator.  By our count, the raw 
sum of chemicals (i.e. including chemicals that appear on multiple lists) on the various Benchmark 1 lists 
is 18,652.  It is difficult to conceive of a building material that could completely avoid Benchmark 1 
chemicals.  For example, wood produces carbon dioxide and rubber releases isoprene when burned.  
Portland cement (and therefore most concretes) cannot be made without cement kiln dust and stainless 
steel requires chromium.  All of these substances are Benchmark 1.   

Under the List Translator approach, every chemical ingredient in a product above 100 ppm and 
any relevant transformation components would have to be cross-referenced against these lists for 18 
hazard end points (e.g. carcinogenicity, reproductive toxicity, flammability).  If a chemical appears on 
any of the Benchmark 1 lists, that chemical is deemed a Benchmark 1 hazard.  The product containing 
that chemical as an ingredient (or transformation component of an ingredient) therefore becomes 
ineligible to receive credit under the GreenScreen List Translator compliance alternative.  

For a product to contribute towards earning the credit at 150% of its value, each of its ingredients 
(above .1%, 1,000 ppm) would have to undergo a full GreenScreen Assessment.  For this assessment, a 
chemical is evaluated against the List Translator lists and available study data across all 18 of the 
identified hazard endpoints.  A detailed report must be prepared outlining the findings of the analysis, 
which considers only hazard and data gaps; risk assessment plays no role in this evaluation.  The report 
must be prepared by or approved by a “Qualified GreenScreen Profiler.”  At present, there are only two 
Profilers.  A GreenScreen Assessment must be designated as a draft until it has been validated by one of 
the Profilers.  The details of the process are not finalized, however, because the validation program is 
currently being pilot tested.35

Although we are not aware of any GreenScreen Assessment of PVC, it is obvious that PVC 
would be categorized as a Benchmark 1 material.  Clean Production Action has posted a “Plastics 
Scorecard” on the front page of its website that grades various plastics on a scale of A to F.36  PVC is the 
                                                          
33 See Clean Production Action, The GreenScreen for Safer Chemicals v 1.2 Guidance for Hazard Assessment and 

Benchmarking Chemicals (DRAFT, Oct. 18, 2011), available at http://www.cleanproduction.org/library/greenScreenv1-
2/DRAFT_GreenScreen_v1-2_Guidance_2011_1018_v2.pdf.  

34 Available at http://www.cleanproduction.org/library/greenscreen-translator-benchmark1-possible%20benchmark1.pdf. 

35 See Clean Production Action, GreenScreen Supporting Resources, http://cleanproduction.org/Greenscreen.Services.php. 

36 Clean Production Action, Beta Scorecards for Plastic Materials, http://www.cleanproduction.org/Scorecard.Grades.php. 
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only plastic that is given an F grade.  PVC is portrayed as being in a hazard class by itself, with the next 
worst plastic on the scale, polylactic acid, posting a passing C+ grade.  The failing grade is primarily 
attributable to the observation that the combustion of PVC can form dioxins and furans.37  Thus, we 
assume that PVC would be classified as a Benchmark 1 chemical if an assessment were performed due to 
the designation of dioxins as a relevant transformation component of PVC.  Certain phthalates would be 
considered Benchmark 1 chemicals as well because they are listed as SVHCs under REACH and 
reproductive toxins under Proposition 65.  Thus, any building product containing these chemicals, 
including vinyl flooring products, would be ineligible for Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients 
credit.

GreenScreen should be removed from the draft of LEED v4.  The system is not sufficiently 
established or reliable.  At best, it should be subjected to lengthy pilot testing to determine if it is a viable 
standard.  Even if it were proven to be a functional standard, however, it should not be employed as a red 
list.  The Benchmark 1 list is crudely overinclusive as it is likely to include hundreds or thousands of 
chemicals that present no harm when used in building materials.  Thus, the use of GreenScreen as a red 
list will result in the deselection of scores of perfectly safe building materials, including vinyl flooring.  
Unless and until Clean Production Action incorporates suitable risk assessment and LCA principles into 
GreenScreen, it cannot serve as a justifiable basis for materials preference and avoidance decisions in 
LEED.

2. Red List 2: Cradle to Cradle

Cradle to Cradle is wholly inappropriate for use under the LEED green building rating system for 
many reasons.  This non-consensus-based system refuses to evaluate any product that contains an
ingredient above a .1% (1,000 ppm) concentration found on a “Banned List” of disfavored chemicals.  
This fact alone should disqualify Cradle to Cradle from consideration in LEED because it uses crude
hazard screening to disqualify products rather than risk assessment.  Moreover, we have serious concerns 
about the propriety of incorporating this proprietary certification system into LEED.  

To contribute towards earning credit under this compliance alternative of Option 2, a product 
must be certified Cradle to Cradle v3 Silver or v2 Gold (valued at 100% of cost) or Cradle to Cradle v3 
Gold or Platinum or v2 Platinum (valued at 150% of cost). As with GreenScreen, Cradle to Cradle 
certification is being employed in Option 2 as a red list.  Materials such as PVC building materials cannot 
earn Cradle to Cradle certification and therefore are categorically excluded from earning credit under this 
compliance alternative without consideration of their human health and environmental attributes.  

The development and management of Cradle to Cradle should give USGBC pause about 
incorporating the system into LEED.  The Cradle to Cradle standard was developed independently by a 
U.S. consulting firm, McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry, LLC (MBDC), in conjunction with a 
German firm, EPEA Internationale Umweltforschung GmbH.38  The founding principal of MBDC, 
William McDonough, is a charter member of USGBC39 who has maintained close ties with the 
organization, such as being a keynote speaker at this year’s Greenbuild conference.40  The standard is 
currently overseen by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.  For many years prior to the 
formation of the non-profit Institute, however, Cradle to Cradle certification was a proprietary service 

                                                          
37 Clean Production Action, PVC, http://www.cleanproduction.org/library/PVC.pdf. 

38 Cradle to Cradle, Product Certification, http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification. 

39 William A. McDonough, Portfolio, http://www.mcdonough.com/pdf/William_McDonough_Portfolio.pdf.

40 Greenbuild, Closing Plenary, http://www.greenbuildexpo.org/speakers/closing-plenary.aspx. 
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offered by MBDC and EPEA in the course of their business activities.41  They created the Institute in 
2009 and licensed the Cradle to Cradle mark to it.42  The Institute is constituted as an independent non-
profit entity, but manufacturers must undergo a very expensive certification process overseen by an 
“Accredited Assessor” to use the Cradle to Cradle label.  The Institute estimates that product assessment 
fees will range from $5,500 - $75,000.43  Once issued, these certifications are valid only for one year, and 
an Accredited Assessor must reevaluate the product and recommend that it be recertified.44 There are only 
two Accredited Assessors in the U.S. available to handle all of this lucrative work—ToxServices LLC 
(who also happens to be one of two GreenScreen Profilers) and, unsurprisingly, MBDC.45

This does not appear to be the first USGBC effort to find a place in LEED for Cradle to Cradle.  
USGBC staff met with MBDC in 2007 and there was consideration given to whether innovation credits 
should be given for the use of Cradle to Cradle certified products.  On February 7, 2007, a motion passed 
in the LSC to consider further exploration of a relationship between USGBC and MBDC.46  However, the 
motion included a note of caution: “LSC has concerns about the use in LEED of non-transparent 
proprietary certification systems.”  Notwithstanding that the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation 
Institute oversees the standard on paper, it appears to remain a de facto proprietary standard of MBDC.  
This firm created Cradle to Cradle and the Institute that oversees it (which holds only a license to the 
standard).  Because MBDC—whose principal is a USGBC insider—is one of only two U.S.-based 
assessors, it stands to benefit greatly from the wider use of Cradle to Cradle that undoubtedly will flow 
from its incorporation into LEED.  Particularly because of the apparent close connection between 
USGBC and MBDC, USGBC should avoid taking an action that has any appearance of impropriety.  
Accordingly, USGBC should heed the concerns of the LSC in 2007 and not incorporate this non-
transparent proprietary standard into LEED.  At the very least, USGBC should critically examine the 
relationship between itself and MBDC and report its finding to the USGBC membership before holding a 
vote on including Cradle to Cradle in LEED v4.  

Moreover, based on its closed and non-consensus development process, Cradle to Cradle does not 
merit inclusion in LEED in any fashion, and certainly not as the basis for a material avoidance credit.  No 
consensus-based process—or any accepted standards-development process—was employed in the 
development of the Cradle to Cradle standard.  This total lack of an unbiased, objective, and transparent
development and certification process is demonstrated in the first instance by the requirements listed for 
products to be eligible to apply for Cradle to Cradle certification.  The standard lists highly subjective and 
unexplained categories of products that it will refuse to certify.47  It will not certify, for example, any 
products that in the Institute’s estimation have “apparent safety concerns related to chemical or physical 
characteristics,” or “ethical issues.” The most inexplicable product exclusion applies to any products “that 
may be contrary to the intent of the Cradle to Cradle principles.” Similarly, irrespective of the product, 
companies themselves may be deemed ineligible to seek certification for a number of ill-defined reasons, 

                                                          
41 See id. 

42 Cradle to Cradle, What is Cradle to Cradle?, http://c2ccertified.org/about/what_is_cradle_to_cradle. Future revisions to the 
standard will purportedly be conducted “with input” from diverse interests, but how this will work in practice is yet to be 
seen.  Moreover, there is no indication that future revisions will apply any consensus-based principles.  

43 Cradle to Cradle, Frequently Asked Questions, http://c2ccertified.org/innovation_hub/faq. 

44 See id.

45 The only Accredited Assessor outside the U.S. is EPEA. 

46 LSC Minutes (Feb. 7, 2007), available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2455.

47 Cradle to Cradle, Product Eligibility, http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification/product_eligibility. 
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including if the Institute determines that they are “involved in rain forest damage” or have a “connection” 
to weapon production.  

The Cradle to Cradle certification criterion that is the greatest cause for concern is Material 
Health.48  Cradle to Cradle’s chemical hazard methodology is “strongly based” on the precautionary 
principle.49  The standard’s unusual view of this principle results in a peculiar interpretation of risk 
assessment (i.e. hazard x exposure = risk).  The Cradle to Cradle methodology purports to account for risk 
by identifying a chemical’s hazard endpoint and then assuming that exposure will occur.  The stated 
justification for this assumption is, “Experience has shown that attempts to only minimize exposure in 
chemical management systems have ultimately failed, as chemicals with intrinsic hazards are exposed to 
various populations throughout the globe.”50  In other words, the fact that someone somewhere in the 
world may be exposed to that chemical through some unrelated source is sufficient grounds to assume 
that the product being evaluated presents a risk of human exposure.  Through this illogical reasoning, 
Cradle to Cradle claims to consider a product’s risk despite applying no risk assessment principles.

The Material Health criterion outlines a detailed assessment methodology for each chemical 
constituent of a product.51  Chemicals are assigned a grade of A, B, C, or X.  For the Silver rating under 
Version 3.0 (the minimum certification level for credit under Option 2), the product can contain no 
materials with an X rating for cancer, birth defects, genetic damage, or reproductive harm hazard 
endpoints.  For the Platinum rating, which allows a product to be valued at 150% of cost under Option 2,
all constituents present in the final product and all process chemicals (even those not present in the 
finished product) must be free of X-rated chemicals for all endpoints.  

While Cradle to Cradle’s material assessment methodology purports to follow a scientific 
methodology, it completely disregards these principles when it comes to substances on the Banned List.52  
Chemicals on this list do not get the benefit of having the assessment methodology applied to them; they 
are simply banned outright for all uses.  If a product contains any chemical on this list in a concentration 
above .1%, the product is ineligible to be certified under any level of the Cradle to Cradle standard—
irrespective of any risk posed by the product that uses that chemical.  Although fewer than three dozen 
chemicals are included on the list, it includes PVC, which is the key constituent of vinyl flooring, and 
BBP and DEHP, which are used as plasticizers in some vinyl flooring products.  There is no justification 
given for the materials included on this red list; they merely reflect the whims of MBDC.  Thus, 
irrespective of product risk, no building product containing more than a de minimis amount (1,000 ppm) 
of PVC (or any other banned or X-rated chemicals) can be eligible to earn credit under Option 2 through 
Cradle to Cradle certification.  

Cradle to Cradle is a proprietary material deselection program based on the subjective and 
unexplained opinions of two consulting firms, MBDC and EPEA, which was not developed using any 
consensus-based decision making process. More importantly, Cradle to Cradle functions as a red list to 
exclude building products such as vinyl flooring from participating in this credit, but it provides no 
                                                          
48 Cradle to Cradle, Product Certification – Material Health, 

http://c2ccertified.org/product_certification/criteria/material_health/v3_0. 

49 Cradle to Cradle, Material Health Assessment Methodology (Version 3.0) at 17, available at 
http://c2ccertified.org/images/uploads/C2CCertified_Material_Health_Methodology_121112.pdf. 

50 Id.

51 Cradle to Cradle, Material Health Methodology, 
http://c2ccertified.org/images/uploads/C2CCertified_Material_Health_Methodology_121112.pdf. 

52 Cradle to Cradle, Banned Lists, http://c2ccertified.org/images/uploads/C2CCertified_Banned_Lists_V3_121113.pdf. 
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justification for materials on the Cradle to Cradle Banned List, such as PVC.  They are simply banned by 
fiat.  USGBC should heed the warning of the LSC in 2007 and not adopt this proprietary certification 
system for used as a red list in LEED.  At the very least, because of close ties between MBDC and 
USGBC and the significant windfall that will accrue to the firm, USGBC should examine the relationship 
between USGBC and MBDC and report those findings before any ballot consideration of Cradle to 
Cradle occurs.  

3. Red List 3: REACH 

Option 2 of the Proposed Material Ingredients Credit contains an “International Alternative 
Compliance Path” that would allow products to be eligible for the credit if they “do not contain 
substances that meet REACH criteria for substances of very high concern.”53  This alternative is intended 
for use by international projects but we understand that it will be available for projects in the U.S. as well.  
The misuse of the REACH Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) list to support a material 
avoidance credit is unsupportable.  

REACH is a sweeping chemical regulatory scheme enacted by the European Commission in
2006.  Chemicals that are determined to warrant evaluation for possible use restrictions are placed on the 
SVHC list (Candidate List).  If actual import or manufacturer restrictions are imposed, the chemical is 
placed on a subset of the SVHC list, the Authorisation List.  It is important to note that the inclusion of a 
substance on the SVHC list (including substances on the Authorisation list) does not mean that the 
substance cannot be used as an ingredient in products.   Authorisation applies only to the chemical itself, 
not to finished products containing that chemical that are imported into the E.U. A separate REACH 
provision, called Restriction, can be used to ban the importation of products containing a particular 
SVHC.

Denmark filed a petition in August 2011 for a Restriction on the use of certain phthalates (BBP, 
DEHP, DBP, and DIBP) in any product intended for indoor use, including vinyl flooring, on the theory 
that the effect of combined exposure to these phthalates presented a health risk.54  Although a final 
decision has not been formally issued, the two REACH committees tasked with evaluating the basis for 
this proposal found it to be unjustified.  The European Chemicals Agency’s (ECHA) Committee for Risk 
Assessment issued its findings and recommendations on June 12, 2012.  This committee concluded “that 
the available data does not indicate that there is currently a risk from combined exposure to the four 
phthalates” and therefore the “proposed restriction is not justified.”55  The ECHA’s Committee for Socio-
economic Analysis issued its findings and recommendation on December 7, 2012.  The committee 
concurred that “there is no basis for a supportive opinion as risk from combined exposure was not 

                                                          
53 USGBC, Building product disclosure and optimization - material ingredients, 

https://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399?return=/credits/new-construction/v4-draft/material-%26-resources.  We assume this 
credit applies only to chemicals officially listed as SVHCs and not to some broader universe of substances that potentially 
would “meet REACH criteria” for listing, as the credit language states.  This issue must be clarified, however, because it 
would be impossible for LEED users to determine with any degree of confidence what substances not presently listed as 
SVHCs would meet the general and largely subjective REACH criteria for listing.  Chemicals proposed to be listed as 
SVHCs undergo a lengthy multi-faceted review and evaluation process, with final listing decisions subjected to a vote of 
European Union member states.  See REACH Art. 59.

54 See Danish Environmental Protection Agency, Annex XV Restriction Report; Proposal For A Restriction (Aug. 12, 2011), 
available at http://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/13641/restriction_report_phthalates_en.pdf.

55 ECHA, press release, Proposal to restrict four classified phthalates under REACH not justified (June 12, 2012), available at 
http://echa.europa.eu/view-article/-/journal_content/title/proposal-to-restrict-four-classified-phthalates-under-reach-not-
justified. 
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demonstrated.”56    Notwithstanding that REACH is expressly predicated on the precautionary principle, 
REACH Art. 1.3, ECHA authorities applied sound risk assessment principles when evaluating a proposal 
to ban these SVHCs for use in indoor products, including flooring.  

A plasticizer commonly used in vinyl flooring, BBP, is listed as an SVHC under REACH.  The 
REACH compliance path in Option 2 would exclude a flooring product from contributing toward the 
credit merely because the product contains BBP.  In the case of BBP, USGBC has adopted the E.U.’s 
determination that this material contains a potential hazard but selectively ignores the relevant ECHA 
authorities’ finding that this hazard does not translate into risk when BBP is used in indoor products.   
This creates an absurd result: If Option 2 is finalized in its current form, it will be possible for a U.S. 
manufacturer of vinyl flooring to export flooring products to the European Union in full compliance with 
REACH even though those products may fail to satisfy Option 2’s REACH compliance option.  USGBC 
is misusing the REACH SVHC list as a red list for material avoidance.  The REACH alternative in Option 
2 therefore should be withdrawn.  

4. Red List 4: To Be Determined

Option 2 contains a standardless provision that would allow USGBC to subsequently approve any 
program or products that “comply with building product optimization criteria approved by USGBC.”  
This provision is fundamentally inconsistent with a consensus-based standard.   Consensus, by definition, 
requires that a standard be developed only by the general agreement of its members with a process to 
fairly consider and resolve the objections of members who disagree with the action.  See Office of 
Management and Budget, Circular A-119 § 4.a.1.v. (Feb. 10, 1998).  This provision contains no 
opportunity for member comment or approval before the credit is amended.  It does not even include 
standards or criteria by which such a decision will be made or identify which USGBC staff or committees 
have authority to make such decisions.  Thus, this provision removes decision making and approval 
authority from USGBC’s membership and vests it solely in the hands of USGBC staff.  

Furthermore, the “USGBC approved program” provision does not comply with the Foundations 
of LEED.  According to LEED’s foundational document, 

Substantive revisions to LEED may go through pilot testing but must undergo public 
comment and USGBC member ballot. Substantive revisions are considered anything 
other than simple errors and corrections to LEED.

USGBC, Foundations of LEED § III.3 (June 15, 2010).  The addition of a new red list to MR Credit 4 
cannot be deemed a “simple error” or “correction.”  If the addition is made available for use by all 
projects, then it is not a project-specific adaptation authorized by the Foundations of LEED.  Instead, such 
a change would be a “substantive revision” that “must undergo public comment and USGBC member 
ballot.”  

Under a separate provision in the Foundations of LEED, certain changes to credit language may 
be made through the Addenda process.  Id. § VII, App’x 3.  Even if the addition of a new red list to 
Option 2 were considered an Addenda, it would have to follow the process set forth in the Foundations.  
Moreover, the existence of the Addenda process presumably makes it unnecessary to include credit

                                                          
56 See ECHA, press release, SEAC concludes on scientific opinions for two restriction proposals (Dec. 7, 2012), available at

http://echa.europa.eu/view-article/-/journal_content/title/seac-concludes-on-scientific-opinions-for-two-restriction-
proposals; ECHA, press release, Public consultation launched on SEAC's draft opinion on restricting four phthalates (July 
12, 2012), available at http://echa.europa.eu/view-article/-/journal_content/title/public-consultation-launched-on-seac-s-
draft-opinion-on-restricting-four-phthalates.
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language in Option 2 that ostensibly allows changes to be made without the observance of any established 
procedures, criteria, or approval requirements.  Accordingly, this provision should be deleted from Option 
2 as contrary to consensus-based principles and the Foundations of LEED.  

C. USGBC Has Not Finished Its Pilot Credit Testing Of The Material Avoidance 
Credit Which Needs To Be Completed And Evaluated Before Being Considered For 
Inclusion In LEED v4

For a disfavored material avoidance credit with this many implications, it is incumbent upon 
USGBC to subject the credit to a comprehensive review and vetting process.  Submitting the credit to 
pilot testing would greatly aid this process.  According to the Foundations of LEED, the Pilot Credit 
Library provides a process for proposed credits to be “tested and evaluated before they can be considered 
for incorporation into the LEED consensus process for approval by USGBC membership.”  USGBC, 
Foundations of LEED § III.3 (July 2009).57

USGBC apparently recognizes the importance of pilot testing because it has been revising its 
pilot credits to reflect changing material avoidance credit.  A pilot credit mirroring Option 2, Pilot Credit 
77: Material Ingredient Optimization, was introduced on January 15, 2013.  The pilot period for Pilot 
Credit 77 should be allowed to conclude and the Pilot Credit Working Group’s report should be widely 
circulated and considered (both internally and externally) prior to any action by the LEED Steering 
Committee.  The adverse impacts of this proposed credit warrant that the final decision on its inclusion or 
rejection be made by USGBC members on a fully informed basis.   The proposed credit should be 
withdrawn from the LEED v4 balloting until its pilot evaluation is completed in full.

IV. OPTION 3: PRODUCT MANUFACTURER SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION IS 
UNWORKABLE AND SHOULD BE PILOT TESTED BEFORE BEING CONSIDERED 
FOR INCLUSION IN LEED V4

RFCI supports in principle the concept that manufacturers may be rewarded for encouraging their 
suppliers to engage in environmentally beneficial practices.  However, this support must be qualified by 
the recognition that even the largest manufacturers do not necessarily possess the clout to force their 
suppliers to make operational changes.  Manufacturers source their raw materials from multiple suppliers, 
and the value of that manufacturer’s continued purchases may not be sufficient to prompt any given 
supplier to implement potentially costly changes.  For this credit to be of any practical use, these 
limitations must be accounted for in how this credit is drafted and implemented.

Option 3 is hopelessly muddled and should be subjected to pilot credit testing before it is given 
consideration for inclusion in LEED.  RFCI fails to understand how, or if, this credit will be earned in 
practice, which makes it difficult to form a position on whether to support or oppose this credit.  This 
Option allows a project to earn one point if at least 25% of the project’s building materials, by cost, are 
obtained from manufacturers that satisfy the requirements of this credit.  For a product to be eligible 
under Option 3, its manufacturer must have documentation that at least 99%, by weight, of the ingredients 
in its product are sourced from suppliers that have third-party verification that they have six poorly 
defined “processes” in place.  These processes include: “communicate and transparently prioritize 
chemical ingredients along the supply chain according to available hazard, exposure and use 
information,” “manage the health, safety, and environmental hazard and risk of chemical ingredients,” 
and “optimize health, safety, and environmental impacts when designing and improving chemical 
ingredients.”  It is not clear precisely what these processes mean or how they will be evaluated.  

                                                          
57 Available at http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=6103. 
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Furthermore, we are unaware of any existing third-party that has a program to verify that such processes 
are in place.  

RFCI believes that this credit has the potential to be a positive addition to LEED, but as drafted, it 
appears to be too ambiguous to be of much practical use.  Accordingly, RFCI recommends that Option 3 
be revised to utilize clear, objective standards to define the relevant “processes” requiring compliance and 
that the revised Option 3 be submitted for pilot credit testing.

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons explained in detail above, the material avoidance option (Option 2) of MR Credit 
4: Building Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients is fatally flawed and should be 
withdrawn from the final version of LEED v4 that USGBC currently intends to submit to its membership 
for a vote in the summer of 2013.  This credit has now been introduced in at least five different forms 
(more if similar pilot credits are included), and each time the building material industry and other LEED 
users have explained in detail the numerous problems with its approach to material avoidance decisions.   
We do so again and urge USGBC to once and for all remove the material avoidance credit embodied in 
Option 2.   At most, the pilot credit process for Option 2 should be completed and evaluated before any 
form of material avoidance credit is considered for permanent adoption in LEED.

With respect to material ingredient reporting option (Option 1), the reporting thresholds should be 
revised to conform with the OSHA Hazard Communication standard as we have explained.  

The product manufacturer supply chain optimization option (Option 3) should be withdrawn from 
the final version of LEED v4 because it is too ambiguous and subjective for feasible use at this time.  It 
should be revised to establish clear and objective “processes” requiring compliance and then pilot tested 
before being considered for permanent adoption in LEED. 

Please contact me or RFCI’s counsel, Bill Hall at Venable LLP, if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean Thompson
President
Resilient Floor Covering Institute
115 Broad Street, Suite 201
LaGrange, GA  30240
(706) 882-3928
dean.thompson@rfci.com

OF COUNSEL:

William N. Hall
Justin W. Curtis
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC  20004
(202) 344-4000
wnhall@venable.com
jcurtis@venable.com
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ATTACHMENT A

RESILIENT FLOOR COVERING INSTITUTE (RFCI)
REGULAR MEMBERS

American Biltrite Inc. – Mercerville, New Jersey
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. – Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Centiva – Florence, Alabama
Congoleum Corp. – Mercerville, New Jersey

IVC US – Dalton, Georgia
Mannington Mills, Inc. – Salem, New Jersey
Roppe Corporation, USA – Fostoria, Ohio

Tarkett, Inc. – Chargin Falls, Ohio
Vinylasa – Col. Granjas, Mexico

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

BASF – Houston, Texas
BYK USA Inc. – Wallingford, Connecticut

Cascades Lupel – Deerfield, FL
Chapco/H.B. Fuller – Aurora, Illinois

Eastman Chemical Co. – Kingsport, Tennessee
ExxonMobil Chemical Co. – Houston, Texas

Ferro Corp. – Cleveland, Ohio
Formosa Plastics Corp. – Livingston, New Jersey

Gerflor North America – Arlington Heights, Illinois
Halstead International (Metroflor Corp.) – Norwalk, Connecticut

Karndean International LLC – Export, Pennsylvania
LG Hausys America, Inc. – Atlanta, Georgia

Mapei Corp. – Lavel, Quebec, Canada
Mexichem – Bogota, Columbia
Owens Corning – Toledo, Ohio

Penn Color – Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Polyone Corp. – Avon Lake, Ohio

Royal Adhesives – Simpsonville, SC
W.F. Taylor Co. – Mt. Juliet, Tennessee

W.W. Henry Co. – Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
XL Brands, Inc. – Resaca, Georgia
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ATTACHMENT B

BEES STAKEHOLDER WEIGHTING ENDORSED BY USGBC

6598757-v11
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ATTACHMENT C

BEES EPA WEIGHTING ENDORSED BY USGBC

6598757-v11
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ATTACHMENT D

April 9, 2007

Mr. Frank Borrelli
Technical Director
The Vinyl Institute
1300 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA  22209

Dear Mr. Borrelli:

I have read the U.S. Green Building Council’s Technical and Scientific Advisory Committee (TSAC) 
PVC Task Group Report, “Assessment of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for 
LEED” and offer the following comments and assessment. My comments are grouped into three areas: 
general, emission factors and landfill fires.

General

Data from various studies and reports are used to arrive at the final assessment. The data are inconsistent 
and used interchangeably. For example, in order to generate an emission factor for PCDD/F per kg of 
chloride in waste, and to then utilize this emission factor to estimate the contribution of PVC to PCDD/F 
emissions from landfill fires, TSAC regresses the experiments of Lemieux, Gullett et al. (2003) as 
suggested by Neurath. In so doing, TSAC assumes that landfill fires and barrel burns have similar 
emission factors per kg of each waste burned (pg. 20) for the purposes of this end-of-life calculation. 
There is no scientific foundation for this assumption. Likely, different combustion conditions, e.g. oxygen 
availability, moisture content, heat transfer, and temperature, will dominate in a landfill fire than 
dominate in an open barrel burn. It is not scientifically defensible to extrapolate emissions from the 
burning barrel tests to landfill fires without data to support such an extrapolation. In fact, Lumieux, Lutes, 
et al. (2004) clearly caution against such an approach:

“…different combustion conditions may dominate in a landfill fire than are predominant in a 
backyard burning situation…it is not appropriate to extrapolate emissions from that source to this 
source.”

I could find no justification for using the two 7.5% PVC data points from the Lemieux, Gullet, et al. tests 
to determine any meaningful emission factor. There is no basis for assuming that this level of PVC would 
be representative of either a landfill or backyard open burn fire. The US EPA data indicates the PVC 
content of municipal waste to be 0.6%. Thus the conclusions for PVC content below 1% would be more 
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appropriate to use. And the data clearly show that the TEQ PCDD/F emissions are relatively independent 
of PVC content below 1% as concluded by Lemieux, Gullett et al.:

“In summary, although Cl in the waste does appear to influence emissions of PCDD/Fs from 
burn barrels, this effect can be observed only at high levels of Cl, atypical of household trash, 
and is independent of the source of the Cl (organic or inorganic). At moderate levels of Cl, a 
statistically significant effect of waste Cl concentration is not observed, because other more 
important variables have a much greater influence on the emissions of PCDD/Fs.”

It is very difficult to follow the numbers through successive tables; for instance, 1) going from Table D-6 
to Table D-7, and 2) while the landfill emission factors in Table D-8 come directly from Table D-7, the 
origin of the incineration and open burning numbers is not apparent.  For even minimal transparency, 
TSAC should provide the calculation spread sheets so that the calculations can be followed and the 
numbers verified.

Emission Factors

The TSAC study utilizes an emission factor of 76.8 ng TEQ/kg waste combusted (from Lemieux, Gullett 
et al.) along with EPA’s estimated annual emission (498.53 g TEQ/yr) from backyard burning to estimate 
the amount burned in backyards to be 6.49 million tons in total. Later in the report, TSAC utilizes EPA’s 
estimate of 1126 g TEQ emitted per year from landfill fires along with the UNEP Dioxin Toolkit 
emission factor for landfills of 1000 ng TEQ/kg waste burned to estimate that 1.126 million tons are 
burned in landfills each year (pg.29). These emission factors are significantly different by over an order of 
magnitude and contradict the assumption that landfill fires and backyard burning have similar emission 
factors (pg. 20). Interestingly, if one uses the emission factor for backyard burning to estimate the amount 
of landfill waste burned each year, one calculates 14.66 million tons of landfill waste burned each year or 
an astonishing 11% of all landfill waste. This is not credible

In order to generate an emission factor for PCDD/F per kg of chloride in waste, and to utilize that as a 
way of estimating the contribution of PVC to PCDD/F emissions from landfill fires, TSAC regresses the 
TEQ output of experiments of Lemieux, Gullett et al. against chloride input, approximately as suggested 
in comments by Neurath.  Lemieux, Gullett, et al. rejected the approach of reducing these experiments to 
a simple regression against a single variable for a number of reasons. First, they note the very wide range 
of data obtained from seemingly replicate experiments. As they are combustion scientists, they know that 
the generation of products of incomplete combustion can have a number of causes, but most are related to 
combustion variables.

The EPA authors went to great pains to attempt to separate effects of chloride from other combustion 
variables; those that could be controlled (size, compaction, wetness) and those that could not (temperature 
in the material, temperature above the fire, time of burning, burning rate etc.).  It is for this reason that the 
authors, while acknowledging correlation between log TEQ and log Cl noted that 1) the correlation with 
log Cl is not equivalent to log PVC, implying that organic and inorganic chloride are indistinguishable 
and 2) the presence of correlation terms representing carbon monoxide and copper imply a mechanism 
that is more complex than simply a correlation with Cl. This observation is important and should not be 
lost.

Finally, given Lemieux and Lutes’ warning about lack of comparability of “barrel burning” to landfill 
fires, it is difficult to understand how carefully-managed combustion of PVC and mixtures in a gas-fired, 
fan-drafted incinerator (Yasuhara, Katami et al. 2003), (Katami, Yasuhara et al. 2002) is of any relevance 
to landfill fires—especially underground fires which are at the very least oxygen-starved rather than fan-
drafted.
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Landfill Fires

TSAC assumes that 1.126 million tons of waste is burned in landfills each year as described above. This 
is 0.86% of the total waste landfilled. TSAC also assumes that 95% of the waste is burned in surface 
landfill fires. A few simple calculations can demonstrate how questionable these numbers are.

 If one assumes landfill deliveries 240 days/yr, ~2300 major landfills in the U.S. (TriData Corp., 
2002) and a daily cover of 6 inches of soil or equivalent to protect the previous day’s waste, to 
consume 1.126 million tons of waste per year would require 4740 major landfill fires/yr, each of 
which burned the entire day’s landfill waste. [(131.1 million tons/240x2300) x number of landfill 
fires/yr = 1.126 million tons]

 The California Integrated Waste Management Bureau estimated that there were 25 underground 
landfill fires in 15 years,. EPA, from a Swedish study estimates 3.3 above ground landfill fires 
for each underground fire (NCEA-EPA, 2006). Hence, since there are 188 landfills in California 
of the total 2314 U.S. landfills (TriData Corp., 2002)   this suggests that there are 45 landfill 
fires/yr, about 1/100th of the number of landfill fires estimated above.

 If one assumes that these landfill fires are truck fires and if each waste truck carries 6 tons of 
waste, then there would be 187,667 truck fires/yr (1 fire every 116th truck), each fire completely 
consuming the entire contents in the truck.

 As another similar example, for the city of Chicago, it means that of the roughly 0.45 
kg/person/day of landfill-bound waste generated by the nearly 3 million people (1.3 million kg 
per day) about 13,000 kg burns in the landfill every day.  This is the equivalent of completely 
burning over two full 20 m3 packer trucks carrying 6 tonnes of material each—about one every 
six working hours--every collection day of the year.  Physically, this would mean at least two fire 
company runs to a landfill every day or a dedicated fire brigade at every landfill. There would be 
a constant plume of black, oily smoke over every landfill, everywhere. This clearly does not 
happen.

These simple bounding calculations raise a serious question regarding the validity of the assumption that 
1.126 million tons of waste is burned in landfills each year. The actual quantity appears to be significantly 
less. Importantly, EPA in its 2006 Sources document cautions that:

“Because no data could be located on characterization of landfill fires in the United States (i.e., 
number, type, mass of waste involved), the limited data available were judged inadequate for 
developing national emission estimates that could be included in the national inventory.” 

TSAC has offered no new information or collaborating information to support their calculations or refute 
this caution. There is an extraordinary data gap here that must be filled if TSAC intends to calculate 
an impact of PVC on landfill fires. Actual, relevant data on the occurrence and magnitude of landfill fires 
is critical, especially given the importance TSAC has attributed to the impact of landfill fires. 

Based on the simple examples described above, I would opine that the actual amount of landfill waste 
burned each year is about 1/100th of the amount used by TSAC. This is far more reasonable given what 
we know anecdotally about the incidence of true landfill fires. Using the UNEP Toolkit emission factor 
on this lower amount of burning material, landfill fires generate approximately 11 g TEQ/yr; if we use 
Lemieux and Gullett’s average emission factor of 76.8 ng TEQ/kg waste combusted, the number is less 
than one gram per year.
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Finally, landfill fires aren’t as common as they once were. Part of the reason is that an ever-increasing 
percentage of the waste is passing through a transfer station or MFP before it goes to the landfill. Waste 
screening (load checking) efforts also help prevent landfill fires by keeping “hot” loads (i.e., BBQ or 
fireplace ashes) out of the landfill.

Summary

Regarding dioxin emissions from PVC in landfill and backyard fires, there is no scientific foundation for 
TSAC’s assumptions that: 

 The estimation that 1.126 million tons of waste is burned in landfills each year despite four 
boundary calculations that indicate that this estimate is a factor of 100 too large. This analysis 
suggests that even the lowest TSAC estimate of dioxin emissions from landfill and backyard fires 
greatly overestimates the contribution from PVC.   

 Emissions from burning barrel tests can be extrapolated to landfill fires, contrary to the advice of 
Lumieux, Lutes et al;

 The PVC contribution from landfill fires (Lemieux, Gullet et al.) can be extrapolated by 
regressing against the chlorine concentration, contrary to the advice of the authors of the study 
and their data showing that TEQ emissions are relatively independent of PVC content below 1%;

 Landfill fires and barrel burns have similar emission factors per kg of waste burned (p. 20), and 
contrary to the very different emission factors used elsewhere in the report for backyard burning 
(76.8 ng TEQ/kg, Lemieux, Gullett et al) and landfill fires (1000 ng TEQ/kg waste, UNEP Dioxin 
Toolkit) ; 

 The data of Katami et al. and Yasuhara on PVC combustion in a gas-fired fan-drafted incinerator 
is relevant to landfill fires; or 

 Landfill or backyard wastes contain 7.5% PVC; 

Conclusions

A meaningful and scientifically defensible estimate of emissions from landfills and the contribution of 
PVC to these emissions will require knowledge of: 1) the amount of PVC entering landfills, 2) the 
number of landfill fires, 3) the quantity of waste burned, and 4) consensus on the appropriate emission 
factor for landfill fires. Absent this information, assignment of TEQ PCDD/F emissions from landfill fires 
as apart of a life cycle analysis is speculation at best. As called for in the Executive Summary (pg.12), if 
end-of-product-life phase of the life cycle is to be addressed, there needs to be “better data and 
modeling”.

Sincerely,

Richard S. Magee Sc.D, P.E., BCEE
Research Professor
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Sample	  Comment/Response	  from	  USGBC	  

Vinyl	  Institute	  Comment	  (Dec.	  10,2012)	   USGBC	  Response	  (Mar.	  1,	  2013)	   Note	  on	  USGBC	  response	  
The	  most	  important	  way	  for	  LEED	  credits	  to	  contribute	  to	  buildings	  is	  by	  
improving	  the	  way	  buildings	  are	  designed,	  built	  and	  operated,	  as	  stated	  
in	  Foundations	  of	  LEED.	  	  Material-‐related	  credits	  may	  also	  contribute	  to	  
better	  buildings,	  but	  this	  depends	  on	  the	  robustness	  of	  life-‐cycle	  and	  
risk-‐assessment	  data	  from	  which	  to	  make	  informed	  choices	  among	  
competing	  building-‐product	  materials.	  	  As	  USGBC’s	  Technical	  and	  
Scientific	  Advisory	  Panel	  urged	  the	  LEED	  Steering	  Committee	  in	  its	  
Assessment	  of	  Technical	  Basis	  for	  a	  PVC-‐Related	  Materials	  Credit	  in	  
LEED	  (2004),	  “consider	  developing	  issues-‐based	  credits….For	  such	  issue-‐
based	  credits	  to	  be	  technically	  sound,	  they	  should	  be	  informed	  by	  both	  
LCA	  and	  risk	  assessment.”	  
	  
The	  importance	  of	  life-‐cycle	  and	  risk	  assessments	  is	  underscored	  in	  the	  
intent	  language	  of	  certain	  USGBC	  proposed	  and	  pilot	  credits.	  	  For	  
example,	  the	  intent	  of	  proposed	  Building	  product	  disclosure	  and	  
optimization	  -‐	  material	  ingredients	  in	  LEED	  v4	  is	  “To	  encourage	  the	  use	  
of	  products	  and	  materials	  for	  which	  life-‐cycle	  information	  is	  available	  
and	  that	  have	  environmentally,	  economically,	  and	  socially	  preferable	  
life-‐cycle	  impacts.”	  
	  
There	  are	  many	  approaches	  that	  VI	  generally	  supports	  to	  improve	  the	  
materials	  used	  in	  buildings.	  	  As	  examples,	  credits	  could	  reward	  
development	  of	  lower-‐emitting	  materials,	  product	  category	  rules,	  
environmental	  product	  declarations,	  and	  sustainability	  programs.	  	  The	  
specific	  language	  of	  such	  credits	  should	  encourage	  data-‐driven	  
improvements	  in	  products	  that	  comprehensively,	  consistently	  and	  
meaningfully	  reduce	  overall	  impacts	  compared	  to	  alternatives.	  	  Credits	  
should	  not	  be	  awarded	  for	  categorical	  restrictions	  on	  proven	  building	  
materials.	  	  Such	  efforts	  thrust	  USGBC	  into	  the	  arena	  of	  regulators,	  but	  
without	  the	  broad	  technical	  and	  financial	  resources	  required	  to	  assess	  
health	  and	  environmental	  impacts.	  	  

Thank	  you	  for	  your	  comments.	  	  The	  
issue	  of	  human	  and	  ecological	  health	  
is	  a	  critical	  issue	  for	  LEED	  and	  USGBC	  
to	  consider	  from	  the	  perspective	  of	  
the	  impact	  the	  buildings	  industry	  can	  
have	  on	  improving	  this	  (and	  many	  
other	  important	  goals	  for	  LEED)	  over	  
time.	  	  The	  Material	  Ingredients	  and	  
Sourcing	  of	  Raw	  Materials	  credits	  
work	  in	  tandem	  to	  address	  the	  
existing	  holes	  that	  exist	  in	  LCA	  tools	  
for	  quantifying	  this	  human	  and	  
ecological	  health	  impacts.	  	  LEED	  is	  a	  
leadership	  standard	  and	  as	  such,	  
requires	  more	  than	  the	  status	  quo.	  
USGBC’s	  TSAC	  study	  on	  PVC	  found	  
that	  dioxin	  emissions	  put	  PVC	  
“consistently	  among	  the	  worst	  
materials	  for	  	  health	  impacts”.	  It	  is	  
important	  to	  note	  that	  the	  USGBC’s	  
TSAC	  was	  charged	  with	  providing	  a	  
technical	  analysis	  concerning	  the	  
evidence	  available	  in	  regards	  to	  the	  
inclusion	  of	  a	  PVC-‐related	  credit	  in	  
the	  LEED	  rating	  system.	  The	  TSAC’s	  
findings	  are	  technical	  in	  nature	  and	  
not	  determinative	  of	  USGBC	  policy.	  	  	  	  
The	  LEED	  development	  process	  
details	  can	  be	  found	  in	  the	  USGBC	  
Board	  approved	  LEED	  Foundations	  
Documents,	  publically	  available	  at	  

1)	  USGBC	  refuses	  to	  respond	  
to	  most	  of	  VI’s	  points.	  
	  
2)	  USGBC	  mischaracterizes	  
what	  the	  TSAC	  study	  said	  
about	  PVC,	  in	  general	  and	  in	  
particular.	  	  The	  study	  found	  
in	  general	  that	  material-‐
avoidance	  credits	  are	  “blunt	  
instruments”	  that	  should	  be	  
avoided.	  	  The	  particular	  
quote	  cited	  here	  is	  one	  
snippet	  of	  a	  longer	  narrative	  
that	  underscores	  TSAC’s	  
significant	  uncertainty	  about	  
PVC’s	  negative	  impacts.	  	  TSAC	  
concluded	  that	  its	  PVC	  
emissions	  estimates	  could	  be	  
“significantly	  different”	  from	  
actual	  emissions,	  for	  four	  
reasons:	  1)	  the	  estimates	  
were	  based	  on	  three	  
experimental	  studies,	  2)	  the	  
fate	  of	  each	  building	  material	  
in	  the	  disposal	  phase	  “is	  not	  
well	  known,”	  3)	  “even	  if	  the	  
disposal	  fate	  assumption	  is	  
accurate,	  landfill	  fires	  and	  
backyard	  burning,	  which	  
account	  for	  a	  large	  portion	  of	  
the	  dioxin	  emissions	  per	  unit	  
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This	  proposed	  credit	  has	  changed	  dramatically	  from	  previous	  proposed	  
iterations.	  	  The	  appearance	  of	  Cradle	  to	  Cradle	  and	  Health	  Product	  
Declaration	  Open	  Standard,	  in	  addition	  to	  Green	  Screen,	  as	  approved	  
references	  seems	  sudden	  and	  questionable.	  	  	  These	  programs	  were	  
developed	  by	  advocacy	  organizations	  and	  reflect	  policies	  to	  penalize	  
building	  materials	  and	  ingredients	  that	  are	  already	  strictly	  regulated,	  
have	  histories	  of	  being	  produced	  and	  used	  safely	  and	  effectively,	  and	  
may	  be	  the	  best	  in	  their	  classes	  at	  helping	  to	  reduce	  the	  overall	  impacts	  
of	  buildings.	  	  These	  inventory	  reference	  tools	  can	  also	  be	  complex	  and	  
costly	  for	  a	  builder	  or	  designer	  to	  use,	  which	  may	  undermine	  their	  use	  
and	  the	  effectiveness	  of	  the	  credit.	  	  	  Overall,	  we	  see	  no	  evidence	  that	  
USGBC	  has	  tested	  these	  reference	  tools	  against	  alternatives	  or	  
attempted	  to	  build	  consensus	  around	  their	  usefulness.	  	  	  Nor	  has	  USGBC	  
defined	  what	  it	  considers	  to	  be	  the	  criteria	  for	  an	  
inventory/optimization	  tool	  when	  it	  states	  that	  it	  will	  add	  “approved”	  
tools	  in	  the	  future.	  	  This	  credit	  should	  be	  withdrawn	  and	  reworked.	  	  
Criteria	  for	  effective	  disclosure	  and	  optimization	  tools	  should	  be	  
delineated,	  and	  an	  open,	  public	  evaluation	  should	  be	  conducted	  to	  
identify	  the	  best	  such	  tools.	  
	  
USGBC	  correctly	  notes	  the	  importance	  of	  consensus,	  and	  frequently	  
describes	  itself	  as	  consensus-‐based.	  	  	  For	  these	  reasons,	  USGBC	  needs	  
to	  open	  up	  the	  LEED	  credit-‐development	  process	  and	  invite	  the	  affected	  
public	  to	  participate	  as	  credits	  are	  being	  developed.	  	  	  Truly	  consensus-‐
based	  rating	  systems	  allow	  affected	  stakeholders	  a	  voice	  as	  credit	  
provisions	  are	  being	  developed,	  not	  only	  at	  the	  time	  of	  a	  ballot	  on	  a	  
completed	  rating	  system.	  	  Procedural	  improvements	  should	  include	  
public	  notice	  of	  the	  commencement	  of	  a	  new/updated	  rating	  system	  or	  
credits	  for	  a	  new/updated	  rating	  system,	  open	  meetings,	  opportunity	  to	  
comment	  as	  credits	  are	  being	  developed,	  substantive	  responses	  to	  
comments	  by	  technically	  qualified	  experts,	  and	  a	  fair,	  timely	  appeals	  
process.	  
	  

www.usgbc.org.	  USGBC	  is	  committed	  
to	  a	  consensus	  process	  that	  balances	  
a	  wide	  variety	  of	  needs	  across	  the	  
entire	  building	  industry.	  	  The	  Material	  
&	  Resources	  credit	  have	  continued	  to	  
be	  revised	  over	  time	  to	  recognize	  the	  
various	  feedback	  received	  from	  not	  
only	  the	  manufacturing	  community,	  
but	  also	  the	  LEED	  project	  team	  
community.	  	  	  To	  take	  the	  most	  
inclusive	  approach,	  USGBC	  will	  
reward	  the	  use	  of	  a	  wide	  variety	  of	  
programs	  that	  encourage	  the	  
disclosure	  and	  optimization	  of	  
building	  products	  and	  materials	  to	  
give	  both	  manufacturers	  and	  LEED	  
project	  teams	  the	  widest	  variety	  of	  
ways	  to	  participate	  and	  support	  this	  
market.	  

of	  material	  disposal,	  may	  or	  
may	  not	  involve	  the	  building	  
materials	  of	  our	  interest	  (ie,	  
PVC	  and	  non-‐PVC),”	  and	  4)	  
“even	  if	  our	  assumptions	  
about	  (2)	  and	  (3)	  are	  
accurate,	  dioxin	  emissions	  
per	  unit	  material	  [sic]	  burned	  
vary	  depending	  on	  fire	  
temperatures,	  emission	  
controls	  and	  the	  availability	  
of	  elements	  that	  affect	  the	  
dioxin	  formations,	  such	  as	  
chlorine,	  oxygen,	  carbon	  and	  
metal	  catalysts.	  	  Therefore,	  
the	  uncertainty	  bounds	  and	  
the	  best	  estimate	  of	  dioxin	  
emission	  factors	  for	  the	  
disposal	  phase	  should	  be	  
refined	  in	  the	  future	  as	  more	  
information	  becomes	  
available.”	  	  	  Following	  release	  
of	  this	  report,	  VI	  proposed	  to	  
work	  with	  USGBC	  to	  refine	  
the	  data	  but	  never	  received	  a	  
positive	  response.	  
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Cradle	  to	  Cradle	  
Cradle	  to	  Cradle	  is	  an	  inappropriate	  tool	  to	  use	  to	  obtain	  LEED	  credits.	  	  
It	  is	  a	  proprietary	  eco-‐label	  developed	  without	  transparency	  and	  
without	  the	  opportunity	  for	  affected	  stakeholders	  to	  have	  input	  or	  
opportunity	  for	  appeal.	  	  Unless	  a	  company	  has	  subjected	  itself	  to	  Cradle	  
to	  Cradle	  review,	  it	  cannot	  even	  be	  certain	  what	  the	  program	  does	  and	  
does	  not	  permit,	  although	  we	  know	  it	  excludes	  the	  use	  of	  certain	  
materials.	  	  There	  is	  no	  evidence	  that	  this	  program	  would	  win	  approval	  
through	  a	  true	  consensus	  process.	  

What	  we	  know	  about	  Cradle	  to	  Cradle’s	  prohibitions	  on	  certain	  
materials	  suggests	  that	  this	  tool	  suffers	  fatally	  from	  the	  general	  
problem	  with	  all	  “red	  lists”:	  

• They	  violate	  the	  fact	  that	  no	  material	  is	  best	  or	  worst,	  which	  was	  a	  
key	  finding	  of	  USGBC’s	  own	  PVC	  Task	  Group.	  	  	  Life-‐cycle	  analysis	  
shows	  that	  different	  materials	  and	  products	  have	  different	  impacts	  
over	  their	  lifetimes,	  and	  only	  by	  inventorying	  these	  impacts	  and	  
comparing	  them	  can	  a	  user	  be	  anywhere	  close	  to	  confident	  about	  
making	  the	  best	  choice.	  

• They	  are	  inconsistent	  or	  incomplete,	  or	  applied	  inconsistently	  and	  
incompletely,	  in	  addressing	  categories	  of	  pollutants.	  

• They	  may	  have	  hidden	  implications.	  	  A	  user	  may	  not	  understand	  all	  
of	  the	  products	  affected	  by	  a	  red-‐listed	  material.	  

• They	  are	  inflexible.	  	  If	  a	  product	  is	  red-‐listed	  because	  of	  its	  
production	  or	  disposal	  impacts,	  what	  if	  the	  product	  is	  recycled?	  	  	  
What	  process	  exists	  to	  delist	  a	  red-‐listed	  product	  through	  changes	  
that	  address	  underlying	  concerns?	  

• They	  ask	  users	  to	  put	  too	  much	  faith	  in	  the	  authority	  of	  the	  list	  
maker.	  	  Is	  the	  list	  maker	  qualified	  to	  evaluate	  and	  compare	  the	  
range	  of	  relevant	  impacts	  among	  competing	  materials	  from	  cradle	  
to	  cradle	  or	  cradle	  to	  grave?	  	  	  Has	  the	  list	  maker	  done	  this?	  

• They	  potentially	  increase	  risks	  to	  users.	  	  Whose	  responsibility	  is	  it	  to	  
find	  an	  alternative	  to	  a	  discontinued	  material	  that	  meets	  all	  the	  
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original	  material’s	  important	  performance	  features?	  	  Who	  covers	  
the	  user’s	  liability?	  

• The	  number	  of	  Red	  Lists	  is	  proliferating,	  exposing	  the	  
incompleteness	  of	  existing	  lists	  and	  the	  far-‐reaching	  consequences	  
of	  widening	  prohibitions	  to	  include	  even	  common,	  reliable	  
materials,	  as	  shown	  below.	  	  Red	  list	  advocates	  themselves	  realize	  
this.	  	  	  	  

	  
USGBC	  should	  be	  encouraging	  pro-‐active	  tools	  and	  programs	  that	  
improve	  product	  formulations	  in	  ways	  that	  reduce	  impacts,	  not	  
endorsing	  programs	  that	  mandate	  categorical	  avoidance	  of	  materials	  as	  
though	  there	  are	  best	  and	  worst	  materials.	  
	  
Green	  Screen	  
LEED	  credits	  should	  not	  be	  based	  on	  use	  of	  Green	  Screen.	  	  	  Green	  
Screen	  is	  a	  private	  eco-‐label	  developed	  by	  Clean	  Production	  Action,	  
which	  is	  not	  a	  consensus	  standards-‐development	  organization.	  	  Green	  
Screen	  was	  developed	  without	  transparency	  or	  input/approval	  of	  most	  
affected	  stakeholders.	  There	  is	  no	  appeal	  process	  for	  parties	  that	  are	  
affected	  by	  the	  program	  or	  disagree	  with	  its	  conclusions.	  	  It	  is	  
inappropriate	  to	  make	  this	  tool	  a	  reference	  in	  a	  LEED	  rating	  system.	  	  

Green	  Screen	  references	  a	  broad	  range	  of	  “red-‐lists”	  and	  authoritative	  
lists	  in	  attempting	  to	  identify	  hazardous	  materials.	  	  The	  effort	  over-‐
reaches,	  including	  lists	  of	  materials	  with	  potential,	  ill-‐defined	  hazards,	  
and	  the	  tool	  lacks	  the	  sophistication	  of	  taking	  the	  analysis	  a	  step	  further	  
to	  assess	  relative	  risks	  from	  these	  materials.	  	  Risk	  assessment	  is	  a	  
cornerstone	  concept	  in	  material	  management	  that	  has	  led	  to	  the	  
production	  of	  better,	  safer	  products.	  	  	  
	  
Hazards	  are	  present	  somewhere	  in	  the	  extraction	  and	  production	  as	  
well	  as	  end-‐of-‐life	  disposition	  of	  most	  materials	  that	  are	  safely	  and	  
reliably	  used	  in	  finished	  products.	  	  	  The	  fact	  that	  a	  hazardous	  material	  is	  
used	  to	  make	  a	  product	  or	  may	  be	  present	  as	  a	  "breakdown	  product"	  
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says	  nothing	  about	  the	  overall	  impact	  of	  the	  product	  compared	  to	  
another	  one	  based	  on	  a	  comprehensive	  comparison	  of	  life-‐cycle	  
impacts.	  	  There	  are	  no	  black-‐white	  choices	  among	  materials,	  products	  
and	  services.	  	  Everything	  has	  trade-‐offs.	  	  Yet,	  this	  tool	  is	  clearly	  designed	  
to	  short-‐circuit	  comparative	  life-‐cycle	  analyses	  and	  to	  pressure	  the	  
marketplace	  into	  deselecting	  products	  based	  on	  the	  mere	  presence	  of	  a	  
targeted	  material	  in	  them.	  
	  
Using	  Green	  Screen	  to	  inventory	  or	  eliminate	  the	  use	  of	  materials	  would	  
penalize	  materials	  that	  are	  already	  strictly	  regulated	  for	  health	  and	  
safety	  and	  which	  may	  be	  the	  best	  in	  their	  classes	  for	  purposes	  of	  
reducing	  building	  impacts.	  	  Hazards	  associated	  with	  the	  life-‐cycle	  of	  
building	  materials	  are	  regulated	  extensively	  by	  federal	  and	  state	  
government	  agencies	  through	  workplace	  rules,	  emissions	  and	  release	  
requirements,	  and	  other	  laws,	  regulations	  and	  ordinances	  intended	  to	  
protect	  humans	  and	  the	  environment	  from	  extraction	  of	  raw	  materials	  
through	  processing,	  manufacturing,	  transportation,	  installation,	  de-‐
installation,	  and	  disposal.	  	  USGBC	  should	  avoid	  attempting	  to	  become	  a	  
regulator.	  
	  
Another	  short-‐coming	  of	  a	  hazard-‐based	  credit	  is	  that	  it	  is	  a	  single-‐
attribute	  credit.	  	  	  USGBC	  has	  rightly	  recognized	  that	  the	  best	  LEED	  
credits	  are	  multi-‐attribute	  as	  they	  move	  toward	  holistic	  qualification	  of	  
materials.	  	  A	  hazard-‐identification/ranking	  program	  should	  be	  part	  of	  –	  
and	  not	  be	  used	  separately	  from	  -‐-‐	  a	  broader	  life-‐cycle/risk	  assessment	  
program.	  
	  

As	  an	  example	  of	  Green	  Screen's	  inappropriately	  heavy-‐handed	  
approach	  -‐-‐	  and	  evidence	  that	  Green	  Screen	  is	  unworkable	  -‐-‐	  Clean	  
Production	  Action	  has	  developed	  a	  "beta	  scorecard"	  for	  several	  major	  
plastics.	  	  PVC	  gets	  an	  "F"	  because	  improper/	  incomplete	  combustion	  
has	  the	  potential	  to	  form	  dioxins	  and	  furans,	  which	  are	  described	  as	  
"Green	  Screen	  Red	  chemicals."	  	  Under	  the	  same	  improper	  incomplete	  
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combustion	  conditions,	  other	  materials	  also	  produce	  persistent	  bio-‐
accumulative	  toxins,	  but	  Green	  Screen	  ignores	  these.	  	  In	  fact,	  PVC	  is	  a	  
very	  low	  source	  of	  dioxin	  emissions	  -‐-‐	  grams	  per	  year,	  according	  to	  
reports	  to	  U.S.	  EPA.	  	  PVC	  production	  and	  use	  have	  soared	  even	  as	  
overall	  dioxin	  emissions	  in	  the	  U.S.	  environment	  have	  dramatically	  
declined,	  according	  to	  data	  compiled	  by	  EPA.	  

If	  Green	  Screen	  were	  applied	  consistently	  to	  all	  materials	  associated	  
with	  emissions	  of	  dioxins/furans	  during	  their	  life-‐cycles,	  the	  following	  
materials	  and	  products	  would	  fail:	  

• Cement:	  Portland	  cement,	  concrete	  masonry	  units	  (CMU	  
concrete	  block),	  concrete	  paving	  units,	  concrete	  drain	  pipe,	  
architectural	  concrete,	  precast	  tilt-‐up	  concrete	  panels,	  precast	  
structural	  concrete	  members,	  lightweight	  concrete	  roof	  deck,	  
Portland	  cement	  stucco,	  masonry	  mortar,	  tile	  grouts,	  leveling	  
cements	  

• Iron/steel:	  Structural	  steel	  framing,	  light	  gauge	  steel	  framing	  
(studs,	  joists,	  miscellaneous	  framing),	  fabricated	  steel	  framing	  
members	  (for	  example	  bar	  joists),	  steel	  roof	  and	  floor	  decking,	  
concrete	  reinforcing	  steel	  (rebar),	  electrical	  conduits	  and	  
distribution	  boxes,	  bolts,	  plates	  and	  fasteners	  of	  every	  
possible	  description,	  furniture,	  cast	  iron	  pipe	  for	  drain,	  waste	  
and	  vent	  applications,	  HVAC	  ductwork,	  steel	  cabling,	  
ornamental	  ironwork	  and	  fencing	  	  

• Copper:	  Electrical	  wire	  and	  cables,	  electrical	  bus	  conductors	  
and	  switching	  components,	  copper	  pipe	  for	  drain,	  waste	  and	  
vent	  applications,	  copper	  sheet	  roofing,	  copper	  flashing	  	  

• Aluminum:	  Aluminum	  wall	  panels,	  aluminum	  sheet	  roofing,	  
aluminum	  flashing,	  solar	  panel	  components,	  HVAC	  heat	  
recovery	  exchangers,	  curtain	  wall	  systems,	  doors	  and	  
windows	  
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• Wood:	  Common	  framing	  lumber	  of	  all	  kinds,	  engineered	  
laminated	  wood	  structural	  members,	  engineered	  wood	  
trusses,	  wood	  trim,	  wood	  siding,	  plywood	  of	  all	  kinds,	  
oriented	  strand	  board	  sheathing	  (OSB),	  medium	  density	  
fiberboard	  (MDF),	  high	  density	  fiberboard	  (HDF),	  roofing	  
shingles,	  structural	  insulated	  panels	  (SIPS)	  
	  

Some	  environmental	  advocates	  have	  asserted	  that	  PVC	  is	  responsible	  
for	  more	  dioxin	  than	  other	  materials,	  especially	  in	  open	  or	  controlled	  
burning	  of	  wastes.	  	  This	  notion	  has	  been	  thoroughly	  refuted	  by	  
extensive	  research	  and	  data.	  	  	  Chlorine	  and	  chlorides	  exist	  in	  municipal	  
wastes	  in	  amounts	  millions	  of	  times	  greater	  than	  necessary	  to	  generate	  
the	  amounts	  and	  dioxins	  that	  are	  being	  reliably	  measured	  today.	  	  	  

Disclosing	  chemical	  compounds	  that	  meet	  Green	  Screen	  criteria	  
Benchmark	  1	  will	  be	  highly	  burdensome.	  	  Green	  Screen	  is	  designed	  as	  a	  
comparative	  assessment	  tool.	  	  Use	  of	  the	  tool	  requires	  gathering	  data	  
to	  fulfill	  18	  separate	  environmental	  and	  human	  health	  endpoints.	  	  Data	  
would	  have	  to	  be	  compiled	  from	  public	  databases	  and	  evaluated	  for	  
data	  quality	  before	  use,	  something	  that	  may	  not	  be	  possible	  because	  
much	  of	  the	  data	  will	  be	  owned	  by	  other	  companies	  and	  thus	  have	  
limited	  availability	  or	  limited	  detail.	  	  Once	  all	  of	  the	  data	  are	  compiled	  
they	  would	  have	  to	  be	  evaluated	  against	  the	  Green	  Screen	  benchmark	  
criteria.	  	  This	  process	  could	  require	  significant	  scientific	  expertise	  and	  
professional	  judgment.	  	  

The	  LEED	  credits	  seem	  to	  ignore	  the	  third	  step	  of	  the	  Green	  Screen	  
process,	  which	  is	  to	  "make	  informed	  decisions."	  	  It	  is	  not	  at	  all	  clear	  that	  
using	  Green	  Screen	  will	  lead	  to	  better	  alternatives.	  	  As	  noted	  above,	  
hazard-‐based	  programs	  fail	  to	  account	  for	  the	  life-‐cycle	  impacts	  of	  
competing	  products	  and	  materials.	  This	  has	  in	  some	  cases	  led	  to	  
adoption	  of	  substitutes	  that	  are	  in	  fact	  less	  safe	  and/or	  have	  greater	  
overall	  health	  or	  environmental	  impact	  than	  the	  substance	  being	  
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replaced.	  

Other	  concerns	  with	  Green	  Screen	  as	  used	  in	  this	  proposed	  credit:	  	  
• Green	  Screen	  Benchmark	  1	  clearly	  intends	  the	  avoidance	  of	  

identified	  chemicals,	  while	  LEED	  uses	  this	  tool	  as	  a	  source	  for	  the	  
disclosure	  of	  chemicals.	  	  User	  uncertainty	  about	  this	  credit’s	  
ultimate	  purpose	  may	  limit	  its	  use.	  

• What	  obligation	  do	  manufacturers	  have	  vis-‐a-‐vis	  formulators,	  and	  
vice	  versa?	  

• What	  are	  the	  qualifications	  of	  third-‐party	  certifiers?	  
• Are	  all	  elements,	  substances	  and	  chemicals	  used	  in	  the	  production	  

of	  all	  materials	  covered,	  or	  only	  those	  present	  in	  the	  final	  product?	  	  
In	  many	  instances,	  amounts	  of	  one	  chemical	  ingredient	  are	  reacted	  
or	  depleted	  during	  the	  mixing/compounding	  process.	  

• What	  is	  the	  role	  of	  "breakdown	  products"	  in	  evaluating	  a	  material's	  
impact?	  What	  about	  catalysts,	  metabolites,	  treatments,	  etc.,	  and	  
other	  substances	  produced	  or	  used	  in	  manufacture?	  Under	  which	  
conditions	  and	  at	  how	  many	  points	  in	  a	  product's	  life	  cycle	  would	  
related/ancillary	  substances	  affect	  a	  material's	  score?	  	  	  
	  

We	  recommend	  USGBC	  work	  to	  reduce	  material-‐related	  hazards	  and	  
risks	  by	  creating	  credit	  incentives	  to	  assess	  the	  comparative	  life-‐cycle	  
impacts	  and	  risks	  associated	  with	  building-‐product	  materials	  in	  ways	  
that	  point	  to	  the	  ones	  with	  the	  lowest	  overall	  impacts.	  	  Ranking	  and	  
scoring	  a	  building	  product	  solely	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  hazards	  associated	  with	  
materials	  in	  the	  product	  does	  not	  lead	  to	  healthier,	  more	  
environmentally	  acceptable	  products.	  	  A	  screening	  tool	  by	  definition	  
does	  not	  give	  a	  definitive	  answer.	  

Inadequate	  protection	  of	  CBI	  
Proposed	  Building	  Product	  Disclosure	  and	  Optimization	  –	  Material	  
Ingredients	  fails	  to	  give	  adequate	  protection	  to	  trade	  secrets.	  	  Revealing	  
ingredients	  puts	  manufacturers	  at	  risk	  of	  losing	  the	  benefits	  of	  millions	  
of	  dollars	  of	  research	  that	  goes	  into	  formulating	  and	  making	  high-‐
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quality	  products.	  	  Furthermore,	  disclosure	  removes	  the	  incentive	  for	  
companies	  to	  develop	  innovative	  and	  sustainable	  technologies	  and	  
materials.	  	  If	  disclosure	  is	  credited,	  it	  needs	  to	  protect	  confidential	  
business	  information	  (CBI),	  and	  it	  needs	  to	  be	  implemented	  in	  a	  fair	  and	  
balanced	  way.	  
	  
Although	  the	  proposed	  credit	  does	  permit	  manufacturers	  to	  withhold	  
the	  name	  and/or	  CASRN	  of	  a	  trade	  secret	  or	  proprietary	  ingredient,	  
manufacturers	  who	  choose	  this	  option	  are	  required	  to	  provide	  hazard	  
information	  on	  their	  secret/proprietary	  material	  developed	  by	  Green	  
Screen.	  	  	  In	  addition	  to	  concerns	  noted	  elsewhere	  in	  these	  comments	  
about	  Green	  Screen,	  it	  is	  unclear	  how	  a	  manufacturer	  could	  consult	  
Green	  Screen	  for	  information	  about	  trade	  secret	  or	  innovative	  materials	  
as	  the	  very	  nature	  of	  these	  materials	  suggest	  that	  Green	  Screen	  will	  be	  
either	  unaware	  or	  unfamiliar	  with	  them.	  	  The	  credit	  needs	  to	  provide	  a	  
feasible	  alternative	  to	  disclosure;	  otherwise	  the	  “voluntary”	  nature	  of	  
the	  disclosure	  is	  merely	  illusory.	  	  	  
	  
Numerous	  state	  and	  federal	  agencies	  and	  other	  authorities	  require	  
renovation	  or	  new	  construction	  to	  conform	  to	  LEED	  standards	  (see	  list	  
at	  http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=1852).	  	  By	  
implication,	  the	  material	  ingredients	  disclosure	  credit	  creates	  a	  
requirement	  emanating	  from	  the	  government	  to	  disclose	  trade	  secret	  
information,	  which	  may	  run	  afoul	  of	  the	  statutory	  authority	  under	  
which	  these	  agencies	  created	  these	  mandates.	  	  	  
	  
At	  the	  Federal	  level,	  government	  officers	  and	  employees	  are	  prohibited,	  
under	  pain	  of	  fine,	  imprisonment,	  and	  dismissal,	  from	  disclosing	  trade	  
secret	  or	  other	  confidential	  business	  information	  (CBI)	  except	  as	  
authorized	  by	  law.	  	  See	  18	  U.S.C.	  1905.	  	  Federal	  agency	  regulations	  
ensure	  that	  trade	  secrets	  and	  CBI	  are	  protected,	  even	  when	  an	  agency	  
determines	  that	  information	  must	  be	  shared	  with	  an	  outside	  party	  to	  
perform	  the	  agency’s	  regulatory	  obligations.	  	  For	  example,	  EPA	  
regulations	  mandate	  that	  the	  agency’s	  contractors	  and	  subcontractors	  
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require	  their	  personnel	  to	  sign	  written	  confidentiality	  agreements	  
before	  they	  are	  granted	  access	  to	  CBI.	  	  See,	  e.g.,	  40	  C.F.R.	  §	  
2.301(h)(2)(ii)(B).	  	  At	  a	  minimum,	  requiring	  disclosure	  through	  LEED	  to	  a	  
third	  party	  certification	  body	  without	  such	  protections	  creates	  an	  
indefensible	  asymmetry	  in	  the	  treatment	  of	  CBI.	  	  Even	  more,	  it	  raises	  
the	  question	  of	  whether	  USGBC	  is	  the	  type	  of	  organization	  authorized	  
to	  receive	  CBI	  in	  connection	  with	  the	  performance	  of	  agency	  duties.	  	  
See,	  e.g.,	  40	  C.F.R.	  §	  2.301(h)(2)(i).	  	  
	  
If	  LEED	  proceeds	  with	  the	  disclosure	  requirement,	  the	  credit	  should	  
make	  clear	  that	  state	  law	  likely	  prohibits	  disclosure	  of	  trade	  secrets	  
submitted	  in	  connection	  with	  LEED	  certification.	  	  The	  Uniform	  Trade	  
Secrets	  Act,	  which	  has	  been	  enacted	  by	  more	  than	  40	  states,	  prohibits	  
the	  misappropriation	  of	  trade	  secrets	  by	  any	  person	  (see	  
http://uniformlaws.org/Act.aspx?title=Trade%20Secrets%20Act)	  and	  
provides	  for	  damages	  and	  injunctive	  relief.	  	  	  
	  
The	  voluntary	  nature	  of	  this	  credit	  does	  not	  resolve	  the	  legal	  issues	  
described	  above,	  because	  even	  a	  single	  point	  disadvantage	  can	  be	  
pivotal	  in	  the	  ultra-‐competitive	  landscape	  of	  government	  contracts,	  
especially	  if	  the	  single	  point	  means	  the	  difference	  between	  LEED	  
certification	  required	  by	  a	  government	  request	  for	  proposal.	  
Confidential	  business	  information	  should	  be	  protected	  by	  means	  other	  
than	  use	  of	  prescriptive	  lists.	  USGBC	  is	  most	  effective	  when	  it	  expresses	  
its	  intent	  and	  allows	  the	  green	  building	  marketplace	  to	  respond	  
accordingly.	  	  LEED	  Disclosure	  credits	  that	  point	  to	  Globally	  Harmonized	  
System	  Hazard	  Communication	  in	  the	  form	  of	  accurate	  and	  up	  to	  date	  
Safety	  Data	  Sheets	  could	  provide	  a	  workable	  alternative	  to	  the	  
prescriptive	  lists	  found	  in	  Cradle	  to	  Cradle	  and	  Green	  Screen.	  	  The	  VI	  
believes	  this	  simple	  approach	  which	  conforms	  to	  Federal	  Laws	  will	  
accomplish	  USGBC’s	  objectives.	  	  	  
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Seal  of  green  or  greed?
By  David  Williams-  08/06/13  09:00  AM  ET

      0

As  building  owners  proudly  display  their  green  building  seal  of  approvals  awarded  by  the  U.S.  Green  Building
Council  (USGBC),  they  may  be  surprised  to  learn  about  a  new  action  taken  by  the  USGBC  that  will  only
undermine  the  meaning  of  that  seal  and  the  time,  effort  and  thousands  of  dollars  that  when  into  earning  it.

Many  are  familiar  with  the  round  “LEED”  (Leadership  in  Energy  and  Environmental  Design)  seal  that  is
awarded  to  demonstrate  that  a  building  has  met  a  certain  energy  efficiency  threshold  as  determined  by  the
USGBC.    What  many  people  may  not  know  is  that  the  USGBC  is  a  13,000-member  organization  run  by
activists,  architects,  builders  and  building  suppliers  that  collects  up  to  $35,000  in  fees  for  each  certification.
The  organization  has  drawn  intense  criticism  over  LEED’s  effectiveness,  its  market  influence,  and  its  cost  to
taxpayers.    And  that  was  before  its  July  2013  vote  to  approve  the  next  version  of  LEED  (LEED  v4),  which  will
only  elevated  these  concerns.

As  a  private,  non-profit  organization,  USGBC’s  non-science  based  standards  are  dictating  government  policies
and  are  relied  upon  by  the  General  Services  Administration  (GSA)  as  the  exclusive  system  to  certify  its  40,000
federal  buildings  as  “green.”    Since  2010,  GSA  has  mandated  LEED  gold  standards  for  all  new  federal
buildings  along  with  35  states  and  over  170  cities  that  require  LEED  certification  or  give  builders  tax  breaks
for  building  to  its  specifications.

Last  year,  the  Taxpayers  Protection  Alliance  (TPA)  issued  warnings  that  new  standards  under  consideration
would  be  harmful  for  taxpayers  and  businesses  by  explicitly  offering  a  significant  competitive  advantage  to
favored  industries  and  implicitly  discouraging  and  unfairly  targeting  other  industries.  

The  goal  of  achieving  more  sustainable  and  energy  efficient
buildings  is  something  that  the  private  and  public  sectors
can  support  together,  and  was  at  the  core  of  LEED’s  original
mission.  But  that  mission  has  evolved,  and  with  the  new
version,  its  mission  now  seems  more  focused  on  punishing
those  who  use  certain  products,  while  relying  on  non-
scientific  reasoning  as  a  basis  for  the  new  guidelines.  In  fact,
many  of  the  products  that  LEED  now  seeks  to  eliminate  are
the  very  materials  that  help  improve  a  building’s  energy
performance  and  sustainability  like  reflective  roofing  and
solar  technology.

With  its  recent  vote  to  approve  LEED  v4,  the  USGBC  has
made  a  bad  system  worse  while  it  lacks  the  expertise  to  even  be  trusted  on  many  of  the  new  standards  it  will
now  be  responsible  to  implement.  There  is  a  range  of  options  when  it  comes  to  standards  and  guidelines  for
greater  energy  efficiency  instead  of  allowing  the  USGBC  to  claim  a  monopoly.  In  fact,  representatives  of  the
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federal  agencies  on  the  its  board—including  the  Veterans  Administration,  National  Institute  of  Standards  and
Technology,  Department  of  Health  and  Human  Services  and  others—voted  in  May  against  keeping  LEED  as
the  sole  standard  for  government  buildings.

In  addition  to  more  Congressional  hearings  to  address  these  growing  concerns  with  LEED,  TPA  has  sought
greater  transparency  and  accountability  when  it  comes  to  efficiency  programs  that  taxpayers  are  subsidizing.  
Through  a  series  of  Freedom  of  Information  Act  (FOIA)  requests,  we  tried  to  get  answers  about  the  close
relationship  between  the  USGBC  and  the  GSA  that  entrenches  this  process.  However,  since  first  submitted  in
January  of  this  year,  and  we  are  still  waiting  for  answers  to  these  basic  questions.

TPA  is  dedicated  to  continuing  efforts  to  seek  greater  transparency,  a  more  accountable  system,  and  a  real
commonsense  approach  when  it  comes  to  efficiency  programs  that  the  taxpayers  are  subsidizing.  As  USGBC
continues  in  this  unchecked  role  with  the  federal  government  and  expands  its  reach  into  areas  outside  the
scope  of  its  own  expertise,  its  seal  risks  becoming  a  symbol  of  green  greed  and  misuse  of  taxpayer  dollars.
  
Williams  is  the  president  of  the  Taxpayers  Protetion  Alliance  (TPA),  a  non-profit,  non-partisan  organization  dedicated
to  educating  the  public  through  the  research,  analysis  and  dissemination  of  information  on  the  government's  effects
on  the  economy.  For  more  information,  please  visit  www.protectingtaxpayers.org.
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To:  U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) 

From: The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) – submitted by M. Hockstad 

Re:  LEED 2012 v4 (6th Comment Period) – Materials and Resources (MR) Credit: Building 

Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients (MRc4) 

Date:  March 29, 2013 

Note:  Comments are submitted into USGBC system as plain text through 

http://new.usgbc.org/node/2616399?return=/credits/new-construction/v4-draft 

 

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) thanks USGBC for the opportunity to comment in 

the 6th Public Comment Period on LEED v4. Founded in 1937, SPI is the plastics industry trade 

association representing the third largest manufacturing industry in the United States. SPI's 

member companies represent the entire plastics industry supply chain, including raw materials 

suppliers, processors, equipment manufacturers and brand owners. The U.S. plastics industry 

employs nearly 900,000 and provides $380 billion in annual shipments. 

 

SPI remains concerned that LEED v4, despite multiple rounds of comments and input, continues 

to contain significant problems that must be corrected before it can be balloted. In particular, as 

noted in the comments below, SPI objects to and requests the withdrawal of Materials and 

Resources (MR) Credit: Building Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients 

from LEED v4. This credit as written will negatively affect positive transformation of the 

building and construction market. 

 
1. No LEED Credit Should Rely on a Non-Consensus Standard or Tool Developed by a 

Third Party  

 

SPI recognizes that LEED standards can incorporate or require compliance with other standards. 

However, these standards must be technically robust and emanate from a voluntary consensus 

standards body. Examples appropriate for reference include standards from ASTM International, 

the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and 

the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA), each of which is an accredited 

standards developing organization through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 
Accreditation by ANSI signifies that the procedures used by the standards body in connection 

with the development of American National Standards meet the Institute‟s essential requirements 

for openness, balance, consensus and due process. 

 

Unfortunately, no limitations exist to preclude any organization from developing “standards” or 

criteria, and proceeding to do so. However, standards and tools, such as GreenScreen or Cradle 

to Cradle, not developed using essential requirements for openness, balance, consensus and due 

process, will have no technical validity if developed without the expertise and input of the 

makers of the products or processes covered by the standard. Such standards will not have 

market acceptance and will fail to provide value or market meaning, in no small part because 

they are produced as non-consensus standards.  
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USGBC cannot eliminate its obligation to develop its standards through a legitimate consensus 

process, informed by materially affected stakeholder input and appropriate technical expertise. 

By incorporating third party standards of others that fail to meet basic consensus processes, the 

USGBC dilutes the quality, effectiveness, and market acceptance of the output, and risks 

challenge to the affected credit or rating system. 

 

2. The Proposal to Use GreenScreen and Cradle to Cradle Is an Illegitimate Attempt to 

Create a Restriction List and May Incentivize Negative Materials Substitutions 
 

The reporting credit, through the incorporation of GreenScreen v1.2 and Cradle to Cradle, does 

not merely ask for disclosure of all compounds in a material or product. It asks for reporting after 

the material or product has been assessed against arbitrary screening tools. The credit applies 

GreenScreen v1.2 and Cradle to Cradle as a signal to the market to avoid a building product or 

material because of an ingredient in the product formulation. However, GreenScreen v1.2 and 

Cradle to Cradle do not provide any guidance in understanding exposure and risk to human 

health from the use of the ingredient. Furthermore, such arbitrary avoidance will inevitably cause 

material substitutions that may result in increased impacts to the environment and even human 

health.  

 

Specific to the Cradle to Cradle Certified program, this non-consensus developed program 

includes arbitrary components including the prohibition of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in all levels 

of the program as well as the elimination of halogenated materials including fluoropolymers, 

both of which are critical materials used in building and construction applications such as 

windows, siding, insulation and jacketing material for wires and cables, textile finishes, 

architectural fabrics and coatings, pipes, solar energy, “cool roofing” (i.e., fluoropolymer 

coatings used to provide long-term retention of solar reflectivity) and others. 

 

Classifying products as desirable or not desirable for facilities‟ use based on whether they are 

halogenated or not is overly simplistic and scientifically unsound. There are hundreds of 

products containing halogenated materials in common use today, each of which should be judged 

against functionally equivalent alternatives on the basis of impacts on health and the 

environment as well as their value in use. As an example, plastics containing halogen elements 

have far superior fire retardancy as compared with their non-halogen counterparts. This is of 

particular importance where the product can prevent the disastrous spread of smoke and fire 

through a building with many occupants that cannot be easily evacuated. Other materials such as 

vinyl flooring have a long and successful history of use in building and construction because of 

their durability, ease of maintenance and cleanliness, moisture resistance including prevention of 

pathogen, bacterial, and mold growth, and abrasion resistance.  

 

This credit runs the risk of encouraging substitutions which may not be preferable based on a full 

environmental and health analysis. In addition, this credit could steer designers to choose 

materials with a more negative life-cycle impact and incentivizes avoidance of a wide range of 

extensively tested materials. USGBC itself has concluded through its report entitled “Assessment 

of the Technical Basis for a PVC-Related Materials Credit for LEED” issued by the USGBC 
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Technical Scientific and Advisory Committee (TSAC) that “no single material shows up as the 

best across all the human health and environmental impact categories, nor as the worst,” and, 

recommended “avoiding the „blunt instrument‟ of a materials-based credit so as to avoid steering 

designers to choose materials with more negative impacts.”  

 

3. Ingredient “Disclosure” Requirements Cannot Require Disclosure of Proprietary 

Formulations 
 

This Materials Ingredients credit includes a component which requires disclosure of all 

ingredients used in the building products. To meet this requirement, manufacturers of building 

products must provide the formulations for their materials in a way that may be accessible to 

competitors. USGBC provides no explanation or guidance as to how and if they will maintain the 

confidentiality of this information which could result in a serious lack of protections for 

proprietary and/or sensitive information.  

 

4. Materials avoidance credit may promote liability risks. 

 

As a standard-setting organization, USGBC and its Board face lawsuit and liability risks from 

building owners and developers if USGBC does not exercise reasonable care in developing its 

standards. The adoption this credit, which directs the use of alternative materials that have not 

been adequately studied or undergone life-cycle assessments (LCAs), could lead to very 

expensive lawsuits against USGBC if these alternative materials cause an injury to workers or 

property damage to building owners. USGBC and its Board could easily avoid such a liability 

risk by following the TSAC recommendation not to adopt material-avoidance credits without 

adequately evaluating alternative materials and determining they are "demonstrably better" on a 

LCA basis. USGBC has not done so for this MR Credit. 

 

5. This overhauled credit has not been evaluated using the LEED pilot credit program. 

 

On October 1, 2012 USGBC released its significantly revised MR Credit: Building Product 

Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients. This overhauled credit now contains a 

number of new elements including components of the Cradle to Cradle Certified program and 

also continues to contain elements of the European Commission‟s EC No. 1907/2006 

Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH). 

 

As noted previously in these comments and specific to the Cradle to Cradle Certified program, 

this non-consensus developed program includes arbitrary components including the prohibition 

of PVC in all levels of the program as well as the elimination of halogenated materials including 

fluoropolymers, both of which are a critical materials used in building and construction 

applications. PVC and halogenated materials such as fluoropolymers have been widely tested 

and are successfully used in a range of building and construction applications. 

 

In addition, the REACH element of this credit continues to reflect a substantial lack of 

understanding of the requirements of the European Commission‟s REACH regulation and its 

Annexes, for which various actions are pending and further draft Commission regulations have 
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been submitted for vote. USGBC appears poorly positioned to provide guidance or interpretation 

to support its award or denial of a credit which incorporates REACH. SPI believes that it is 

inappropriate and unacceptable for the “United States” GBC to propose a credit which leans on a 

complicated European regulatory scheme over which the United States government has neither 

input nor jurisdiction, and has not adopted under any framework. 

 

The “Material Ingredients” proposed credit constitutes major, substantive changes to the standard 

and could severely and materially impact a significant stakeholder group – namely, the tens of 

thousands of makers of building products and materials who rely on the plastics products that 

provide superior performance in demanding building and construction applications. Although in 

previous versions of LEED v4 and its predecessors SPI clearly requested that this credit be 

withdrawn, the latest revision contains yet another completely new proposal for a materials 

avoidance credit. Rather than narrow the problems, this draft continues to exacerbate them. SPI 

finds no evidence that the development of these substantial proposals was made in an open 

manner by the developing committees such that the participation of affected stakeholders could 

be secured. We see no evidence that the development of these proposals was informed by 

technical experts in the field of chemical management or risk assessment, or benefited from 

development with stakeholder balance of interests.  

 

In conclusion, at this stage of standard development, the only action that will address the issues 

that SPI raises is to withdraw the MR Credit: Building Product Disclosure and Optimization – 

Material Ingredients from LEED v4 in its entirety. 
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April 4, 2013 

 

Via Electronic Delivery Submission  

 

Bryan Steverson 

Sustainability & Green Building Advisor 

Office of Federal High Performance Green Buildings 

U.S. General Services Administration 

1275 First Street, NE, 7th Floor 

Washington, DC 20417 

Email: bryan.steverson@gsa.gov  

 

Re: The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) Comments on the Office of Federal 

High-Performance Green Buildings; Sequence 24 Findings of the EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc 

Review Group on Green Building Certification Systems (78 Fed. Reg. 8145 (February 5, 

2013) Notice-MG-2012-04; Docket 2012-0002) 

 

Dear Mr. Steverson: 

 

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments 

concerning the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA’s) Office of Federal High-Performance 

Green Buildings; Sequence 24 Findings of the EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc Review Group on Green 

Building Certification Systems (78 Fed. Reg. 8145 (February 5, 2013) Notice-MG-2012-04; Docket 

2012-0002). 

 

Founded in 1937, SPI is the trade association representing the third largest manufacturing sector in 

the United States. SPI's members represent the entire plastics industry supply chain, including raw 

material suppliers, processors, equipment manufacturers and brand owners. The U.S. plastics 

industry employs nearly 900,000 workers and provides more than $380 billion in annual shipments. 

 

SPI is supportive of the GSA’s commitment to transform the Federal building portfolio to sustainable 

technologies and practices. In addition, SPI appreciates GSA’s commitment to identify green 

building certification systems most likely to encourage a comprehensive and environmentally-sound 

approach to the certification of green Federal buildings. SPI members manufacture a range of 

products that can help Federal agencies achieve these goals. SPI would like to offer several 

comments for consideration by GSA. 

 

Background 

On February 5, 2013, GSA issued a request for input from the public to better inform its 

recommendation to the Secretary of Energy about what green building certification systems the 

Federal government should use. Section 436 of the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) 

requires the Director of GSA’s Office of Federal High-Performance Green Buildings to evaluate 

green building certification systems every five years to identify a system and certification level that 

will encourage a comprehensive and environmentally sound approach to the certification of green  
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Federal buildings. EISA requires the GSA Administrator to provide his or her recommendation to the 

Secretary of Energy, who then consults with the Secretary of Defense and the GSA Administrator, to 

identify the system(s) appropriate for use in the Federal sector to certify green buildings.  

 

GSA completed its most recent evaluation of green building certification systems in May 2012 

focusing on certification systems for new construction, major renovations, and existing buildings. In 

this review, three systems were evaluated: Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes (2010), U.S. 

Green Building Council’s (USGBC’s) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

(2009), and the International Living Building Institute’s Living Building Challenge (2011). 

Ultimately, the 2012 report found that none of the existing green building certification systems as 

designed meet all of the Federal government’s needs for high performance building metrics and 

conformity assessment, especially when considering the Federal sector’s statutory requirements in 

this area. However, based on the deliberations of the EISA 436(h) Ad-Hoc Discussion Group and 

input received in 2012, GSA is offering several key concepts for additional public comment. 

 

SPI Comments 

1. Use of Green Building Certification Programs Eliminates the Need for the Federal 

Government to Develop Its Own Standards; However, Approved Programs Must Meet 

Federal Requirements and Must Not Contain Arbitrary Avoidance Lists 

 

a. Green Building Certification Programs Must Meet Federal Requirements 

SPI commends GSA for its commitment to EISA and notes that EISA-cited criteria to be 

used in reviewing certification systems include (i) transparency of certification systems’ 

approach to collecting and addressing public comments and (ii) consensus-based standard for 

documenting a development and revision process.  

 

Development of a standard through a consensus-based process provides transparency and 

ensures the opportunity for meaningful participation by all groups which will be impacted. 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the coordinator of the U.S. standards 

process and provides strict objective requirements for accreditation of those processes. A 

credible rating system must be developed using a process which embodies the elements of 

consensus as defined by ANSI. Organizations such as the Green Building Institute (GBI), 

creator of the Green Globes program, have worked to ensure that standards such as 

ANSI/GBI 01-2010: A Green Building Protocol for Commercial Buildings, were developed 

using the ANSI process. 

 

In fact, the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L. 104-113 

and OMB circular A-119 provide that Federal agencies “shall use technical standards that are 

developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standard bodies,” unless the standard is 

“inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impracticable.” In addition, OMB Circular A-

119 requires consensus-based standards to be much more than aspirational goal and a group 

vote; they are characterized by (i) openness; (ii) balance of interest; (iii) due process; and (iv) 

an appeals process. Consensus means there is a process for attempting to resolve objections 

by interested parties, that all comments have been fairly considered, each objector is advised 

of the disposition of his or her objection(s) and the reasons why, and the consensus body 

members are given an opportunity to change their votes after reviewing the comments. The 

USGBC processes and the LEED standards do not meet these consensus-based criteria. 
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We have a deep concern that USGBC’s LEED 2009 has been developed out of step with 

Federal government criteria, which include process protections such as a true consensus-

based approach. This is not a small matter. In a short span of time, LEED has emerged as the 

dominant green building certification program, both for private sector and government 

purchasers. While LEED has been helpful in improving energy efficiency, USGBC has failed 

to upgrade its development process. LEED cannot retain viability with Federal buildings 

without serious and prompt changes to the process that USGBC uses to amend LEED. Our 

strong view is that LEED is seriously flawed and must go back to the drawing board with 

true consensus processes, or be rejected by Federal agencies. 

 

The Living Building Challenge (LBC) takes a similar, flawed approach. LBC does not meet 

the OMB Circular A-119 requirements; it does not employ a true consensus process and 

should not be considered as a viable green building certification program option. In fact, the 

Green Building System Certification Review conducted by Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory correctly concludes that the LBC is not consensus-based. 

 

SPI stresses the importance of a utilizing a true consensus process when developing standards 

to ensure for openness, balance, consensus, and due process. We believe that any GSA 

approved program must be aligned with government requirements. 

 

b. Green Building Certification Approved Programs Must Not Contain Arbitrary 

Avoidance Lists 
The LBC’s materials “red list” includes material avoidance components which prohibits the 

use of some materials, without regard to performance requirements, or impacts of 

alternatives. A material avoidance credit runs the risk of encouraging substitutions that may 

not be preferable based on a full environmental and health analysis. In addition, material 

avoidance credits could steer designers to choose materials with a more negative life-cycle 

impact. Material avoidance credits may lead to changes in the cost and performance of 

various products used by consumers and businesses. Furthermore, the substituted substance 

may have adverse environmental effects of its own. 

 

Building products that would be avoided would include Energy Star vinyl windows, 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) piping and certain wire and cable applications. Such an approach 

could reduce energy efficiency rather than promote it as required by EISA. 

 

While SPI agrees that green building certification programs eliminate the need for the 

Federal government to develop its own standards, it strongly recommends that approved 

programs must meet Federal requirements and must not contain arbitrary avoidance lists. 

 

2. GSA Should Recommend as Many Rating Systems as Possible that are Consensus 

Standards 

SPI applauds GSA for its recognition that there are multiple green building rating systems 

currently available that can help the Federal government achieve its commitment to high-

performance green buildings. By promoting as many rating systems as possible that are 

consensus standards, the Federal government would promote maximum flexibility for agencies to 

pick the green building certification systems that best suit mission and portfolio needs. In 

addition, such a process would avoid a single system monopoly. Multiple options would require 
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systems to compete and would drive down costs for Federal users, including costs of training 

employees and consultants to use the system. 

 

In addition, SPI recommends that the GSA expand its review to consider identifying other 

consensus based rating systems in addition to the three systems proposed in this Federal Register 

notice. As examples: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES 189.1-2011 (“Standard for the Design of 

High-Performance Green Buildings – Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings”); the International 

Code Council’s 2012 International Green Construction Code™ (IgCC™) (2012); and the ICC 

700 National Green Building Standard™ (2012) are all suitable for recommendation. 

 

3. One Size Does Not Fit All 

SPI agrees with the concept that agencies should be provided the flexibility to choose the green 

building rating system(s) that best fit(s) their mission and needs. SPI does not believe that 

agencies should be required to use only one system at the agency or service level due the 

variability of building types and needs within a given agency. SPI agrees that decisions to use 

multiple systems within one agency may be required to meet portfolio needs considering broad 

classes of building use types. By providing such options, the staff responsible for green building 

decisions within an agency can select and implement the system that is most appropriate and 

applicable to meet their needs of a unique building. 

 

4. GSA Should Not Develop National Guidance on Specific Credits or Points that all Agencies 

Should Focus on When Seeking Certification 

SPI does not agree with the recommendation that guidance should be developed to identify 

specific credits or points that all agencies should focus on when seeking certification. Such an 

approach assumes that a “point” or “credit” based certification system is the best, or only, way to 

design a green building certification system. Performance-based systems could meet agency 

needs without the requirement to resort to points or credits at all. Overall, the government should 

focus on clearly identifying the statutory, regulatory, and administrative requirements that are 

common to all Federal agencies. All certification systems should require that these be met as 

prerequisites in any rating system. 

 

5. Importance of Maintaining Currency with the Evolution of Green Building Programs 

SPI agrees with the importance of maintaining currency with the evolution of green building 

certification systems and underlying standards. GSA’s Office of Federal High-Performance 

Green Buildings should track the evolution of green building certification systems and standards, 

and work with the Departments of Energy and Defense, and other agencies as appropriate, to 

review changes and propose any necessary Federal response. SPI also believes that the Federal 

sector should adopt the newest version of any standard or green building certification system 

only after a review of the new version has been conducted to ensure the revisions are appropriate 

to the Federal sector. The adoption should not be automatic without review.  

 

In addition, SPI disagrees with the recommendation of automatically adopting the newest version 

of any standard or green building certification system within one year after it is finalized. The 

Federal government should be offering at least the same level of review and approval provided to 

public stakeholders for incorporation by reference of other standards. In short, there should be (a) 

proposals to adopt only final (appeal process completed) standards; (b) adoption of consensus 

standards only rather than non-consensus standards; and (c) opportunities to offer at least the 
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level of public notice and comment provided to stakeholders in other incorporation by reference 

matters, as required by Federal regulation.  

 

SPI agrees that representatives from major Federal real property portfolio holders and resource 

agencies should convene regularly to review any updated green building certification systems 

and changes to standards critical to building performance in a process similar to the current EISA 

436(h) interagency review. This review should include opportunities to solicit and receive public 

comments from interested parties. 

 

Lastly, SPI agrees that the Federal government should strategically engage with green building 

certification system owners to develop better alignment with Federal agency requirements and 

needs while continuing the Federal government’s role in market leadership. 

 

6. GSA Should Provide Another Comment Period 

SPI recommends that the public should be able to comment on the GSA’s proposed EISA 436(h) 

recommendation before it is delivered to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). In particular, if 

specific systems are to be selected, GSA should identify these systems to the public for comment. 

 

SPI is encouraged that GSA has recognized the complexity of green building programs and has 

called on public input on approaches it may take in fulfilling its requirements to DOE. SPI urges 

GSA to include multiple, consensus-based and developed green building systems as part of the 

choices available to agencies when constructing new Federal buildings or undergoing major 

renovations of Federal buildings. Systems that do not meet these criteria should not be considered. 

 

We appreciate this opportunity to provide you with our views on this important issue and would be 

pleased to answer any further questions you may have. If you have any questions or require 

additional information, please contact me at (202) 974-5258 or mhockstad@plasticsindustry.org. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Melissa Hockstad 

Vice President, Science, Technology and Regulatory Affairs 

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. 

1667 K St., NW, Suite 1000 

Washington, DC 20006-1620 
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